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Abstract
The Bible Through African Eyes, is a comparative study of the epistemologies in
primary research data from Zambia and select intra-biblical appropriations and re-
appropriations of the Exodus event with a view to delineate continuities between
them and to use these as a basis for African biblical hermeneutical methods. It is
based on the hypothesis that the two epistemologies are similar. The thesis belongs to
philosophical hermeneutics, cultural anthropology and biblical studies.
The thesis addresses the imperative and identifies a basis for Africans to undertake
biblical hermeneutics from African socio-cultural realities and epistemological
constitution. It presumes that the Modern Missionary Movement was profoundly
shaped by the European Enlightenment and that missionaries inevitably brought this
worldview to Africa along with Christianity. It understands the historical critical
method as a product ofEnlightenment thought. The thesis follows the approach of
modern African biblical scholars who exploit the intellectual criticism of the
Enlightenment in the post-modern movement to participate in biblical scholarship
from their own epistemological constitutions and social-cultural realities. Finally, it
argues that epistemological continuities between the Zambian and the biblical
material provide a base on which Africans can articulate biblical hermeneutical
theory that is rooted in their socio-cultural realities and epistemology and is
empathetic to the socio-cultural realities and epistemology in the biblical texts.
The thesis will offer critical evaluation of the hermeneutics and homiletics of select
preachers in Eastern Province, Zambia, and the hermeneutics in select intra-biblical
appropriations and re-appropriations of the Exodus event under the three scholarly
disciplines mentioned above with a view to establish the epistemologies in them. It
will compare these epistemologies to establish continuities. These continuities form
the basis for articulating African biblical hermeneutical methods and establish the
value of the epistemology in the Zambian data for biblical scholarship as an
alternative to the ongoing hegemony ofWestern epistemology in biblical scholarship
in Africa.
The thesis makes use of qualitative research data gathered from select preachers in
Zambia to establish a correlation between their worldview and socio-cultural realities
and their hermeneutics. It uses select intra-biblical appropriations and re-
appropriations of the Exodus event to establish that the appropriations imply a
particular worldview and epistemology. Analysis of sermons and interviews in the
Zambian data and of the Exodus narrative and its appropriations and re-
appropriations in the Hebrew Bible enables epistemologies to emerge that make
comparison and the articulation of a basis for African biblical hermeneutical methods
possible.
The thesis is organised in three parts. Part I summarizes the discourse regarding the
influence ofWestern philosophies in sub-Saharan Africa, continuities between
African and OT worldviews in African biblical scholarship and sets out our research
methods and parameters. Part II contains the primary data chapters and the
epistemologies for comparison in Part III. Part III establishes epistemological
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'Through African eyes' has a pedestrian ring to it1 yet it reflects the aspirations of
African biblical scholarship in the postcolony. Since all biblical scholarship is rooted
in particular conceptual frameworks,2 Africans are embracing the challenge of
conducting biblical scholarship through their own epistemological and socio-cultural
realities. This research developed out of the researcher's own experience in teaching
biblical hermeneutics to candidates for Christian ministry in Zambia. A brief
introduction is required, therefore, in order to clarify the background, context and
approaches which characterise the study itself.
In 1994, the researcher graduated with a Bachelor ofTheology degree from Trans-
Africa Theological College, Kitwe, Zambia and was retained by the college as a Staff
Development Fellow. The college established the Staff Development Programme to
identify and develop nationals who evidenced potential for its faculty needs. The
college is jointly run by the Pentecostal Assemblies of God (Zambia) and Pentecostal
Assemblies ofCanada, a partnership reflected in the composition of the faculty.
Since its re-establishment in 1978,3 it has produced scores of graduates, mostly
Zambians but also from neighbouring countries, who have been instrumental in the
phenomenal growth of the Assemblies of God and related Christian movements in
the region.
The researcher's involvement in lecturing was both inspiring and epistemologically
disruptive. The sense of vocation and desire to engage the Scriptures and related
disciplines on the part of the students was very strong. However, the methods of
pedagogy, essentially deconstructing, abstracting and repackaging material
1 Cf. J. S. Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible with African Eyes: Inculturation and Hermeneutics," JTSA,
no. 91 (1995): 5.
2 Cf. Knut Holter, Yahweh in Africa, Bible and Theology in Africa, vol. 1 (New York: Peter Lang,
2001), 36-37; and A. O. Mojola, "The Social Sciences and the Study of the Old Testament in Africa:
Some Methodological Considerations," in Interpreting the Old Testament in Africa, ed. M. N. Getui,
Knut Holter, and Victor Zinkuratire, Biblical Studies in African Scholarship Series (Nairobi: Acton
Publishers, 2001), 90-92.
3 The institution existed under different names and with different aims prior to this period.
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systematically to 'facilitate' comprehension, sucked the vitality out of biblical
traditions and required mastery of new forms of thinking. Instruction became an
exercise in rational and abstract appreciation, formulation and articulation of
concepts. The curricula and textbooks used also encouraged this process.
In 1997, he went to Regent College, Canada, for postgraduate study, intending to
master the finer points ofChristian theology and its tools. He studied the New
Testament, according to the emphasis placed on that part of the Scriptures in his
evangelical Christian tradition. For context, he studied biblical Hebrew and some Old
Testament courses and was intrigued by the familiarity of the conceptual framework
in the material.4 He changed majors to Old Testament, wrote a thesis on an African
reading of Genesis 4, and has continued to research into the relationships between
conceptual framework and biblical interpretation and theology. The need for
relevance in methods of pedagogy in Zambia and the invitation of the familiarity of
biblical Hebrew and Old Testament traditions drive this study.
Terms, Parameters and Focus
'African biblical hermeneutical methods' are multi-faceted and, therefore, the phrase
as used in this thesis requires clarification. Perhaps it is useful to explain what it does
not refer to before defining what it does.
It does not refer to the myriads of approaches in African Christianity that do not
attempt to engage critically the epistemological, historical and socio-cultural realities
in the biblical material. In Barton's four-fold classification of areas of focus in
biblical criticism,5 the phrase refers to reader-focussed methods, where the 'reader' is
constrained by the biblical text in the light of historical criticism. However, it adopts
historical critical methods without embracing the possibility and pursuit of critical
4 Cf. Oduyoye and Kanyoro who state, "The Bible was written in a culture similar to our African
culture". M. A. Oduyoye and M. R. A. Kanyoro, The Will to Arise: Women, Tradition, and the
Church in Africa (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1995), 4.
5 These are the biblical text, the historical events narrated in the text, author(s) of the text and the
reader. John Barton, "Classifying Biblical Criticism," J50T29 (1984): 20-23.
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'objectivity' that is free from prejudices on the part of the scholar. Finally, it does not
refer to 'critical' approaches that wittingly impose ideological presuppositions and
agendas on the biblical material.
'African biblical hermeneutical methods' refers to approaches that recognize that
inclusion of a reader's 'conceptual framework' and 'socio-cultural realities' is
fundamental to all biblical interpretation and seek to make the African conceptual
framework and socio-cultural realities the 'subject' of interpretation.6 For the faith
community, these realities include faith experience and the impulse to appropriate
Scripture for spiritual benefit.7
'Biblical' is used adjectivally and refers to 'what relates to or is demonstrable in' the
Bible. 'Bible' and its synonyms refer to the MT, GNT and all the translations that are
at the disposal of the respondents in the Zambian research data. It is a reference made
without critical consideration of the textual bases of these translations. The same lack
ofprecision applies to the use of terms such as 'Scriptures', 'Scripture', and 'biblical
traditions' which are used interchangeably.
'Conceptual framework' refers to "the mental construct within which exegetes are
trained, into which they grow and with which they operate". We use it
interchangeably with 'epistemological construct', 'epistemological framework' and
'epistemological constitution'.
'Epistemology' refers to the theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge
especially with reference to its limits and validity.9 We regard it as specific to
conceptual frameworks or 'public collective licensing'.10
6
Ukpong: 5.
7 Cf. "exegesis as a contemporizing enterprise" in halakic or legal exegesis. R. N. Longenecker,
Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period, Second ed. (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1999), xxvi.
8
Ukpong: 7.
9 Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10 ed. (Springfield, Massachusetts: William-Webster
Incorporated, 1996), 390.
10 S. Toulmin, Human Understanding, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), 10.
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'Coherence' refers to inter-connectedness. It is applicable to both people and
concepts. We use 'concreteness' interchangeably with 'phenomenological' to refer to
graphic conceptualisation and presentation.
'Continuities' refers to the 'close affinities or similarities with those of the Biblical
world'11 that African epistemology and socio-cultural realities demonstrate. They are
19
the perceived basis for Africa's 'predilection with the Old Testament'.
Finally, 'socio-cultural realities' are the sociological and cultural realities that are
part of a person's life experience. They include epistemic tools, circumstances and
practices in a particular society.
In Search ofAfrican Biblical Hermeneutical Methods
This thesis is research into the relationships between conceptual framework and
appropriation ofbiblical texts in two sets of data. It seeks to expose elements in the
appropriation of texts that betray particular epistemological frameworks and
conversely to examine how these frameworks influence the appropriations. We use
qualitative and historical critical methods to extract epistemologies from the data in
the light of the discourse regarding epistemological and socio-cultural continuities
between African and OT cultures. We then compare the emergent epistemologies
with a view to confirm the hypothesis that continuities exist and establish a base for
African biblical hermeneutical methods.
The appendices inform the analysis. The brief history of the Christian traditions of
the respondents in Zambia in Appendix I and the profiles of the respondents in
Appendix II provide insights into other possible contributions to the hermeneutics of
the respondents. Appendix II also includes a compact disc of the transcripts, in the
languages in which they were recorded, of the sermons and interviews from the
11
Mojola, 97.
12 K. A. Dickson, Theology in Africa (Maryknoll, New York and London: Orbis Books and Darton,
Longman and Todd Ltd., 1984), 145.
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research in Zambia to facilitate independent corroboration of the researcher's
findings. The maps, Appendices VIII-X, locate the respondents in geographical and
ethnic contexts within Africa.
The discourse analysis of Exodus 1-14, Appendix III, shows the narrative flows in
the presumed referent tradition in the Hebrew Bible for the appropriations. The
poetic analyses of the Song at the Sea, Psalm 77 and the prayer ofHabakkuk, and the
discourse analysis of Joshua 24, Appendices IV-VII, are critical tools for delineating
the elements of the Exodus tradition that have been appropriated and the uses to
which they are put.
This thesis is divided into three parts and eight chapters. Part I provides a summary
of the discourse regarding the influence ofWestern philosophies in sub-Saharan
Africa, the presumed epistemological framework for both sets of data and the
methodologies and parameters of the research. It has three chapters.
Chapter 1 is a summary of the history of colonialism and the Modern Missionary
Movement with a view to show how they reflected philosophical developments in
the West. It also summarizes the effects of their legacy in postcolonial African
societies and biblical scholarship.
Chapter 2 is a summary of the findings of research into continuities between African
and OT cultures. In it, we identify select features of these findings for consideration
in the analysis of the two sets of data. In Chapter 3, we set out the parameters, limits
and methodologies of the research in Zambia and the Bible.
In Part II, we present the research data and the first level of analysis, that which
reveals the epistemologies that become the basis for the second level of analysis in
Part III. There are four chapters in Part II.
In chapter 4, we present the qualitative data from the research in Zambia in a format
that facilitates the extraction of epistemological theory from it. In Chapter 5, we
articulate this theory by correlating the evidence in the data with the respondents'
reasons for it.
In Chapter 6, we present the biblical research data from historical critical readings of
four texts that refer to the Exodus tradition to varying degrees. We note the nature of
5
these appropriations carefully and correlate them with Exodus 1-14 in the light of the
continuities in Chapter 2. This analysis provides us with a basis for profiling the
epistemological theory and hence, epistemological framework that governs these
appropriations in Chapter 7.
In Part III, we conduct the second level of analysis. We compare the epistemological
features in the Zambian research data and those in the biblical data and isolate
features that confirm the hypothesis that OT cultures and African cultures bear
epistemological and socio-cultural similarities. Using these features, we articulate an
epistemological foundation for African biblical hermeneutical methods. Finally, we
discuss the potential value for hermeneutical methods based on this foundation in
relation to other biblical hermeneutical approaches.
6
Part I: Background and Method
7
Chapter 1: Epistemology in Modernity and Postmodernity in
Relation to African Biblical Scholarship
In this chapter, we locate African biblical scholarship in the context of philosophical
developments in the world. We also argue for the development of African biblical
hermeneutical methodologies as legitimate and viable tools in the global task of
biblical exegesis.
First, we identify philosophical trends in Modernism, Postmodernism and Post-
colonialism. Then, we consider the African postcolony as it relates to the influence
and legacy of Modernism and the current environment ofPostmodernism in Western
Europe and North America.
We intend to establish that the Christian missionary movement of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries brought to Africa a Christianity shaped by the European
Enlightenment and its intellectual presuppositions. Second, we intend to establish
that this intellectual framework still dominates sub-Saharan Africa. It produced the
African nationalists who challenged European imperialism. It shaped the African
intellectual elite that now rules Africa. It continues to be the framework for
educational systems in Africa.
Third, we intend to establish that the African postcolony is fundamentally not a
philosophical construct but space for Africans to reflect and 'speak'. Postmodern
criticism ofEnlightenment thought is opening up room for marginal voices
worldwide. Below, we give a brief outline of some of the consequences of
Enlightenment thought in Africa. These include current political and social realities
and trends in African biblical scholarship.
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A. Philosophy and Hegemony: A Historical Perspective
In considering the influence ofWestern philosophical developments in Africa, we
limit ourselves to those in Modernity and Postmodernity because they correspond
with the current experience of Christianity in sub-Saharan Africa.
Establishing the genesis of a philosophy is always problematic because philosophies
arise as a consequence ofmultiple factors and over a period.1 They are identifiable
after attaining some measure of crystallisation and prominence.
For example, Middleton and Walsh argue that the basic impulses of the Modern
worldview lie somewhere between 1470 (the beginning of the Italian Renaissance)
and 1700 (the start of the Enlightenment).2 Its definition is equally problematic.
However, in spite of the danger of oversimplification, it is possible to isolate some
broad conceptual generalizations.3
Any philosophical system is a product of its time and circumstances.4 This makes
every philosophy a provincial entity. Likewise, every research tool is rooted in
commitments to an epistemological framework.5 However, philosophical systems do
not attain the same degree of acceptance and influence. Some dominate others. This
could be for several reasons that we will discuss in terms of vantage points.
The domination of one philosophical system over another could be a consequence of
shifts in political power. For example, Ngugi Wa Thiong'o sees the fact that
1 J. R. Middleton and B. J. Walsh, Truth Is Stranger Than It Used to Be: Biblical Faith in a
Postmodern Age (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1995), 13.
2 B. J. Walsh and J. R. Middleton, The Transforming Vision: Shaping a Christian Worldview
(Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1984), chapter 8. Cf. B. D. Maclaren, A New Kind of
Christian: A Tale ofTwo Friends on a Spiritual Journey (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2001), 29. For
earlier dates (12th century), see S. Toulmin and June Goodfield, Discovery of Time (Flarmondworth,
Middlesex, England: Penguin Books Ltd, 1965), 90.
3 Middleton and Walsh, 14.
4
J. Flughes, The Philosophy ofSocial Research, 2 ed. (London: Longman, 1990), 11.
5 "The relevance ofphilosophical issues . .. arises from the fact that every research tool or procedure
is inextricably embedded in commitments to particular versions of the world and to knowing that
world. ... No technique or method is self-validating. Its effectiveness, i.e. its very status as a
research instrument making the world tractable to the investigation is . .. ultimately dependent on
epistemological justifications." Ibid. Cf. Toulmin, 13-14.
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Enlightenment thought was the epistemological framework of imperial authorities
and European missionaries to Africa as responsible for the rise in the status and
acceptability of European ways of thinking and living both in the African nationalist
movement and the in policies of ruling neo-colonial African elites.6
Philosophical hegemony can occur outside the context ofpolitical dominion. For
example, Dickson argues that the propagation of any faith carries with it an
exclusivist influence, an essentially negative attitude towards the traditional life and
thought of those evangelised.7 Notable examples ofphilosophical domination
include how the reflections ofDescartes and Locke "provided a basic ontological
description of the world and epistemological prescriptions about how [the] world
could be investigated."8
For Descartes, common sense or reason, the power to judge correctly and to
distinguish the true from the false, is naturally equal in all men.9 However, reason
requires proper direction to attain truth.10 Four principles supply this direction. (1)
Truth self-evidently presents itself to your mind. (2) Reduce difficulties into smaller
divisions for easy analysis. (3) Build truth systematically using reason from the
simplest and easiest to the most complex. (4) "Make enumerations so complete, and
reviews so general, that [you] would be sure to omit nothing."11
6 Cf. Ngugi Wa Thiong'o, Decolonizing the Mind: The Politics ofLanguage in African Literature
(London: James Currey Ltd, 1986), 1-3; Moving the Centre: The Strugglefor Cultural Freedoms
(London: James Currey Ltd, 1993), 30-40; and Barrel ofa Pen: Resistance to Repression in Neo-
Colonial Kenya (London: New Beacon Books, 1983), 77-86.
7 K. A. Dickson, UncompletedMission: Christianity and Exclusivism (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis
Books, 1991), 85-91, 124. According to Sanneh, ideological exclusivism in the process of
translatability diminishes as the receivers of the message incorporate the new faith into their own
reflective processes. Lamin Sanneh, Encountering the West. Christianity and the Global Cultural
Process: The African Dimension (London: Marshall Pickering, 1993), 16-17; and Translating the
Message: The Missionary Impact on Culture (MaryKnoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1989), 1, 11-34,
50.
8 John A. Hughes and Wesley W. Sharrock, The Philosophy ofSocial Research, Third ed, Longman
Social Research Series (London: Longman, 1997), 8.
9 R. Descartes, Discourse on Method, Optics, Geometry, and Meteorology, trans. Paul J. Olscamp





For Locke, inquiry into 'understanding', the origin, certainty, and extent of human
knowledge together with degrees of Belief, Opinion and Assent,12 begins with an
examination of one's own abilities to determine what objects they are fitted to deal
13with. It also begins with a rejection of innate knowledge and an understanding that
experience is the source of all knowledge.14 Knowledge is perception where
perception includes identity (including identifying differences, hence diversity),
relation (to other idea), co-existence and real existence (existence outside the mind to
which the mind relates).15
Descartes and Locke were reflecting within a definite epistemological framework
and presuppositions.16 The wide acceptance of their conclusions by scientists and
philosophers elevated them to universal status and they became the acceptable
framework for all academic reflection.17
Within an epistemological framework, philosophical inquiry becomes a tool for
establishing a logical rationale. Epistemological certitude can only be settled by
recourse to the epistemological framework "from which the intellectual authority of.
. . knowledge derives."18
Philosophical inquiry can ask questions about this framework that seek to explore its
epistemological ontology using potentially subversive lines of questioning.19
12 J. Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Abridged and Edited ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1924; reprint, Abridged and Edited by A. J. Pringle-Pattison), 9.





"They discussed the principles of human knowledge in the light of current ideas both of the Order
ofMaterial Nature (i.e. physics), and about the Mental and Bodily Powers ofMan (i.e. psychology
and physiology). ...(1) The Order ofNature is fixed and stable, and the mind ofman acquires
intellectual mastery over it by reasoning in accordance to the Principles of Understanding that are
equally fixed and universal. (2) Matter is essentially inert, and the active source or inner seat of
rational, self-motivated activity is a completely distinct Mind, or Consciousness, within which all the
highest mental functions are localized. (3) Geometrical knowledge provides a comprehensive standard
of incorrigible certainty, against which all other claims of knowledge must be judged." Toulmin, 13-
14. Cf. Goodfield, 91.
17
Hughes and Sharrock, Philosophy ofSocial Research, 8.
18
Toulmin, 10.
19 In this regard, Hughes points out that philosophical inquiry can arise from within any framework.
Hughes and Sharrock, Philosophy ofSocial Research, 6, 12.
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Nevertheless, claims to certitude are only possible within an existing framework. In
this vein, Huppe and Kaminsky note that language should not be analysed as though
it does not owe its symbolic nature to the people who agree concerning the meanings
of its symbols.20
The centrality of conceptual frameworks to knowledge directly impinges on our
discussion ofphilosophical hegemony. If philosophical frameworks are the context
of any knowledge claim then dominant frameworks do not necessarily hold the keys
to knowledge generated in other frameworks. Dominant does not necessarily mean
better.21
Smith argues that any attempt by anyone to transcend their philosophical
particularity is misguided, an epistemological wild-goose chase. Since the bubble of
realism22 in hermeneutics burst at the hands of historicism,23 such an effort merely
leads to the assertion of a new prejudice (convention) over its predecessor.24
For Smith, finitude or reading from within an epistemological framework and
temporal distance is of the very essence of being human. However, we should not
construe finitude in the hermeneutical act to mean that humanity is doomed to
20 Bernard F. Huppe and Jack Kaminsky, Logic and Language (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc,
1959), 43-46.
21
Hughes and Sharrock, Philosophy ofSocial Research, 3, 9.
22 This is the theological version of pure, trans-cultural and trans-epochal knowledge achieved by a
pure reading of the sacred texts.
23 This means, "Inquiry into the historical circumstances of knowledge". J. K. A. Smith, The Fall of
Interpretation: Philosophical Foundationsfor a CreationalHermeneutic (Downers Grove, Illinois:
InterVarsity Press, 2000), 61-62.
24 For Gadamer, the global demand of the Enlightenment to overcome all prejudices constitutes a new
prejudice and obscures "an appropriate understanding of the finitude which dominates not only our
humanity but also our historical consciousness." H. Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Joel
Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall, Revised ed. (New York: Continuum, 1989), 276.
25 This makes hermeneutics - the need for negotiation of understanding between finite entities - an
inescapable aspect of being human. Smith, 78-79, 150. Cf. J. H. Olthius, "On Worldviews," CSR, no.
14 (1985): 153-164; B. J. Walsh, "Worldviews, Modernity and Task of Christian College Education,"
FD Fall, no. 18 (1992): 13-35; and Part Two of J. K. A. Smith and S. R. Cudney, "Postmodern
Freedom and the Growth of Fundamentalism: Was the Grand Inquisitor Right?," SR 25 (1996): 41-44.
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competing relativistic epistemologies.26 All it means is that "any exegetical
approach is contextually coined".27
According to Smith, this also means no discourse is able to overcome its provincial
nature and to deliver a normative interpretation for "to privilege one reading as
28normative would be to privilege one situationality or tradition over another".
However, he overlooks the fact that texts are integral parts of specific traditionalities
and those that generate the texts in question embody the legitimate reading
conventions for their normative interpretations. Privileging them in their
interpretation is the path towards correct understanding.29
Below, we briefly explore how philosophical trends in Modernity and Postmodemity




We have already alluded to the possible origins ofModernity. As with its origins,
it is difficult to name a specific date for Modernity's loss of normative status in the
world. However, the proliferation ofmarginal voices today is clear testimony of the
dismantling of the stranglehold of its philosophical canons.31
26 Cf. S. Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980),
350. Also, see J. Derrida, Spurs: Nietzsche's Styles, trans. Barbara Harlow (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, 1979), 53.
27
Joseph Osei-Bonsu, The Inculturation ofChristianity in Africa, ed. Johannes Buetler, Werner kahl,
and Thomas Schmeller, New Testament Studies in Contextual Exegesis (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2005),
iii.
28 Smith, 164.
29 Cf. E. A. Nida, Signs, Sense, Translation (Roggebaai, Cape Town: The Bible Society of South
Africa, 1984), 2-11.
30 Cf. page 9.
31 Middleton and Walsh, 10-12. Cf. K. Gergen, The Saturated Self: Dilemmas ofIdentity in
Contemporary Life (New York: Basis Books, 1991), 7.
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In Dewey's evaluation, Modernity supplanted the pre-modern era on four fronts.
(1) It focussed its energies on the natural and the secular as opposed to the
supernatural. (2) It substituted acquiescence to ecclesiastical authority with the
observing and reflective individual. (3) It adopted belief in progress as its
characteristic faith. (4) It endorsed empiricism as the method of progress.
The fundamental difference between Modernity and the medieval era relates to the
understanding of nature. In medieval philosophy, the metaphysical governed the
physical and ecclesiastical authorities were its arbiters. They prescribed
epistemological standards and possessed the social authority to do so. In Modern
philosophy, the physical was practically disengaged from metaphysical contingency
and, through empirical observation and rational reflection, epistemological standards
and social authority were in the hands of any observing and thinking man.34
This marked the rise of scientific knowledge as the purest form of knowledge.
Accordingly, scientific methodologies became the pathways to certain knowledge in
various disciplines.35 The fires of scientific inquiry were fanned by the rational
liberties of the eighteenth century Enlightenment, leading to the industrial
i/:
revolution. The ascendancy of the market in the nineteenth century with its roots in
the entrepreneurial spirit and the profit motive, "seen as the purpose and raison d'etre
of industrial and scientific progress", capped the ethos of progress by which
Modernity was characterised.37 This ethos was part of the imperialist expansion that
32 John Dewey was "perhaps the most representative intellectual proponent of the spirit of modernity
in the North American context." Middleton and Walsh, 14.
33 J. Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy (New York: Henry Holt, 1929), 47-49.
34 Middleton and Walsh, 14.
35
Hughes and Sharrock, Philosophy ofSocial Research, 8-9, 10.
36 For an in-depth treatment of this period, see C. L. Becker, The Heavenly City ofthe Eighteenth-
Century Philosophers (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1932).
37 Middleton and Walsh, 17-19. Cf. R. L. Heilbroner, "The Economic Revolution," in The Worldly
Philosophers: The Lives and Times of the Great Economic Thinkers (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1961), chapter 2; and T. Sine, Wild Hope: Crises Facing Human Community on the Threshold ofthe
21st Century (Dallas: Word, 1991), 210.
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saw European powers partition Africa within a space of about twenty-five years
10
towards the end of the nineteenth century.
On the religious front, inquiry spawned reform movements that challenged the
hegemony ofRoman Catholic interpretation and the resurgence of the same
absolutist tendencies in the dogmas of theological Scholasticism within seventeenth-
century Protestantism. The Pietistic Movement challenged preoccupation with
dogma at the expense of reformed lives.39 Several missionary societies were formed
and became instruments for foreign missions.40 They operated alongside the
institutional church without themselves being church organisations, and sent
missionaries to plant churches in Africa, Asia and the Americas.41 This was the
genesis of the Modern Missionary Movement.42
The Modern Missionary Movement and imperialism shared the same epistemological
presuppositions and, often, agenda. For instance, David Livingstone's missionary
explorations of central Africa included a very strong element of empirical inquiry 43
Hugh Goldie, one of the most linguistically able missionaries of the Old Calabar
Mission of the nineteenth century, undertook Bible translation on the Modernistic
38 D. G. Scanlon, ed, Church, State and Education in Africa (New York: Teacher's College Press,
1966), 3. Andrew Ross dates the Scramble for Africa within the decade 1885-1895. Andrew C. Ross,
David Livingstone: Mission and Empire (London, England: Hambledon and London, 2002), 241.
39 O. E. Costas, The Church and Its Mission: A Shattering Critique from the Third World (Wheaton,
Illinois: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc, 1974), 158. Cf. W. A. Smalley, Translation as Mission: Bible
Translation in the Modern Missionary Movement. The Modern Missionary Era, 1792-1992: An
Appraisal (Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press, 1991), x.
40 J. F. A. Ajayi, Christian Missions in Nigeria 1841-1891 (London: Green and Co. Ltd, 1965), 8.
41
Costas, 158. Cf. L. J. Luzbetak, The Church and Cultures: New Perspectives in Missiological
Anthropology (MaryKnoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1988), 16.
42 1792-1992 in keeping with the periodization of a series dedicated to appraising the movement
although Roman Catholic missions in Africa predate the eighteenth century. Smalley, ix-x.
43 His subjects of interest and industry included Geography, Geology and Mineralogy, Meteorology,
Botany, Zoology, Astronomy, and Entomology. D. Livingstone, Dr Livingstone's Cambridge
Lectures: Together with a Prefatory Letter by the Rev. Professor Sedgwick (Cambridge: Deighton
Bell, 1858), 61-81. Cf. E. A. Nida, Customs, Culture and Christianity (London: Tyndale Press, 1954),
56-57; and Ajayi, xiii. Andrew Ross argues that the transformation of David Livingstone into the
patron saint of liberal imperialism was a posthumous undertaking by imperialist statesmen and
political commentators in Europe who needed moral justification and glorification for the British
Empire. However, Livingstone also sought cultural, economic and religious transformation for
African societies patterned after Modern Europe. Ross, 239, 243.
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assumption that all grammar conformed to the same rules.44 Armed with such
linguistic theory, he reduced the Efik language to writing and translated the Efik
New Testament with far-reaching consequences for education and the formation of
the new elite ofNigeria.45
Missionary education produced an African elite shaped by Enlightenment thought
and European ways of life.46 White settlers in southern Africa opposed these
developments until after the First World War following support for them by the
imperial government in London.47 Ironically, missionary educated elites, inspired by
concepts shaped by Enlightenment thought, created African nationalism and
overthrew white rule. These elites continue to rule modern independent African
states and perpetuate education systems predicated on Enlightenment thought. To a
large extent, the scenario is not different in the churches.
This scenario and its undesirability is the subject of several publications by Ngugi
Wa Thiong'o. For example, Decolonising the Mind is a polemic against the choice
ofAfro-European (or Euro African) linguistic praxis for literature, theatre and fiction
that amounts to twentieth-century plunder of Africa's mental treasures by Europeans.
Moving the Centre is a collection of lectures, talks, etc., arguing that African cultures
be freed from Eurocentricism, colonial legacies and Racism and for the
decolonization of the African imagination. Barrel ofa Pen is criticism of cultural
repression by the neocolonial ruling regime in Kenya.
However, Lamin Sanneh argues that African epistemological resilience and
creativity is underrated by the popular polemics of those who want to attribute all the




46 For instance, David Livingstone sought to transform African society through commerce and
Christianity. A. C. Ross, Blantyre Mission and the Making ofModern Malawi (Blantyre, Malawi:
CLAIM, 1996), 16.
47 For instance, Johnston, an imperial administrator, saw his role as to help exploit Africa as an
obligation (cf. White man's burden') both for Africa's material betterment and the enrichment of the
civilised world. H. Johnston, The Backward Peoples and Our Relations with Them (London: Oxford
University Press, 1920), 42, 56, 59.
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ills ofAfrica to its colonial and missionary history.48 He contends that the
translatability ofChristianity in Africa has already happened.
He treats Christianity as a religious movement as opposed to Scripture or a dogmatic
creedal system49 and relativises theological particularity in order to focus on agency
in Christian Missions. Translation of the Scriptures was a necessity for evangelistic
purposes.50 However, translation inevitably shifted agency from the missionary to
the convert despite opinions and activities to the contrary by some missionaries.51
Local criticism ofmissionary theories and practices, the availability of the Scriptures
in the vernacular, and nationalistic sentiment show that this process has transpired in
Africa.52
However, Sanneh does not demonstrate conclusively that wresting "the creative
initiative from missionaries to the 'Gospel' and consequently to its African
translators and assimilators"53 has occurred to an extent that justifies his claim that
translatability has happened although a case can be made for each of his three
evidences for translatability. True, Christianity in sub-Saharan Africa spread through
the agency of countless Africans struggling to understand the Bible in their own
terms. However, as noted above, nationalistic sentiment was and still is partly shaped
by ideas created by the Enlightenment. In addition, Enlightenment epistemology and
non-African questions continue to shape the leaders, methodologies and often even
content of several ecclesiastical and government institutions.54
48
Sanneh, Translating the Message, 173-174.
49
Ibid., 7.
50 Ibid., 1, 193.
51
Ibid., 62, 173; Lamin Sanneh, '"They Stooped to Conquer': Vernacular Translation and the Social-
Cultural Factor," RAL 23, no. 1 (1992): 106.
52 For Sanneh, nationalistic sentiment is a deeper effect of translatability making critical reflection to
permeate vernacular societies beyond churches as vernacular revitalisation. Sanneh, Translating the
Message, 172.
53 T. S. Maluleke, "The Rediscovery of the Agency of Africans: An Emerging Paradigm ofPost-Cold
War and Post-Apartheid Black and African Theology," JTSA 108 (2000): 32.
54 V. Lukas, "Church History in an Ecumenical Perspective: Papers and Reports of an International
Ecumenical Consultation Held in Basle October 12-17, 1981," EAOSS 26 (1982): 1. Cf. M. E.
Kashoki, "Indigenous Scholarship in African Universities: The Human Factor," in Development in
Zambia, ed. B. Turok (London: Zed Press, 1979), 170.
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A.2. Postmodernity
As was the case with Modernity, it is not easy to establish when Postmodernity
started. Middleton and Walsh argue that the demise of optimism in Modernity in the
twentieth century was already prefigured in the nineteenth century.55
Postmodernity may be defined as the collapse of'myth' (Reason or Religion) as
universal guarantor of Truth and emergence of a plurality of competing versions of
the world.56 In philosophical terms, Postmodernity 'started' when the critical tools
ofModernity were extended to the examination of the examining subject, a process
otherwise known as the deconstruction of the self.57 The two world wars are often
CO
cited as key events in the demise of the progress motif of Modernity.
Towards the end of the twentieth century, Modernity was in radical decline as
science was losing its role as arbiter of all knowledge and Modernity's legitimating
myths were no longer believed with any conviction.59 In politics and society, the
demise ofModernity has led to "the postmodern fragmentation and tribalization of
the globe."60 Beliefs that once held sway began to be questioned and "worldview
questions that once had some form of ultimate, faith-committed answers were re¬
opened.61 The foundation of certainty was severely polarized and with it, "the sense
f\ 9
of being at home in a world we can understand and deal with".
55 Middleton and Walsh, 23-24.
56 Smith, 165. Cf. Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans.
GeoffBennington and Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University ofMinnesota Press, 1984), 8.
57 Cf. B. Johnson, ed, Freedom and Interpretation, The Oxford Amnesty Lectures 1992 (New York:
Basic Books, 1993), 3, and C. Norris, The Truth About Postmodernism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1993),
105.
58 Middleton and Walsh, 23.
59 Ibid., 25.
60 Ibid., 24. Cf. T. C. Oden, Two Worlds: Notes on the Death ofModernity in America and Russia
(Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Press, 1992); and J. Flax, Thinking Fragments: Psychoanalysis,
Feminism and Postmodernism in the Contemporary World (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1990), 5.
61 Middleton and Walsh, 26. For a related critique of Modem notions of intelligence, see D. Goleman,
Emotional Intelligence (New York: Bantam Books, 1995), 40, 43.
62 L. Gilkey, Reaping the Whirlwind: A Christian Interpretation ofHistory (New York: Seabury,
1976), 16.
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Several new meta-narratives have emerged, all vying for legitimacy. The
zr-5
demythologization of the Modern myth through a critical re-examination of its
legitimating myths has become possible and fashionable. Deconstruction of the
knowing subject has revealed that all knowing is constrained by the subject's
epistemological framework.64
For this reason, the Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians
(EATWOT) concluded that the prevalence ofEuropean and North American
theologies in African churches represented one form of cultural domination. They
sought a "radical break in epistemology which makes commitment the first act of
theology and engaged in critical reflection on the praxis of the reality of the Third
world".65 They concluded that the theologies ofEurope and North America were
culturally conditioned66 and opted to theologize from their own perspectives.
In general, Postmodernism falls into two categories. Soft Postmodernism
rejects...dogmatic naturalism and antisupernaturalism; the reductionistic
view of reason... limitation of knowledge to sense experience...meaningful
use of language to those statements for which we can identify sense
perceptions that would verify or falsify them [,] the type of naive objectivity
that denies the effect of historical and cultural situations... logical positivism,
behaviourism, and all other artificially scientific approaches to reality.67
Hard or extreme Postmodernism dogmatically legitimizes any perspective because
all knowledge is contextually conditioned.68 Further, the meaning that a hearer or
63 A step further than, for example, Schleiermacher's 'demythologisation' of the Bible intended to
advance hermeneutics from preoccupation with unearthing facts to finding existential meaning. A. C.
Thiselton, New Horizons in Hermeneutics: The Theory and Practice ofTransforming Biblical
Reading (London and New York: Harper Collins, 1992), 142.
64 Middleton and Walsh, 31-32. Cf. N. T. Wright, The New Testament and the People ofGod
(London: SPCK, 1992), 33-35, 51-53. However, see H. Gunkel, Genesis, trans. Mark E. Biddle
(Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press, 1997), vii.
65 S. Torres and V. Fabella, eds, The Emergent Gospel: Theologyfrom the Underside ofHistory
(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1978), 269.
66
E.g. Schleiermacher's interlocutors were the 'cultured critics' of religion of his day. P. Frostin,
Liberation Theology in Tanzania and South Africa: A First World Interpretation (Lund: Lund
University Press, 1994), 6, 7-8.
67 M. J. Erickson, Postmodernizing the Faith: Evangelical Responses to the Challenge of




reader finds in a statement is its meaning.69 It is intolerant of any preferential
stratification ofperspectives.
C. S. Lewis poignantly decried the human tendency to see philosophical
developments in terms of progress. In his estimation, nature yields new evidence
when we ask new questions thereby compelling humanity to revise its understanding
of reality.70 However, this does not make the new understanding superior to the
former. Therefore, a change of models [worldviews] is not necessarily progress from
error to truth for each model is both a serious attempt to consider the phenomena
71known at a given time and a reflection of the prevalent psychology of an age.
B. Postcolonial Identities in Africa72
Postcolonialism is best understood as space for the masses in postcolonial societies
to be themselves. In practice, postcolonial initiatives are only homogenous with
respect to who (the once-colonized) is doing the activity and not what is being done.
Sugirtharajah calls this activity "an attempt to go 'home,' ... a call to self-
awareness, aimed at creating an awakening among people to their indigenous
literary, cultural and religious heritage." The people in question are those of the
Third World whose "culture has been degraded and effaced from the colonial
narratives".73
Postcolonialism and liberation hermeneutics share a common interpretative vocation:
"de-ideologizing dominant interpretation, a commitment to the Other and distrust of
totalizing tendencies." However, they differ in that "liberation hermeneutics is still
69 Erickson, 19.
70 C. S. Lewis, The Discarded Image (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), 222-223.
71 Ibid., 221-223.
72 The heading is derived from a book bearing the same title: Richard Werbner and Terence Ranger,
eds, Postcolonial Identities in Africa (London and New Jersey: Zed Books Ltd, 1996).
73 R. S. Sugirtharajah, The Bible in the Third World: Precolonial, Colonial and Postcolonial
Encounters (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 177.
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stuck with some of the vices of the modernistic project - excessive textualism,
disparagement of both major and popular religions and homogenization of the
poor".74 In contrast, Postcolonialism has moved on to reflection that seeks to
realistically evaluate and incorporate colonial influence and thought.75
Postcolonialism does not view the colonized as innocent and principled and former
colonizers as uniformly greedy and responsible for all social evils. In addition,
postcolonial theory offers space for the once-colonized to engage with the mass of
knowledge which is produced on their behalf and which is in the domain of Euro-
American interpretation as an act of reclamation, redemption and reaffirmation
7f*
against past colonial and current neocolonizing tendencies.
Therefore, in "Postcolonial", "post-" may mean "after", "because of', and even
"inclusive of' the colonial. It may also mean explicit resistance and opposition, the
77anticolonial. How, then, does Postcolonialism relate to Modernity and
Postmodernity?
Modernity was the philosophical framework and cultural particularity of both the
Modern Missionary Movement and Imperialism. Both projects were executed within
no
an agenda of domination. Sugirtharajah has characterized European colonization as
"an aggressive ethnocentric imposition of one's culture upon the 'other', the most
powerful ideological construction of the last four or five centuries."79 This is largely
true although 'imposition' is slightly misleading given that Africans often embraced
Modernity by choice, often against the intentions of the colonizers.
In contrast, Postmodernity came into bloom in Europe and North America towards
the end of the twentieth century, generally 'after' both colonialism and mission
74
Ibid., 244.
75 Ibid., 248-249. Cf. H. K. Bhabha, The Location ofCulture (London: Routledge, 1994), 36-39, 218.
76
Sugirtharajah, 250.
77 L. Hutcheon, "Colonialism and the Postcolonial Condition: Complexities Abounding," PMLAA 110
(1995): 10. Cf. A. Mbembe, "Provisional Notes on the Postcolony," Africa: Journal ofthe
International African Institute 62, no. 1 (1992): 5.
78 G. ter Haar, Halfway to Paradise: African Christians in Europe (Cardiff: Cardiff Academic Press,
1998), 83.
79
Sugirtharajah, 3-4. However, whereas Sugirtharajah's views may be true for India, colonizers in
South Africa initially opposed the Europeanization of non-whites.
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within the framework of the civilizing mandate. As such, it has lacked a specific
strategy for bearing it to the continent of Africa. This has meant that any
assimilation of elements of the postmodern critique ofModernity in African
reflection is not a consequence of a deliberate agenda by foreigners.
However, from the African point of view, Postmodernity is providing space on the
'global table' for indigenous voices from Africa. Quite unintentionally, perhaps
much like the translation of the Scriptures into the vernacular, a Western
philosophical development has provided the justification to Westerners for African
and other marginal voices in the world.
Below we summarize postcolonial developments in Africa on social-political and
academic fronts. These will provide an adequate framework for our discussion of
hermeneutics because as a worldview-related activity, interpretation falls under
sociology, ofwhich politics is a part. As reflection, it falls under critical scholarship.
B.1. Social-Political Postcolonial Identities in Africa
To the African, Postcolonialism does not mark the end of imperialism. Political
independence has often meant a change of the hands in effective or mediated
command. However, late capitalist domination by Western powers is pervasive and
makes the sovereignty ofmany African states virtually political fiction. Territorial
• • • RO
imperialism has given way to neo-colonialism.
Within this reality, postcolonial subjects are making and finding space for reflection
and articulation. In India, the most forceful indigenous voice is "driven by diasporic
intellectuals as literary critics who are, in turn, inspired by Postmodern European
o 1
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thought". Strictly then, this is the voice of those who live in the Diaspora.
80 Richard Werbner, "Multiple Identities, Plural Arenas," in Postcolonial Identities in Africa, 5.
81
Ibid., 6.
82 R. Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London and New York:
Routledge, 1995), 160-163. For the problematic of the term "Diaspora" as related to Africans, see
Haar, 77-88, and G. Shepperson, "African Diaspora Concept and Context," in Global Dimensions of
the African Diaspora, ed. J. E. Harris (Washington: Howard University Press, 1993).
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Diasporic intellectuals may still reflect from the memory of their colonial past.
However, their circumstances as migrant Africans mean that their praxis is different
from that of the once-colonized who is still in Africa.84
Colonialism re-defined ethnic, cultural and social-political reality in Africa. By
imposing new national identities based on arbitrarily created borders, it drastically
altered the identities, values and associations of the societies involved. In fact, the
average African is in the process of re-negotiating his or her terms of self-reference
in an attempt to accommodate the new realities.85
In these circumstances, those with greater financial or organizational resources seem
to shape the new societies.86 Meta-narratives that facilitate a sense ofbelonging
emerge as new foundations for self-identity.87 Sometimes, there is even
oo
retrogression to pre-colonial meta-narratives including ethnic associations. The last
phenomenon is in part responsible for what has been called the 're-traditionalisation'
of contemporary Africa that includes revival of African religion, 'traditionalisation'
of the Christian churches in Africa, greater use of local and national languages and
'regression' to traditional cultural practices.89 This ethnic resurgence is also known
as tribalism and often leads to the view by some observers that ethnicity is the
political ultima ratio in African politics.90
For various reasons, Africa is increasingly experiencing marginalization on the




85 Werbner, "Multiple Identities," 8.
86
Ibid., 8-9.
87 Ibid., 8. Cf. Richard Werbner, Tears ofthe Dead: The Social Biography ofan African Family
(Edinburgh and Washington, DC.: Edinburgh University Press and Smithsonian Institution Press,
1991), 159.
88 Werbner and Ranger, eds, Postcolonial Identities, 1, 10.
89
Ibid., 32-33.
90 Patrick Chabal, "The African Crisis: Context and Interpretation," in Postcolonial Identities in
Africa, 32-33.
91 Cf. A. Adedeji, ed, Africa within the World: BeyondDispossession and Dependence (London: Zed
Books Ltd, 1993).
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West and Western-dominated international financial institutions.92 Consequently,
postcolonial African space, even as recognized within Postmodernity, does not
guarantee Africa an audience outside the continent for her reflection and articulation.
Q-3
There, her voice is weak and her concerns rarely perceived as deserving priority.
B.2. Postcolonial Trends and Trajectories in African Biblical Scholarship
Postcolonial biblical scholarship in Africa is related to colonialism and the Modem
Missionary Movement. Not surprisingly, we find the seeds of an apologetic for
African cultures and religious practices within the same critical consciousness that
fostered nationalistic sentiment and agitation for political self-govemance towards
the end of the colonial era:
The beginning of modem biblical studies in Africa . . . was in
response to the widespread condemnation of African religion and
culture in the Christian missionaries of the 19th and 20th centuries.
African religion and culture were condemned as demonic and immoral
and therefore to be exterminated before Christianity could take root in
Africa.94
This 'apologetic' generally attempts to establish historical continuities between
Africa and Israel. J. J. Williams sought "to illustrate a possible physical contact with
the ancient Hebrews"95 and thereby to establish a historical basis for borrowing of
ideas and practices. He compared the vocalisation and etymologies of the Ashanti
92 Chabal, 34-35.
93 Ibid., 36.
94 J. S. Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation in Africa: Historical and Hermeneutical
Directions," in The Bible in Africa: Transactions, Trajectories and Trends, ed. Gerald O. West and
Musa W. Dube (Leiden, Boston and Koln: Brill, 2000), 12. Others want this assertion to be qualified.
Cf. A. C. Ross, "John Philip 1775-1851: Standing for Autonomy and Racial Equality," in Mission
Legacies: Biographical Studies ofLeaders of the Modern Missionary Movement, ed. G. H. Anderson
(Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1994).
95
Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 13.
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language (Ghana) and Hebrew, and similarities between the worship of deities apart
from Yahweh in the Old Testament and Ashanti worship of God and divinities.96
Wambudta suggested that a linguistic analysis of some African languages could
prove useful for the clarification of "hitherto unclear meanings of certain words in
the MT."97 To illustrate his point, he compared the etymologies of a list of nouns
and verbs in an ethnic group called Nga (also Anga) of Plateau State, Nigeria with
QO
alleged corresponding nouns and verbs in the Hebrew language.
Madgel Le Roux's research has explored possible historical continuities between
Jews and ethnic groups in Eastern and Southern Africa.9 These efforts are
apparently fuelled by the fact that, "many indigenous groups in Africa have manners
and customs with a Semitic resonance."100 For instance, qualitative analysis of the
oral traditions of the Balemba or Lemba, the "Black Jews of Southern Africa," led le
Roux to conclude that evidence suggesting historical continuity does exist.101
Williams' claims were predicated on extrinsic resemblance.102 Le Roux's work is
predicated on findings from qualitative social research and genetic research.
Wambudta's work is predicated on linguistic analysis.103 Whatever one makes of
these findings, the African clearly is epistemologically and culturally at home in the
96 Ibid. Cf. J. J. Williams, Hebrewisms ofWestAfrica: From the Nile to Niger with the Jews (London:
1930; reprint, New York: Biblo and Tanner, 1967), 35; and D. N. Wambudta, "Hebrewisms ofWest
Africa: An Ongoing Search in the Correlation between the Old Testament and African
Weltaunschauung," OJT 2 (1987): 33-41.
97 D. N. Wambudta, "Hebrewisms in West Africa," BOTSA 11 (2001): 9.
98 Ibid. Cf. D. N. Wambudta, A Study ofConversion among the Angas ofPlateau State ofNigeria with
Emphasis on Christianity (Frankfurt a.M.: Peter Lang, 1991).
99
E.g. Magdel le Roux, "Are the Balemba in Southern Africa a Lost Tribe of Israel?," BOTSA 11
(2001): 2-8.
100 Ibid.: 2.
101 Ibid.: 4. Cf. A. Spurdle and T. Jenkins, "Y Chromosome Probe P49a Detects Complex Pvall
Haplotypes and Many New Taqi Haplotypes in Southern African Populations," AJHG 50 (1992); A.
B. Spurdle and T. Jenkins, "The Origins of the Lemba, 'Black Jews' of Southern Africa: Evidence
from P12f2 and Other Y-Chromosome Markers," AJHG 59 (1996); and M. G. Thomas and others, "Y
Chromosomes Travelling South: The Cohen Modal Haplotype and the Origins of the Lemba - the
'Black Jews of Southern Africa'," AJHG 66 (2000).
102
Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 13.
103 For possible support, see B. K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
Syntax (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 1, 1.4.1a.
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biblical texts, particularly the OT.104 This familiarity generated cautions by some
early missionaries to Africa that Africans should have restricted access to the Old
Testament for fear that they would uncritically adopt Jewish-ness as Christianity.105
This "African predilection for the Old Testament"106 has been the subject ofmany
debates among Christian workers and scholars in Africa. Some have questioned
aspects of this predilection but the African's epistemological familiarity with the Old
Testament environment remains undisputed.107
Within this predilection, some scholars focus on exploiting similarities between
Africa and Israel within the framework ofComparative Religion. This centres the
discussion on epistemological and cultural continuities in terms ofworldview, the
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Old Testament atmosphere that makes the African context a kindred atmosphere.
Such studies abound and demonstrate striking similarities without confirming or
undermining the argument for historical continuity.109 Chapter 2 is a summary of
some of the perceived similarities. This discourse is the basis for further research in
the postcolony.
Other scholars consider these findings as apraeparatio evangelica, a fertile ground
for the gospel. Such studies help to articulate the value ofAfrican culture and
religion for the appropriation of Christianity and are foundational to all biblical
studies that link the biblical text to the African context.110
There has been a marked shift in the period roughly covering the 1970s - 90s, from
an apologetic and a polemical stance to a proactive stance in biblical studies in
Africa:
104 Cf. G. LeMarquand, "New Testament Exegesis in (Modern) Africa," in The Bible in Africa, 72.
105 G. E. Philips, The Old Testament in the World Church (Guildford: Lutterworth, 1942), 6-10. Cf. B.
Sundkler, Bantu Prophets in South Africa (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), 277.
106 Dickson, Theology in Africa, 145.
107 Cf. H. W. Turner, Profde through Preaching (Edinburgh: Edinburgh House Press, 1965), 21.
108 K. A. Dickson, "The Old Testament and African Theology," GBT4, no. 4 (1973): 141-184.
109
E.g. J. S. Ukpong, Sacrifice, African and Biblical: A Comparative Study oflbibio and Levitical
Sacrifices (Rome: Urbaniana University Press, 1987).
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Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 14.
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The African context is used as a resource in the hermeneutic encounter with
the Bible, and the religious studies framework characteristic of the former
phase gives way to a more theological framework. Two main approaches,
which can be identified as inculturation and liberation crystallize.111
Inculturation studies attempt to articulate Christianity in African symbols and
112idiom. Biblical studies undertake inculturation either as "Africa-in-the-bible
studies" or as "evaluative" studies. Liberation studies represent efforts to make
theology show concern for secular issues. Its approaches to biblical interpretation
include liberation hermeneutics, black theology andfeminist hermeneutics.113
Africa-in-the-bible studies seek to expose the presence ofAfrica and African peoples
in the Bible and the significance of such presence. They aim to identify "Africa's
influence on the history of Ancient Israel and Africa's contribution to the history of
salvation, as well as to correct negative interpretations of some biblical texts on
Africa".114
Evaluative studies seek to draw theological consequences from the encounter
between African religion and culture and the Bible. Starting with similarities and
dissimilarities between African religion and the Bible, they interpret the biblical texts
with a view to facilitate the communication of the biblical message within Africa and
to evolve a new understanding ofChristianity that is both African and biblical.
Generally, they use the historical critical method for analysis of the biblical text, and
anthropological or sociological approaches for analysing the African situation.115
According to Ukpong, the Evaluative is the most common approach in biblical




Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 14.
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Ibid., 14-15. Cf. C. Dop, The African Origin ofCivilization: Myth or Reality? (Westport: Lawrence
Hill, 1974), and C. Williams, The Destruction ofBlack Civilization: Great Issues ofa Race from 4500
B C to 2000 A D (Chicago: Third World Press, 1976).
115
Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 16-17.
116 Ibid.: 19.
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B.3. Education and Biblical Scholarship in Sub-Saharan Africa and the
Problematic for African Biblical Scholarship
In this section, we highlight the challenge for African biblical scholarship by giving
overviews of the history of education and the current state of biblical scholarship in
sub-Saharan Africa. We also state the problematic of this thesis and its goal.
There are three sub-sections. The first is a general overview of education for
Africans under colonialism and the Modern Missionary Movement. It shows that in
structure, epistemological medium and goals, education was predominantly
Eurocentric. The second is an overview of the current state ofbiblical scholarship in
sub-Saharan Africa. It shows that biblical scholarship is still conducted through
Western paradigms in spite of increasing recognition of the need for indigenous-
based approaches. The third is a discussion of the problematic in African biblical
scholarship and the hypothesis and goal of this thesis project.
B.3.1. Summary of educational policies and dynamics in imperial
expansion and the Modern Missionary Movement
In section A, we noted the Modern framework for the formation ofmissionary
societies in Europe. We also noted the common epistemological framework and,
often, agenda between the Modern Missionary Movement and imperialism.117 In
keeping with these, mission schools strove to convert attendees to Christianity, but
also to European values and ways of thinking.118 Ngugi Wa Thiong'o's extensive
writings on the colonisation of the African mind illustrate the extent to which this
project succeeded.119
The hegemony ofEnlightenment thought during this period is evident in the
epistemological tools for biblical translation, ironically a targeted activity for the
117 Cf. page 15.
118 Lewis H. Gann, Central Africa: The Former British States (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1971), 77-78.
119 See page 10, note 6 and page 16.
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inclusion of African ways in the Modern Missionary Movement. Not even the
Protestant principle "to supply every man with the Holy Scriptures in his own
mother-tongue"120 was able to prevent the domination of the missionary's
epistemological presuppositions on the translation process.121
For example, despite admitting that 'in idiom and everyday usage, Bantu languages
are more closely allied to Semitic than Indo-European tongues',122 Hugh Goldie
translated the Bible into Efik using Indo-European linguistic theory. Reports
during this period of the inadequacies ofAfrican languages for carrying the Christian
message indicate the critical failures of several missionaries to come to terms with
the logic of African languages.124
Two consequences of this hegemony are the textualization (privileging written forms
over oral forms) of the Word of God and the historicization ofbiblical religion.
Textualization made the written word the broker for God's revelation and analysis of
the printed word the way to discern and experience God's purpose.125
In Africa, textualization signalled the beginning of the displacement ofAfrican
epistemological logic rooted in the wealth of associations linked to orality and
interaction with other human beings126 and replacement with Western
epistemological logic.127 Consequently, "interpretation has become a literary activity
120 Have Ye Never Read?: A Popular Report ofthe British and Foreign Bible Society 1910-1913
(London: The Bible House, 1913), 125.
121 Cf. Misheck Nyirenda, "A Critical Evaluation ofEpistemological Presuppositions in the
Hermeneutical Practices ofNineteenth Century European Missions to the African Continent as
Demonstrated in the Efik and Nyanja Bible Translation Projects" (Master ofTheology [Research],
University of Edinburgh, 2001).
122 H. Goldie, Calabar and Its Mission: With Additional Chapters by Rev. John Taylor Dean
(Edinburgh and London: Oliphant Anderson & Ferrier, 1901), 301-302.
123 Cf. Nyirenda, "Critical Evaluation", 49, notes 170 and 171. To be fair, there were notable
exceptions (e.g. Scott and Dutch Reformed Church missionaries in Nyasaland and some missionaries
to the Xhosa in South Africa) where missionaries recognized rather early that using Indo-European






127 "The effect was not merely one of undermining African socio-cultural systems and institutions; its
most pernicious effect was to cause the African to look to Western Man for moral, spiritual, technical
and intellectual guidance and leadership". Kashoki, 172.
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confined to the urban educated class, and a private activity that effectively replaces
the oral transmission of story".128
Historicization meant a heightened concept of biblical religion as a historical faith
according to Western historiography. With this shift, Western historical critical
methods of interpretation, including their preoccupation with source and context,
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replaced the narrative approach.
The quest for precision in articulation led to theological systems inspired by
systematic theology.130 In biblical studies, this had the effect ofdiminishing the
111
holistic nature of biblical religion to issues of dogma and personal faith.
We noted, however, that mission and imperialism as domination did not progress
without resistance.132 Ukpong attributes this resistance to the familiarity of the
biblical material to African systems of thought and practice in spite of the
protestations of the Christian churches to which they belonged.133 Before we
proceed, we give an overview of the current state of biblical scholarship in sub-
Saharan Africa.
B.3.2. Overview of the current state of biblical scholarship in sub-
Saharan Africa
We limit ourselves to the current state of biblical scholarship because of the relative
availability of data for the sector. This excludes a host of other arguably more critical
forces ofChristianity in Africa134 including several lower level training institutions,




Sugirtharajah, 71. Cf. V. K. Chari, Sanskrit Criticism (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers,
1990), 9.
130
Sugirtharajah, 72. Cf. Chapter 3, section B.l, esp. page 74, note 89.
131 R. A. Horsley, "Submerged Biblical Histories and Imperial Biblical Studies," in The Postcolonial
Bible, ed. R. S. Sugirtharajah, The Bible and Postcolonialism, 1 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1998), 154.
132 Cf. Sanneh's thesis, pages 16-17.
133
Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 3.
134 Cf Holter, 9.
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are the driving force behind the phenomenal growth ofChristianity in Africa, but
whose data is difficult to access.135 However, our narrow aim is to demonstrate that
the framework for institutionalised biblical scholarship in Africa is still Western.
For the sake of context, we must mention briefly the progress of the civilising agenda
in relation to education in general. Sanneh argued that the translation of the Bible
into vernacular languages released African agency in theological reflection and
practice and led to the growth of nationalistic sentiment, leading to political
independence.136 Not surprisingly, there is a direct correlation between national
independence and numeric growth of both state-driven and church-related academic
137
institutions.
Generally, post-independence education intended to facilitate national development
and the Africanisation and contextualization ofpolitics, commercial control and
religion.138 However, according to Kashoki, three features and consequences of
Western education undermined these goals. (1) "The mechanical, uncritical or
essentially imitative manner in which Western education has generally been acquired
by the African; (2) the preoccupation with employment oriented...education in most
African countries; and (3) the consequences ofWestern theories on African thought
and African scholarship."139
Consequently, mastery ofWestern forms of knowledge hardly led to "own mental
creative processes". At best, it led to maintenance and even propagation of such
knowledge in the academy as opposed to being "a prelude to, and a preparation for
meeting, the challenges and tests that lie ahead in the crucible of life". As a result,
there is a lack of "indigenous scholarship, of a kind to be considered truly original",
in spite of impressive numbers ofAfrican graduates at all levels and from "some of
135
E.g. The Accrediting Council for Theological Education in Africa (ACTEA) has undertaken a
systematic collection of information on theological colleges and seminaries in Africa. Ibid., 45, note
12. However, this researcher's experience from Zambia is that the extent of activity in theological
education out with this database is larger than that included in it.
136 Cf. page 17.
137 Holter identifies the 1960s to 70s, the decade when most African colonies attained political and
ecclesiastical independence, as the period that saw "rapid growth of theological seminaries and
university departments of religion throughout the continent, and also a sudden wave ofpublications on
Africa and the OT". Holter, 10, 45.
138 J. F. A. Ajayi, L. K. H. Goma, and A. G. Johnson, The African Experience with Higher Education




the world's most renowned academic institutions".140 This scenario is eerily similar
to that in biblical scholarship.
Explosive growth during the last four or five decades141 of theological seminaries
and departments of religion at universities,142 including some church-related
universities, and the increase of Africans studying abroad143 has seen a dramatic rise
in the numbers of Africans involved in biblical scholarship. Efforts to contextualize
scholarship have not been lacking and African cultures and traditional religions are
the focus ofmuch research and teaching.
We have already noted the shift in biblical scholarship from an apologetic stance
within the framework ofComparative Religion to proactive approaches.144 In OT
scholarship,145 this meant research in inculturation hermeneutical approaches "where
the relationship between the texts of the OT and the context of Africa were
elaborated".146
Holter also identifies an increasing trend, during the 1980s and 90s, towards "more
traditional exegetical approaches", those that adopt the stance of the objective or
culturally anonymous interpreter.147 In his estimation, this trend reflects a "conscious
understanding of what it means to do OT scholarship in Africa: the responsibility for
doing both historical studies of the text and the encounter between the text and the
contemporary context".148 However, although we share his view ofwhat OT
140
Ibid., 170, 173.
141 Holter's book only goes up to the 1990s and he appropriately refers to "the recent three to four
decades". Holter, 44. Though we lack fresh data for trends since the 1990s, nothing suggests that the
growth has abated.
142
Departments of religion typically are found in Anglophone African universities, which tend to
follow the open tradition of British universities to include departments of religious studies. Ibid.
143 For example, attaining higher degrees in the field ofOT often meant studying in Europe or the
USA during the 1960s and 70s. Ibid., 12.
144 See pages 19-23. Cf. G. O. West, "Mapping African Biblical Interpretation," in Interpreting the
New Testament in Africa, ed. Mary N. Getui, Tinyiko Maluleke, and Justin Ukpong (Nairobi: Acton
Publishers, 2001), 94.
145 Focus on the Old Testament reflects the fact that inculturation hermeneutics in Africa is largely
inspired by the discourse of African predilection for the Old Testament. Mugambi links this
predilection especially to the Old Testament and the synoptic gospels. J. N. K. Mugambi,









scholarship in Africa should include, it is not clear how adopting a stance of the
'objective or culturally anonymous interpreter' aids such scholarship. Rather, it
appears to perpetuate the myth of Modernity that such a stance is possible.
There is often a gap between the needs of ordinary African Christians and the modes
provided by scholars trained in the western tradition of biblical scholarship. For
Holter, this is partly because "questions emerging from cultural and social concerns
in Africa only to some extent are allowed into the interpretation of the OT".149
Ukpong goes further and attributes the gap to the exclusion of the African's
"conceptual frame of reference".150 In other words, the gap is because of the
exclusion of epistemological, socio-cultural and existential African realities at the
methodological level, as well as exclusion of 'questions emerging from cultural and
social concerns in Africa'.151
We see this exclusion in the apprenticeship to Western methodologies, scholarly
traditions and even curricula in African institutions during the 1960s, 70s, and we
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suspect, to date. We also see it in the blatantly imitative-of-European-and-
American-scholarship nature of South African biblical scholarship from its inception
about 50 years ago to the present.153
Ukpong calls a biblical hermeneutic that includes the African's conceptual frame of
reference 'inculturation biblical hermeneutic' or for short 'inculturation
hermeneutic'. It makes the African and his or her socio-cultural context the subject
of interpretation.154 It demands awareness of reading from within your own
149
Ibid., 16. Abogunrin also cites a feeling of inferiority to the massive western tradition because of
such training leading to a sense among some to neglect their African context and champion western
scholarship. S. O. Abogunrin, "Biblical Research in Africa: The Task Ahead," AJBS 1, no. I (1986):
13.
150
Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 4.
151
Essentially, this has entailed reading the biblical material through foreign grids. Ibid.
152
Holter, 11. Cf. A. G. Newing, "A Study ofOld Testament Curricula in Eastern and Central Africa,"
ATJ 3, no. 1 (1970), Newing's late 1960s analysis ofOT studies in the universities and theological
seminaries throughout Eastern and Central Africa vis-a-vis programmes and textbooks.
153 F. Deist, "South African Old Testament Studies and the Future," JOTSSA 5, no. 3 (1992): 311-319.
154 "This is different from making another context the subject of interpretation and then applying the
result in the African context. It is also different from reading the context into the biblical text.
Interpretation is a complex process. It involves an interpreter in a certain context making meaning of a
text using a specific conceptualframework and its procedure. Every interpretation process has the
above five components of interpreter, context, text, conceptual framework and procedure." Ukpong,
"Rereading the Bible," 7.
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'conceptual framework', defined as the "mental construct within which exegetes are
trained, into which they grow and with which they operate",155 and culture.
According to Barton's summary,156 Ukpong's inculturation hermeneutic focuses on
the 'reader' understood as 'reader-in-context', "who consciously takes his/her socio-
cultural context as a point of departure in reading, and who is part and parcel of the
Christian community whose world-view and life experience he/she shares".157 The
interpreter is "someone who has acquired knowledge, experience, and the insights of
1 CO
the[ir] culture and is also capable of viewing it critically".
B.3.3. The problematic of our research project
In the light of the discussion above, we can now state the nature and aims of our
research project and the hypothesis that guides it. In order to do so, it is necessary to
state what we do not assume and aim to do.
We do not assume that it is possible to distance ourselves entirely from our
enculturation159 in both our presuppositions and methods. All exegesis is from
particular perspectives.160 Therefore, scholars ought to engage critically the nature
and contribution of their enculturation to their scholarship.
Further, there ought to be dialogue among enculturation-conscious scholars.
However, for such dialogue to be meaningful, participants should read texts using
methodologies that reflect their realities, not borrowed ones.161 In addition,
155 Ibid.
156 Cf. page 2, note 5 above.
157
Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 5.
158 Ibid.
159 A term from the social sciences, it refers to the process by which a person is introduced to and
gradually learns and grows into a particular culture. Osei-Bonsu, 19.
160
Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 6; F. Deist, "Again: Method(s) of Exegesis. Reflections on Text
and Textuality," JOTSSA 1 (1983): 85; "South African Old Testament Studies," 314; I. J. Mosala,
Biblical Hermeneutics and Black Theology in South Africa (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing House, 1989), 13; John Goldingay, Approaches to Old Testament Interpretation,
Updated ed. (Leicester, England: Apollos, 1990), 18; and Osei-Bonsu, iii.
161 Cf. Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 5; Deist, "South African Old Testament Studies," 314.
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approaches developed in different conceptual frameworks and socio-cultural realities
must be respected equally.162
We assume the historicity of the biblical material in keeping with the epistemological
conventions of the societies responsible for it.163 Based on this, we do not support
hermeneutical approaches that substitute the realities in the texts with those of the
reader.164
In this project, the Zambian research data and the biblical data represent
interpretations of the Scriptures from two contexts, human communities that are
subjects of interpretation.165 As such, the interpretations in the data reflect
epistemological associations based on these respective conceptual frameworks.
The researcher intends to establish the correlations between texts and interpretations
as a person who is constrained by particular socio-cultural realities and operating
from a definite epistemological framework. We employ qualitative research methods
and historical criticism to establish these correlations with an understanding that the
methods and our use of them are not acultural. All this means that our findings will
be limited and qualified at several levels in keeping with all human inquiry.166
The goal of the project is to compare the conceptual frameworks in the Zambian
research data and that in the biblical data with a view to identify a basis for Zambian
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and therefore Bantu and African hermeneutical methods. The foundational
hypothesis is that the African conceptual framework and that in the Old Testament
bear striking parallels, which are the reason that Africans find the Old Testament in
particular and the Bible in general to be a kindred atmosphere. In that the Zambian
research data is from sub-Saharan Africa and the biblical data from the Old
162 Cf. Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 5; Deist, "South African Old Testament Studies," 315, 317.
163 C. H. Kraft, Christianity in Culture: A Study in Dynamic Biblical Theologizing in Cross-Cultural
Perspective (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1987), 236-237; G. O. West, "Some Parameters of
the Hermeneutic Debate in the South African Context," JTSA 80 (1992): 4-5; and David Tracy,
Plurality and Ambiguity: Hermeneutics, Religion, Hope (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987), 79.
164 Cf. Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 5.
165 Ibid.: 6.
166 Cf. Pages 12-13.
167 For a history, continuing tensions, and a basis for continuity between a 'Bantu' and 'African'
conceptual framework on the one hand, and, on other hand, the plurality of socio-cultural realities in
the communities of sub-Saharan Africa, see pages 37-39 below.
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Testament, the research project also hopes to validate this hypothesis through a
comparison of the epistemologies extrapolated from the two sets of data.
We have established that Modernism was the predominant philosophical
environment in 19th and 20th century Europe and therefore of the protagonists of
imperial expansion and missions from Europe to Africa during the same period. Its
epistemological method was empiricism, the 'scientific method'.
Imperialism and missions wittingly and unwittingly led to the distortion ofAfrican
self-identities and the plunder of African mental treasures in exchange for
Eurocentric culture, philosophy and practice. However, translating the Bible into the
vernacular unleashed forces of African agency in both the church and society at
large. Nevertheless, Enlightenment thought continues to flourish in sub-Saharan
Africa.
The African in the Postcolony is in the process of re-negotiating new realities in self-
identity and philosophical orientation. This process is multi-faceted and includes
retrogression to pre-colonial meta-narratives.
In biblical scholarship, this process has generated diverse approaches. Initial
approaches were apologetic in nature. Some sought to establish Africa's historical
continuity with the Bible. Others sought to draw attention to socio-cultural and
philosophical parallels between Africans and the people in the Bible. Subsequent
approaches seek to exploit Africa's presence in the Bible and African socio-cultural
and philosophical realities in the service of Africans and to be the basis for Africa's
contribution to biblical scholarship.
The latter generally use historical critical approaches and social research theory.
These constitute the most common approach in biblical studies in Africa today.
Approaches that seek to exploit the Bible as a basis for addressing the issues of
oppression, poverty and marginalisation in society pursue liberation hermeneutics.
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Chapter 2: Continuities between African Cultures and the
Cultures in the Hebrew Bible
This chapter is a summary of some of the key elements of the discourse in
Comparative Religions regarding worldview affinities between African and biblical,
particularly Old Testament societies. The discourse was prefigured in the reactions of
Africans to biblical texts during the early days ofModern missions.1 It developed as
an apologetic for African cultures and religious practices within the same
consciousness responsible for nationalistic sentiment and agitation for political self-
governance towards the end of the colonial era.2
However, critical analyis of the sources for this profile reveal three features that
qualify it: (1) theoretical and methodological issues that led to generalisations and
de-contextualization of religio-cultural realities and practices; (2) articulation of the
concepts in European philosophical categories; and (3) interpretation ofAfrican
realities using Christian concepts.
Following the example of E. W. Smith, the sources assume key categories, belief in a
Supreme Being, a sense of dynamic power, and localised kinship focus on ancestral
spirits; and a key tenet of liberal Christian theology, that God has revealed himself in
nature as accessed by reason, therefore to Africans prior to any knowledge of
Christianity.3
Smith's theological framework for his work has led some to hesitate from treating his
'African ideas ofGod' as 'firm evidence' of a universal belief in God in Africa or
uncritically as "source material for a hierarchical phenomenological typology of
religious beliefs held throughout Africa".4 E. G. Parrinder, a student of Smith,
continued in the tradition of identifying typological classifications for making sense
1 Cf. page 26.
2 Cf. page 24.
3 E. W. Smith, African Beliefs and Christian Faith: An Introduction to Theologyfor African Students,
Evangelists and Pastors (London: The United Society for Christian Literature, 1936), 29; ed., African
Ideas ofGod: A Symposium (London: Edinburgh House Press, 1950), 34.
4 James L. Cox, A Guide to the Phenomenology ofReligion: Key Figures, Formative Influences and
Subsequent Debates (London and New York: T & T Clark International, 2006), 146.
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ofWest African religions.5 He emphasized the living nature of religions and the need
to study them as insiders within the framework of comparative religions, synchronic
study aimed at enhancing understanding of living religious communities.6 Later, as
evident in Andrew Walls' approach, religious studies became a distinct area of study
outwith divinity and social sciences.7 Even later, as evident in Ninian Smart's
approach and through 'methodological agnosticism,' "religion and religions
[constitute] appropriate objects for detached, scientific analysis". Typologies are re¬
constituted as 'dimensions of religion', "pragmatic tools aimed at promoting
understanding of the 'various ways in which human beings conceive of themselves
and act in the world'".9
Scholars within the Comparative Religion framework were challenging explanations
of differences between cultures and societies based on evolutionist theories,10 leading
to distortions ofAfrican religions and cultures "perpetrated by early missionaries,
anthropologists, ethnologists and colonial administrators".11 Following the example
ofwhite liberal theologians,12 they portrayed 'African Traditional Religion' in
theological categories to 'highlight' elements held in common with Christianity.13
They also, following Parrinder,14 abstracted a 'common Africanness' from historical
5 These included supreme being; chief divinities (generally non-human); the cult of ancestors; and
powers associated with charms and amulets. Cox, 148.
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10 Frieder Ludwig and Afe Adogame, "Introduction: Historiography and European Perceptions of
African Religious History," in European Traditions in the Study ofReligion in Africa, ed. Frieder
Ludwig and Afe Adogame (Wiesbaden: Harrossowitz Verlag, 2004), 9.
11
Cox, 167.
12 "These dropped the vera/falsa religio dichotomy of traditional Christian orthodoxy, and postulated
on various theological grounds that non-Christian religions were also proper religions, permitted, or
even ordained by God, and with at least some function in the divine economy, and some salvific
efficacy." Jan G. Platvoet, "From Object to Subject: A History of the Study of the Religions of
Africa," in The Study ofReligions in Africa: Past, Present and Prospects, ed. Jan Platvoet, James Cox,
and Jacob Olupona (Cambridge: Roots and Branches, 1996), 111-112.
13 Okot p'Bitek, African Religions in Western Scholarship (Nairobi: East African Publishing Bureau,
1971), 105.
14 Platvoet attributes the following abstracting tendencies to the grounding in European philosophy
that liberal missionaries had leading to "articulation, systematisation and generalisation of beliefs and
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multiplicity and regional differences during what Adogame calls "the cultural-
nationalist period of the 1950s and 1960s".15 For example, Kagame16 and Temples,17
among others, are Vincent Mulago's sources for his "Essential elements in Black
African Religion," itself a broader extrapolation from "Bantu religions". The same
theological typologies, e.g. 'Supreme Being,' structure his analysis. However,
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Vatican II apparently informs his theological framework.
Subsequent research suggests that "African indigenous religions are as heterogenous
as were and are the African societies themselves".19 This has generated debate
regarding the extent to which, for example, the concept of 'Supreme Being' is or has
always been common to all African Traditional Religions.
However, even in later research, heterogeneity does not preclude religio-cultural
similarities. For example, Platvoet attributes the higher incidence of language
similarities among the Bantu-speaking parts ofAfrica (compared to languages in the
West and Sudanic Africa) to a shallow 'glottochronological depth' ('some common
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past in relation to current diversities') of less than 2000 years. We find, therefore,
similarities and echoes of a common past among the Bantu even in research that is
explict about differences in African societies.
other cultural concepts" and to extrapolations from the particular to the universal. Platvoet, "From
Object to Subject," 113.
15
Ludwig and Adogame, 14-15, 18. Cf. Platvoet, "From Object to Subject," 114. Parrinder "used the
fact that 'no histories of these religions could be produced because they had not produced texts' as
justification for his synchronistic, comparative approach to African traditional religion." Platvoet,
"From Object to Subject," 115.
16
E.g. A. Kagame, La Philosophie Bantu Comparee (Paris: 1976).
17
E.g. P. Temples, La Philosophie Bantoue (Paris: 1961).
18 Vincent Mulago, "Traditional African Religion and Christianity," in African Traditional Religions
in Contemporary Society, ed. Jacob B. Olupona (St. Paul, Minnesota: Paragon Flouse, 1991), 119-132.
Platvoet includes Bolaji Idowu (1962) and John Mbiti (1971) among these scholars. Jan G. Platvoet,
"The Religions of Africa in Their Historical Order," in The Study ofReligions in Africa: Past, Present
and Prospects, 62, note 78.
19
Platvoet, "Religions ofAfrica," 52.
20 Kiernan attributes its presence in Southern Bantu religions (save one) to "conceptual conquest" by
Christian missionaries. Platvoet, "Religions of Africa," 55, note 39.
21 Platvoet, "Religions of Africa," 53-55.
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The discourse below primarily relates to the cultures in the Hebrew bible. It also
relates to 'Africans' as the once-colonized, essentially the Bantu populations of
West, East, Central and southern Africa.22 For this reason, Mbiti is reluctant to
discuss white South African biblical scholarship because it is 'still European' and
'closed to the realities of African presence'.23
Partly because of the nature of the material,24 and partly because of difficulties in
relating aspects of the Old Testament to history as reconstructed using the
archaeological evidence of Palestine,25 establishing the historical context of several
9 f\
Old Testament narratives continues to be problematic. However, a sufficient
number of valid parallels between patriarchal customs and those of the ancient Near
East exist suggesting that the material accurately reflects the social and historical
setting in which the Bible places it.27
The select elements covered in this chapter constitute the presumed epistemological
continuities that we use in the analysis of both the Zambian and biblical data. In the
ensuing sections, we discuss cultural phenomena simultaneously in the two socio-
cultural entities organised under three major headings: coherence and spirituality of
creation, coherence and hierarchy of society, and concreteness.
22 Cf. LeMarquand, 77.
23 J. S. Mbiti, Bible and Theology in African Christianity (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1986),
17-18.
24 In spite of its historiographical nature, the material is family history with a theological message that
has come through a complex process of oral and written tradition. W. S. Lasor, D. A. Hubbard, and F.
Wm. Bush, Old Testament Survey: The Message, Form, and Background ofthe Old Testament, 2 ed.
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing House, 1996), 40.
25 John Van Seters, Abraham in History and Tradition (New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1975), 112.
26
Therefore, some dismiss their historicity altogether. E.g. N. P. Lemche, The Israelites in History
and Tradition, Library of Ancient Israel (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1998), 166.
27 A. R. Millard and D. J. Wiseman, eds., Essays on the Patriarchal Narratives, 2 ed. (Leicester:
1983), 125-129. Cf. Seters, 65-103. Cf. J. N. Tubb, Peoples ofthe Past: Canaanites (London: British
Museum Press, 1998), 20. Cf. D. Pardee, "Background to the Bible: Ugarit," in Ebla to Damascus:
Art and Archaeology ofAncient Syria, ed. H. Weiss (Washington, D.C.: 1985), 253-260.
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1. Coherence and Spirituality of Creation
Against the Western distinction between the physical and the metaphysical, Dickson
28
notes the absence of such a dichotomy in African languages known to him. African
traditions are consistent in classifying humanity as created by God. Humanity's
essential relation to God is worship and adoration.29
African thought makes no formal distinctions between the sacred and the secular or
the spiritual and the material.30 A consequence is that Africans often associate
spiritual powers with natural objects and phenomena. Much like the Canaanite cult
of the Baals,31 the sun, moon, and the stars feature in myths and beliefs ofmany
peoples.32 For Dickson, this accounts for associations of African religious beliefs
with animism and fetishism. They live in a spiritual environment and spiritual
powers are both active and the ultimate causes of events and circumstances.34 The
pervasiveness of this holistic perspective has led some to conclude that Africans
identify themselves with nature with theological connotations.35
28 Dickson, Theology in Africa, 160-161. Cf. J. Jahn, Muntu: An Outline ofNeo-African Culture, trans.
M. Greene, Illustrated ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1961), 173, and the Akan Nyame n'amodze, lit.
'God's created things'. Dickson, Theology in Africa, 161.
29 S. Sidhom, "The Theological Estimate of Man," in Biblical Revelation and African Beliefs, ed. K.
A. Dickson and P. Ellingworth (London: Lutterworth Press, 1969), 100.
30 J. S. Mbiti, The Prayers ofAfrican Religion (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1975), 2. For the
persistence of this worldview in contemporary Africa, see Ogbu U. Kalu, "'Globecalisation' and
Religion: The Pentecostal Model in Contemporary Africa," in Uniquely African? African Christian
Identityfrom Cultural and Historical Perspectives, ed. James L. Cox and Gerrie Ter Haar, Religion in
Contemporary Africa Series (Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, Inc, 2003), 228-230.
31 Baal is a common Semitic noun meaning 'lord, owner'. Applied to a god it occurs about 90 times in
the OT. Baal worship pervaded the entire area inhabited by the Canaanites. Each of the 'separate
population groups within the Syrian-Palestine area' knew their own Baal. Karen van der Toorn, Bob
Becking, and Pieter W. van der Florst, eds., Dictionary ofDeities and Demons in the Bible, 2 ed.
(Leiden and Grand Rapids: Brill and Eerdmans, 1999), 132, 133.
32 J. S. Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy (London: Heinemann, 1969), 51-53.
33 Dickson, Theology in Africa, 48-49.
34 Ibid. Cf. M. Mead, Growing up in New Guinea (New York: Mentor Books, 1953), 67.
35 D. M. Gitari and G. P. Benson, eds., Witnessing to the Living God in Contemporary Africa (Nairobi,
Kenya: Africa Theological Fraternity, 1986), vii; J. Macquarrie, "The Idea of a Theology ofNature,"
USQR 30 (1975): 69-75; and J. Jordan, Bishop Shanahan ofSouthern Nigeria (Dublin: Clonmore and
Reynold Ltd., 1948), 124.
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A holistic understanding of the physical and the metaphysical is self-evident in the
polemics of the messengers of Yahweh against the religious practices of Israel's
neighbours.36 In Ancient Israel, natural objects and places associated with divine
activity and presence were sacred.37 Such association is evident in Israel's
neighbours.38 The association is pervasive in the Old Testament, including in the
prohibitions against idolatry given to Israel on Mount Carmel.39 It is clear, in such
associations, that the ultimate objects of veneration are the spirit beings associated
with the places and objects. In this regard, Dickson argues that Israel's settlement in
Palestine raised the issue ofBaal versus Yahweh although Yahweh was always
something more than a nature deity.40
Worldview similarities between Israel and her neighbours have led to the recognition
that there are numerous traits in the religion of Israel that prove that it developed
from beliefs originally common to all Semites and that in some important particulars
the developed religion of Israel shows affinity with the religious thought and practice
of other oriental peoples.41 Goldingay, for instance, makes a distinction between
what Israelites actually believed in Old Testament times and the teachings of the Old
Testament. The former apparently included worship of Yahweh with syncretistic
elements with surroundings religious beliefs.42 This has led some to argue for a
36
E.g. 2 Chr 28:22-25; 1 Kgs 11:5.
37
E.g. the oak ofMoreh (Gen 12:6. Cf. Josh 24:26); well at Beersheba (Gen 21:25-34. Cf. Gen 26:18,
23-25); and Mt. Carmel, 'the mountain ofGod' (Exod 19, 20:8; 1 Kgs 19:8-18).
38
E.g. Mt. Gerizim (John 4:19-20). Cf. Craig S. Keener, The IVP Bible Background Commentary.
New Testament (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1993), 273.
39 Job 12:7-10, 15; 35:10; Ps 8; 19:1-6; Acts 14:17; Neh 9:6; and Exod 20:4-6.
40
Dickson, Theology in Africa, 163-164. Cf. Amos 5: 25-27; Acts 7:42-3 with Ps 8; 19. However, he
concludes that Canaanite beliefs are closer to the African understanding of the nature of the land than
the Israelites. Dickson, Theology in Africa, 166.
41 W. O. E. Oesterley, "Israel and Its Religious Environment," in Old Testament Essays: Papers Read
before the Societyfor Old Testament Study at Its Eighteenth Meeting Held at Keble College, Oxford,
September 27th to 30th, 1927 (London: Charles Griffin and Co. Ltd, 1927), 156.
42 John Goldingay, Old Testament Theology, vol. 1 (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press,
2003), 15-16.
42
'Canaanite culture,' a shared cosmology for the West Semitic world, "despite the
sporadic objections ofpurists," to which biblical experience and thought belong.43
The coherence and spirituality of the created order sheds light on the place of ritual
in African societies. Among the Ndembu, symbols are landmarks that connect the
unknown with the known and reveal conceptual ideas.44 For example, the Musoli
tree, whose fruit and shoots are appreciated by duiker and other woodland animals,
'reveals' game. Hence, portions of it are used as medicines (Yatumbu) in rituals
performed to rid hunters ofmisfortune.45 This phenomenon has generated an entire
figurative genre. For instance, a taproot of the Musoli tree is employed in a ritual to
reveal hidden animosities and derivatives of the etymological stem, isoli, or chisoli,
are nouns that designate "a place of revelation", and refer to specially consecrated
sites used only in the final phases of important rituals. For these reasons, Ayo
Bamgbose has noted that claims of the grammatical and syntactical paucity of
African languages really reflect the linguistic incompetence of the first collectors of
language material.46
Association of visual phenomena with etymologies in the meanings of Hebrew words
is not uncommon.47 For example, *px is associated with the redness of the nose,
presumably when a person is angry. Derivatives of this stem include the verb *px, "to
be angry"; the noun *]x, "nostril", or "nose", or "face", or "anger."48 ma, "turn,"
generates the noun ma, plural ana which means "face" from the concept "as I turned
toward one."49 The plural form of the noun is preferred even when the singular is
intended in order to capture the plurality of features seen when one turns towards
43 N. Wyatt, Myths ofPower: A Study ofRoyal Myth and Ideology in Ugaritic and Biblical Tradition,
Ugaritisch-Biblische Literatur (UBL) Band 13 (Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1996), 19-22.
44 V. W. Turner, "Ritual Symbolism, Morality and Social Structure among the Ndembu," in African
Systems ofThought, ed. M. Fortes and G. Dieterlen (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), 80.
45 Ibid., 80,81.
46 A. Bamgbose, "On Devising, Reforming and Harmonising Orthographies in African Languages," in
African Languages: Proceedings ofthe Meeting ofExperts on the Transcription and Harmonization
ofAfrican Languages, Niamey (Niger), 17-21 July 1978 (Paris: UNESCO, 1981), 46.





someone.50 The editors ofBDB were aware of the objections to treating Hebrew
words as derivatives of stems (consonantal roots) but insisted that this method of
grouping was "an obvious demand from the scientific [empirical] point of view" and
actually found the objections unconvincing.51
In the context of prophetic symbolism, Robinson notes that to say, "Jews seek for
signs" is to make them true to their Semitic origin. He ascribes the Semitic
penchant for symbolism to his 'concrete and individualising imagination' and nai've
realism that is evident in many 'ancient or primitive usages' and in the symbolic acts
ofHebrew prophets.53 Examples include Moses bringing on the Egyptian plague of
boils by throwing up handfuls of furnace soot54 and Muhammad flinging a handful of
pebbles against an enemy three times his own men in number as a representation of
the promised angelic helpers.55 The fortunes of Israel's battle against Amalek
correspond with Moses' lifting or lowering of the staff56 and the wives of the Tshi-
speaking warriors of Africa keep up a mimic battle to help their husbands at war.
This realism recognizes that an act performed in one place may be causally
reproduced in another.57 According to Stacey, there are more than forty examples of
such behaviour in the Old Testament.58
The above suggests that Semitic people see a connection between ultimate reality
and its representation. Interestingly, as early as 1927, Robinson raised an
epistemological point of difference by conceding that nai've realism is difficult to
grasp for people like him who have a different outlook on life and religion because it
involves conceptions that are remote from his own.59 To this realism, he also
50 For examples, see Gen 4: 5, 6, and 16.
51
BDB, viii, x.






57 Robinson, 2. Cf. Jer 51:63-64.




ascribes the meanings that Hebrew proper names often carry and frequent use of
paronomasia.60 He also acknowledges it in the working of "the primitive mind in
general."61
Largely due to the poor quality of anthropological data on which it rests, Robinson's
scholarship, as also that of his contemporaries,62 has been challenged and discredited.
Rooted in the social-evolutionary model,63 and prior to the advent of fieldwork
research in anthropological studies,64 it operated on the assumption that the process
of social evolution was similar for all societies. Therefore, 'primitive societies' were
resources for filling in the gaps in the sociological and epistemological states of
ancient biblical societies.65 In nineteenth-century critical study of the Old Testament,
this led to a developmental and evolutionary view of Hebrew religion.66
For example, Rogerson challenged Robinson's thesis of a Hebrew mentality
underlying the epistemology in the Old Testament fundamentally, because he found
the explanations and justifications for such mentalities inadequate and
unconvincing.67 However, he unfortunately, equated faulty rationale for prior
epistemological frameworks with their non-existence.
60 A play on words with the same or similar sounds but different meanings. Lasor, Hubbard, and Bush,
317.
61 Robinson, 14. Cf. Goleman, Emotional Intelligence, E. B. Idowu, God in Nigerian Belief{Lagos:
Federal Ministry of Information, 1963), 9; "God," in Biblical Revelation and African Beliefs, 18-19,
21; and A. C. Thiselton, Interpreting God and the Postmodern Self: On Meaning, Manipulation and
Promise (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing House, 1995), 103.
62
E.g. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion, Abridged ed. (New York and
London: Macmillan, 1923), Levy-Bruhl's 1922 publication, L. Levy-Bruhl, Primitive Mentality, trans.
L. A. Clare, Beacon Press Paperbacks (Boston: 1966), and J. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture, II
vols., vol. I (Copenhagen and London: Branner Og Korch and Oxford University Press, 1926).
63 I.e. Human societies progress from the magic stage to the religion stage and then the science stage.
J. W. Rogerson, Anthropology and the Old Testament (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984), 47, 49. Cf. Rex
Mason, "H. Wheeler Robinson Revisited," BQ 37, no. 5 (1998): 219-220, 224.
64 It is not until towards mid-twentieth century that fieldwork involving the knowledge of local
language and living among the people (participant observation) and functionalism (description of the
contributions of individuals within society) became part ofmethodology for the study of so-called
primitive societies. Rogerson, 16.
65
Ibid., 2, 4, 5-8, 10-13, 17-18. E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Social Anthropology (London: Routledge and





Such criticism has not silenced attempts at defining the nature of symbolic
associations, the relation of the individual to the group and other features of so-called
68
primitive societies in terms ofepistemologicalpresuppositions. In fact, the advent
of fieldwork research methodology in anthropology has tended more to challenge the
perceptions ofprimitivism associated with the so-called primitive people than to
discredit the thesis of distinct mental states underlying societies and cultures.69 Calls
for including epistemological frameworks in considerations ofmethod and the
impossibility of freeing ourselves from pre-understanding are getting louder in
western biblical scholarship.70
In structural anthropology, there is already movement from the necessary71 limits on
72what can be said about a society towards seeking cross-cultural comparison. For
our purposes, the enduring value of Robinson's work lies in its instinct that
comparative anthropology is important in making ancient texts accessible to the
7-3
modern reader.
2. Coherence and Hierarchy of Society
Coherence or holism is at the centre of the African understanding of society.
Community, as the communion of individuals, is the fabric ofAfrican politics, social
structures and ethics and its soundness is of paramount importance:
68 Cf. Cyril Rodd's comments in his introduction to a re-print of 'Corporate Personality' in 1981 that
"it is by no means certain that 'corporate personality' will be dropped as easily as Rogerson hopes".
Mason: 223.
69
Rogerson, 16. Cf. Nur Yalman, "Article on 'Magic'," in International Encyclopedia ofthe Social
Sciences, ed. David L. Sills (New York and London: Macmillan and Collier-MacMillan, 1968).
70
E.g. Iain W. Provan, "In the Stable with the Dwarves: Testimony, Interpretation, Faith and the
History of Israel," in Windows into Old Testament History, ed. V. Philips Long, David W. Baker, and
Gordon J. Wenham (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2002), 161-
197; Stacey, 8, 11.
71 Limitation was necessary because of the blatant inaccuracies that constituted the anthropological





A society is in equilibrium when its customs are maintained, its goals attained
and the spirit powers given regular and adequate recognition. Members of
society are expected to live and act in such a way as to promote society's
well-being; to do otherwise is to court disaster, not only for the actor but also
for society as a whole. Any act that detracts from the soundness of a society
is looked upon with disfavour and society takes remedial measures to reverse
the evil consequences set in motion.74
For Sidhom, human identity is rooted in the tribe. Outsiders are strangers, inferiors
and even enemies.75
African traditions place the origins ofman in the creative action ofGod. This is the
ultimate origin even where the action of creation is seen as delegated by God to some
lesser divinity.76
The coherence of the tribe is itself part of a larger entity that practically includes the
whole universe: "nature, God, ancestors, the tribe, the clan, the extended family, and
the self." The basic principles of indwelling and interaction underlie all human
77 • 78
relationships. Interaction means relationships are meant to preserve the universe.
7Q
This explains why misfortune invariably extends to spiritual causes.
Religion in African traditional life is an ontological phenomenon. It includes the
past, the present and the future. It forms a part of everything and approximates
consciousness itself. Life for the African is a religious drama in a religious universe.
Inability to come to terms with this starting point is responsible for
misunderstandings of both the religions and people of Africa. It is also responsible
for "the tragedy of establishing since the missionary expansion of the nineteenth
80
century only a very superficial type of Christianity on African soil".
74





Ibid., 102. Here, "Indwelling" alludes to the consciousness of being a unit among many units and
"interaction" refers to the coherence and inter-relatedness of everything and everyone.
78 Ibid., 103.
79 J. C. Mitchell, "The Meaning in Misfortune for Urban Africans," in African Systems ofThought:
Studies Presented and Discussed at the Third International African Seminar in Salisbuiy, December
1960 (London: Oxford University Press, 1965), 194. Cf. P. Temples, Bantu Philosophy (Paris:
Presence Africaine, 1959), 66.
80
Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 15.
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For example, physical death means passing from one state of this cohesive whole
into another although the exact relationship between the two is a highly debated
topic. This is what popular missionary thought, until very recently, understood as
'ancestor worship'.81
The Biblical material evidences this understanding of coherence. To Eliphaz, the
innocent do not suffer.82 Meanwhile, Job understands God to be intricately involved
in his tragedies.83 The destination of the deceased is Sheol, the nondescript abode of
the dead.84 The apparent absence of incredulity on the part of Peter, James and John
upon seeing the long deceased Moses and Elijah suggests that continuity between the
living and the dead was not foreign to their worldview.85 Controversy surrounding
the resurrection within the Sanhedrin was with respect to its nature, not its reality.86
Coherence makes spiritual activities an integral component of human activities in the
07
biblical material. For example, artistry is a spiritual endowment. Prophetic
88
leadership is a consequence of the presence and help of the Spirit. Dreams are
OQ ... . f
channels of divine communication. The Holy Spirit is the believer's itapaKA.ri'coc;,
81
E.g. M. Fortes, "Some Reflections on Ancestor Worship in Africa," in African Systems ofThought,
122-141.
82 Job 4:7-9.
83 Job 7:11-21; 9:1-12.
84
Literally "underworld" or by derivation from the root bxo, "place of inquiry" (reference to
necromancy). BDB, 982. This suggests some measure of accessibility by the living. Compare 1 Sam
28:6 ("when Saul enquired - bxai - of the Lord, the Lord did not answer him, either by dreams or by
Urim or by prophets" [NASB]) with 1 Sam 28:11-14, 19, where he is consulting a deceased Samuel
through a medium.
85 Matt 17:1-17.
86 The Pharisees believed in a bodily resurrection but the Sadducees did not. The Sadducees adhered
only to Genesis through Deuteronomy, which contain no explicit teaching on the resurrection. Life
Application Bible: New Living Translation, (Wheaton, Illinois: Tyndale House Publishers, Inc., 1996),
1751, notes for 23:6-8.
87 Exod 28:3; 31:3.
88 Num 11:17, 29; Isa 11:2-4; 42:1-4.
89 Matt 1:20-25; Acts 2:17-18; 10:10-16; Gen 40:5-23 (esp. v. 8); 41:1-40 (esp. vv. 16, 25, 38); Dan
2:3, 11, 17-18, 19-23.
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helper.90 Therefore, the African worldview epistemologically endears the spiritual
realities and activities in the biblical texts to Africans.91
The customs and practices that govern human relationships reflect the coherence
above. Malicious and disruptive use of spiritual power is the centre of evil. This is
the essence ofmagic, sorcery and witchcraft.92 In interpersonal relationships, social
equilibrium is sustained by a concept of hierarchy based on age, status, laws, and
customs. Behaviour, regulations, rules, observances and taboos constitute the moral
code and ethics of a given community.93
To break these is to err against the society because it endangers the entire
community. The corporate community punishes breaching spiritual codes.94
Breaches often implicate the offender's family or even the whole community in guilt
and liability to punishment.95 For example, the offence of one member adversely
affects the whole village among the Lele of Kasai, Congo96 and the sin of one
symbolically binds together the whole family in its guilt among the Mende of Sierra
Leone.97
Punishments meted out by or to the community to prevent or stop divine judgement
and that, depending on the nature of the offence, may extend to the offender's
household or even clan, feature distinctively in the Bible. For example, the
conspiracy ofKorah, Dathan, and Abiram against God's servants, Moses and Aaron,
resulted in the punitive entombment of their households, followers and belongings.98
The immorality and idolatry of some Israelite men with foreign women led to the
90 John 14:16-18; 15:26-27; 16:7-15.
91 Cf. S. N. Ezeanya, "God, Spirits and the Spirit World," in Biblical Revelation andAfrican Beliefs,
45.
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96 D. Forde, African Worlds: Studies in the Cosmological Ideas and Social Values ofAfrican Peoples




death of 24,000 Israelites." Achan's greed led to the defeat of the whole nation
against the city of Ai and to the destruction of his entire family.100
The basics of a tribe are common language,101 geographical locality and culture
(including a common history of origins, customs, morals, ethics, social behaviour
109
and material objects). Kinship reckoned through blood and betrothal (engagement
and marriage) bonds a tribe together.103 It is the basis for the vast elasticity of terms.
Within kinship, keeping track of one's genealogical tree is of critical importance
because it informs one's participation within that community.104
Biblical texts evidence striking parallels in kinship. The Hebrew household was part
of a remarkably sophisticated system for distributing power along kinship lines that
extend beyond mere blood relationships to include economical, social, and financial
ones.105 Familial terms refer to a variety of people besides blood relatives and
genealogical records communicate all kinds ofmessages.106
In the New Testament, preserving social harmony within the hierarchy of
relationships in the community seems to be the rationale behind some ofPaul's
teachings. Women should learn quietly in the assembly.107 Rebuking older people
sharply is forbidden.108 The husband is the head of the house just as Christ is the
99 Num 25:1-9.
100 Josh 7:1-26 (esp. v 25). Cf. Josh 22:10-34.
101
However, in many cases, these languages are related to one another and can be classified into
families or stocks.
102 Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 101-103.
103 Ibid., 104.
104 Ibid., 104-105.
105 V. H. Matthews and D. C. Benjamin, Social World ofAncient Israel 1250-587 BCE (Peabody,
Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers, 1993), 7-8.
106
E.g. the omission of Cain and Abel in 1 Chr 1:1. Cf. Gen 4:1-2, 25; or the omission of the brothers
to Hezron, Ram and David (and sisters), in Ruth 4:18-22. Cf. IChr 2:5-16.
107 1 Tim 2:11-14; 4:12.
108 1 Tim 5:1-2.
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head of the church.109 Children must obey their parents and parents must not
The above suggests that social stratification controls acceptable behaviour within
ethical imperatives. Therefore, young Timothy may rebuke older women but only
with respect. Children are expected to obey parents but abuse of parental authority is
not sanctioned. Admittedly, the texts above have been interpreted differently and it
is not our intention here to debate the merits or de-merits of these interpretations.
We merely want to show that interpreting texts from social and epistemological
frameworks influences the meanings that we arrive at.
3. Concreteness
Concreteness is perhaps the most pervasive continuity between African and OT
epistemologies. Africans, like their OT counterparts, subsume abstraction in
concreteness.
Predisposition to think holistically and to subsume abstract rationality in some
phenomenon is the essence of African concreteness. Those lacking discernment
have erroneously understood this holism and concreteness to exclude both
individualism111 and abstractness respectively.112 In this overview, we limit
ourselves to considerations of concreteness in relation to time and language because
time is a widely researched topic in both cultures and language is integral to
hermeneutical theory.
1'1 This represents the consciousness of the individual elements that make up the whole. In terms of
people, the accusation is that Africans have no sense of self-identity because their identity is in the
112 The accusation here would be that Africans do not understand or think in abstract terms.







3.1. Concreteness in Time
To the African, time exists in relation to event. The event in question could be in the
past, the present, or the future.113 This means that it is what happens as opposed to
when it happens that provides an entry point into discussions of time.
This has led Mbiti to argue that Africans lack a concept of the future, being incapable
of communicating the distant future beyond two years because future events have not
yet taken place. Therefore, actual time is what is present and what is past.114
Further, there is no concept in African thought of history moving forward, towards a
future climax, or the end of the world and Africans have no belief in progress, the
idea that the development of human activities and achievements move from a low to
a higher degree. Therefore, outside the reckoning of a year, African concept is silent
and indifferent and endlessness or eternity only lies in the region of the past.115
However, as I noted elsewhere, his basic observation that time is linked to event is
correct but his conclusion that Africans have no concept of the future is suspect.116
This objection is borne out by the barrage of criticism that his argument that Africans
lack a conception of the future has generated. J. Parrat, for instance, has pointed out
that time as promise of events whose origins are in the past and the present "is a
definite feature ofAfrican thought."117
Mbiti's point is well made, however, that where no event is in focus there is no
concept of time in this epistemological entity. It is for this reason that it
characteristically projects the future as anticipated event or as a re-occurrence of
present or past event even if this re-occurrence involves new elements.
113 Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 17.
114
Ibid., 17, 22.
115 Ibid., 21, 23. Cf. J. S. Mbiti, New Testament Eschatology in an African Background: A Study ofthe
Encounter between New Testament Theology andAfrican Traditional Concepts (London: London
University Press, 1971), 24.
116 M. Nyirenda, "The Exegetical Value of an African Reading of Genesis 4" (MCS Thesis, Regent
College, 2000), 99.
117 J. Parrat, "Time in Traditional African Thought," Religion 7, no. 2 (1977): 118. Cf. R. Gehman,
Doing African Christian Theology: An Evangelical Perspective (Nairobi, Kenya: Evangel Publishing
House, 1987), 64ff.
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This association is evident in "phenomenon calendars", events or phenomena that
constitute and mark time. Examples include the lunar months of pregnancy as time
markers for expectant women, the days of travel between places as markers of
distance and the events of a day, week, month, or year as their markers. They also
include the activities associated with times of the day as their markers (e.g. sunrise,
• 118time for milking the cows, bringing them home from the fields, etc.).
Characteristically, phenomenon markers of time do not necessarily correspond to
mathematical moments. For instance, sunrise is linked to the actual sunrise as
opposed to a specific time.119
Association of time with phenomena in the OT epistemological constitution is
demonstrable at every point that it has been shown to exist in African thought.
Phenomenon calendars are matched with uncanny similarity:
The night was divided into three watches according to Mesopotamian usage .
.. Months are 29 or 30 depending on the phases of the moon. Their names,
borrowed from the Canaanites, relate to agricultural life: the months of grain,
flowers, streams, rain, sowing, etc ... the dates are established in relation to
outstanding events or to the judges and kings.120
The day is divided without precision according to natural phenomena: "the morning
and the evening . . . mid-day . . . the setting sun ... the breeze which blows before
sunrise, etc."121
In the Bible, where the eschaton is a subject of prophetic messages and therefore,
revelation, the concept of "future" is also presented as a re-casting of past or present
events or personages.122 For instance, the promise of restoration given on the eve of
pi ^
Israel's entry into the Promised Land is the basis of Jeremiah's prophecy in the
118 Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 19-22. Cf. L. F. Nalder, ed., A Tribal Survey ofMongolia
Province (London: Oxford University Press, 1937), 11.
119
Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy, 19.
120 A. Chouraqui, The People and the Faith of the Bible, trans. W. V. Gugli (Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 1975), 116.
121 R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, vol. I (New York and Toronto: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1965),
180, 182.
122 This is a possible explanation for the recurrence of the so-called thematically significant motifs like
"restoration from captivity" and archetypal personages like Elijah, David and Moses.
123 Deut 30:3 in the shadow ofDeut 29:25 represents this basic promise.
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shadow of the Babylonian exile.124 However, this promise adumbrates a future and
125
more comprehensive restoration, one extending to all humanity in Christ Jesus.
In incorporating the element of a Davidic dynasty beyond the Babylonian exile, Jesus
Christ's coming as a descendant ofDavid126 and the "restoration" of those from the
entire human race who believe and obey his Gospel127 become the "new" message.
Likewise, John the Baptist's ministry is portrayed as a re-occurrence of that of the
prophet Elijah.128 Christ comes as the prophet Moses129 and as the second Adam.130
Likewise, Reimer notes how 'exile' and 'exodus' have become 'metaphors' for
131
appropriation in various contexts in the Bible and in Christian thought.
In prophetic symbolism, prophetic enactments are miniature concretisations of
foretold events.132 For instance, the prophet Agabus bound himself with Paul's belt
to forecast Paul's imprisonment in Jerusalem.133
The discussion above illustrates that both time as event and the future as projected
reincarnation of event are as much features of the OT epistemological constitution as
they are of the African. In the section below, we will discuss concreteness in
communication and language.
124 Jer 29:28; 30.
125 Jer 33:14-26.
126 Matt 1:1-16; Luke 3:23-38.
127 John 14:6; Acts 17:26-31. Cf. Isa 11:1-11; 53:1-12; Acts 8:26-34.
128 Cf. 1 Kgs 17:1-7 with Mai 4:5 and Matt 17:10-13.
129 Cf. Deut 18:15 with Acts 3:22 and 7:37.
130 ICor 15:45-48.
131 D. J. Reimer, "Exile," in The Oxford Companion to Christian Thought, ed. Adrian Hastings,
Alistair Mason, and Hugh Piper (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 226-221.
132 For examples, compare Acts 21:10-12 with Acts 21:27-40.
133 Acts 21:10, 27-40.
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3.2. Concreteness in Communication and Language
The goal of communication is mediation ofmeaning from one person to another.
Therefore, communication has succeeded when the meaning received corresponds
with the meaning transmitted. The mediums and dynamics of communication are
specific to given societies and this is what makes any discussion of communication
and language, of which hermeneutics is a derivative discipline, a discussion of
epistemology.134
Language, with its twin entities of semiotics and semantics conveys meaning in
keeping with associations that exist among their users.135 As such, it is subject to the
dynamism with which societies move creatively and communally between symbol
and significance in an ongoing process. This is what makes the notion of generic (or
intrinsic) meanings problematic and requires qualification of etymological
136 • • •
meanings. However, etymologies do shed valuable insights on word meanings
even if it is merely as the story of the origins and evolution of these meanings.
3.2.a. Communication
Pedersen is grappling with Semitic epistemological coherence when he observes that
"the Hebrew view reality with the purpose of discovering totality." For example, he
cites Asa (soul) as man in his total essence, zb (heart) as the selfwhen it functions as
operative power and -dt (remember) as a calling forth of an image in the soul and
making that image to assist in determining direction, action.137 Coherence in
1 TR
communication means that conceptualization is from the generic to the particular.
134 R. Stronstad, Spirit, Scripture & Theology: A Pentecostal Perspective (Baguio City, Philippines:
Asia Pacific Theological Seminary Press, 1995), 25. Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, 45.
135 Waltke and O'Connor, 45.
136 Nida, Signs, Sense, Translation, 42.
137
Pedersen, 99, 106-107. Cf. Brevard S. Childs, Memory and Tradition in Israel (London: SCM
Press Ltd., 1962), 17.
138 In Schleiermacher's system of hermeneutics, this means that the grasping of the unity of the whole
precedes the grasping of the peculiarities of its parts. F. D. E. Schleiermacher, Hermeneutics: The
Hand-Written Manuscripts (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1977), 168.
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Awareness of the total environment or context in which the communication is
happening is prerequisite to specific communication and informs the adoption of
appropriate vehicles and demeanour. This element encroaches on the discussion on
hierarchy in society above. For example, one's position in the society informs the
nature of their communication.
Ifwe apply this principle to the biblical material, the order of speeches at the
Jerusalem council makes James the presiding elder whose contribution concludes the
proceedings.139 Elihu, though greatly exercised by the comments of Job and his three
friends, waits until the older ones have stopped speaking before contributing.140 We
noted above how Paul's commands with respect to the conduct ofwomen in the
assembly and human relationships in society could be understood in terms of social
hierarchy as opposed to the intrinsic worth of the categories of people involved.
Sidhom notes that in North Africa, a person's dignity is considered part of his
immortal soul or life essence. This is what makes communication a complex
exercise in social awareness and manoeuvring. It involves subtle and indirect probing
and 'hearing' the cues in the responses.141
3.2.b. Language
African languages display movement of meaning from the generic to the particular.
Etymologically, we noted how uses of the Musoli tree in the context of hunting
generated vocables with the generic meaning of "revelation." In similar fashion,





142 "The chief bearers ofmeaning in Hebrew as in other Semitic languages are the consonants; the
vowels serve merely to specify more particularly the meaning conveyed by the consonants" M.
Greenberg, Introduction to Hebrew (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), 17.
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These roots assume specific meanings when found with affixes (prefixes or suffixes)
or with infixes (changes within the root) or combinations of both143 and in use.
Basing the meanings ofHebrew words on their etymologies has been criticised
because use must have priority over lexical stock in determining their meanings.144
However, this sort of criticism need not preclude the fact that social conventions as
epistemology hold priority over and govern both semiotics and semantics.
Language is socio-cultural and subject to the philosophies and dynamism of specific
societies.145 Further, evolution ofmeanings demonstrates the continuities and
discontinuities between morphology and semantics, and subsequent syntactical
formulations. This knowledge is useful to comprehension ofmeanings.146
African and Semitic languages also overwhelmingly demonstrate a preference for
imagery, the figurative, and the poetical.147 Imagery lends itself to both concreteness
and discreteness of expression in which teachings are mediated through life-like
stories, narratives, and are sensitive to the dignity of the other person.
Robert Alter decries the distortions created by the zeal to uncover the meaning of the
biblical text for the instruction ofmodern readership that usually entail trying to
convert the "extraordinary concreteness" of biblical Hebrew into "more abstract
terms that have the purported advantage of clarity but turn the pungency of the
original into stale paraphrase." This loses sight of how the text expertly and
artistically intimates its meanings.148
143 Waltke and O'Connor, 83. Cf. C. L. Seow, A Grammarfor Biblical Hebrew, Revised ed.
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), 23.
144 For examples, see James Barr, Biblical Words ofTime (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1962), 14, 97 and





147 For example, Wyatt contrasts the 'modern, quasi-scientific kind, with rules of evidence and
objectivity as its main aspiration', with the 'theocratic history' 'of the ancient world, with its uncritical
amalgamation of history, legendary and mythological features' which he attributes to both Israel and
her neighbours. N. Wyatt, The Mythic Mind: Essays on Cosmology and Religion in Ugaritic and Old
Testament Literature (London and Oakville: Equinox, 2005), 154.
148 R. Alter, Genesis: Translation and Commentary (New York and London: W. W. Norton &
Company, 1996), xii. Cf. Shimon Bar-Efrat, Narrative Art in the Bible, ed. David J. A. Clines and
Philip R. Davies, trans. Dorothea Shefer-Vanson and Shimon Bar-Efrat, Second ed., JSOT Series 70
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 9-11.
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Figures of speech preserve the dignity of the other by avoiding explicit and
confrontational communication. Several categories of semantic and syntactical
constructions generally classified under the term "figurative", e.g. metaphor, simile,
synecdoche, parable, allegory, type, euphemism, etc., derive their rationale from this
cultural sensitivity. The prevalence of these genres is matched in Semitic
literature.149 Africans150 have rich proverbial traditions.151 Their languages form
their vocables from the root of the verb.152 They are complete systems of expression
and are no less abstract than European languages although they have different means
1 ST
of abstracting that are attributable to differences in worldviews.
According to their criteria for abstracting and conceptualising, and according to their
morphology, they have a grammar and their thought is qualitatively fully the equal of
any other people alive today with respect to its subtlety, intricacy, precision and
range.154 In word-formation, idiom and grammatical structure, they appear to be
more closely allied to the Semitic than to the Indo-European languages.155
149 K. A. Kitchener, The Bible in Its World: The Bible andArchaeology Today (Downers Grove:
InterVarsity Press, 1977), 95.
150 "Africans" here refers to the language traditions spoken south of the Sahara since "North of this
line most of the languages belong to a family considered 'classic' in the sense that some of the
languages belonging to it have been written for centuries and are Afro-Asiatic rather than African." P.
Alexandre, An Introduction to the Languages and Language in Africa, trans. F. A. Leary (London:
Heinemann, 1967), 32.
151 Cf. F. W. Golka, The Leopard's Spots: Biblical and African Wisdom in Proverbs (Edinburgh: T. &
T. Clark, 1993), and M. J. Masenya, "Proverbs 31:10-31 in a South African Context: A Bosadi





154 R. G. Armstrong, "Vernacular Languages and Cultures in Modern Africa," in Language in Africa:
Papers of the Leverhulme Conference on Universities and the Language Problems ofTropical Africa




Chapter 3: Research Field, Parameters and Methodologies
In this chapter, we identify and justify the field of research in Zambia and the texts
for analysis in the Bible, prescribe the parameters of research and establish the
methodologies employed. Because of differences in research material and methods,
the chapter is in two parts. Section A is a discussion of the research undertaken in
Zambia and section B is a discussion of the research in the Bible.
A. Research Undertaken in the Eastern Province of Zambia:
Research Field, Methodology and Parameters
In order to define this research and outline the ensuing investigation, we provide a
brief history and the current state of the research field with a view to situate the
respondents in their socio-cultural and political context. Thereafter, we outline the
nature, aims, limitations and methodology of the research.
A.1. Research Field
In identifying the research field, we focus on two aspects of the area's history: the
histories of the ethnic populations of Katete, Chipata and Petauke districts in the
Eastern Province of Zambia and the country's recent political and missionary history.
The first synopsis provides us with a window into the socio-cultural and worldview
realities of the respondents. The second throws some light on foreign socio-cultural
and worldview influences in the region from the nineteenth century to date.
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A.1.a. Ethnic Groups of Katete, Chipata and Petauke Districts in Eastern
Province of Zambia: Historical Overview of Tribal Migrations
Katete, Chipata and Petauke districts in the Eastern Province of Zambia, the
geographical location for the bulk of the research, are home to three tribes: the
Chewa, the Ngoni and the Nsenga.1
Some estimates place the presence ofman in Zambia since between one and two
2 3million years ago. Archaeological research suggests that its current Bantu
populations are the result of later migrations from the north4 dating roughly from
about two thousand years ago during the 'Stone Age'5 and after invading and
displacing the Hottentot-Bushman type people already in the region.6
When Jan Van Riebeeck raised the flag of the Dutch East India Company on the
shore of Table Bay (later Cape Town) in 1652, the Bantu were already in the region.
Some estimates place their presence in the region before the end of the first
millennium."7
Some of the current Bantu populations of Eastern Zambia "trace their origin to the
Luba and Lunda empires of the Upper Congo basin."8 These include the
chieftainship of the Maravi who probably migrated in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. According to tradition, they settled in modern day southern Malawi and
1 See Appendices IX and X.
2 Brian M. Fagan, ed., A Short History ofZambia from the Earliest Times until A.D. 1900 (London,
England: Oxford University Press, 1966), 1.
3 "The term 'Bantu' does not refer to race, but to a group of related languages. The Bantu speakers, a
Negroid people, are made up ofmany ethnic stocks." Gann, Central Africa, 24, 39. Cf. Appendix
VIII.
4 The specific origins of the Bantu are still a subject of debate by historians. Ibid., 39.
5
Ibid; Fagan, ed., 7; Richard Vaughan, ed., Zambia (Harare, Zimbabwe: CBC, 2000), 2. Cf. J.
Desmond Clark, The Prehistory ofSouthern Africa (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books,
1959).
6 H. H. Johnston, British Central Africa: An Attempt to Give Some Account ofa Portion ofthe
Territories under British Influence North ofthe Zambezi (London: Methuen & Co., 1897), 52-54.
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Mozambique. In the sixteenth century, some of these groups moved eastwards into
modern Zambia where they became known as the Chewa.9
The origins of the Nsenga in Petauke district are rather obscure but they seem to
derive from the Lala who are linked to the Luba in a common process ofmigration
and settlement."10 They are sometimes associated with the Chewa.11
The presence of the Ngoni in Zambia is part of return Bantu migrations from modern
i j
day South Africa triggered by Shaka's military despotism. In about 1820,
Zwangendaba, a minor Nguni clan and military leader, fearing defeat from the Zulu
king Chaka (or Shaka), led his people northwards from Natal, South Africa. Along
the way, the 'Ngoni,' as they were called, collected a heterogeneous following of
Swazi, Thonga (or Tonga), Kalanga, and other people and crossed the Zambezi River
on November 19th 1835.13
Upon Zwangendaba's death, the Ngoni splintered into several groups and settled in
various parts in east and central Africa. In 1860 one such group led by Mpezeni,
crossed the Luangwa River into Nsenga country. During the next twenty years, he
encroached on the northern Chewa kingdom ofMkanda and, by 1880, had overrun it
and established his headquarters in present day Chipata.14
Ngoni policy of assimilating captives aided syncretism so that before long Ngoni
culture was all but erased.15 Today the Ngoni speak the language of the Nsenga,
"among whom they lived, raided and married during the 1860s and 1870s."16
9
Ibid., 103-104.
10 "Their social institutions indicate an affiliation with Luban peoples such as the Lala and Bisa."
Ibid., 107, 118.
11 For instance, Undi, the paramount chief of the Chewa, installed Chief Kalindawalo, a leading
Nsenga chief, about 1780. Richard Hall, Zambia (London: Pall Mall Press, 1965), 15.
12 A. J. Wills, An Introduction to the History ofCentral Africa, Second ed. (London: Oxford
University Press, 1967), 58-59.
13
Fagan, ed., 118.
14 Andrew Roberts, A History ofZambia (London: Heinemann, 1976), 119.




The Bantu groups profiled above still form the core of the societies in the districts
associated with them. However, as elsewhere in Zambia, other ethnic groups have
increasingly become part of these societies through intermarriage and under the new
political and economic identity of post-independence Zambia.
A.1.b. Overview of the Introduction of European Philosophy in Zambia's
Political and Missionary History
In Central Africa, pioneer missions preceded both commercial interests and
administrative authority and influenced the impact of both on the indigenous
population.17 The broader context of such missions was the eighteenth century
1 8
Enlightenment in Europe.
The Enlightenment was a European phenomenon and fostered in Europeans a new
spirit and outlook.19 At its core lay confidence in the powers and possibilities of
human reason and an attitude of radical scepticism that posed an intense and
aggressive challenge to religion.20
The Enlightenment is responsible for the pre-eminence of rationality in Western
epistemological method, a critical component of all aspects of inquiry in Modernity.
It is responsible for absolutist tendencies in the Reformation and the dogmas of
theological Scholasticism of seventeenth century Protestantism. It is also the cause of
religious reform movements that challenged absolutist elements within the church.21
The Pietistic Movement and its evangelical revival were a reaction in Britain to pre¬
occupation with dogma at the expense of reformed lives.22 Its partial success within
the church gave rise to missionary societies formed to become instruments for
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missionaries to Africa, Asia and the Americas. These and their activities constitute
the Modem Missionary Movement, the story ofWestern missions to the rest of the
world spanning roughly the period 1792-1992.24
Modem Missions in Central Africa are often linked to David Livingstone's
exploratory journeys. He represents the popular face of radical cultural and
epistemological disruption of the peoples of Central Africa.25
He came looking for an entry route to Central Africa for Christianity, civilisation and
commerce. His legacy lies in how he carefully mapped the heartland ofCentral
Africa and documented several aspects of the region during his famed trans-Africa
exploratory journey (1853-56).27 His findings were vital for later missionary28 and
British imperial interests in the area and often mark the beginning of a new era in the
heart of Africa particularly from the perspective ofVictorian England.29
Mostly, missionaries in the Modem Missionary Movement operated from positions
of power. This gave them extraordinary opportunity to "impose godliness by word of
command."30 Most would not have considered deferring to the African's view of
right and wrong where differences presented themselves. Theirs was a mission to
Christianise and civilise Bantu minds belonging to a lower stage of evolution and
among whom "lying, stealing, gluttony, polygamy, licentious debauchery and
cannibalism" were thought to be deeply ingrained31 according to the dominant











Vaughan, ed., 4. Cf. Hall, 34; and Harry W. Langworthy, Zambia before 1890; Aspects ofPre-
ColonialHistory (London: Longman, 1972), 105.
29
However, see Ross, xi.




Embracing Christianity usually meant a complete break with family, "since missionaries insisted
that a Christian life could only be followed within a Christian family or community." Roberts, 171.
63
Such thinking aided cultural take over. In the words of Sanneh, "Missionary contact
proved fatal to indigenous originality".33 Converting to Christianity entailed
choosing European ideals over African ones and attending mission schools entailed
adopting European lifestyles.34 For profiles of Christian traditions represented in this
thesis and their relation to political trends in the region, see Appendix I.
A.2. Research Method
A.2.a. Overview of Methodological Issues
The pre-eminence of rationality in epistemological method in Modernity led to the
-7 C
emergence and domination of the empirical method in epistemology as the means
to certain knowledge or 'facts.' It also led to separation between natural science,
validated by empirical method, and metaphysics, investigated by philosophy.36
However, since the subjects of social inquiry inextricably lend themselves to both
philosophical and empirical inquiry, this polarisation led to indeterminacy in method
->7 70 iq
in the social sciences. At the height of the popularity and 'sanctity' of scientism
and positivism,40 the social sciences tried to operate using the empirical method.
33
Sanneh, Translating the Message, 173.
34 Gann, Central Africa, 77-78.
35 The empirical method claims to access 'facts' independently of variations due to interpretation. Tim
May, Social Research: Issues, Methods and Process, Third ed. (Buckingham: Open University Press,
2001), 11.
36
Hughes and Sharrock, Philosophy ofSocial Research, 1-2.
37 Ibid., 1.
38 In Anglo-American sociology, positivism and its empirical method peaked during the 1950s and
early 1960s. At its peak, it "tended to a marked arrogance, inclined to suppose its own paragon status,
and [was] abruptly dismissive of any suggestion that there might be alternative approaches." Ibid., 16.
39 "This involves uncritically accepting that 'science' is both highly distinct from, and superior to,
'common sense'" or knowledge based on methods other than the empirical one. David Silverman,
Interpreting Qualitative Data: Methodsfor Analysing Talk, Text and Interaction, Second ed.
(Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, 2001), 7.
40 Positivism explains human behaviour in terms of cause and effect and 'data' is collected on the
social environment and people's reactions to it. May, 10-11.
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Since the middle of the 1960s, positivism has gradually lost its privilege in social
research and the empirical method has just become one among many methods. This
has brought epistemological issues back on the agenda particularly with respect to
the quest for epistemological certainty.41
Movement away from the sanctity of the empirical method is the essence of post-
modernization. At its extreme is Postmodernity, the decentering of the subject of
knowledge and arguing for a collapse of metanarratives and foundations.42
Ironically, post-modernization has liberated "the 'repressed rivals' of science -
religion, folk knowledge, narrative and myth,"43 including some, like religion, which
claim to be based on epistemological certainty just as the empirical method
promised. Post-modernizing views have found their greatest legitimacy within the
humanities and the area of cultural studies.44
Current practice in social research is that the subjects and goals of research justify
the adoption and application ofmethodologies 45 As such, methodologies are not
judged in terms of 'right' or 'wrong', but in terms of their usefulness to the goals of
research given the nature of the subjects of research.46
It also recognizes that the interaction between researchers and researched produces
social research data. The researcher does not collect it. Finally, it recognizes that
theory is "the ability to explain and understand the findings of research within a
conceptual framework that makes 'sense' of the data".47 As such, epistemological
41
Hughes and Sharrock, 18.
42
"Instead, one discovers multiple positions or positionalities, pluralities of discourses, micro-
realities, relativity, diverse truths, multiple centers, pragmatic methodologies, divergent histories,
interdisciplinarity, located knowledges, contextuality, historicity, and particular struggles of
resistance." Dwight N. Hopkins, "Postmodernity, Black Theology of Liberation and the U.S.A," in
Liberation Theologies, Postmodernity, and the Americas, ed. David Batstone et al. (London and New
York: Routledge, 1997), 206. Cf. May, 16; and B. Fay, Contemporary Philosophy ofSocial Science: A
Multicultural Approach (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), 2.
43





Hughes and Sharrock, 3. Silverman defines 'methodology' as "the choices we make about cases to







and ontological constructs provide the overall framework of how we look at and
explore reality.48 Therefore, making social theory49 explicit in order that its
presuppositions are open to scrutiny helps the valuation of research findings.50
Articulation of social theory is demanded for two reasons. First, it acknowledges the
fact that "human beings assert and defend epistemological claims on the basis of
collective understanding."51 Second, it recognizes that interaction with the research
project has the ability to influence the theory in an interactive and reflexive
relationship.
The latter has led to the debate whether the interview, the critical method in our
research, can yield information that accurately reflects the social world beyond its
own interactive context.53 Positivism, with its roots in Foundationalism,54 settled the
debate by attempting to perfect the method, the interview, to the point where the
information it yields is a mirror reflection of the reality that exists in the social world.
However, the interactive nature of social knowledge is incompatible with such an
aspiration. Conversely, extreme deference to the interactive nature of the interview
has led some to argue that interview knowledge is context-specific and invented to fit
the demands of the interactive context of the interview. It does not represent anything
else.55
This position is equally unacceptable to those who refuse to regard any dominant
narrative as totalising, whether that narrative is positivism or interactionism.
48 Silverman, 2-3.
49 In social research, social theory "informs our understanding of issues, which, in turn, assists us in
making research decisions and sense of the world around us." May, 29.
50 Ibid., 2-3.
51
Hughes and Sharrock, 6.
52
May, 29-30.
53 'Interactive context' refers to the recognition that the dynamics between interviewer and
interviewee are such that the knowledge they produce is context-specific to the interview and may not
necessarily represent truths beyond the interview.
54 "The view that true knowledge must rest upon a set of firm, unquestionable set of indisputable
truths from which our beliefs may be logically deduced, so retaining the truth value of the
foundational premises from which they follow and in terms ofwhich our methods of forming further




Therefore, we proceed with the understanding that the interview, in spite of its
interactive nature, provides access to social realities beyond itself.56
The interview is a critical method in our research and the multiple fissures from the
ideal text that inter-subjective communication generates is well documented.
Interviewees often "respond to interviewers through the use of familiar narrative
58
constructs, rather than providing meaningful insights into their subjective view."
Communication in an interview is fraught with agendas and counter agendas between
the interviewer and interviewee and the complex reactions to these that develop. This
often leads to responses that are really based on the interviewee's assessment of the
possible motives of the interviewer.59
Language, our window into the subject's world and ours, often plays tricks. "It
displaces the very thing it is supposed to represent, so that what is always given is a
trace of other things, not the thing.. .itself."60 In addition, the language of
interviewing, like all telling, inevitably fractures the stories in that it is partial to the
discourse that it represents in the speaker's understanding.61
The process of documenting and analysing interview data is itself fraught with
fracturing. "The coding, categorization and typologizing of stories result in telling
only parts of stories, rather than presenting them in their 'wholeness'."62
In this project, we employ the methods of observing, recording, interviewing,
transcribing and analysis of discourse. Observing is interpretive and favours the
56
Jody Miller and Barry Glassner, "The 'inside' and the 'Outside': Finding Realities in Interviews,"
in Qualitative Research: Theory, Method and Practice, ed. David Silverman (London: SAGE
Publications, 1997; reprint, 1998), 99-100 and C. R. Sanders, "Stranger Than Fiction: Insights into the
Pitfalls in Post-Modem Ethnography," SSI 17 (1995): 93, 97. In fact, Miller and Glassner argue that
"it is only in the context of non-positivistic interviews, which recognize and build on their interactive
components...that 'intersubjective depth' and 'deep-mutual understanding' can be achieved."
Glassner, 100.
57 'Ideal text' in the case of the interview is the interviewee's subjective view as experienced by the
interviewees themselves. Glassner, 101.
58 Ibid.
59 Robert L. Kahn and Charles F. Canned, The Dynamics ofInterviewing: Theory, Technique, and
Cases (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957), 6-7. Cf. Carl R. Rogers and F. J. Roethlisberger,
"Barriers and Gateways to Communication," HBR 30, no. 4 (1952).
60 N. K. Denzin, "Representing Lived Experiences in Ethnographic Texts," SSI 12 (1991): 68.
61 Glassner, 101.
62 K. Charmaz, "Between Positivism and Postmodernism: Implications for Methods," SSI 17 (1995):
60.
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subjective knowledge of the researcher. Recording precludes all non-audio
communication from the data. Transcribing, particularly where translation is
involved, entails approximate representations of what was said. Analysis favours the
perspective of the analyst.
All these fissures, however, do not negate the fact that language permits inter-
subjectivity and the ability ofwilful persons to create and maintain meaningful
63worlds. They also do not negate the fact that interviews yield information about
social worlds and ideal texts.64 However, they highlight the need to make the
subjectivities and fractures that exist in the research process a visible part of the
project and thus available for independent examination.65
A.2.b. Methodology and Parameters of Research
The research in Zambia examines the relationships between the worldview,
epistemological constitution, hermeneutics, and homiletics of specific indigenous
preachers. The research is qualitative and we approach it with the understanding that
the activities of collecting and analyzing data will simultaneously affect the
theoretical elements of our theory, research questions and validity concerns.66 Within
this design, the following are the components of our research and ways that they
interact with each other.
The purpose of the research is to examine the nature and extent of the influence that
the epistemological constitution of the respondents has on their biblical hermeneutics
and homiletics. At a micro level, the study is specific research into the Christian faith
63 Cf. L. L. Dawson and R. C. Prus, "Interactionist Ethnography and Postmodern Discourse: Affinities
and Disjunctures in Approaching Human Lived Experience," SSI 15 (1993): 166.
64 Cf. G. Glassner and J. Loughlin, Drugs in Adolescent Worlds: Burnouts to Straights (New York: St
Martin's Press, 1987), 33., and R. L. Schmit, "Cornerville as Odburate Reality: Retooling the
Research Act through Postmodernism," SSI 15 (1993): 130.
65 D. E. Smith, "Women's Perspective as a Radical Critique of Sociology," in Feminism and
Methodology, ed. S. Harding (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1987), 92. Cf. S.
Harding, ed., Feminism andMethodology (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1987), 9;
and R. L. Gorden, Interviewing: Strategy, Techniques, and Tactics (Homewood, IL: Dorsey, 1987).
66 Cf. Leonard Bickman and Debra J. Borg, ed., Handbook ofApplied Social Research Methods
(Thousand Oaks, California: SAGE Publications, 1998), 70.
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as an interaction between the Bible and African culture67 among these respondents.
At a macro level, it is specific research into the implications of the "puzzling but
exciting affinity between the African religious heritage and the way of life which the
OT presupposes and takes for granted."68
Its theoretical premise is that African Christianity is in the process of replacing the
foreign epistemological constitution associated with the Modern Missionary
Movement with its own. However, since this constitution continues to dominate in
African biblical scholarship,69 much of this replacing is occurring naturally at the
grass roots level without deliberate intention or co-ordination.70 Therefore, studying
the dynamics between epistemological constitution and hermeneutics at this level
provides access to the process by which the African epistemological framework is
engaging the Bible apart from epistemologically reconstituted 'experts.'71
Technically, the findings do not reflect the relationships between epistemological
constitution and hermeneutics and homiletics for all indigenous preachers in the
Eastern Province, Zambia. They only do so for these specific respondents.
However, since the first criterion for their selection is that they be indigenous
preachers located in Eastern Province of Zambia, the assumption is that their
hermeneutics reflect a common epistemological construct that is consistent with their
larger classification as Bantu people, a grouping that exhibits striking similarities at
the linguistic level thereby suggesting some common socio-cultural past.72 As such,
we can cite the results of this analysis in the research into the relationships between
epistemological construct and hermeneutics and homiletics in Bantu people at large.




Holter, 11-12; Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 4; Deist, "South African Old Testament Studies,"
311-319; and Kashoki, 170-173.
70 Cf. H. B. P. Mijoga, Separate but Same Gospel: Preaching in African Instituted Churches in
Southern Malawi, Kachere Study (Blantyre, Malawi: CLAIM, 2000), 9-15.
71 Cf. Holter, 16.
72 Cf. Page 39 above. Similar research in Bantu populations elsewhere seems to validate this
assumption. E.g. H. B. P. Mijoga, Separate but Same Gospel: Preaching in African Instituted
Churches in Southern Malawi, Kachere Study (Blantyre, Malawi: CLAIM, 2000).; and P. A.
Kalilombe, "A Malawian Example: The Bible in Non-Literate Communities," in Voices from the
Margin: Interpreting the Bible in the Third World, ed. R. S. Sugirtharajah (Maryknoll: Orbis, 1991).
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The second criterion is that they belong to a Christian tradition. This is important
because of the project's focus on biblical hermeneutics. We wanted to examine how
preachers use the Bible as spiritual food for their congregations. This presumed a
faith relationship with God and commitment to the Bible as God's Word on the part
of the preachers and their congregations.
The third criterion is that, within these Christian traditions, the preachers should be in
control of their interpretations and applications of Scripture. This is important
because there are some Christian traditions where decisions pertaining to texts used
and interpretations are centrally given. Where the central authority is not Bantu, such
interpretations and applications violate the first criterion in this project.
These criteria were the substantive ones as far as the project was concerned. Within
these, we exercised some flexibility. For instance, for logistical reasons, we narrowed
the field of research to Katete, Petauke and Chipata districts. This was for two
reasons. First, with the project centre of operation located in Katete, these areas were
easily accessible to the researchers (the researcher worked an assistant). Second, both
researchers are functionally fluent in the languages spoken in the area, including all
the languages spoken by the preachers. This eliminated the need for interpretation
and translation of the material. However, one interview was recorded in Lusaka,
outside the Eastern Province.
The research procedure was generally as follows. The researchers sought the
permission of the respondents for their participation in the project. This was obtained
before the date of recording or on the day.
When obtaining permission, the researchers identified themselves, and briefly stated
the nature and aims of the project. Such disclosure ordinarily included mention of
student and ministerial status, the goal of the research project, the need to record
"portions of the service, including the sermon", and the need to interview the
preacher.
It excluded specific mention that the focus of interest was the preacher's
hermeneutics in order to allow the preachers, as much as possible, to deliver their
homilies without the constraits generated by prior awareness of an impending sermon
analysis and interview by a trained biblical scholar and theological college lecturer.
After the homilies, times and places for interviews were set at the convenience of the
respondents. The confession by several respondents that prior awareness of the
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specific focus of the analysis and interview would have drastically influenced their
sermon preparation and delivery vindicated the withholding of this detail.
The interviews were not concerned with substantive hermeneutical issues. They were
primarily opportunities for exploring the connections between epistemological
constitution and hermeneutical practices from the perspective of the respondent. The
epistemological and hermeneutical issues discussed in the interviews were those
raised by the sermons. To prepare for this, the researcher listened carefully to each
sermon and identified the hermeneutical and epistemological issues to address in the
interview. Except for these guidelines, the interviews were unstructured or
T>
focussed. Generally, the responses given determined the lines of further
questioning.
In no instance was permission to record withheld. In one instance, a respondent even
recorded his own sermon and brought it to the researcher for analysis. However,
several respondents expressed the sentiment that had they known that their sermons
were going to be the focus of the interviews they would have tailored them to suit the
research, not the needs of their congregations.74
The recordings, both sermons and interviews, were transcribed into the languages
they were given. These transcriptions constitute the database for the analysis in
Chapter 4 below.
Twenty-three (23) responses were used.75 Of these, only one76 falls outside the
geographical parameter we set for ourselves. However, in that it satisfied the
substantive criteria, its inclusion does not detract from the thrust of the project.
An interesting finding was that narrowing the geographical parameters to Chipata,
Petauke and Katete Districts did not exclude other Bantu traditions out with the
province. Both sermons and large portions of the interviews for the two U.C.Z.
responses in Katete were in Bemba, a language spoken in the Northern, Luapula and
73 Unstructured or focussed interviews differ from structured ones in their open-ended character. The
intention is to hear the perspective of the interviewee and provide for qualitative depth by allowing
interviewees to talk about the subject within their own frames of reference. May, 14.
74 These confessions came after the sermon and before the interview and are not in the transcripts.
75 One interview was discarded because of recording failure. Cf. 'Transcripts', pp. 352-353.
76 J. Kakoma, recorded at Tower ofHope Church, Lusaka.
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Copperbelt Provinces of Zambia.77 This was because both respondents were fluent in
Bemba but not in the local Chewa and preaching in English was not an option in
70
their congregation. Further, at least two respondents within the research parameter
were not from Eastern Province.79 The methods employed were observation,
recording and transcribing, interviewing and analysis of texts and transcripts.
Observation was bothprior to preaching and interviewing and during both processes.
Where the researcher had prior acquaintance with the respondents and/or their
theological traditions,80 this knowledge formed part of the social theory or
81
assumption that he brought into the interviews. Where these were unknown,
07
observation during the recording processes, where applicable, helped him to form
the tentative theories that informed his approach to the interviews. Observation also
formed part of the interactive process during the interviews and contributed to their
evolution. It assisted the researcher to make spontaneous judgements regarding lines
of questioning during the interview.
77 See Appendix IX.
78 Nkonde is a Bemba currently residing on the Copperbelt Province. Mujumira is Tumbuka (Lundazi,
Eastern Province) but was born and raised on the Copperbelt Province and felt more comfortable
preaching in Bemba than in any of the languages of the Eastern Province.
79 Godwin Nkonde is Bemba and Redson Chisenga is Bisa, both from Northern Province. See
Appendix II.
80 The researcher was born and raised in the Eastern province of Zambia. He belongs to the Tumbuka
tribe of Lundazi District, Eastern Province. He attended the final two years ofprimary school in
Katete during the years 1972-1974. During that period, his family worshipped at Katete Boma R.C.Z
(Reformed Church in Zambia) Church, the location of two recordings in this research. In addition, the
researcher is currently an ordained minister with the Pentecostal Assemblies ofGod (Z), P.A.O.G (Z)
and has prior professional acquaintance with Bishop Boyd Makukula (Holy Trinity, Chipata) and Rev.
Simon Chikamata (Nyanje) both ofwhom were respondents in this research. Through personal
experience, he is also acquainted with the theological traditions of the following churches: Victory
Bible Church, P.A.O. G (Z), S. D. A (Seventh Day Adventist), R. C. Z, Tower ofHope, and U. C. Z
(United Church ofZambia).
81 Cf. Silverman, 2; and M. O'Brien, "Social Research and Sociology," in Researching Social Life, ed.
N. Gilbert (London: SAGE Publications, 1993), 10-11.
82 Since the researcher worked with a research assistant, he was not present in all the church services
although he conducted all the interviews.
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B. Research into Appropriations and Re-appropriations of the
Exodus Event within the Bible
In this section, 'research' means analysis of interpretations because our aim is to find
out how various 'hearers' within the Bible appropriate and re-appropriate the Exodus
event. By 'appropriation and re-appropriation' we mean the way in which texts
reflect other texts whether in an overt manner or in a covert manner.83
Given our presupposition that 'any exegetical approach is contextually coined', we
employ historical critical analysis.84 However, we do so without embracing a critical
goal of such analysis in Modernity, vis-a-vis the quest for the author's singular
oc
original intention in a text.
B.1. Issues pertaining to the ontology and unity of the Old Testament
documents and Old Testament theological method
Developments in philosophy have influenced understanding of the OT documents in
biblical scholarship. In particular, historical critical analysis threw into greater relief
the bases for perspectives towards the Scriptures for periods preceding Modernity.
For example, inquiry into the development of the OT corpus and its use showed that
the Jewish community in the period during which the Hebrew canon was coming into
83 Yair Zakovitch, "and You Shall Tell Your Son...The Concept of the Exodus in the Bible
(Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1991), 15.
84 The common denominator for historical critical methods is the agreement that "texts should be
interpreted in their historical contexts, in light of the literary and cultural conventions of their time."
John J. Collins, "Historical Criticism and Its Post-Modem Critics," Gunning Lecture Series
(Edinburgh: The University of Edinburgh, 2 November 2004), 3. Cf. John Barton, Reading the Old
Testament: Method in Biblical Study, New ed. (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1996), 10-19.
85 Collins concedes that "the meaning intended by an ancient author can, at best, only be reconstmcted
tentatively." Collins, 3.
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final form expected the books to cohere.86 We find a similar presupposition in pre-
critical (pre-modern) Christian biblical study.87
Historical critical analysis also opened new ways of regarding Scripture and doing
theology. Starting from the presumption that a scholar can and ought to divest him or
herself of any philosophical presuppositions, 19th and 20th century biblical
scholarship studied the Scriptures as a corpus evidencing the story of Israelite
religion, a succession and evolution of a people's religious traditions.88
A positive outcome of such analysis was the finding that theological interests could
obscure the historical particularities of OT faith in the interest of systematisation and
harmonisation of the OT material.89 Its negative side has been to cloud and hence
'discredit' the grounds for biblical faith.90 For example, one result of concerted
efforts to understand the form (form criticism) and sources (source criticism) of the
biblical material has been the fragmentation of the text leaving the reader with only
bits and pieces.91
Modern scholarship operated under the premise that exclusion of philosophical
presuppositions was possible and desirable, and underplayed or overlooked the
philosophical base of its epistemological method.92 Such scholarship logically led to
86 Geza Vermes, "Bible and Midrash: Early Old Testament Exegesis," in The Cambridge History of
the Bible, ed. Peter R. Ackroyd and Christopher F. Evans (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1970), 209.
87 John Goldingay, Theological Diversity and the Authority ofthe Old Testament (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmanns Publishing Company, 1987), 2.
88 "It wanted to be strictly scientific and historical in approach. This led to advances in our
understanding of the OT's origins and meaning, but it excluded the writing of theology because that
seemed a subjective enterprise. Scholars wrote histories of Israelite religion instead." John Goldingay,
Approaches to Old Testament Interpretation, Updated ed. (Leicester, England: Apollos, 1990), 17. Cf.
P. Wernberg-Moller, "Is There an Old Testament Theology?," HB 59 (1960-1): 27.
89
E.g. Biblical theology's origin was as maid to systematics. Goldingay, Approaches, 24. Cf. L.
Kohler, Old Testament Theology (New York: Harper, 1957), 7; P. van Imschoot, Theology ofthe Old
Testament I (New York: Desclee, 1965), 5.
90 Gerald Bray, Biblical Interpretation: Past and Present (Downer's Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity
Press, 1996), 222-223.
91 Brevard S. Childs, Exodus: A Critical Theological Commentary, The Old Testament Library
(London/Louisville: SCM Press/Westminster Press, 1974), xiv-xv.
92
Goldingay, Approaches, 17-18. Cf. Kohler, 93. N. K. Gottwald, "Walther Eichrodt's 'Theology of
the Old Testament'," ET74 (1962-3): 209-212; H. H. Rowley, The Re-Discoveiy ofthe Old Testament
(London/Philadelphia: Clarke/Westminster, 1946), 14-18; and J. D. Smart, The Strange Silence ofthe
Bible in the Church (Philadelphia/London: Westminster/SCM, 1970), 133-136.
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theologies of Israel's historical traditions and nothing else. Advocates of
theological presuppositions endeavoured to accommodate the findings of historical
criticism by trying various ways of arranging the OT material "so as to allow its own
internal dynamics to emerge rather than be submerged in an alien scheme."94
However, they still approached this task through the modern epistemological method
meaning that their theologies were largely "submerged in an alien scheme."95
Vestiges of systematization persist in the search for "a structure ofOT theology" and
"the right central concept from which to view OT faith as a whole."96
This is partly the basis for the success of James Barr's criticism97 of the Biblical
Theology Movement (BTM)98 although, as we have shown elsewhere, his criticism is
based on the flawed premise that beginning with a philosophical commitment is
inherently wrong as it makes the theory presumptive evidence for the interpretation
of'facts.'99 He would rather that mind-set be established after 'a fair analysis of
language in keeping with proper systematic examination or description of a
language.'100 (Italics, mine).
93
Goldingay, Approaches, 27-28, 126. Cf. Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology, 2 vols., vol. 1:
The Theology of Israel's Historical Traditions (Edinburgh/New York: Oliver & Boyd/Harper, 1962;
reprint, London: SCM, 1975) and Old Testament Theology, vol. 2: The Theology of Israel's Prophetic
Traditions (Edinburgh/New York: Oliver & Boyd/Harper, 1965; reprint, London: SCM, 1975).
94
Goldingay, Approaches, 25. Cf. W. Eichrodt, Theology ofthe Old Testament, 2 vols.
(London/Philadelphia: SCM/Westminster, 1961 and 1967); T. C. Vriezen, An Outline ofOld
Testament Theology (Oxford: Blackwell, 1958); and G. A. F. Knight, A Christian Theology ofthe Old
Testament (Richmond/London: John Knox/SCM, 1959).
95 "As an analytic formal discipline, OT theology needs to define terms clearly and relate these terms
to each other." Goldingay, Approaches, 25. Cf. N. W. Porteous, "Old Testament and History," ASTI8
(1970-1): 25-27., and R. E. Clements, "The Problem ofOld Testament Theology," LQHR, no. 190
(1965): 12-13.
96
Goldingay, Approaches, 26, 27. Cf. C. Westermann, ed., Essays on Old Testament Hermeneutics
(Richmond: John Knox, 1963), 24-25.
97
Childs, himself not a sympathiser of textual fragmentation, discusses the legitimacy and impact of
this criticism. Brevard S. Childs, Biblical Theology in Crisis (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1970),
72.
98 This movement sought, among other things, to counteract the tendency to fragment the biblical
traditions through literary criticism by arguing for a 'biblical mind-set' as the appropriate basis for
epistemological method in biblical scholarship. Barr, Semantics, 5, 9. Cf. Childs, Biblical Theology,
35, 39-41., and Rowley, 2.
99
Barr, Semantics, 9, 14, 36. Cf. Deist: "Texts and their situations of origin, texts and their authors
cannot be divorced without loss of textual meaning... Who divorces a text from its context focusing
purely on the co-text invariably supplies a context for that text, namely the context of his own world,
and thus produces underhand eisegesis". Deist, "Again: Method(S) of Exegesis," 85.
100
Barr, Semantics, 23-25. Cf. Nyirenda, 83-87.
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Goldingay seemingly recognizes the inherently philosophical nature ofmethod in his
argument for a stance of empathy in the investigation ofOT faith.101 However, his
basis for 'empathy' is not clear. He thinks that it is possible to suspend questions of
truth about what one is studying and still attain "one valuable form of
understanding."102 Conversely, he admits the impossibility of suspending one's
beliefs and framework of thinking and this aspiration's inconsistency with reflection
i rn
itself. Consequently, he advocates open recognition ofpresuppositions among
scholars and dialogue among scholars starting from different frameworks because of
the difficulty of epistemological self-criticism.104
In the current scenario, we find tension between the historicity of the OT material
and inescapability from one's presuppositions compounded by postmodern plurality
of perspectives. In spite of its diminished status, the Modern historical critical
method has not gone away.105 Nevertheless, it now has to contend with the challenge
posed by findings from disciplines such as sociology, cultural anthropology and an
increasing tendency to re-engage biblical scholarship with existential issues in
general. This has resulted in a pluralism of approaches that was inconceivable mid-
twentieth century.106
B.2. Text and Interpretation
We examine intra-biblical appropriations and re-appropriations because we
recognize that there already exists a hermeneutic (or hermeneutics) within the
biblical material that can provide guidelines for our own interpretation of
101
Goldingay, Approaches, 19. Cf. H. W. Robinson, Inspiration and Revelation in the Old Testament
(Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press/Clarendon, 1946), 281-282; and R. C. Dentan, Preface
to Old Testament Theology, Revised ed. (New York: Seabury, 1963), 114-116.
102
Goldingay, Approaches, 20.
103 Cf. the limitations in the phenomenological method in religious studies of efforts to suspend
presuppositions ('perfoming epochef and to achieve empathy ('performing empathetic
interpolation'). James L. Cox, Expressing the Sacred: An Introduction to the Phenomenology of





106 Ibid., 462-463, 465.
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Scripture.107 As such, this study is part of the investigation of the kerygma of various
biblical traditions in their context in the history of Israel, although it does not share
the preclusion among some in such scholarship of the presence of a theological meta-
narrative in the biblical material.108 It also belongs to the type of biblical scholarship
that takes the beliefs, convictions and practices of the people of faith seriously.109
Detractors of this approach essentially diminish or disregard the value of any inquiry
into the historicity of the biblical material. They seek to start from the text in its final
form because historical criticism obscures the present, canonical text, and the
believing community's witness in the text itself to the way the historical world is
actualized. It also overlooks the way the church, following the lead of the synagogue,
accepted the final text as canonical and therefore the vehicle of revelation and
instruction.110 This is a direct reaction to the fragmentation of the text noted above.111
The concern is legitimate in that, we would argue, any historical critical investigation
of biblical traditions that does not take seriously the view inherent in the texts that
the corpus is inspired and authoritative for its people is hiding behind scholarship to
perpetuate judgements on the texts from extra-textual positions.
However, the notion that we must read the canonical text as an authoritative corpus
in its own right and apart from any inquiry into its historical realities excludes the
people and circumstances of the biblical texts, the concrete loci of their reception,
from the discussion of biblical hermeneutics. The same objection applies to the
numerous literary analyses of Scripture that are indifferent to the historicity of the
texts.112
107
Goldingay, Approaches, 129. Cf. M. Fishbane, "Torah and Tradition," in Tradition and Theology
in the Old Testament, ed. D. A. Knight (London/Philadelphia: SPCK/Fortress, 1977), 286.
108 Cf. W. Brueggemann and H.W. Wolf, The Vitality ofOld Testament Traditions (Atlanta: John
Knox, 1975).
109 Cf Larry W. Hurtado, Lord Jesus Christ: Devotion to Jesus in Earliest Christianity (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2003), 4.
110
E.g. Childs, Biblical Theology, 141-142; Childs, Exodus, xv; Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the
Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia/London: Fortress/SCM, 1979), 74-77. Cf David Reimer,
"Book of the Month," ET 113, no. 2 (2001): 51-51; and Bray, 462.
111 Cf. P. 74.
112 Cf. Bray, 482-486, with James Barr, Reading the Bible as Literature (Manchester: John Rylands
Library, 1973).
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To be fair to 'final-form' advocates, the status of Scripture as 'written' does
introduce new possibilities to biblical interpretation. Scripture in this state has the
potential to generate, and has generated, all kinds of readings that do not seriously
consider the histories and circumstances of the material.113 Add readings that do
consider the histories and circumstances of the material but from unacknowledged
philosophical presuppositions, and the enormity and complexity of the task of
interpretation begins to become apparent.
We began this section by acknowledging that the earliest OT interpretation took
place within the OT itself as later writers studied, pondered, applied, expounded, and
quoted earlier ones.114 Here, we already notice appropriations that seemingly do not
regard the histories and circumstances of the material cited as constraining meanings
in the modern sense.115
In the light of such appropriations, some have argued that the priority of the 'final'
written texts to generate meanings is not subject to historical criticism.116 Despite this
potential, we approach our analysis from the understanding that the socio-cultural
and historical realities of the texts have priority over any extra-biblical frameworks.
B.3. Research Method
In this thesis, we do not delve in depth into the debates about the historical traditions
of Exodus although we start from the premise that the historicity and socio-cultural
realities in the texts have priority. We engage in as much historical-critical detail as
is necessary to establish reasonably the meanings of the texts we use.
113 James Barr, Judaism -Its Continuity with the Bible (Southampton: University Press, 1968), 14-15.
Cf. J. Mays, "Historical and Canonical: Recent Discussion About the Old Testament and Christian
Faith," in Magnalia Dei, the Mighty Acts ofGod: Essays on the Bible and Archaeology in Memory of
G. Ernest Wright, ed. Werner E. Lemke F. M. Cross, and Patrick D. Miller, Jr. (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday, 1976), 514-515.
114 Cf. J. Weingreen, "Interpretation, History Of: Within O T," in The Interpreter's Dictionary of the
Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick (New York: Abingdon Press, 1976), 436-438; and Vermes, 199, 228-229.
115 "Narrative, law, prophecy, and other material is thus continually re-applied on the presupposition
that its significance for Israel was not limited to the situation in which it first arose. It is of ongoing
significance as God's word." Goldingay, Approaches, 133.
116
E.g. Childs, Exodus, xv; Goldingay, Approaches, 133; and J. A. Sanders, "Adaptable for Life: The
Nature and Function ofCanon," in Magnalia Dei, 541-543.
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Our intention is to identify the connections between appropriation and
epistemological constitution. We limit ourselves to four texts that allude to the
Exodus tradition and event as found in BHS. We consider the associations between
tradition and appropriation in these texts in the light of the epistemological
constitution outlined in Chapter 2 in order to establish the contours of the
epistemology at play. We also consider them from the theological presupposition
intrinsic in the material. All this reflects our commitment to multi-disciplinary
biblical interpretation.117
We are convinced that we can attempt an analysis of the epistemology in the
appropriations and re-appropriations and relate it to an Old Testament
epistemological constitution without resolving all the historical critical difficulties in
these texts. We are also aware that literary and historical critical approaches are
debates that occurred in Western scholarship and based on Western epistemologies.
However, we think that the issues they raise can be useful to approaches that are
based on different epistemological frameworks.
Our position is that the choice is no longer between objective scholarship and
subjective scholarship, but between the sort of subjective scholarship that is aware of
its presuppositions and that which is not.118 Therefore, there is need for any
researcher to declare his subjectivities. This researcher is an African born and raised
in Zambia. He has experience of both rural and urban Zambian life and has
functional knowledge of all the languages used in the grounded research for this
project. In addition, he is a product ofBritish schooling in the postcolony including
sitting for Cambridge O levels set and examined in Britain. Further, he has been
through four colleges either patterned after western institutions or situated in the
West.119
117 Cf. Leland Ryken, James C. Wilhoit, and Tremper Longman, eds., Dictionary ofBiblical Imagery
(Downer's Grove, Illinois/Leicester, England: InterVarsity Press, 1998), xxi; Childs, Exodus, ix-x;
and E. M. North, "Eugine A. Nida: An Appreciation," in Language, Culture and Religion: In Honor
ofEugine Nida, ed. Matthew Black and W. A. Smalley (The Hague: Mouton, 1974), vii-xx.
118 Cf. Iain W. Provan, Ideologies, Literary and Critical: Reflections on Recent Writings on the
History ofIsrael (Vancouver, British Columbia: Regent College Publishing, 1997), 11.
119 These include the Natural Resources Development College in Lusaka, Zambia, affiliated with the
University of Zambia and operating with Belgian technical assistance during his tenure there (Dip.
Agric. Sc.), Trans-Africa Theological College in Kitwe, Zambia, patterned after Pentecostal
Assemblies of God colleges in Canada and operating using Canadian programmes and materials and
with the technical assistance of Canadian personnel (B Th.), Regent College, Vancouver, Canada
(Dip. C.S, and M.C.S [OT]) and The University ofEdinburgh (MTh) and PhD candidacy.
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Part II: Epistemology and its Relation to Hermeneutical
Practices
80
Chapter 4: Data Analysis - The Hermeneutics and Homiletics
of Indigenous Preachers in Eastern Zambia
In this chapter, we consider the first of two investigations into the relationships
between epistemological constitution and hermeneutical practice, the research
undertaken among select indigenous preachers Zambia. In our analysis, we classify
the research data into categories that will enable us to relate it to the presumed
epistemological constitution of the respondents in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we will
undertake an analysis of intra-biblical appropriations and re-appropriations of the
Exodus even and relate it to the presumed epistemological constitution in the
material in Chapter 7.
For ease of analysis, we have organised the data in relation to the theological
traditions of the respondents outlined in Appendix I. This enables the reader to relate
theological perspective not just to the respondents' presumed epistemological
constitution, but also the theological influences that are a critical part of their
hermeneutics.
We will critically analyse the recorded homilies and interviews and organise them in
forms that permit us to isolate clear patterns from them. As intimated above,1 this
analysis is limited to epistemological as opposed to substantive hermeneutical issues.
It is essentially in the interviews following the homilies that we explore questions of
epistemology and find the links for delineating conceptual patterns in the homilies.
Therefore, we will approach the homilies through the interviews.
In order to isolate the epistemological themes, we have organised the data around
common themes that re-occur within it. We take great care to ensure that the material
for the epistemological themes arises from the data and that all the citations in
support of particular themes are valid.
The themes occur as explicit and implicit references in the data. Further, some
themes form the epistemological and theological background for the interpretations
given. They are epistemological because they derive from the respondent's




starting points for the ensuing biblical interpretations. They broadly include the
following: People of God, Unity of Scripture, Immanence of God, Biblical
Interpretation and Divine Effect.
A. Epistemological and Theological Background
A number of themes constitute the epistemological and theological foundation and
starting point for all the respondents in the data. We can generally classify these as
follows: 'People of God,' 'Immanence ofGod,' 'Unity of Scripture' and
'Redemption.'
A.1. People of God
All the respondents in our case studies start either explicitly or implicitly from the
premise that as Christians they belong to the commonwealth of Israel and are the
people of God. For Kanyemba, this homogeneity means divine addresses to Israel in
the Scriptures are also addresses to Christians today.3 She dismisses Stott's4
insistence that the referents in the Scriptures ought to be distinguished from
contemporary believers unless the texts explicitly state so as the position of a person
who does not believe in the Bible.5
For W. Palula, continuity between Israel and the contemporary worshipper is because
they worship the same God. However, within this worship, Christ is a fulfilment of
the essentially typical nature ofOld Testament worship. Consequently, the
contemporary worshipper knows the Grace of God in Christ in ways that the Old
2 The only exception was the Old Apostolic Church that sees itself as directly descended from the
twelve apostles and hence possessing a spiritual hermeneutic that other Christian traditions lack.
3 Susan Phiri Kanyemba, "Excursus I: 'A Change for the Better.' Homily Delivered on Women's
Sunday at Victory Bible Church, Katete Congregation, 10 July 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 5,
Katete, Zambia.
4 John Stott, Evangelical Truth: A Personal Plea for Unity, Integrity & Faithfulness (Downer's Grove:




Testament worshipper did not. However, there is no difference in the dynamics of
faith in God so that the experiences of Old Testament worshippers serve as precious
lessons for the contemporary believer's spiritual pilgrimage. Further, God's dealings
with Israel in the Bible are paradigmatic of his dealings with contemporary believers.
This justifies a hermeneutic of reflection, essentially the study of all encounters
between God and Israel in the Bible with a view to learn from them.6
Likewise, John Phiri sees the Scriptures in their entirety as the story of human
beings' struggles in serving the living God with, for various reasons, different levels
of success and failure.7 This is as true of modern believers as it was for Israel and
evidences their spiritual homogeneity. On this account, the generation that God
rescued from Egypt are "our ancestors."
He identifies his congregation in Chipata, Zambia with the congregation of Israel
while fully aware that the two belong to different cultures and times. He is also
aware that the Scriptures were written to people in specific spiritual circumstances
and for influencing them in specific ways.9 Finally, he is aware that the advent of
Christ affected the worship ofGod in ways that often required discontinuing some
practices.10 However, he does not see these qualifications as affecting the core nature
of the worship of God such as devotion and holiness.11
Charlton Phiri understands worshipping God in spirit and in truth12 to be the same in
both the Old and New Testaments.13 Therefore, it is perfectly legitimate to search the
Old Testament narratives for an example of a person who worshipped God in spirit
6 W. Palula, "Excursus III: 'Cifundo ca Mulungu ca Muyayaya.' Homily Delivered at Katete Seventh
Day Adventist Church, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 2-3, 7-9, 10-12, Katete, Zambia.
7 John Phiri, "Excursus XIX: 'Kutumikira Mulungu Kulinga Kudzipatura.' Homily Delivered at
Chipata RCZ Church on the Occasion of the Induction of a Group of Boys into the Boys Brigade, 24
August 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 2, Chipata, Zambia.
8 "Makolo athu." Phiri, p. 2, 12-13. Cf. Exod 14.
9
Ibid., p. 9-10, 12. He believes that God dealt with the people in the Scriptures the way He did
because of their condition and circumstances. Therefore, we may not expect that He will deal with
worshippers today in exactly the same way although both are the people ofGod. Phiri, p. 13-14.
10 This is because much that was adumbrated in OT worship was fulfilled in Christ. Phiri, p. 12-14.
11 Ibid., p. 13.
12 John 4:21-24.
13 Charlton Phiri, "Excursus XX: 'True Worshippers Never Lose Out.' A Homily Delivered at Pilgrim
Wesleyan Church, Chipata, Zambia, 24 August 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 13-14, Chipata,
Zambia.
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and truth according to Christ's teaching in the New Testament. Abraham is such a
person and his thoughts and decisions characterise a true worshipper ofGod.14
Khetson Mbewe bases his affirmation of continuity between his congregation and
Israel on shared humanity, faith, the immutability of God and a common adversary,
Satan. Common trials of faith as also experience of the power ofGod at work
evidence a common identity.15 The right to become a child of God through faith in
Christ16 places the modern believer in the commonwealth of elect Israel in the Old
Testament.17
Mbewe concedes chronological differences. First, God spoke to Israel directly
through His chosen servants while He speaks to us through the Scriptures.18 Second,
the advent of Christ means the contemporary believer has the benefit of the
exposition of the Scriptures that Christ brought.19 However, the essence of these
messages is the same. Therefore, the Word of God to Israel is the Word of God to the
modern believer, a resource for instruction in serving God. The Bible is "our
book".20
Respondents who do not directly address this matter in their sermons and interviews
betray their implicit understanding of continuity between Israel and the Christian
when they embrace Palula's hermeneutic of reflection. There was one exception to
the consensus above, the Old Apostolic Church. According to their foundational
narrative, the twelve apostles distinguished themselves from the rest of the disciples
by continuing with Jesus when the rest stopped.21 To them, Jesus explained the
14
Ibid., p. 2-8, 11-13. Cf. Gen 22:1-7.
15 Khetson Mbewe, "Excursus XV: 'Kuooloka Madzudzo Kufika ku Umoyo Watsopano.' A Homily






Ibid., p. 13-14. However, see how direct speech is essentially replicated in the ministry of the Holy
Spirit. Mbewe, p. 14.
19
Mbewe, p. 22.
20 "Nilathu." Mbewe, p. 19.
21 This narrative is rather jumbled because it borrows material from several unrelated passages.
Therefore, 70 (or 72) disciples whom Jesus commissioned for a task (Luke 10:1), returned
victoriously but were told to rejoice not in what they had witnessed but in that their names were
written in the book of life. 60 were displeased that Jesus was taking credit for their mission and left.
However, the only narrative of displeased disciples abandoning Jesus in the Gospels is in John 6:41 -
71 and the reason there was their difficulty in appreciating his teaching (particularly see vv. 60-71).
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22 • • ...."secret" of his kingdom, essentially a hermeneutic for seeing the spiritual meanings
of Scripture (as opposed to 'physical,' historical critical meanings). The numerous
other Christian traditions today are descended from the 60 who went away.
Therefore, as descendants of this exclusive tradition, Old Apostolic Church preachers
possess the ability to 'see' the spiritual meanings of Scripture.24 They are the true
people of God continuous with Israel in the Old Testament.
A.2. Unity and Continuity of Scripture
'Bible' and 'Scripture' are used interchangeably. All the respondents understand the
Bible to cohere on two fronts.
First, it coheres in its status as inspired by God. 5 Sakala sees this as ample
justification for resorting to cross-referencing in spite of the danger of citing texts
whose support is not borne out by careful historical critical exposition. Inspiration
entails divine testimony and logically leads to the understanding that the Bible does
not contradict itself theologically.26
Second, it coheres in its testimony to a common message. Based on a generic
understanding of Scripture, the respondents both appropriate the spiritual experiences
of the biblical characters as of their spiritual luminaries and read the Scriptures
through their own faith experiences.
To Chisenga, the Bible from Genesis to Revelation has one central message namely,
the redemption of humanity.27 This, not just the fact of its inspiration, is what makes
cross-referencing valid.
22"Cisinsi."
23 L. Phiri, "Excursus XII: Untitled Homily Delivered at Old Apostolic Church, Katete Stores
Congregation, 3 August 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 8-9, 16-18, Katete, Zambia.
24
Ibid., p. 16, 17-19.
25
GeoiTvenoiog, "God-breathed." 2 Tim 3:16.
26 L. Sakala, "Excursus X: 'Umoyo wa Tsopano.' A Homily Delivered at Pilgrim Wesleyan Church,
Katete, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 19, Katete, Zambia.
27 Redson Chisenga, "Excursus II: 'Why Should We Praise God?' Homily Delivered at Burning Bush
Assembly, Katete, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 8, Katete, Zambia.
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John Phiri sees the Scriptures cohering in their witness to the people ofGod in their
98
worship, the challenges that they face and the resolutions of those challenges. Their
witness is historical and specific but the issues that they cover are generic to
worshippers of every generation.29
30 •
For the same reason, Chisenga applies Christ's words to the seven churches into
words of commendation, rebuke, invitation and promise to his audience.31 For him,
the seven churches represent the entire church age and not necessarily because of
Dispensationalism.32
Charlton Phiri reads Abraham's experience33 to glean the struggles and triumphs of
faith, obedience and worship for the benefit of his audience.34 Mbewe examines the
reaction of the elder son35 to highlight the vices of self-centred Christians.36 Kakoma
examines the relationship of the younger son with his father to highlight the sense
98
of security and boldness that knowing that you are loved engenders in the believer.
28
Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 2.
29 In this regard, he argues that the lessons in the Bible cover the spiritual conditions of humanity for
all time, including contemporary and futuristic elements (in the eschatological elements of Scripture).
Ibid., p. 17.
30 Rev 2:1-7.
31 Redson Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII: 'The Church in God's Perspective.' Homily Preached at
Trinity Temple, Chipata, 18 August 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 2, 3-5, Chipata, Zambia.
32
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 11. For the perspective of Dispensationalism, see C. J. H. Wright,
Old Testament Ethicsfor the People ofGod (Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 2004), 399-403.
33 Gen 22:1-7.
34
Phiri, "Excursus XX," p. 12.
35 Luke 15:25-32.
36 S. L. Mbewe, "Excursus XXI: 'Self Life.' A Homily Delivered at Channel of Blessings Apostolic
Church, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 1-13, Katete, Zambia.
37 Luke 15:11-32.
38 J. Kakoma, "Excursus VIII: 'The Love of the Father.' Homily Delivered at Tower ofHope
Assembly, Lusaka, 2003," Sermon and interview, p. 1-7, Lusaka, Zambia.
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A.3. Immanence of God
The immanence of God refers to God's presence and interaction with the Christian.
As epistemological foundation, it refers to the intimate involvement of spiritual
forces in the affairs ofhumankind. This corresponds with the African cosmology
outlined in Chapter 2. As theological foundation, it refers to both the intimate
involvement ofGod in the affairs ofHis people and Satan's adversarial activities
against the people of God.
We will discuss God's involvement with the preacher in sermon preparation and
delivery processes and his involvement with the congregation under 'Biblical
Interpretation' and 'Divine Effect.' Here we merely discuss immanence in general
terms.
Makukula39 gives perhaps the most lucid expose of immanence among all the
respondents. Spiritual authorities are over all human thought, practice, and existence.
They fall under two principal beings, God and Satan, under whom are numerous
other beings. Seducing spirits fall under the dominion of Satan, the ruler of this
world.40 Human beings are either under the dominion of God or of Satan. Salvation
essentially means deliverance from the dominion of Satan to God's rule and
dominion.41 He argues that the African understands the spiritual realm from his
cultural context.42
John Phiri considers dominion of Satan to be the default scenario for humanity from
birth.43 Transition to the dominion of God is through salvation by faith in Jesus
Christ.44
Nkhonjera's opening prayer acknowledges God's presence and requests the
banishment of adversarial spirits thereby betraying a pre-understanding of both
39
Boyd Makukula, "Excursus XVI: Untitled Homily Delivered at Trinity Temple, Chipata, 17 August
2003," Sermon and Interview, Chipata, Zambia.
40
Ibid., p. 18. Cf. Eph 2:2-3.
41
Ibid., p. 14-15, 17, 18-19,21.
42
Makukula, p. 23-24.
43 Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 11.
44 Ibid., 12, 18.
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epistemological and theological immanence. It also acknowledges the superiority of
God's power over that of "the enemy".45
For Redson Chisenga, humans live and die at God's discretion. Consequently, to
affirm that God is the one who heals all our diseases46 is to recognize that ultimately,
God sustains human life.47 God's discretion and dominion extend to the successes or
failures ofmodern medicine as also to anything that perpetuates human life.
Christian living is essentially fighting spiritual battles with a Satan who is constantly
plotting to undermine the Christian's subservience to God.48 This suggests that
ultimate dominion belongs to God.
Kakoma sees the parallels between his keen awareness and sensitivity to the Holy
Spirit and his African cosmology as a potential to be exploited in biblical
hermeneutics, not disparaged and sacrificed for rationalism as was the case with
early Western missionaries.49 Mujumira echoes this criticism ofWestern
missionaries and considers their oversight responsible for the way Christians
continue to appeal to spiritual mediums when faced with a crisis. Their presentation
of the Gospel failed to engage the African's cosmology.50
An attendee at Sakala's church equated stopping going to the witchdoctor with
repenting.51 The rationale seems to be that seeing the witchdoctor is tantamount to
submitting to the spiritual powers over the witchdoctor. This rationale is also behind
condemnations of this practice from other respondents. For Makukula, seducing
spirits are behind the medicines of the witchdoctor and their goal is to draw people
away from God (assuming the patient is a Christian).52 For John Phiri, using charms
45
Nkhonjera, "Excursus XI: 'Team Work.' A Homily Delivered at Victory Bible Church, Katete,
2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 1, Katete, Zambia.
46 Ps 103:3b.
47
Chisenga, "Excursus II," p. 3.
48
Ibid., p. 4.
49 Kakoma, p. 20.
50 David Mujumira, "Excursus XIII: 'Growing in Christ.' a Homily Delivered at St. Paul's United
Church of Zambia, Katete, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 12, Katete, Zambia.




and wearing amulets (prescribed by witchdoctors) is no less than serving other gods
and ultimately Satan (as opposed to the Living God).53
The discussion above clearly shows an understanding that human beings are
participants in a world ruled by spiritual beings. They may choose wittingly or
unwittingly to serve Satan or they may wittingly choose to serve God. However,
independence is not an option.
A.4. Redemption
All the respondents perceive the saving work of Christ to be their entry point into the
commonwealth of Israel as the people of God. Having so entered, they participate in
the spiritual heritage of Israel in line with the fulfilments and clarifications that
Christ brought.
For Palula, the parable of the Prodigal Son54 spells out the components of this entry.
He lived in sin (hence feeding pigs, unclean animals according to Leviticus and thus
indicating a sinful lifestyle), came to his senses and returned (repentance) to his
father (God) and received forgiveness (the Grace of God in Christ).55 The Grace of
God in Christ is not a new proviso. Rather, it is the fulfilment ofwhat the tabernacle
rites in the Old Testament adumbrated. Christ came to fulfil, not erase the provisions
ofworship found in the Old Testament within the same continuum of faith.56
For John Phiri, the inclination to worship God is basic to human nature and
transcends time. In the Scriptures, it stretches from Genesis to Revelation.
Essentially, it is actualized by choice in the light of revelation of God and his ways
57and lostne-ss. Without choice, "it is not possible to serve God".
53
Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 5.
54 Luke 15:1 If.
55 Palula, p. 9-10.
56 Ibid., p. 8-9, 11. For instance, the blood of the lamb that was applied to the he-goat that was taken
into the wilderness "stood for Jesus Christ."
57
Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 3.
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Israel's bondage in Egypt typifies human bondage to Satan and her deliverance bears
"all sorts ofparallel aspects to Christ's work."58 In spite of clear historical and
cultural differences between Israel in the Old Testament and his congregation, the
specifications of entry point is the only theological difference between them.59
The Christian's entry point is Christ who is essentially the fullness of Old Testament
revelation and this entails discontinuing aspects of Old Testament practice.60 For
example, Grace in the New Testament advocates repentance61 for adultery where the
Old Testament advocated stoning to death.62 This is because the Gospel does not
discriminate between sins in both its condemnation of them and its power to absolve
those who confess them and repent. This necessitates judicious reading of the Old
Testament to distinguish between what has been superseded by the advent of Christ
and what has not.
Further, God's dealings with His people in the Scriptures were occasional. This
necessitates judicious reading of the texts to distinguish between the issues that God
was dealing with there and those of specific people of God today.
For these two reasons, Phiri is a strong advocate of historical critical analysis of texts
in order to identify continuities and discontinuities and to make Scripture the Word
ofGod to contemporary people ofGod.63
Khetson Mbewe identifies calling upon the name of the Ford64 as the Christian's
entry point into the commonwealth of Israel. As the people of God, Christians
identify with the experiences of Israel, the people ofGod.65
58 Ibid., p. 11.
59
Ibid., p. 12.
60 Ibid., p. 12-13.
61 Ibid., p. 14-15, 17-19. Cf. John 8:1-11.
62 Lev 20:10-11; Deut 22:22.
63
Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 14.
64 Cf. John 1:12.
65 These include the power to perform miracles like Moses and the expectation that God will deliver
them from all difficulties and transgressions. Mbewe, "Excursus XV," p. 15, 17-18.
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However, in identifying with the people of God in the Old Testament, Christians take
into account New Testament teaching because they are followers of Christ as 'the
one who explains more fully' and the one who enacted salvation.66
The above constitutes the epistemological and theological pre-understanding that
informs the hermeneutics below.
B. Biblical Interpretation
Using Scripture to meet the spiritual needs of specific congregations raises an
immediate problem because, with the exception of the Old Apostolic Church, 7 they
all agree that the biblical texts were written in specific historical contexts and
addressed specific people and problems. They also agree that it is not possible to re¬
live the precise circumstances of the biblical audiences.
The challenge then is making Scripture spiritual food for people who clearly belong
to different times and cultures and who have different sets of circumstances yet
require divine counsel from the Scriptures. This is critical because there is consensus
that for the Scriptures to be relevant today the starting point ought to be the
circumstances of the congregation, not the biblical text.
For Kakoma this means intimate knowledge ofyour congregation: the situation, their
lives, their needs. Armed with this knowledge, the preacher goes to the Scriptures
and searches them, the heart open to God's direction, for appropriate texts to use in
addressing the circumstances of the congregation. For, whereas there is no dispute
that the Scriptures are historical and inspired, they need to address the spiritual needs
of contemporary people.68 Mere historical critical exposition ofbiblical texts is
pointless as far as the congregations are concerned.69




Kakoma, p. 10-11. Also see Simon Chikamata, "Excursus IV: Untitled Homily Delivered at Nyanje
Assembly ofGod Church on the Occasion of the Installation of Pastor Jerry Manda and the
Dedication of the New Sanctuary, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 13-15, Nyanje, Eastern Province,
Zambia.
69
Kakoma, p. 10-11. Cf. Chikamata, p. 14.
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Mujumira's denomination practices a homiletical tradition where a group of leaders
develops a lectionary for specified periods. This lectionary provides the themes and
the biblical texts (as suggestions). Nevertheless, even here, the approach is to wait
before God, discern the spiritual needs of the people and to suggest appropriate texts
to meet these needs.70
S. L. Mbewe admits to changing his approach to sermon preparation in the face of
the demands of pastoral concerns. Whereas he used to start with historical critical
exposition, he now starts with the spiritual needs of the people and then asks God to
lead him to appropriate texts.71
However, the preachers do not wish to make the congregation's circumstances a
priority at the expense of the biblical texts. In addition, the role of an immanent God
in the processes of preparing and delivering His messages must be made clear.
In the sections following, we will show how the respondents attempt to resolve this
problematic. First, we address the immanence of God in the sermon preparation and
delivery processes. Second, we discuss the substance of the respondents'
hermeneutics under 'Extending Scripture.' Thereafter, we discuss how the
respondents understand their hermeneutics in relation to their cultural circumstances
under 'A Multitude ofWitnesses' and 'Incarnating Scripture.' Finally, we discuss the
mark of legitimate interpretations under 'Divine Effect.'
B.1. Immanence in Biblical interpretation
Above we discussed immanence as part of the epistemological and theological pre-
understanding from which the respondents interpret the texts. Below, we discuss
immanence as the respondents understand God's involvement in the processes of




Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 17-18.
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B.1.a. Immanence of God and the process of preparing a sermon
Many respondents distinguish between preparing and delivering a homily under the
tutelage ofGod and doing so outwith this control. That both scenarios are possible
suggests that preparing and delivering sermons under God is not automatic but is a
goal towards which every preacher should aspire. It also suggests that divine
immanence does not arbitrarily impose itself on the preacher. They also distinguish
between God's involvement during the process of preparing a sermon and an in-
breaking during the sermon.
Nkhonjera regards the preacher as essentially a spiritual visionary with the ability to
hear the voice of God just like the prophets of old.72 Not having a vision as a
Hi
preacher "simply means you are blind and the blind can't be [leading] the blind."
Revelation from God (which he calls the Rhema)74 includes discerning the spiritual
needs of the people, the message, text(s) and the exegetical correlation between
text(s) and message.75 The Rhema is essentially a hermeneutic that makes text(s) the
Word ofGod to a given congregation.
Kakoma also hears from God concerning the spiritual needs of the people,
7f\
appropriate message and text(s). Further, he acknowledges the possibility of God's
in-breaking, what he terms 'divine immediacy.'77 As with Nkhonjera above, the
Spirit of God is the exegete who makes the Scriptures relevant to the congregation.78
To S. L. Mbewe, the Spirit of God is the interpreter of Scripture, 'the one who gives
revelations', particularly revelations as spiritual food. Limiting meanings of Scripture
to historical critical ones is limiting Scripture itself since the audiences and
circumstances of subsequent appropriators of the Scriptures can never be exactly
those in the Scriptures.79 The Spirit's work of imparting revelation to a preacher is
72
Nkhonjera, p. 7.
73 Ibid., p. 12-13.
74 Where the Rhema is "God speaking." Ibid., p. 13.
75 Ibid., p. 1,7-8, 13.
76
Kakoma, p. 1.
77 For instance, in his message, the Spirit of God overtook him and led him to preach on the love of
the Father. His lack of prior knowledge was such that he had to seek the congregation's assistance to
locate the text that the Sprit of God wanted him to use. Ibid., p. 1, 9. Cf. Chikamata, p. 16.
78
Kakoma, p. 10, 15-16.
79 S. L. Mbewe, "Excursus VII: 'The Life of Liberty.' A Homily Delivered at Channel of Blessings
Apostolic Church, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 18-20, Katete, Zambia.
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part of a broader imperative for the Christian to walk together with God (in contrast
to self-determination).80
His idea of preaching the Word ofGod is preaching from the biblical texts according
to the hermeneutic supplied by the revealing activity of the Holy Spirit. 1 This
hermeneutic may entail different interpretations for different times and circumstances
89
from the same texts.
Chikamata also goes to God for a message for the people and considers their spiritual
needs to be the starting point of relevant biblical interpretation.83 He also expects that
at times God may interrupt this process with an immediate message.84
However, his understanding of the relationship between the Scriptures and derivation
ofmeaning under divine tutelage is rather vague. On one hand, the meanings of
Scripture ought to be those arising from historical critical exegesis. Therefore,
understanding the Scriptures in their historical critical sense is part of basic
preparedness. When God gives the preacher a message, this reservoir of knowledge
will direct the preacher to the appropriate texts.85 He fears that without the safeguard
of historical critical meanings, contemporary messages may lose their footing in the
Scriptures.86
On the other hand, it is the message as given by the Spirit of God that embodies the
hermeneutic that makes texts relevant to the audience. For example, he interprets a
text where Paul affirms the commonwealth of all believers in Christ through faith87
to counter the local feeling that the Assemblies of God congregation did not belong
in Nyanje, an area dominated by the Reformed Church in Zambia for over a hundred
years.88
80
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Quite clearly, historical critical meanings do not necessarily form the substance of
the spiritual food for people in other contexts. However, he argues that relevance by
its very nature precludes strict adherence to historical critical meanings.
ForMillar Phiri, exegetical failure is at once a consequence of his failure to observe
carefully the historical critical meanings of the texts he used and a consequence of
not having time to pray that the Holy Spirit would actually show him the texts'
meanings.90 Thus, ideally his exegetical discipline inseparably co-operates with
divine immanence. In his opening prayer, he appeals to God communicate what He
has prepared for them (including the preacher) for that day91 implying that God was
the architect of the sermon.
Khetson Mbewe bathes the entire process of preparing a homily in prayer. He prays
for divine guidance for an appropriate message, writes down the message with all the
biblical texts and their interpretations and prays over the homily in case God may
still want to replace it with a fresh message during delivery.92
B.1.b. Immanence of God and sermon delivery
In the context of sermon delivery, divine immanence refers to the influence of the
Spirit of God on the preacher and the hearers during the sermon event. It is more
appropriate to view the sermon as event because at some level, the preacher and
audience are recipients of the ministry of God.
Above, we discussed immanence in relation to extrapolation ofmeanings from texts.
The nature of these extrapolations is the subject of the section "Extending Scripture"
below. From a homiletical point of view, the preacher is a bearer of God's message.93
For S. L. Mbewe, the Holy Spirit remains present and consultable during sermon
delivery:
89 Ibid., p. 15-16.
90 Millar Phiri, "Excursus XIV: 'Mau Anga Sadzagwa Pacabe.' A Homily Delivered at Baptist
Evangelical Church, Sinda, 10 August 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 7-8, Sinda, Zambia.
91 Ibid., p. 1.
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Mbewe, "Excursus XV," p. 11. Cf. Sakala, p. 15.
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Literally, God's "sound box." Phiri, "Excursus XII," p. 1.
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Whenever I am preaching...sometimes if at all you have
observed...you can see maybe, just a minute or second...cioneka
monga naibala vimene nika?...Nikamba (it appears as though I have
forgotten what I am saying), but I like just to...just to [interviewer:
"consult?"] Yeah, my God.94
Sometimes this entails skipping painstakingly prepared material in order to
accommodate what the Spirit may be saying.95 It is critical for the preacher to have a
sense of the presence and input of God throughout the preaching process because this
is what leads to fresh ways of seeing things.
This does not conflict with the inspiration of the Scriptures because the Spirit ofGod
is the interpreter of Scripture helping reveal what is written. Excluding His input is
excluding the hermeneutic supplied by the author Spirit and relying on one's own
powers of comprehension to understand the inspired Scriptures.96 Likewise,
Mackwell Nyirenda admits to receiving unplanned hermeneutical revelations,
including Scriptures to cite, from God while preaching.97
In his opening prayer, Boyd Makukula depicts sermon delivery as an event in the
context of spiritual conflict. He prays to God for assistance to counteract the efforts
of hostile spirits that are present and seek to influence the reception of the message.
The reception of the message is attained through revelation and misrepresentation of
QO
the Word in the hearer is an act of the enemy. This is consistent with his
understanding that God, Satan, and their respective hosts are present in the world and
constantly engaged in a war for the soul of humanity.
He extends the notion that spiritual authorities have minds of their own to Satan.
Further, Satan and his host (seducing spirits) are able to superimpose their mind over
human minds. Therefore, people under the authority and influence of Satan can
scarcely understand why they think and do certain things because their thoughts
originate from spirits.99
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Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 22.
95 Ibid., p. 21-23.
96 Ibid., p. 22-23.
97 Mackwell Nyirenda, "Excursus XXIII: 'Kuyandikira Pafupi ndi Mulungu.' Homily Delivered at







Dickson Banda assumes that God is present with the hearers to supplement his
flawed communication. God "whisper[s] in their hearts" during or even after the
service exactly what the preacher was trying to say.100
For J. Kakoma, the preacher's hearing stance extends to sermon delivery. On this
score, the preacher ought to be ready to receive and deliver an immediate message if
so prompted by the Spirit of God while preaching.101
He sees a distinction between the human mind (and its rational processes) and the
mind of the Spirit which is mediated to human consciousness through revelation. The
102role of the preacher is to access the mind of the Spirit of God for the congregation.
Nkhonjera prays that God will not only communicate through him but will also
thwart the efforts of any foreign spirits103 that would hinder the understanding ofHis
Word by the people.104 This suggests that preaching is in the context of spiritual
conflict between God and the forces of evil and comprehension follows spiritual
victory by God.
Further, the congregation is essentially a group of people led and taught by the Spirit
of God. Thus, the collective consensus of the congregation should reflect the
counsels of God. In this larger picture, the sermon is an injection of fresh divine
counsel for the guidance and spiritual growth of the people of God.
Below, we examine the specific ways in which meanings are ascribed to texts of
Scripture and the respondents' rationale behind such ascriptions.
B.2. Extending Scripture
Preachers of the Old Apostolic Church supposedly possess an innate ability to
understand the spiritual meanings of Scripture that precludes any discussion of the
100 Dickson Banda, "Excursus XVIII: Untitled Homily Delivered at Reformed Church of Zambia,
Katete Stores Congregation, 24 August 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 13, Katete, Zambia.
101
Kakoma, p. 8-9.
102 Ibid., p. 9.
103 The devil and his demons are clearly in mind here.
104
Nkhonjera, p. 1. Cf. Makukula above.
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immediate involvement of God in sermon preparation and delivery. For example, we
should not understand the alabaster jar of perfume in Luke 7:36-39 literally as it
represents the sins that the woman brought to Jesus for forgiveness. The point of that
text is that all should bring their sins to Jesus for forgiveness.105 Elsewhere, Moses as
shepherd of Jethro's flocks (Exod 3) really means he was a minister ofGod. The fact
that he was shepherding these flocks in the wilderness indicates the spiritual poverty
of the churches he was ministering among, those directly descended from the 60
disciples who could not endure Jesus' teaching.106
Their foundational narrative107 is the only justification necessary for their
hermeneutic. The initiated instinctively understand the spiritual meanings of texts.
Moreover, spiritual expositions are self-evident apparently not because of their
substance but because of their propensity to depart from the historical critical
meanings of biblical texts and their brevity when compared to the expositions of the
uninitiated.108
Tembo seeks to engage historical critical meanings in his exegesis. Therefore, his use
of 1 Cor 9:24-27 includes a clear exposition of Paul's use of the analogy of sports to
talk about spiritual discipline, for the ultimate goal ofpreaching is to communicate
the Word ofGod without distortions.109 However, this exactitude really refers to the
preacher's understanding, itself the result of a combination of efforts towards
historical critical understanding and 'wisdom' from God.110 Ultimately, in preaching,
the preacher is essentially passing on his or her own understanding.111
It is in communicating that Tembo socio-culturally 'extends' Scripture. He argues
112that people understand best when they are familiar with the illustrations used.
Mere historical critical exposition may safeguard textual meanings but it will most
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Phiri, "Excursus XII," p. 2-5, 14-15.
106 Ibid., p. 16.
107
Pp. 84-85.
108 Phiri, "Excursus XII," p. 23, 28-29.
109 M. Mang'ombe Tembo, "Excursus VI: 'The Race of Faith.' A Homily Delivered at Bible Gospel
Church ofCentral Africa (BIGOCA), Katete Congregation, 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 1-2, 13,
Katete, Zambia.
110 Ibid., p. 15.
111 Ibid.
112 Ibid., p. 13.
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certainly compromise comprehension. The point is not to give the congregation
lessons in history but to communicate what the Scriptures through their historical
113
illustrations, were trying to communicate to their hearers.
Therefore, in appropriating ICor 9:24-27, he deliberately uses trophies from the
Olympics and the FIFA World Cup, in place of the text's crown that withers
(therefore, from a plant), because "they wouldn't relate to it because they have never
seen it."114 The competitions and disciplines he describes are those of his experience
as Sports Teacher at Katete High School, not the Pan-Hellenic games familiar to the
Corinthians.115 "Everyone who competes in the games exercises self-control in all
things"116 becomes the specific disciplines of training that his charges undergo prior
to competitions.117
His idea of preaching the Word of God seems to be a basic re-telling of the biblical
texts using contemporary concepts and language. There is no sense that in the re¬
telling he has the liberty to nuance the biblical texts in ways that cannot be supported
by strict historical critical analysis or at least by his best efforts at conducting such
analysis. Here, 'extending Scripture' means 'reviving the meanings of Scripture.'
Therefore, the Scriptures are spiritual food to the contemporary believer as far as the
pastoral and spiritual needs of the contemporary believer somehow resonate with
those of the audiences in the Bible as appropriated through historical critical
exegesis.
His decision to regard competitions as analogous to the Christian's spiritual
experience has been replicated by other interpreters of this text.118 However, one
could argue that by using his contemporary sports scene as the starting point of his
exposition of this text, he has not honoured its historical critical meanings. It is
almost as if the sports of his time and day have replaced those in the texts in aid of
comprehension for his hearers.
113 Ibid., p. 14-15.
114 Ibid., p. 12.
115 Cf. Keener, 472.
116 1 Cor 9:25.
117 Tembo, p. 2.
118
E.g. F. F. Bruce, Paul: Apostle of the Heart Set Free (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1996), 62.
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David Mujumira feels that in a congregational setting, the notion that one can study
the Scriptures apart from pastoral considerations is fallacious. Such a person risks
being theoretical and thereby failing to address the pastoral and spiritual needs of the
people. The interests of relevance and impact ofmessage demand that the exegete
fully engage the context when interpreting the biblical texts.
To him, the context of the hearer is an integral part of relevant exegesis and the
missionaries who brought the Gospel to Africa119 made a fatal error in disregarding
the whole context of the African as pagan and quite unhelpful towards the conversion
of the African.120 This appears to be as much a question of'seeing' as it is of
'making relevant.'
It is not clear that when Mujumira argues for the priority of context in exegesis he is
doing so from an understanding that pure exegesis is impossible because, in keeping
with postmodern criticism, nobody reads from an epistemologically objective stance.
His argument appears to be that doing biblical exegesis just for the sake of it, with no
eye towards how a particular context influences appropriation and how the text
addresses a people's circumstances robs Scripture of meaning, relevance and impact
and is useless in a pastoral situation. He has not indicated how this exegesis bridges
the lacuna between the historical critical meanings of texts and exegesis through the
eyes of the context of the preacher.
Nkhonjera resolves the tension between historical critical meanings of texts (Logos)
and the Word of God imparted afresh by God (Rhema) in the agency of the Holy
Spirit. The 'Rhema' precedes the 'Logos' in sermon preparation in that God's
revelations to the preacher determine use of Scripture. In this way, relevance is
immediate and foremost.
However, the Spirit of God does not 'speak' contrary to Scripture, 'His Word'.121
This means that the 'Rhema' and the 'Logos' agree. The 'Rhema' may be a direct
interpretation of the 'Logos'.122 Most often, it is a message, nonetheless based on the







Scriptures, that addresses a specific spiritual matter.123 The 'Rhema' is 'extension' of
Scripture in that it transforms the biblical texts into spiritual food for the moment.
Mere exposition of the 'Logos' is the equivalent of preaching without a vision from
God, without divine involvement and leadership. It is essentially the blind leading
the blind.124
Nkhonjera seems to emphasize the role of the Spirit of God in hermeneutics at the
expense of historical critical study although he concedes the role of the 'Logos' as
validating the 'Rhema.' Clearly, his encounters with Scripture in the context of
sermon preparation are in response to the leading of the Spirit of God. This is
consistent with his stance that Scripture can only be relevant to contemporary
believers if it is 'Rhema.'125 However, it is not clear whether in referring to the
Scriptures, he means their historical critical meanings. Neither is it clear that he sees
the historical critical study of the Scriptures as valuable in itself.
Charlton Phiri resolves the tension between historical critical meanings and
relevance by adopting a hermeneutic of empathy. This is a step further than Palula's
hermeneutic of reflection that entailed learning negatives and positives from the
spiritual experiences of biblical characters. A hermeneutic of empathy involves re-
enacting the spiritual experiences in the biblical texts by entering the spiritual
experiences of the biblical characters in a process by which the reader's faith
experiences illumine those of biblical characters. For example, his modus operandi
for interpreting Gen 22:1-8 is to ask, "How could I have been feeling it that all the
way I am going, it's just to go and kill this person?"126
This hermeneutic requires very close reading of texts because every detail is
important in this re-enactment. It often yields 'insight' into the thoughts of the
biblical characters that may not be explicitly stated in the text. For instance, Abraham
was apparently deliberately vague to the servants when he asked them to wait for
him and Isaac as they went to "worship"127 on mount Moriah because he feared that
123 Ibid.
124 Ibid.
125 He goes on to argue that mere historical critical exposition of Scripture does not necessarily
engender spiritual comprehension. Rather, it can become a weapon for error or even unbelief in the
hands of non-believers. Ibid., p. 13, 15.
126 Phiri, "Excursus XX," p. 9.
127 Gen 22:5.
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these undiscerning souls128 would object to offering Isaac as a burnt offering to God
and thus derail his obedience to God.129
Like Palula, he also reflects on Abraham's experience from the premise that the
nature and challenges ofworshipping God are the same for the people ofGod.130
Consequently, the spiritual experiences of biblical characters are invaluable lessons
to subsequent worshippers of God.
'Extending Scripture' here means several issues related to historical critical
understanding of the biblical texts. It means 'seeing' the fuller accounts of the
historical and spiritual dynamics encapsulated in the texts, essentially filling in
1 T 1
details through a process of discernment.
The entry point into this empathy is the biblical record itself, hence the necessity for
very close reading. However, Phiri's faith experience is part of his hermeneutical
tools when reading the narrative account of Abraham.
Kakoma also reads the text very closely using his own faith experience as an
instrument for discerning the spiritual dynamics in the texts. He too 'sees' thought
processes in the texts that the texts themselves do not explicitly state. For example,
the older son is the real prodigal133 in that he never quite knew or 'felt' the warmth of
his father's love.134 In contrast, the younger son was so aware of this love that it
brought him back to his father when he came to his senses.135
This interpretation is a direct consequence of the revealing work of the Holy Spirit
towards transforming the biblical texts into spiritual food. Therefore, at once the
128
According to him, the facts that they were left with the donkeys and that donkeys are commonly




130 Ibid., p. 13-14.
131 For a fuller discussion of the perception that the written texts are inherently abbreviated and
ideological and the place of discernment, see Mugambi, "Africa and the Old Testament," 12.
132 Phiri, "Excursus XX," p. 9.
133 Kakoma seems to use the word 'prodigal' to mean disconnected from his heritage in his father's
house and therefore representative of a Christian who is a stranger in God's household.
134 Kakoma, p. 2, 6.
135 Ibid., p. 2.
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equivalent of historical critical exegesis and a pneumatic hermeneutic makes the
1
texts the Word of God for contemporary hearers.
He defends these 'additions' by arguing that the Scriptures were never intended to be
exhaustive. A pneumatic hermeneutic, therefore, helps the preacher to move into
1 ^7
further detail in specific texts. However, this is not detail in violation of the texts.
It is detail in aid of comprehension. Therefore, where Charlton Phiri saw his spiritual
experience as a tool for reading the texts, Kakoma sees the revealing work of the
Spirit of God. Further, eisegesis138 is never prevented by exclusive adherence to
historical critical exegesis (which is mere rationalism and robs Scripture of spiritual
relevance)139 but by trust in the revealing work of the Holy Spirit.
Comparing these expanded expositions of Scripture with Scripture easily rectifies
unfortunate failures in communication between God and instrument. This is the role
of Scripture as judge because Scripture and the Holy Spirit agree.140
Kakoma places the ministry of the Holy Spirit at the centre ofbiblical interpretation
as opposed to some canons of historical critical exegesis. The interpreter interprets
from a position of dependence on the Spirit ofGod as opposed to dependence on his
or her own critical abilities.141 Historical critical analysis is attempted within this
framework with an understanding that the Spirit guides the interpreter's efforts.142
In spite of S. L. Mbewe's shift from starting sermon preparation from purely
expository concerns to the perceived spiritual needs of the congregation,143 his
sermons continue to be generally close commentary on biblical texts144 with a view
that the spiritual dynamics in the texts will become, by their very exposition, spiritual
136 Ibid., p. 10-11.
137 Ibid., p. 14.
138




Kakoma, p. 18. He argues that for this reason a preacher should not be a novice but someone who
is steeped in the Scriptures so that he or she can bring the testimony of the Scriptures to bear on any
interpretation.
141 In this regard, he opposes the notion that rational thought alone is adequate for understanding the
biblical texts. Ibid.
142 This guidance may include giving specific texts and how they are to be used at any given instance.
This is revelation as in understanding the mind ofGod concerning a specific matter. Ibid., p. 9, 17.
143 Cf. p. 92.
144
E.g. Mbewe, "Excursus VII," p. 9-10 and "Excursus XXI," p. 3, 14-16.
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lessons for the hearers. Like Charlton Phiri and Kakoma above, this is the way to
enter the spiritual experiences of the biblical characters. Failure to allow such priority
for the biblical texts is to preach out of one's own mind.145
The people of God in the Bible may be continuous with his congregation, but the
biblical texts are occasional in that they addressed specific people on issues that may
not concern his congregation.146 This necessitates re-appropriations for people and
situations that need not be exact replicas of those in the texts.
For example, a felt need to counter the efforts of religious groups that were
proselytising from his flock led him to use Paul's challenge to the Galatian church
against regression to Judaistic traditions and the Law147 to address his audience's
need to do Christian works freely, without coercion. 'Freedom' here means Tack of
, 148
coercion .
Elsewhere, a felt need to address the self-centredness of some members of the
congregation led him to interpret the parable of the prodigal son149 as an allegory
where the father is a type of God, the older son a type of the self-centred Christian
and the younger son a type of an unbeliever.150 He 'exposes' the vices of the elder
son thoroughly through very close reading of the text.151 God uses the waywardness
of the younger son and the mercy and generosity of the father to expose the self-
centred vices of the seemingly obedient child.152 These include desire for reward and
praise, pandering to the gallery, seeing God as too demanding, not appreciating the
correction of others, being right in one's own eyes, self-pity, desire to be coaxed and
pride.153
145 Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 17. Moses Kunda, one from his flock and in attendance during this
interview called this "using their brain" to come up with what to say, (26) by which he meant human
reflection out with the interpreting activity of the Holy Spirit.
146
Mbewe, "Excursus VII," p. 18.
147 Gal 1:6, 8; 3:1, 6-9, 23-4:7; 6:1-5, 11.
148 Mbewe, "Excursus VII, p. 5.
149 Luke 15:25-32.
150 Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 18.
151 Ibid., p. 3-6, 8-13.
152 Ibid., p. 8-11.
153 Ibid., p. 6-11.
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This is a curious way of extending Scripture in that, at one level, spiritual need
shapes textual meaning. The operation of a hermeneutic of empathy is evident in his
liberty to explore the thought processes of the characters in the text: "I really wanted
to know the heart or the actions of.. .the elder brother."154
Justification for such exposition is that both scenarios (the Galatians and Mbewe's
congregation) are concerned with Christian freedom. To demand that only those who
are struggling with regression to the Law and Judaistic traditions may appropriate
Galatians limits Scripture and renders this book irrelevant to scenarios where
circumcision issues do not exist.155 It also overlooks the activity of the Holy Spirit in
giving revelation in the process of close reading of biblical texts.156
At another level, textual meaning is supposed to be circumscribed by the biblical
text. Therefore, the discussion of the self-centred life directly arises out of a careful
exposition of the circumstances and reaction of the elder son in Luke 15: 25-32. In
this vein, supporting texts must also be read carefully to ensure that their support
both arises naturally from the texts and genuinely supports the main text. Those who
make light of such close reading risk overlooking large portions of the substance of
texts and preaching their thoughts as opposed to the Word of God.157
Chikamata concedes that the grounds for exclusion and inclusion in Ephesians 2 are
not those of his message in Nyanje. However, he considers the concept of 'alien' to
1 CO
be common to both contexts. Likewise, the way he uses the metaphor of Christ as
'cornerstone' is different from the way it is used in the text.159 Nevertheless, he
argues that addressing the issues of the contemporary Christian is the goal of
hermeneutics and 'what happened' serves this end. Its value is in ensuring that the
concepts applied to the contemporary situations are those arising from historical
154 Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 20.
155 Mbewe, "Excursus VII," p. 18.
156 Ibid., p. 19.
157 Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 16.
158 In Ephesians 2, the Christians are included in the commonwealth of Israel through faith in Christ.
In Nyanje, the young congregation is included in the mission field ofNyanje because of the
commissioning of Christ to preach the Gospel to the ends of the earth. Chikamata, p. 10-11.
159 He uses the metaphor to encourage the congregants at Nyanje to participate fully in building this
work, as 'the efforts of every member' are building blocks to the entire edifice, the mission of
evangelising Nyanje. In Eph 2, it is the believers who are 'living stones' and Christ is the cornerstone
of God's temple. Ibid., p. 12.
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critical readings of the Bible.160 'Making texts address the needs of contemporary
situations' then includes an allegorizing hermeneutic that may not correspond with
historical critical meanings.
For Mackwell Nyirenda, the Spirit of God gives the text and interprets it, including
in the event of preaching. For example, as he was reading, Exod 3:5 "touched" him
deeply. He spent about three days contemplating the question "what sort of 'turning
aside to look'161 is this?"162 His findings led him to preach the sermon he entitled
'Approaching God.'163
In the end, the 'turning aside' ofMoses to see the spectacle of a bush burning
without being consumed was not from mere curiosity but a spiritual turning to God
on par with Paul's conversion on the road to Damascus.164 'Removing sandals'
means 'repenting'.165 'Fire' symbolised the Holy Spirit and spoke ofHis coming on
Pentecost to empower believers for good works and supernatural works.166 He
contends that his interpretation not be dismissed for not conforming to the text's
historical critical meaning because a text of Scripture does not have one meaning but
many.167
B.3. Multitude of Witnesses
In this section, we explore the practice of amassing textual witnesses in support of
teachings derived from key texts. Technically, the intention is to vindicate
160 Ibid., p. 15.
161 Exod 3:5. NASB.
162
Nyirenda, "Excursus XXIII," p. 15.
163
"Ku.yandik.ira Pafupi ndi Mulungu."
164
Nyirenda, "Excursus XXIII," p. 3-4, 8, 13. Cf. Acts 9.
165 Ibid., p. 4. Before arriving at this conclusion, he tried to research the historical significance of
removing sandals before a deity but lacked the material to do so. His 'theological imagination' told
him that it had to be repenting of sins because that is the only thing that is unacceptable in God's holy
presence. Nyirenda, "Excursus XXIII," p. 15-16.
166
Nyirenda, "Excursus XXIII," p. 7.
167 Cf. Rev. Peard Muzoka (in attendance) who sees the bush as a type ofMoses and the fire ofGod's
supernatural activity. However, he concedes that a single verse need not have just one interpretation.
Ibid., p. 20-22.
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interpretations by demonstrating broad biblical support for them. This intention
partly stems from the theological presupposition that Scripture "coheres in its
1
testimony to a common message." Therefore, any authentic interpretation of a part
of Scripture will find theological support, even re-statement, elsewhere in Scripture.
'Multitude ofWitnesses' is technically a continuation of'Extending Scripture' in
that it is intra-biblical validation ofmeanings through perceived interpretations of
other texts. However, we treat it separately because it touches on a facet of the
respondents' epistemological framework that is intimately related and, we will argue
in the next chapter, influenced by their socio-cultural realities.
Sakala prefers expository preaching to topical169 sermons because the latter engender
laxity in attending to the historical critical meanings of the texts used to support
teachings.170 However, he feels compelled to cite "other witnesses"171 to support his
teaching because of the challenge posed by Jehovah's Witnesses in the area who
characteristically cite several biblical texts to demonstrate the validity of their
doctrines. This has led to demands for extended biblical 'witnesses' among
172
inquirers.
He also admits that piling up witnesses to validate a position is a cultural
characteristic of the Chewa, the ethnic group of the area, particularly in royal court
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jurisprudence. In addition, he sees the same practice in "biblical culture".
In his close reading ofGalatians, S. L. Mbewe sees multiplication of witnesses
manifested at two levels. First, he sees it in Paul's allusion to the length of his letter
in Gal 6:11.174 The size of the letter coupled with the fact that he wrote it in his own
hand enhances the "force" of the letter.175 Size apparently directly relates to
168 Cf. the epistemological and theological starting points, A.2.
169 I.e. thematic.
170 Sakala, p. 15.
171 "Mboni zina." Ibid., p. 16.
172
Sakala, p. 17.
173 Sakala, p. 17.
174 Mbewe, "Excursus VII," p. 1. He is obviously reading the KJV which has "Ye see how large a
letter I have written unto you" for Greek "ISete tttiAxkok; uptv ypctppaaiv eypaij'a where the NKJ has
"See with what large letters I have written." Virtually no other modern English translation follows the




comprehension: "If he wrote it in a short way, again it seems that...they were not
able to grasp the truth which he wanted."176
Second, he sees Paul's use ofmany illustrations to argue that faith has priority over
observance of the Law as adding weight to his teaching. For example, he recalls how
they received the Holy Spirit177 and work miracles,178 and gives his exposition of the
justification ofAbraham before God179 and of sundry texts on the matter of faith and
180Law. He draws theological parallels between the Law and the covenant on one
181
hand, and Hagar and Sarah on the other.
Such abundance of evidence has the effect of demonstrating that his teaching is
widely supported in Scripture and thus valid. Mbewe recalls this logic in the
pedagogy practiced by his parents. They marshalled together several illustrations,
i o9
instances that validated their instructions.
Chisenga's pre-understanding that the Scriptures embody one message that is
repeated in it183 leads him to cite liberally when he is doing an exposition of a text.
He admits that his theological college teachers taught him to allow "the Scripture to
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interpret itself'. However, he also recognizes that using several illustrations is part
of his culture with the rationale that multiplying illustrations facilitates
comprehension particularly because the illustrations ("stories") are familiar and easy
to understand.185 For these reasons, he does not approve ofbiblical expositions that






179 Gal 3:6-10. Cf. Gen 12:3; 15:6.
180 Gal 3:10-16. Cf. Deut 27:26; Hab 2:4; Lev 18:5; Deut 21:23; and Gen 12:7; 13:15; 17:7; 24:7.
181 Gal 3:15-29; 4:21-31.
182 Mbewe, "Excursus VII," p. 13.
183
Chisenga, "Excursus II," p. 8.
184 Ibid., p. 8. Cf. p. 9.
185
Chisenga, "Excursus II," p. 9.
186 Ibid., p. 8-9.
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187For Mujumira, citing texts gives "God's authority" to what the preacher is saying.
The caution when citing supporting texts is that they should "resonate with the point
you are making," not "necessarily that you went there.. .and did exegesis, and then
the point emerged."188 This is deliberate departure from his theological training in
order to address the practical challenges ofmeeting people's spiritual needs as
opposed to being "theoretical".189
B.4. "Incarnating" Scripture
This section signals a departure from 'Extending Scripture' in that we discuss how
the respondents interpret the Bible through their African epistemological framework
and socio-cultural realities. It stems from similarities between "the African religious
heritage and the way of life which the OT presupposes and takes for granted".190
Chisenga sees this 'imposition' as the essence of relevant hermeneutics for any
society. For example, in his exposition of Ps 103:1-10, he interprets 'praise' using
local cultural expressions, how Zambian people show appreciation to kings, village
headmen, parents or even gods where "praise is never passive or silent" but
"manifests in an audible sort of action such as singing.. .dance.. .even raising
hands".191
The difference between praising God and human authorities is one of degree, in
192
keeping with the superior stature ofGod, rather than differences in expression.
Such praise is outwardly expressive because it is both for God's benefit (who sees in







Mugambi, "Africa and the Old Testament," 7.
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Chisenga, "Excursus II," p. 10.
192 Ibid., p. 11-12.
193 Ibid., p. 11.
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Kakoma admits that his emphasis on the ministry of the Holy Spirit in interpretation
could be a consequence of seeing the texts through his African worldview.194
However, he argues that similarity ofworldviews between Africans and the Bible
should not be perceived as compromising biblical hermeneutics. Rather, it ought to
be exploited as an epistemological starting point for African biblical hermeneutics.195
S. L. Mbewe sees Paul's allusion to the fact he wrote the letter by his own hand as
indicative of his immense concern and that had the effect of underlining the
importance of its contents.196 This conclusion arises from the projection from local
practice to the biblical texts of the significance of an authority figure personally
undertaking a task that may be assigned to somebody else.
Yesaya Banda reads biblical texts through his context, indiscriminately assigning
contextual meanings to texts. This appears to be a consequence of the 'familiarity' of
the socio-cultural realities in the text. For instance, the Chewa of Katete, Banda's
tribe, keeps free-range pigs for food and economic profit. This leads him to interpret
Mark 5:1-17 through the eyes of a Chewa pig- owner.197
Therefore, the people are 'furious' with Jesus for allowing evil spirits to enter their
pigs and cause them to drown in the lake. Consequently, they refuse him entry into
1 QR
their village in spite of his good work in healing the demon-possessed man. The
lesson of the text is that the Christian should not exclude Jesus from his or her life
because ofmaterial wealth.199
194 Cf. Dickson, UncompletedMission, 84; Theology in Africa, 152-159; and Mugambi, "Africa and
the Old Testament," 7-10.
195 Kakoma, p. 20-21.
196
Mbewe, "Excursus VII," p. 11-12.
197 Therefore, he postulates that in permitting their pigs to drown Jesus had robbed the inhabitants of
Gerasenes the economic means for educating their children, cultivating their crops, and looking after
visitors, all very common uses of pigs among the Chewa. Yesaya Banda, "Excursus XXII: 'Yesu
Ndiye Sing'anga Wam'kulu.' Homily Delivered at Katete Boma RCZ Church, 7 September 2003,"
Sermon and Interview, p. 2-3, Katete, Zambia.
198 Ibid., p. 2, 5.
199 Ibid., p. 10-12.
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He is quite aware that he is reading this text through his experiences and apparently
sees nothing wrong with doing so.200 The people on the road to Emmaus201 and the
909 • 90T
Samaritans are examples of those who do not exclude Jesus from their lives.
Banda appears to interpret the Bible through the eyes of his context not because he
has carefully reflected on his hermeneutic but because he operates from a naive
premise that his historical-social world is the legitimate lens from which to interpret
Scripture.204
For Mang'ombe Tembo, 'Incarnating Scripture' is based on the need to be
contextually relevant in order to facilitate comprehension. The primacy of
comprehension demands that contextually familiar realities replace historical critical
90S
ones as the vehicles for communicating the meanings of Scripture. For instance, he
replaces "a perishable wreath"206 with a forged-metal trophy whose limited value lies
in the fact that it is worthless in death. Its 'perishable nature' lies in the fact that it
'becomes worthless' after one's death as opposed to the crown from Christ whose
907
value will never diminish. However, even his interpretation seems to be guided by
his epistemology. For example, 'works'208 can never be faith that is detached from
works.209
Boyd Makukula imports his pneumatology into his interpretation of "deceitful spirits





203 Banda, "Excursus XXII," p. 2-3.
204 His only allusion to the historical meaning of the text is when he observes that in biblical times
pigs had shepherds just like cattle. Nevertheless, even here the profile of a shepherd is from his
context. They are hirelings and their reaction to the drowning of the pigs is panic at the thought of
what their masters would say, to whom they rush with the horrible news. Ibid., p. 2.
205 Tembo, p. 12-13.
206 1 Cor 9:25.
207
Tembo, p. 6.
208 This defined as "What does God want of us?" or 'Doing works that are appropriate'. Ibid., p. 17.
209
Ibid., p. 21.
210 1 Tim 4:1.
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Africans "understand more of the spiritual realm" [than Westerners] and do not need
to study literature on the subject.211
For Dickson Banda, the biblical texts are familiar epistemological territory both in
212
terms of level of sophistication and the forms of communication used. This
familiarity apparently also applies to his audience. For example, he does not need to
explain James' figurative use of the tongue to his audience because they make the
• 213connection immediately from their acumen for figurative expression.
He accuses theologians ofundermining people's ability to understand Scripture and
complicating it through "difficult theories", "historical background" and the like.
Scholars 'take axes and hack the people' for the Scriptures were written for "ordinary
people".214
Millar Phiri's hermeneutic does not easily lend itself to categorization. At one level,
it is 'Extending Scripture' because his message is based on specific texts.215 At
another level, it is homiletics since the interpretation of these texts is mediated
through a parable216 that he specifically created for the task.217 In this parable,
specific details correspond with main points in the homily. For example, this world is
the drum ofwater. The fish is the sinner. The rat is the preacher. The rat's message is
918
about repentance from sin and faith in God.
He used the parable to facilitate understanding and because this is a common way of
communicating in his context.219 However, the parable also controls his use of Jer
1:12 in that God's promise to Israel with respect to his word through the prophet
211 Makukula, p. 22, 23-24.
212




215 Jer 1:12; John 1:1-4, 14; Matt 4:4. Phiri, "Excursus XIV," p. 1,3.
216 A summary is as follows: A hunter went to hunt venison but failed to find any. On the way back,
he caught a fish in a stream. Upon reaching home, he found that his wife had found other food.
Therefore, he kept the fish alive in a drum ofwater and fed it. The house rat saw this and warned the
fish to leave the drum for there was danger in it. The fish refused to take heed. Eventually, the man
cooked the fish and ate it. Ibid., p. 1-2.
217 Ibid., p. 9.
218 Phiri, "Excursus XIV," p. 4.
219 Ibid., p. 10-12.
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becomes God's warning through Phiri to the Sinda220 audience concerning their
redemption. There is no discussion of the word in Jeremiah.
'Incarnating Scripture' marks the end ofways in which the respondents extend
Scripture. The next section documents how they measure the authenticity of their
extensions.
C. Divine Effect
This section evaluates the fidelity of the messenger to God and identifies good
biblical hermeneutics and homiletics. For the respondents, evaluating messenger
fidelity is evaluating 'heeding' fidelity as a reflection of the messenger's
authenticity, their hermeneutics and homiletics. Faithful servants 'produce' good
interpretations as evident from the results of their sermons. Note that the evaluative
voice in focus here is that of the preachers (except in one isolated case) in keeping
with the limitations of the data.221
Evaluations of 'heeding' fidelity define servants of God. In this role the preacher is
also a hearer, albeit chronologically prior to his or her audience.
The results of faithful 'heeding' start with the preachers themselves. Therefore,
Nkhonjera argues that he cannot "give food to the flock which he has not eaten," for
222the way God is dealing with him is the way he is going to deal with his flock.
Charlton Phiri also regards his own benefit as a critical part of his preparation for
preaching. However, benefit here is synonymous with 'comprehension.' Like Tembo
above,223 he considers preaching to be essentially communicating his own
appropriation of the Word of God. Therefore, his own understanding is a test on
behalf of the congregation.224
220 This is a settlement in the Eastern province of Zambia.
221 Cf. section A.2.b, pp. 68-69.
222
Nkhonjera, p. 13.
223 Cf. pp. 99 and 111.
224
Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 8. In this regard, he notes that he does not say what he has not been
convinced of himself as the message of a specific text.
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S. L. Mbewe also sees the work that revelation accomplishes in the preacher's life as
indicative of its potency in others.225 By contrast, the preaching of those who preach
'out of their mind' does not have any impact on the people.226
Evaluations of 'heeding' fidelity also extend to his role as messenger, what L. Phiri
calls 'God's sound box'.227 The respondents think that hearers evaluate their
messages and delivery based on the spiritual benefit or 'impact' that they get from
them. 'Impact' is God's ministry to the hearer. It is as if hermeneutics cannot be done
outside the constraints of an actively revealing God and a hearer(s). The testimony of
the spiritual community is what validates revelation.
For Nkhonjera, the witness of the 'Logos' and the testimony of believers validate the
'Rhema'. A 'Rhema' authentically received from God does not contradict the
'Logos' and a 'Rhema' faithfully delivered to the congregation generates spiritual
consensus and peace in the hearers.228 There has been 'impact' when the preacher
sees that "what I was aiming at has happened."229 However, he recognizes that his
congregation also have the Holy Spirit and therefore, the ability to evaluate his
ministry independently: "There is...somewhere where we meet, where we agree in
spirit. So, as the flock and myself as pastor [we ought to agree in the Spirit]."
For Moses Kunda (the only voice of a member of the congregation in the data),
'impact' essentially means that the Spirit ofGod in both the hearer (Christian) and
the preacher confirms that what is preached is his Word. 'Confirmation' generates
"peace and deep conviction" in the hearer in keeping with the Word's instrumentality
in teaching, correcting or rebuking according to 2 Tim 3:16-17.231
225 Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 17.
226 Ibid.
227 Phiri, "Excursus XII," p. 4.
228
Nkhonjera, p. 14, 15-16. Cf. The Jerusalem Council where a form of consensus between the
members of the Council and the Holy Spirit seemed to resolve the matter of the inclusion of Gentiles
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Chapter 5: Evaluation of the Underlying Epistemology in the
Zambian Data and its Relation to the Practice of
Hermeneutics and Homiletics
In the preceding chapter, we reduced the field data to epistemological categories that
lend themselves to analysis. The method there was descriptive and the aim to include
all the respondents' explanations for the links between their texts and their homilies.
In this chapter, we evaluate the underlying epistemology using the epistemological
framework in Chapter 2.
In the first part of this chapter, we will explore the evidence within the data that
demonstrates how the epistemological constitution of the respondents relates to their
hermeneutics and homiletics. In the second part, we will examine the data for other
possible causes for their hermeneutics and homiletics.
A. Epistemology in the Research Data in the Light of the African
Epistemological Constitution in Chapter 2
The summary in Chapter 2 discusses select socio-cultural and epistemological
phenomena under three major headings: coherence and spirituality of creation,
coherence and hierarchy of society, and concreteness. For the sake of harmony, the
same headings will guide our epistemological analysis here.
The ensuing epistemological constitution should be tempered by the following
considerations: (1) In spite of evidence that Christian traditions do not precisely
determine the understanding of the respondents, the vast majority are from
Pentecostal or Charismatic churches where a robust pneumatology is central to their
beliefs and practices; (2) Beyond Pentecostal and Charismatic traditions, a very
limited number of Protestant traditions is represented and none from the Roman
Catholic church (albeit due to sermon-originality concerns for the absence of the
latter); (3) Their training, both formal and the entire process of indoctrination into
specific Christian traditions, will have some effect on the cosmology of the
respondents, particularly in relation to the way they perceive spiritual realities and
relate themselves to biblical traditions; (4) Awareness of these qualifications should
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enable us to distinguish what stems from their socio-cultural realities from what
could be due to other causes with greater critical judgement. This is in keeping with
our premise that confessed subjectivities enhance critical analysis.
A.1. Coherence and Spirituality of Creation
We noted in Chapter 2 that African worldviews are holistic. Thus, there is no formal
distinction between the sacred and the secular, the spiritual and the material. For this
reason, Africans find no discrepancy in explaining 'natural phenomena' in spiritual
terms because spiritual forces are understood as active in the natural order and are
the ultimate causes of all events and circumstances. God created human beings.
Holism also circumscribed ritual in African societies.
The data reveals coherence and spirituality in a holistic manner in the created order
at several points. We will first proceed with the coherence motif.
'Shared humanity' and 'relationship with the God of the Bible' established continuity
between biblical Israel and the Christian believer.232 The developmental nature of
revelation that rendered some practices obsolete does not abrogate these bases.
Common challenges of faith also illustrate this continuity as also a common
adversary.234 The call to devotion and holiness is common to both parties.235 Thus
worshipping God in spirit and truth is the same for both. In addition, the same
power of God operates in and through both as God's people.237
On these bases, all the spiritual experiences of Israel serve as lessons for the
Christian's spiritual walk with God. This is the rationale for the extensive
'hermeneutic of reflection' and 'hermeneutic of empathy' that we encounter in the
data.
232 See Chapter 4, section A.l, W. Palula, John Phiri and Khetson Mbewe, 82-85.
233 Ibid.
234 Palula and Khetson Mbewe, pp. 82, 84.
235 John Phiri, p. 83.
236 Charlton Phiri, p. 83-84.
237 Khetson Mbewe, p. 84.
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The observations above reflect how deeply the respondents understand that shared
experiences evidence the homogenous nature of the commonwealth of the people of
God in every generation. Spiritual experiences build on creature-hood as a basis for
coherence or homogeneity between Israel and the Christian believer.
This also illustrates epistemological concreteness in that it demonstrates how
empirical reality both precedes and interpenetrates philosophical reflection. Israel
and Christians share common life challenges and seek God's succour in the same
ways because they are one. This understanding reflects a key component of African
cosmologies: Creation originates from God the creator.
The 'spirituality of creation' motif surfaces in implicit discourse. There are allusions
to an overarching cosmology. Beyond God's immanence, Satan is part of an
9T8
unchanging spiritual reality. Satan or his host are presumed to be present
everywhere, particularly where the people of God are gathered, seeking to destroy
human beings.239
Satan and his host have dominion over portions of humanity and human activity.
Thus, a congregant equated stopping seeing the witchdoctor and coming to church on
Sunday with repenting.240 This is because 'seducing spirits' are understood to be
behind the medicines of the witchdoctor and receiving their prescriptions is
tantamount to submitting to the devil.241 On the other hand, human beings ultimately
live or die at God's discretion.242
The 'spirituality of creation' motif also surfaces in explicit discourse. The world is
under the dominion of two principal spiritual beings: God and Satan. Under these, we
find innumerable spiritual beings. Satan is the ruler of this world but God is
sovereign over all. Human beings are either under the authority of God or of Satan,
but never independent of both. Salvation in Christ essentially means leaving the
dominion of Satan for God's.243 Bondage to the devil is the default scenario for
238 Ibid.
239 Makukula, Nkhonjera and Chisenga, pp. 87-88.
240 P. 88.
241 Makukula and John Phiri, p. 88-89.
242
Chisenga, p. 88.
243 Khetson Mbewe, pp. 84,90 and Makukula, p. 87.
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humankind.244 The fact that African cosmology is spiritual means it ought to be used
as a resource for reading biblical texts.245
Further discourse concerning the 'spirituality of creation' relates to the participation
of spiritual forces in human activities or products of human activities. One such
product is Scripture. There was no discussion of the human authorship of Scripture,
likely a reflection of an understanding that human agency under God does not
subtract from the fact that Scripture is divine revelation. There is no hint of the
notion that human agency compromised this revelation. As inspired ofGod,
Scripture is one in source, authority and theological content.246
In spite of being historical and occasional, the Scriptures address generic spiritual
issues facing the people of God in every generation. For this reason, people of God
everywhere and in every generation can appropriate their teachings for their own
journeys of faith and are addressees of the Scriptures, standing in the same spiritual
place (isotopically) with their occasional audiences.247
Human volition is critical to God's rule. For example, people 'choose', in the light of
'conviction' to come under the dominion of God. 'Redemption' is the resultant
spiritual state and is the same for the people of God in both the Old and New
Testaments.248 Likewise, sermon preparation and delivery involve human volition in
seeking, anticipating and embracing divine revelation.249 'Heeding' the Holy Spirit
requires human initiative because it is possible and quite common for preachers to
950
prepare and preach homilies out with the Holy Spirit's superintendence.
Preachers access revelation by constantly remaining open to the ministry of the Spirit
251ofGod, while they are using their rational faculties to examine Scripture. While
preaching, they access it by remaining open to the convictions of the Holy Spirit,
while they are communicating what constitutes messages from God given during
244 John Phiri, p. 87.
245 Kakoma, p.88.
246
Chapter 4, A.2, pp. 85-86.
247 John Phiri, Chisenga and Charlton Phiri, p. 86; and Khetson Mbewe, p. 90.
248 Makukula and John Phiri, p. 87.
249 Cf. A.3.3. below.
250
Chapter 4, B.l.a, pp. 93-95.
251 S. L. Mbewe, p. 93, Chikamata and Millar Phiri, pp. 94-95.
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prior 'heeding'. There is no closure to the process of 'heeding' the Holy Spirit.
The Spirit of God is always Lord of the sermon event. All this is consistent with the
understanding that faith is essentially living under Gods' dominion.
Since living under God is common to all the people ofGod, 'impact', not fidelity to
some human exegetical canons, is the ultimate basis for evaluating 'messages' from
God,253 in essence, the Holy Spirit's endorsement in the hearer's conscience. For this
reason, the people of God are those led and taught by the Spirit of God.254 'Impact'
may mean that the listening people of God 'discern' the divine origins of a given
message and embrace it as such. This approximates the convicting force of a
message. However, it may also mean that God endorses his message by some
9 S S
supernatural act.
The discourse above illustrates the point made in Chapter 2 that there is no formal
distinction in African thought between the spiritual and the material and that the
spiritual permeates all material reality. It also explains the suggestion that, for
Africans, the spiritual world is the first port of call when circumstances or
9cr
phenomena occur that transcend their stock of 'common sense.'
The Old Apostolic Church demonstrates the same cosmology although it does not
explicitly credit the Holy Spirit with the church's spiritual hermeneutic. Given their
suggested Pentecostal origins,257 a narrative that makes spiritual perception the basis
of their hermeneutics should not be surprising.
However, there is another possible epistemological player in this community. The
Chewa people still practice an initiation program for young boys into manhood that
involves extended isolation from society and intense instruction. The candidates of
this program become initiates into what is essentially a secret society that is privy to
esoteric secrets.
252 S. L. Mbewe, p. 93; Khetson Mbewe, p. 95.
253
Chapter 4, C, pp. 113-114.
254
Banda, Nkhonjera, p. 97; Kunda, p. 114.
255
Thus, Khetson Mbewe includes God fulfilling his promises for provision as an integral part of the
authentication process. Mbewe, "Excursus XV," p. 13-14.
256 Robin Horton, Patterns ofThought in Africa and the West: Essays on Magic, Religion and Science
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 201-202.
257 See Appendix I, pp. 297-298.
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Given the obviously trans-national presence of the Old Apostolic Church, seeing
this esoteric hermeneutic as an extension of Chewa practice is debatable. However, it
may just be the case that Chewa custom is partly responsible for the wide appeal and
acceptance of this movement among them.
A.2. Coherence and Hierarchy of Society
The discussion of coherence and hierarchy of society in Chapter 2 focuses on the
organization of African societies and how individuals understand themselves in
relation to others. Africans generally regard communal identity as an integral part of
self-identity. Community exists at various levels in ever-widening concentric circles:
the family, the extended family, the clan, the tribe, and, eventually, humanity.
In keeping with the continuity between spiritual and physical worlds discussed in
part above, community includes ancestors, spiritual powers and ultimately, God.
Finally, the chief requirement of an individual's participation in community is the
establishment of their position in the hierarchy of a particular community. Resolving
this issue is necessary in order to 'indwell' and 'interact' with other members of the
community.
The data suggests this worldview at several points. We will explore references to the
'coherence' motif first.
In the preceding section, we identified creature-hood as one basis for community and
continuity with Israel in the data. We also noted that coming under the dominion of
God constitutes another basis for the 'people of God' in every generation.
In addition to these points, the data refers to another category of community, the
congregation. As local manifestations of the 'people of God', preachers and their
hearers are birds of the same feathers, participating together in the ministry of the
Holy Spirit.
However, in the task of receiving messages from God, preachers serve as proto-
recipients and beneficiaries ofmessages before they serve as messengers. In the task
258 Ibid., 298.
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of evaluating homilies, the Spirit's validating ministry, impact, is the decisive
yardstick.
In arriving at the messages, the preachers aimed at addressing the felt spiritual needs
and circumstances of their congregations. This underscores the fact that the current
communities, the congregations, ofwhom the preachers are part, are the centre of
focus.
An important aspect of coherence in African society is consensus building in
decision-making. Self-centred thought and behaviour are viewed as detractors from
social soundness.259 Consensus building entails agreement in matters among
members of the community.
In the data, preachers seek 'consensus among Scriptural witnesses'. Since Scripture
is from God and agrees theologically, a teaching is vindicated if it is demonstrable
from several biblical texts. Thus, it is fallacious to expect a biblical teaching to stand
on a single text260 for there is always a 'consensus of textual witnesses' for an
authentic teaching from Scripture.
Amassing witnesses demonstrates the preacher's grasp of the breadth and depth of
Scripture. However, the Holy Spirit may also reveal cross-references. The logic of
'consensus among witnesses' is an extension and illustration of the importance of
consensus building in community. Multiplying witnesses demonstrates and enhances
the credibility of a matter.261
At least three respondents made explicit references to this logic in African
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societies. Two see this logic used in the Bible. Mbewe, for example, judged this
logic to be in operation when Paul presents several scenarios to make the point that
faith has priority over observance of the Law and when he alludes to the length of his
letter.264
259 Kwasi Wiredu cited in Barry Hallen, A Short History ofAfrican Philosophy (Bloomington,
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2002), 25.
260
Chisenga, p. 108.
261 Cf. Deut 17:6 and Isa 43:9.
262
Sakala, Mbewe and Chisenga, pp. 107-108.
263 Ibid.
264 Ibid. Apparently length corresponds with accumulation of weight of evidence.
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'Consensus building' is a principle, then, that operates both in society and in
establishing a teaching from many textual witnesses. This is so because both texts
and societies have in common witnesses within a fraternity that governs
administration ofmeanings. Texts, after all, are artefacts of societies, social
phenomena that reflect the worldviews and epistemic conventions of particular
societies.
The data evidences the 'hierarchy' motif in very subtle ways that roughly correspond
with the spheres or levels of community noted in the first paragraph of this section.
At the highest level, God is separate from creation as creator. His priority and
sovereignty over human beings are presumed in every discussion pertaining to his
revealing and guiding activities in relation to his people. Certainly, the deference that
human beings are supposed to give God in all their undertakings underscores God's
priority in knowledge, wisdom and power.
His priority over Satan and his host is presumed in all the discussions pertaining to
the redemption of humankind from the dominion of Satan. Bondage to Satan may be
the default scenario for human beings, but when they place their faith in God, Satan's
dominion over them is nullified forthwith.266
The data discusses hierarchy explicitly in the context of the sermon event. Here,
preachers are prior to their congregations in their roles as proto-recipients and
beneficiaries ofGod's message for his people and as God's messengers.
In the first role, preachers are prior to the congregation chronologically. They
presumably have an audience or audiences with God where God reveals his
messages to them. They experience 'impact' and are prepared and commissioned to
share the same revelation with the congregation.267
In the second role, preachers are prior to their congregations epistemologically. They
receive God's revelation, 'see' spiritual realities and benefit spiritually. They stand
before the congregation as emissaries of God bearing his word.268 It is in this role
265 References to God as creator are implied in the context of arguing for commonality among all
human beings as created by God. P. 116.
266
Makukula, John Phiri and Chisenga, pp. 87-88.
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Thus, S. L. Mbewe argues that the 'impact' that the preacher experiences in receiving a message




that preachers, particularly those for whom this is a regular undertaking, see
themselves as those privileged with frequent visitations from God on behalfof
others.269
A.3. Concreteness
As noted in Chapter 2, 'concreteness' is the most pervasive feature of the African
epistemological constitution and the point where it most clearly resembles OT
realities. At its centre is the predisposition to subsume the abstract in the concrete
and empirically discernible. This has led some to argue that Africans have little or no
concept of individualism and abstractness.270 The summary in Chapter 2 is limited to
considerations of time, communication and language.
Africans generally view time through event. We find a paucity of considerations of
time apart from circumstances or events. Projected events or circumstances also
indicate the future. Calendars are phenomenon calendars, events or phenomena that
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are used as time markers as opposed to mathematical moments.
Communication is a complex exercise in social awareness. It demands that speakers
know their positions and that of their addressees in the social hierarchy of the
community. It necessitates subtle ways of finding out this information using
'conversation feelers.' It necessitates a measure of distance and formality in
communication until these issues have been clarified. It also necessitates indirect
communication for keeping for the next man his dignity. All this entails indirect
272
speech and the ongoing need for 'reading between the lines'.
In language, etymologies generally arise from empirical encounters vis-a-vis how
something is experienced. Thus, African languages easily lend themselves to
imagery and teachings are usually mediated through life-like stories or narratives.
269 Thus Nkhonjera, for instance, regards himself to be a 'spiritual visionary'. Ibid.
270





Interpreting these narratives requires the same skills as those associated with
communication above.
Africans also have rich proverbial traditions and a host of figurative genres. Indeed,
even early protagonists of Modern Missions in this regard recognised their affinities
with Semitic languages.274
The research data reveals aspects of these observations at several points. The
'concreteness' motifpermeates virtually all the topics raised in the data.
A.3.1. Concreteness and the People of God
As noted earlier, issues of ontology such as 'the reality ofGod,'275 'the creature-hood
of humanity,'276 'faith in God' and empirical issues such as 'the nature of the
challenges associated with this faith,' and 'the power of God operating through the
people ofGod'277 constitute evidence for continuity between Israel and the Christian.
Of course, in the Old Apostolic Church, their foundational narrative establishes their
continuity with Israel.278
Admittedly, all these arguments are rooted in a particular theological meta-narrative,
that of the biblical story. However, it is still noteworthy that none of the respondents
argues for continuity with Israel solely based on some abstract argument. They argue
based on phenomenological and empirically testable bases: what they experience and
do indicating who they understand themselves to be.
A.3.2. Concreteness in the Unity and Continuity of Scripture
As in the section above, a theological meta-narrative is the immediate basis for the
'arguments' for the unity and continuity of Scripture. The meta-narrative of the God











thus, any phenomenon. However, the level at which the matters of authority and
inspiration of Scripture are settled is phenomenological and empirical. This is the
ongoing phenomenological praxis between the Holy Spirit and the people of God.
A revealing God is the gnomic reality that permeates both the giving of Scripture and
several facets of revelation today. Even validation of Scripture lies in a living
experience. Its authority and spirituality lie in the stature and character of its giver
and precedes Scripture as text or any critical examination of it. All this betrays the
fact that there is a basic ontology behind any discussion of life-experience and its
artefacts: the 'spirituality of creation'.
God's revealing acts entail divine testimony and come with the presupposition that
God (and therefore the Scriptures as well) does not contradict himself.279 The same
meta-narrative makes the teachings of Scripture generic for the people ofGod in
every generation because there are no changes in God, Satan, the ontology of the
people of God, and their experiences under these scenarios.280 This is what makes the
experiences of the biblical people ofGod didactic for all subsequent generations of
the people of God.
The same meta-narrative finds human scholarly activity apart from God inadequate
for biblical hermeneutics. God as creator is prior in knowledge, wisdom, and power
to humanity. Human knowing is finite and can never approximate God's revealing
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acts. Finally, human beings, as those destined to be either under the dominion of
Satan or God, lack the epistemological capacity for independent testing ofGod's
revelation. Historical critical analysis of Scripture must be conducted in the context
of the Holy Spirit's revealing ministry.282
At this stage, we have come full circle to the starting point of the hermeneutics of the
respondents: their worldview and, within it, their epistemological constitution.
Spiritual reality and priority inform the unity and continuity of the Scriptures. They
understand that this meta-narrative reflects their cosmologies but insist that the
279
Chapter 4, A.2, pp. 85-86.
280 Ibid., 83-85.
281 This seems to be Paul's argument in his contrast between i[»uxlko<; avBpooiroc; and o TrveupcmKog in 1
Cor 2:14-15.
282
Mbewe, Chikamata and Millar Phiri, pp. 93-95.
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cosmological similarity should be regarded as a resource for biblical hermeneutics,
not an impediment.
A.3.3. Concreteness in the Immanence of God
At the risk of repetitiveness, we note that the concrete phenomenological praxis of
the Holy Spirit among God's people is the basis for Christian thought and practice in
the data. This is what is thrashed out in 'Extending Scripture,' 'Multitude of
Witnesses,' 'Incarnating Scripture,' 'and 'Divine Effect.' Therefore, from the
perspective of 'concreteness,' we will treat all these aspects under 'Immanence of
God.'
Simply put, concreteness in immanence is the consciousness and experience of living
in the midst of and at the discretion of spiritual authorities.284 This consciousness and
experience leads to concrete ways of perceiving, approaching and doing particular
tasks.
A.3.3.a. Concreteness and Redemption
For Palula, volitional act that is based on inner sight and is effected by an act of the
will is at the centre of redemption. Christ merely 'simplified everything' but faith is
the same in both testaments.285
John Phiri identifies 'choice' in the light of'awareness of God's ways and of lostne-
ss' as the prerequisite for coming under the dominion of God. 'Choice' is a definite
286
'turning point' and leads to 'meeting the Lord' by faith and being 'changed'.
'Redemption' is synonymous with 'serving and worshipping God' and is not
9R7
different for Israel and the Christian believer. In the Old Apostolic Church
283 Makukula, pp. 87 and 111-112; and Kakoma, p. 88.
284 Thus, Palula insisted that we acknowledge God's presence before proceeding with the interview.
Palula, "Excursus III," p. 6.
285 P. 89.




tradition, redemption is the equivalent of God having a stake in a person's life which
9RR
entails 'having power' over you.
'Choice' is illustrated in the testimony of the congregant who 'chose God' (coming
to church) over the services of a witchdoctor.289 It is also implied in the
characterisation of'seducing spirits' as spiritual beings who essentially come to
'entice' the people of God with promises of selfish and earthly profit in order to
bring them under Satan's dominion.29
A.3.3.b. Concreteness and Revelation
The data reveals different aspects of concrete interaction between a person and spirit
beings. Given that all the respondents identified themselves as those belonging to the
dominion ofGod, most of the interaction relates to ways in which God reveals his
counsels and himself to his people. However, there are implicit references to
revelations involving people out with the dominion of God and we discuss these first.
A.3.3.b.i. Concreteness and Revelation outside the Dominion ofGod
There is consensus in the data that Satan and his host stand behind prescriptions
from witchdoctors. This is because witchdoctors depend on revelations from spiritual
authorities other than God for their cures. In this regard, they stand in exactly the
same place under the dominion of Satan as their counterparts under the dominion of
God.
Thus, when Christians consult witchdoctors when faced with a crisis, it is viewed as
anomalous with their profession of faith in God.291 Carrying charms or amulets
9Q9
inhibits redemption because it shows a contradiction of loyalties. Seeking the
assistance of a herbalist when sick is the equivalent of paying heed to seducing
288 Phiri, "Excursus XII," p. 6.
289 P. 88.




Mbewe, "Excursus XV," p. 6.
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spirits and exposing yourself to the power of the witchdoctor and of ungodliness. It is
in essence bowing down to spirits.293 The mutually exclusive nature of these spiritual
domains is evident when "those who do not belong to [God's] household" cannot
stand the company of God's people presumably because they are demon-
possessed.294
A.3.3.b.ii. Concreteness and Revelation in Receiving God's Messages
As earlier pointed out, the data revealed that preaching is essentially passing on
revelation to the congregation. Within the meta-narrative of the lordship of the God
of the Bible, therefore, the centre of epistemological activity is the phenomenon of
spiritual rapport between the preacher and God.
Through the same phenomenon in conjunction with the Scriptures, preachers 'access'
divine messages for the people. This 'presence' can only be lost when the children of
God succumb to the seductions of Satan and his host.
The phenomenon yields several types of revelation. They include discerning the
spiritual needs of the people, texts of Scripture and their hermeneutic in specific
circumstances (which may include interpretations 'beyond' historical critical
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ones), and understanding the Scriptures in their historical critical sense. The
phenomenon is also the context for 'impact' in the proto-receiver that adumbrates the
9Q8
'impact' it will accomplish in the congregation.
A.3.3.b.Hi. Concreteness and Revelation in Delivering God's Messages
Within the meta-narrative of the lordship of the God of the Bible, messages are
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power to 'impact' the hearers. Proclamation expands the audience of
phenomenological praxis in the sermon event from preacher and God in the
preparation processes to preacher, congregation and God with the proviso that God
may yet break out in fresh ways.
Correlation of respondent with Christian tradition shows that the phenomenon
above299 is largely that of preachers belonging to Pentecostal and Charismatic
traditions. However, the data also contains responses that reflect the concepts of
'preacher as messenger,' 'sermon as phenomenological event under the dominion of
God' and 'impact as measure of fidelity' from respondents belonging to other
Christian traditions.
John Phiri300 equates serving God with escaping the default human condition of
bondage to Satan.301 He views redemption to be a consequence of human 'choice' in
the light of 'conviction' or 'impact', the revelation of God and of Satan. He
understands hermeneutics as essentially revisiting the record of the spiritual
experiences of the people of God in the Scriptures to glean insights for contemporary
living.303 His prayer request demonstrates awareness that God is lord over the sermon
event.304
Dickson Banda305 understands God to be present in a supplementary capacity, both
during and after the sermon, to his efforts at communicating God's Word. We noted
how this betrayed the possibility ofmessenger failure in delivering God's
message.306
For Millar Phiri,307 failure to understand some aspect of a text was a consequence of
not assigning time to prayer for the Holy Spirit to show him the meaning of the texts.
299
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304 Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 1.
305 He is an elder in the United Church of Zambia.
306 p qi
307 He is a cleric of the Independent Baptist Church.
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In his opening prayer, he appealed to God to communicate what He had prepared for
his people for that day.308
A.3.4. Concreteness in Communication
Communication, perhaps more than any other activity in the data, brings together the
philosophical and cultural-specific aspects of the African's epistemological
constitution to bear on the task ofbiblical hermeneutics and homiletics.
There was broad consensus among the respondents that comprehension was the goal
of homiletics. Both those who rooted understanding of meanings in the biblical texts
in the revealing activities of the Holy Spirit309 and those who rooted it largely in the
efforts of the preacher's studious and meticulous analysis of texts310 identify 'impact'
in various ways to be the goal of preaching.
Even those who do not explicitly advocate this starting point evidence it in their
understanding that re-visiting the spiritual experiences ofbiblical characters and
other phenomenological praxes between God and humanity instructs their
congregations concerning their spiritual lives under God.311 The goal of hermeneutics
of 'reflection' and 'empathy' is unveiling the unchanging counsels of God in the
texts for the guidance of the contemporary pilgrim and, as such, they are forms of re-
heeding' God's revelation for current use.
We noted that African languages display movement from the generic to the
specific,312 overwhelmingly display preference for imagery, the figurative and the
poetical all which lend themselves to concreteness,313 and that they form their
308 P. 95.
309 These are largely those respondents who belong to Pentecostal and Charismatic Christian traditions
e.g. Kakoma, S. L. Mbewe, Nkhonjera and Mackwell Nyirenda.
310 These are largely those who belong to Reformed Christian traditions e.g. Sakala, John Phiri and
Mujumira. However, these classifications are not rigid. Mang'ombe Tembo comes from a Charismatic
breakaway movement from the Reformed Church of Zambia but still advocates strict historical critical
reading of biblical texts (pp. 98-99). Millar belongs to a Reformed Baptist tradition, but roots his
biblical hermeneutics in the revealing activity of the Holy Spirit (p. 95).
311
E.g. Charlton Phiri (pp. 101-102), or Palula (pp. 82-83).
312




vocables from the root of the verb.314 The data reveals aspects of these features at
various points.
A.3.4.a. Concreteness in Language and Idiom
For several respondents, prioritizing comprehension entailed speaking in the
vernacular languages or, for those not native to the areas or not fluent in the local
languages, attempting to do so. In two cases,315 Bemba, the language of the Bemba
people ofNorthern Province but also widely spoken in Luapula and Copperbelt
Provinces, was the language of the homilies. This appears to have been for two
reasons.
First, Bemba was the language the two respondents knew best. Second, Bemba is
widely associated with the United Church of Zambia and Christians in this tradition
are largely familiar with the language.316 However, we focus on the concreteness of
expression as opposed to the specific languages used although, where the goal is
comprehension, the two could be related.
"5 1 n
In recounting the 'parable of the foolish rich man,' Godwin Nkonde recasts the
internal thought processes of the rich man318 in Bemba idiom. The thoughts are not
depicted as 'reasoning to himself (NASB) but the input of'something' or
'someone', suggesting some thoughts to him.319 His goal was to recreate the thought
processes that must have gone on in the rich man's mind, itself a demonstration of
the 'hermeneutic of empathy' in operation. However, in Bemba expression, it is
usual to express thoughts that present themselves to the mind in grammatical terms
T90
that suggest an instigating subject.
314 Ibid., 57.
315 Godwin Nkonde and David Mujumira.
316 Cf. Appendices I and II.
317 Luke 12:16-21. 'Parable of the foolish rich man', according to the Nyanja translation of the Bible
read during this service."
318 Luke 12:17-19.
319 Godwin Nkonde, "Excursus IX: 'Bukangalila.' A Homily Delivered at St. Paul's United Church of
Zambia, Katete, 28 July 2003," Sermon and Interview, p. 2-3, Katete, Zambia.
320 Ibid., p. 8-9.
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Here, then, Bemba language demonstrates preference for the imagery of narrative
and thus concreteness over basic statement of fact. Philosophical aspects and
cultural-specific aspects, in this case language, merge in aid of comprehension. We
encounter the same phenomenon in Mbewe's exposition of the parable of the
Prodigal Son that includes an elaborate re-creation of the internal thought processes
and behaviour of the elder son.321
Chisenga interprets "Praise," perhaps as an exposition of "Bless," in terms of its
manifestation in Zambian cultures, particularly where the praised is a dignitary such
as a chief or a senior government official. Therefore, praise includes song, dance,
ululating, the giving of gifts and the like. It is definitely not passive or silent but
323 324manifests in audible ways accompanied by action, for praise "must be visible."
This represents a reading of Scripture through African eyes. However, his
expectation appears to be that meanings develop from the generic to the particular. If
so, we have the rationale for the way he assumes the broadest possible semantic
ranges for 'praise,' 'healing,' and the like according to his African understanding of
language.
Elsewhere, he substitutes an abstract word for a concrete one and a foreign (hence
abstract) analogy for a local one. Therefore, "the church in God's perspective" is
changed to "the church in God's eyes" and "as white as snow" is substituted with "as
-39 c
white as cotton".
The data also contains several instances where the respondents' propensity for
imagery and the figurative in interpreting texts and the premise of a shared body of
knowledge that only needs a link to reference it manifest themselves.
Palula regards the parable of the prodigal son326 as representing the message of Grace
in Christ through typological and symbolic reading. He even reads typologically the
fact that he tended pigs ("not chicken or goat or cattle"), an accursed animal
321
Mbewe, "Excursus XXI," p. 18-19.
322 Ps 103:1.
323
Chisenga, "Excursus II," p. 10-12.
324
Ibid., p. 12. Cf. p. 109.
325
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. land Chisenga, "Excursus II," p. 3., respectively.
326 Luke 15:11-32.
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according to Levitical law. Therefore, tending pigs, "that very detail," symbolizes
sins, the sinful lifestyle of the son.327
We see, then, that the mere mention of 'pigs' is understood to evoke the entire
perception of pigs in Levitical law. For him, such referencing is evident, hence
supported, in another incident involving Jesus where evil spirits specifically asked
for permission to enter a herd of pigs that then drowned.
Elsewhere, Israel's bondage in Egypt329 typifies life in sin. The exodus typifies
redemption from a life of bondage to sin to life under the rule of God. As such, when
God warned Israel against enthroning a foreigner as king over them, and against
returning to Egypt, he was also warning the contemporary believer against reverting
•5 "3f\
to lives of sin. John Phiri endorses the typology that makes the bondage of Israel
in Egypt a reference to humanity's sinfulness and the exodus an adumbration of
redemption in Christ.331
For Kakoma, the parable of the prodigal son typifies the relationships between God
the Father, the Christian who is aware of the father's love (the younger brother) and
the Christian who is not aware of the father's love (the elder brother).332 S. L. Mbewe
interprets the same parable as an allegory where the father is a type of God, the older
brother a type of the self-centred Christian and the younger brother a type of an
unbeliever.333
Charlton Phiri understands 'donkeys' in terms of local perception of the species as
'foolish', 'slow to understand'. Therefore, Abraham hid the real reason for taking
Isaac up Mount Moriah from his servants and left them with the donkeys because
they were 'foolish' and would not understand God's command.334 Apparently, the
mention of'donkeys' generates this interpretation.335
327
Palula, "Excursus III," p. 9. Cf. Lev 11:7; Deut 14:3, 8.
328
Ibid., p. 9. Cf. Luke 8:26-32.
329 Exod 1-15.
330
Palula, "Excursus III," p. 4.





335 Ibid. Cf. note 128.
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In all the cases above, there is no mistaking the propensity for assigning figurative
meanings, arguably out with historical critical warrant.
Yesaya Banda not only reads his text through his epistemological framework but
also through his socio-cultural realities. He applies meanings from his context to the
text.336 His practice appears to be influenced by the 'familiarity' of the world of the
text to him.
A.3.4.b. Concreteness in Cultural-Specific Communication
The data demonstrates the epistemological tendencies associated with Africans in the
tools used for communication. It is also evident in the way some respondents treat
elements of the biblical text that they consider based on conceptual principles that are
not unlike theirs.
In the first sense, there is a proliferation of repetitive modes of argumentation,
figures of speech, use of the question, metaphors and even parables. The practice of
amassing textual witnesses in support of a teaching is also very prevalent. This
337
practice is replicated in local Chewa traditional court procedures.
A question or an exclamation, usually at the end of a statement, is a rhetorical device
for drawing attention to an important point and ensuring the participation of the
congregation.338 Rhetorical questions whose answers complete the preacher's points
339
are also used to draw the congregation into the construction of points. The
question, then, is a socio-cultural device for engaging the congregation and inviting it
into the evolution of the sermon.
336 P. 111.
337 P. 107.
338 For example, there is a prevalence of the refrain, "mwamvetsetsa?" ("Do you follow?") and its
cognates, the use of "Amen?", and various other interrogative expressions intended to elicit an
affirmative answer in Kanyemba's sermon. Kanyemba, "Excursus I." For Chisenga, "Amen?",
"Hallelujah!" and "Are we together?" fulfil this function. Chisenga, "Excursus IF'; "Excursus XVIII."
For Charlton Phiri, it is "Are you getting the point?" Phiri, "Excursus XX."
339 For example, S. L. Mbewe explicitly demands that the congregation participates in the sermon by
supplying answers to largely rhetorical questions. Mbewe, "Excursus VII." For L. Phiri, the entire
sermon is an exercise in interactive discourse with the congregation where the latter collectively
answer questions aimed at creating a particular understanding. Phiri, "Excursus XII."
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The data shows the use of figures of speech and metaphors in communication at
various points. Two sermons will suffice to demonstrate the variety and extent to
which communication is mediated through figures ofspeech.
In her rather short homily, Kanyemba Phiri employs several figures of speech to
encourage women in church to aspire to greater spirituality and godliness. She
conveys the exclusiveness and distinctiveness of serving God or Satan using the
metaphors of the colours 'white' or 'black' respectively.340 She conveys spiritual
progress using the analogy of running. Actual comparison of race times employs
hyperbole: "If you were running at 10 kilometres per hour, then everyday you
exercise, in a week's time you will be running at 100 kilometres [per hour]."341
External demeanour, the shine of shoes, evidences godliness and a "clean mind"342
evidencing the point that Africans have a predisposition to think holistically and to
subsume abstract issues in visible phenomena or state as a feature of concreteness. A
blunt pencil is an analogy for obtuse speech, such as gossip, in the Christian.343
She refers to lack of numerical growth of the congregation in Katete since its
inception using the metaphor from agriculture, planting expired seed (as opposed to
"quality declared seed").344 She also uses the analogy of a malnourished child, again
using hyperbole: "If you have a child at home, six years old, but that child can't even
walk, as a parent, how do you feel?"345
She contrasts godliness with ungodliness using the metaphors of a full tin and an
empty tin and the sounds they produce when beaten. The tins are Christians. A full
tin "represents Jesus" or "works".346 Finally, she communicates the relationship
between investment and spiritual fruit using the analogy of gardening tomatoes,
again in hyperbolic terms.347






Ibid., p. 3. It is worth noting that Kanyemba Phiri is a technical officer with a local cotton company
and she regularly oversees the lending of farm inputs, including certified or 'quality declared' seed, to
cotton farmers.
345 Ibid., p. 3.
346 Ibid.
347 Ibid., p. 4.
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Kanyemba says she taught using so many figures of speech and illustrations because
of the composition of the congregation. She would use different methods of
pedagogy were she addressing a congregation largely made up of people with high
levels of formal education and high standing in society.348
Chisenga's second sermon is an address to lay church leaders participating in a Bible
College Program. In composition, it is the sort of congregation that Kanyemba above
suggests would require a more direct approach in communication.349 However,
Chisenga's methods of pedagogy are not different from Kanyemba's.
His interprets Rev 2:1-7 through safeguards and filters arising from personal
experience with malicious letters (as opposed to the historical and grammatical
background of the text).350 This generates rather esoteric meanings. For example, a
persecuted John, presumably wont to doubt the resurrection and continuing presence
351of Jesus Christ, needed the assurance of 'personal contact' from Jesus. Therefore,
"Do not be afraid; I am the first and the last, and the living One; and I was dead, and
behold, I am alive forevermore, and I have the keys of death and of Hades,"352
provides such contact and settles the issues of'authority' and 'identity'.353 "Write
therefore the things which you have seen, and the things which are, and things which
shall take place after these things"354 becomes the 'purpose' of the letter.355
The churches in the first 'two or three chapters' are symbolic of Christians in every
age.356 "Things which you have seen, and things which are, and things which shall
take place after these things" refers to the circumstances of the church in every
3 S7
generation, as also the words of commendation and rebuke. The text is gnomic and
348
Ibid., p. 7.
349 He actually explicitly makes this very point at the onset of his sermon: "And because it appears
that most of you are students, I want to be...more scholarly, so that it can be like you are still learning
Bible Interpretation." Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 1.
350 Ibid., p. 6-7.
351 Ibid., p. 7-8.
352 Rev 1:17-8. NASB.
353
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 2.
354 Rev 1:19. NASB.
355
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 2.
356 Ibid.
357
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 12.
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Chisenga uses it to address various things that are commendable or otherwise in his
congregation, 'in God' eyes.'358
-i cq
He explains "You have left your first love" using analogies from his marriage with
hyperbolic accompaniments.360 Other analogies (with hyperbole) follow in the same
vein: decline in the discipline of fasting, bringing people to Christ and memorizing
texts of Scripture.361
Chisenga admits that he resorted to hyperbole and other figurative communication so
much because 'it made things easier to understand'. He learned this skill from his
362
upbringing, not his Homiletics lectures in theological college.
The data reveals the use of figurative devices on a grander scale than that
demonstrated above.
Millar Phiri's homily is crafted around a hypothetical nthano, literally 'parable,'
specifically created for the message at hand. Here, representation and symbolism are
applied on a larger scale and essentially carry the message. Understanding the
correspondences between the parable and what its constituent parts represent is
understanding the message.
He, too, thinks using such devices, "helps the people to understand the message
quicker"363 than explaining the meanings of the biblical text. It has more impact to
point out, "The fish was stubborn to the message that the rat was giving it" than to
tell the people to their faces, "You are stubborn."364
'Impact' here is equated with 'people paying attention'. The rationale appears to be,
in part, that confronting people through analogies or parables creates some distance
between the speaker and the subject. This euphemistic element is important in
societies where the individual's identity is in the group identity and preserving the
358 Ibid., p. 3.
359 Rev 2:4. NASB.
360
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 4.
361
Chisenga, "Excursus XVIII," p. 4.
362 Ibid., p. 14-15.
363 Phiri, "Excursus XIV," p. 10.
364 Ibid., p. 10-11.
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dignity of the other in public is of paramount importance.365 For example, the genre
enables the preacher to confront people without being offensive.
Perceptions that biblical material is based on similar conceptual principles with
African forms of discourse abound in the data.
For S. L. Mbewe, Paul's allusion to the length of his letter is based on the premise
that a long letter enhances the chances of comprehension for readers. He also
interprets Paul's allusion to writing the letter with his own hand as based on the
premise that authority figures become personally involved when important issues are
at stake. Finally, he interprets Paul's use of several illustrations to argue that faith has
priority over observance of the Law as demonstrating that Scripture supports the
teaching extensively and therefore based on the premise that many witnesses
establish a matter.366
Chisenga attributes the practice of re-stating a teaching using several illustrations to
his culture.367 Finally, David Mujumira considers citing biblical texts as adding
1/TO
authority to what the preacher is saying.
The practices and thought processes above demonstrate that communication was
mediated through the respondents' epistemological constitution. They also
demonstrate that the respondents presume that the biblical material corresponds with
the forms and nature ofAfrican discourse.
B. Other Possible Causes for the Epistemology in the Research
Data
Given the disparate nature of the respondents with respect to Christian traditions,
theological training and ministerial positions, we may expect that there is more to
their hermeneutics and homiletics than epistemological constitution. Below we
explore the evidence in the data for other possible causes.
365






B.1. Theological Training and Tradition
The data evidences theological presuppositions, hermeneutical approaches and even
theories of homiletics that respondents learned in theological schools or that they
hold as part of the doctrines of their Christian tradition.369 We consider this evidence
as it relates to theological presuppositions, hermeneutical practice and homiletical
practice.
B.1.1. Theological Presuppositions Attributable to Training and
Christian Tradition
T70
Palula lacks any formal theological training. It is likely that his theological acumen
stems from a combination of personal study and supplementary Seventh Day
Adventist instruction for lay leaders. His impressive grasp ofOld Testament
narratives and the way he interprets a New Testament text through a series of Old
Testament narratives suggest deliberate instruction. His confession that
understanding the Old Testament is foundational to a deep understanding of
Scripture also implies instruction.371
For example, in "God's Mercy is Everlasting," he expounds on God's mercy in
Rom 8:31-33 by recounting a series of Old Testament narratives that exemplify its
operation and reality.373 He buttresses these demonstrations ofGod's mercy with
citations of narratives and other texts that summon the people to respond favourably
to God's mercy.374 In case there is any doubt that this mercy is available to this
congregation, he follows every citation with, "So it is with us,"375 or words to that
effect.
369 Cf. Appendix II.
370 Cf. Appendix II.
371
Palula, "Excursus III," p. 10-11.
372
Palula, "Excursus III."
373 Gen 6:6-8 (His dealings with Noah in the flood narrative); 1 Sam 15:1-2, 11-22. Cf. 1 Sam 8:11-17
(Israel's insistence on a king and the Saul narratives); and Deut 17:14-20 (God's foresight concerning
kingship in Israel).
374 Rev 2:1-6; Phil 2:9; and Isa 1:18-19.
375 "Nchimodzi modzi," lit. "Likewise [with us]."
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John Phiri's sweeping theological perspective that the Scriptures in their entirety are
the story of human beings struggling with serving the living God betrays his training
in theology. It is a feature of the synoptic and systematizing tendencies in
Reformed theology that the Bible in its entirety is understood to validate theological
positions, in this case, the doctrine of sin.
The same applies to his awareness that the Scriptures were occasional and historical
in their giving and that the advent of Christ affected the worship of God in ways that
often required discontinuities in practice. Reformed theology generally adheres to the
progressive nature of revelation in the Bible. Therefore, his training must be
responsible for the way he treats aspects of the Old Testament as typology and
T77
fulfilled in Christ and discontinuous with current Christian practice.
It is certainly the case that the Old Apostolic Church owes its hermeneutic to its
founding narrative, itself a theological grand narrative that is passed on as prior to
any aspect of their faith and practice.378
B.1.2. Hermeneutical Practices Attributable to Training and Christian
Tradition
We may expect that training and tradition that inform a respondent's theological
positions inform his or her hermeneutical practices. The grounded nature of this
research does not permit us to extrapolate generalisations. However, the influence of
Christian tradition on philosophy of hermeneutics and homiletics is evident, even in a
sample this size, when some statistics are noted.
Out of twenty-one respondents, the seven who explicitly credit the Holy Spirit for
their hermeneutics and homiletics come from Pentecostal or Charismatic Christian
T7Q
traditions. Given the centrality of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in these traditions,
the question needs to be raised whether their extensive pneumatic hermeneutics and





379 These include Nkhonjera (pp. 87, 97, and 101), Simon Chikamata (p. 94), S. L. Mbewe (pp. 93, 95
and 103-105), J. Kakoma (pp. 97, 103 and 110), Khetson Mbewe (p. 95), Boyd Makukula (pp. 96 and
111) and Mackwell Nyirenda (pp. 96 and 106).
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homiletics are more the result of their Christian traditions than they are of
epistemological constitution.
However, contrary evidence in the data complicates this seemingly straightforward
deduction. Among those who are clearly Charismatic, the three that discuss their
philosophies of hermeneutics and homiletics extensively scarcely mention the Holy
Spirit. On the other hand, two respondents from Reformed Christian traditions
TOfJ
explicitly allude to the Holy Spirit in relation to their hermeneutics and homiletics.
This suggests that pneumatic hermeneutics and homiletics are not exclusive to
respondents from Pentecostal and Charismatic Christian traditions. However, it may
also mean that the ratio of those who explicitly advocate pneumatic hermeneutics
and homiletics and who belong to Pentecostal and Charismatic Christian traditions is
high because these traditions resonate more with their epistemological constitution, a
point which at least two of the respondents admit.381
This point is supported by suggestions within the data that movement in biblical
hermeneutical methodologies in this part of the world appears to be from historical
critical and other study-based approaches to pneumatic ones. For example, Millar
Phiri382 and Dickson Banda383 invoke the Holy Spirit as part of their hermeneutic
contrary to regular practice in their Reformed traditions. In addition, Charlton Phiri,
an affiliate of a charismatic breakaway movement,384 is given a platform in a non-
Pentecostal or Charismatic congregation.385 The very fact that BIGOCA has emerged
out of the Reformed Church of Zambia and flourished, suggests a general shift
towards pneumatic practices in the nation.
Theological training appears to have influenced the hermeneutics of some
respondents. This is demonstrably the case with respect to at least three respondents.
L. Sakala prefers expository preaching to topical preaching because of tendencies in
the latter to compromise the historical critical meanings ofbiblical texts thereby
380 These are Dickson Banda (p. 97) and Millar Phiri (p. 95).
381 See Boyd Makukula (pp. 87 and 111) and J. Kakoma (pp. 88 and 110).
382
Independent Baptist.
383 United Church ofZambia.
384 BIGOCA.
385 The Pilgrim Wesleyan Church in Zambia and this congregation in particular, has been a bastion of
Reformed theology for a long time.
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reflecting his formal theological training.386 His commitments to the theological
unity and integrity of Scripture lead him to the principle that Scripture must be
interpreted in the context of the whole Bible in the light of his understanding of 2
Tim 3:16. He sees no contradiction between this position, his commitment to
expository preaching and the uses of cross-references in that he sees the theological
too
unity of Scripture to be in its historical critical meanings.
The fact that his preference is based on borrowed epistemological assumptions is
evidenced by his struggle to communicate the concept of conversion to his
vernacular audience. Therefore, "if you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord, and
toq
believe in your heart that God raised Him from the dead, you shall be saved"
generates an abstract semantic struggle to communicate the term 'confess.' He
credits his proselytiser with the idea that salvation in Christ is attained by asking
Christ to 'come into your heart'.390 Meanwhile, he is aware that local Chewa culture
(of which he is a part), as also "biblical culture", does not have a problem with
391
demonstrating the validity of a matter by marshalling together multiple witnesses.
The same tension is evident in the hermeneutics of Simon Chikamata. On the one
hand, he argues that historical critical meanings are important since they ought to
392delineate the parameters of meaning available to the preacher from a given text. In
practice however, he applies texts in ways that border on allegorism and often bear
no resemblance at all to their historical critical meanings.
His exegetical philosophy that the pastoral situation, not the text, is the starting point
in hermeneutics is partly responsible for this. Scripture is only to be resorted to in
search of resource texts whose historical critical meanings approximate the message
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college training is at odds with his philosophy of hermeneutics. He acknowledges the
former in theory but operates within the boundaries ofmeaning set by the latter.
Redson Chisenga attributes his tendency to cite many texts of Scripture in support of
a teaching to his theological training, allowing Scripture to interpret Scripture.
However, he is also aware that this mirrors African practice. His tendency to
depart from historical critical meanings396 suggests that African practice influences
his hermeneutics more than his theological training.
B.2. Priority of Audience
Priority of audience is an a priori commitment and thus may be construed as a
theological presupposition. However, since it is as much concerned with relevance as
it is with theological understanding, we treat it separately.
All the respondents that were asked to identify the goal of their preaching indicated
benefiting their audiences.397 There is no doubt that this goal influenced their
hermeneutics and homiletics. We may classify such influence using two categories:
in relation to substantive meanings of texts (hermeneutics) and in relation to
communication only (homiletics).
The second category targets comprehension and exploits the epistemological
constitution of the audience to achieve this aim without using the constitution for
understanding biblical texts.398 We will concentrate, therefore, on the first category
because it supplies a different basis for ascribing meanings to biblical texts from
those already covered above.
'Priority of audience' means that the need to interpret biblical texts for the spiritual




397 This issue did not always arise just because different sermons invited different lines of questioning.
However, for the majority, 13 of the 21, the priority of their audiences in one way or another arose.
398 Cf. 'Concreteness in Communication,' section A.3.4, pp. 130-138.
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critical meanings. When the latter happens, 'priority of audience' becomes an
exegetical tool and a hermeneutical issue.
S. L. Mbewe argues that biblical texts are the primary resource for appropriating the
Word of God. On the one hand, this necessitates very close reading of the texts
through a 'hermeneutic of reflection' and even 'empathy' in order to access the
spiritual dynamics that were at play at their giving. However, this is done in the
context of the Spirit of God supplying interpretations that are relevant for current
audiences and are not limited to historical critical meanings.399
Charlton Phiri closely mirrors Mbewe. He also sees the biblical texts as the primary
resource for appropriating the Word of God and holds that the Holy Spirit's revealing
activities in readers, in addition to their faith experiences, help them to enter into the
spiritual experiences recorded in the Scriptures more fully, at times, even beyond
what historical critical readings would reveal.400
However, whereas Mbewe sees this revealing activity as able to generate
interpretations from texts that differ from day to day and occasion to occasion, Phiri
merely sees it as able to reveal more fully the spiritual realities at play in the texts. In
practice and in both cases, the Spirit's revealing work supplements historical critical
meanings in aid of spiritual relevance for contemporary audiences.
Kakoma also employs close reading under the tutelage of the Holy Spirit in order to
enter more fully into the spiritual dynamics of the texts. He also considers the
spiritual benefit of the audience as the aim of preaching. He specifically argues that
the revealing immanence of the Holy Spirit is the praxis for bringing out the
spirituality of the biblical texts to subsequent audiences.401
For Nkhonjera, the 'Rhema' parallels interpretations received from the revealing
work of the Holy Spirit and the 'Logos' is Scripture.402 However, his elucidation of
the 'Logos' hardly suggests serious engagement with the historical critical meanings
of the biblical texts.
399







'Priority of audience' for Simon Chikamata means that his rigorous commitment to
historical critical exegesis is merely for yielding biblical concepts. The gist of his
preaching entailed allowing the 'Holy Spirit' to nuance these concepts in such ways
that they met the spiritual needs of the people regardless of their relationships to
historical critical meanings.403
Among non-Pentecostal or charismatic respondents, David Mujumira understands
the context and epistemological constitution of the audience to be an integral part of
the exegetical task in a curious process that combines 'seeing' and 'making relevant.'
He eschews separating relevance and impact from exegesis and regards this approach
critical to establishing faith as the basis for thought and action in people.404
John Phiri recognizes the historical and occasional nature of the Scriptures. In
addition, he regards the advent of Christ as affecting the worship of God in ways that
entail discontinuity of some practices within the Bible.405 Consequently, his idea of
hermeneutics amounts to the 'spiritual cannibalisation' of the experiences of the
people of God in the Scriptures for the benefit of contemporary pilgrims 406 This may
require ascribing meanings to texts from our contexts, an allegorizing of sorts.407
B.3. Uncritical Reading through Reader's Epistemology
The data reveals examples of readings that do not engage the historical-critical
meanings of biblical texts, likely a consequence of assumed similarities in
epistemological constitution and socio-cultural realities between local contexts and
the Bible.408 We mention them again here because they represent the third basis for
substantive perceptions of the biblical material in the data. They prove the hypothesis
that there are similarities in epistemological constitution and socio-cultural realities





406 Phiri, "Excursus XIX," p. 13-14.
407 Ibid., p. 14.
408 Cf. 'Incarnating Scripture', B.4, pp. 109-113.
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The following is a summary of the worldview and epistemology in the Zambian
research data.
The epistemology in the data stems from a holistic worldview in which spirit beings
and human beings share the same space and the former participate in the experiences
of the latter. It is also built on the foundation of experience characterised as
'concreteness'.
At the ontological level, the experience of being human binds all humanity together
as one species, therefore one society. God created all human beings. The distinction
within humanity is between those who are under the dominion ofGod and those who
are under the dominion of Satan. God's dominion includes the Holy Spirit who is
sometimes used synonymously of him. Satan's dominion includes his vice-regents
variously called demons and seducing spirits in description of their antagonistic
activities towards the 'people of God'. God is sovereign over both Satan and man.
He is also superior to both in wisdom, knowledge and power. However, subjection to
Satan is the default scenario of humanity while subjection to God is by choice.
The spiritual experiences of the 'people of God' are built on the expectation that God
actively engages his people. Such engagement includes 'revelation'. This expectation
precedes and justifies both the doctrine that Scripture is revelation to past generations
of the 'people of God' and the fact that current generations continue to receive
revelation from God. As written revelation, Scripture possesses attributes related to
God's revealing acts such as 'inspiration' and 'authority'. It is thus, continuous with
and a yardstick for ongoing revelations in the praxis of God relating with his people.
As such, biblical exegesis is the exposition of past revelation in the context of present
revelation for the benefit of 'the people of God' today. For this reason, the people's
epistemological framework should be the modus operandi for the exposition of
Scripture. For this reason also, historical critical study outside the praxis of
revelation is inadequate for interpreting Scripture.
Present revelation also includes supernatural knowledge of needs, circumstances,
spiritual witness to the authenticity ofpurported divine communication and
consciousness of God's presence. Salvation is a state attained in response to
revelation as divine invitation to come under his dominion. This state, also known as
'serving God' or 'worshipping God' is the same for all generations of the 'people of
God'. Satan and his host have their own interaction with those under their dominion,
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including revelation. The participation of spirit beings in human experience is very
extensive to the point of influencing thought and volition.
Community is at the levels of shared identity and experience. The 'people ofGod'
have their relationship with God in common in all generations. Local chapters of the
'people of God', congregations, are structured according to function. Preachers are
God's messengers, prophets or 'seers' in relation to the messages they receive from
God to convey to the people.
Within community, the collective weight of the testimony ofmany validates a
matter. This principle is extended to the way Scripture testifies to a teaching. A
teaching that is supported by many texts demonstrates its authenticity. Similarly,
there is proliferation of repeated cycles of arguments. For example, a long letter
multiplies opportunities for establishing arguments from different perspectives and
testimonies.
Generic concepts attain particularity in applications. In addition, the respondents
interpret the biblical texts from the presupposition that imagery and figurative
language permeate them. Perceived biblical typology and symbolism do not
designate consistent meanings from preacher to preacher. The meanings only need to
be those supplied by the Holy Spirit in a particular application of the text.
Imagery also permeates the language of communication. Such devices include
figures of speech, metaphor, parable and story. In addition, concreteness or
phenomenological presentation permeates the language of communication.
The biblical material is presumed to communicate indirectly and is interpreted as
such. For instance, writing a letter by one's own hand enhances its 'force'. In
addition, the respondents employ indirect communication tools. For instance,
external demeanour evidences inner states.
Communication tools that require the participation of the hearer abound. For
example, the question and exclamation point are versatile tools for such variegated
uses as emphasizing a point, ensuring the attentiveness of the congregation and
drawing the participation of the congregants into the evolution of the message.
Finally, the data intimates other possibilities for its epistemology. These include
theological presuppositions and hermeneutical and homiletical theories that either are
learned in theological colleges or are part of certain Christian traditions. However,
these possibilities do not seem to affect epistemology significantly.
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Others make 'priority of audience' an exegetical tool. Respondents in this category
are the ones most likely to embrace new meanings for texts. A final category is those
who ascribe local meanings to biblical texts simply because the language and culture
in the texts strike a familiar cord in the local context.
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Chapter 6: Select Intra-biblical Appropriations and Re-
Appropriations of the Exodus Event
Background to Intra-biblical Appropriations and Re-appropriations
Introduction
The Exodus from Egypt is a foundational event in ancient Israelite religion,
according to some, one of two (with the revelation of the law at Sinai) decisive
themes for both Judaism and Christianity.1 This makes the Exodus event a suitable
candidate for exploring intra-biblical appropriations and re-appropriations of a
tradition. We assume the Exodus narrative in BHS for the intra-biblical
appropriations and re-appropriations and constantly engage with it.
Since the advent of historical criticism, the matter of theological diversity within the
books of the Bible is well rehearsed. Positions on the subject range from those who
dispute claims of substantial diversity and contradiction to those who argue that
biblical texts were never intended to be parts of a homogenous monolith.
The former tend to explain any apparent contradictions in terms that do not encroach
on unity in substance. The latter often see the canonization process that spans the
period 200 BC to AD 200 as a deliberate act, initially on the part of Jewish exegetes,
to achieve coherence of the biblical texts. This process apparently involved
selective embrace ofworks and a midrashic instinct in the task of collecting and
-j
defining the Scriptures with a view to achieving historical and theological unity.
1 Judah Goldin, The Song at the Sea (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1971), ix. Cf. U.
Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book ofExodus, trans. Israel Abrahams (Jerusalem: The Magnes




Goldingay, Theological Diversity, 27.
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With respect to the Exodus, divergent positions persist among scholars. Some still
argue for its historicity.4 Others "consign [it] to the shadowy realm of folk tradition
into which critical historiography cannot penetrate."5
However, in the light of postmodern criticism that knowledge claims are related to
the presuppositions of the scholar, critical scholarship must declare its subjectivities.6
Further, the grounds on which it disputes the exegetical methods by which Jews and
Christians two millennia ago sought to vindicate the theological and historical unity
of the Bible must be reconsidered.
In the current atmosphere, the matter of evaluating the beliefs and convictions from
other social entities is complex. It includes consideration of the epistemological
conventions of the judges themselves, the bases on which they judge knowledge
claims from other conventions, whether knowledge is accessible across conventions,
and to what extent readers from one framework can transcend their enculturation to
access and evaluate knowledge in other epistemological frameworks.7
Such considerations must tone down the tendency in practitioners of historical
criticism to decry the 'lack of attention' that the literary tradition of the Bible pays to
the historical contexts of the traditions that it uses.8 Instead, it ought to expand its
inquiry into the reasons for the final form of the literary tradition beyond mere
redactor agendas, to the possibility of reception theory (or theories) that construe
appropriation of historical events and traditions differently from the expectations of
modern scholarship.
4
E.g. J. Bright, A History ofIsrael, 3 ed. (London: SCM Press, 1981), 118-125; and W. F. Albright,
Yahweh and the Gods ofCanaan: A Historical Analysis ofTwo Contrasting Faiths (New York:
Doubleday, 1968), 159-164. Cf. J. K. Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt: The Evidencefor the Authenticity of
the Exodus Tradition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).
5 Hendel: 602. E.g. J. M. Miller and J. H. Hayes, A History ofAncient Israel and Judah (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1986), 67-68, 78; J. A. Soggin, An Introduction to the History ofIsrael and Judah, 2 ed.
(London: SCM, 1993), 26-27, 108-139.
6 Far from relativising episteme, such disclosure acknowledges that its scholarly activities are
particular, compromised by its 'site of enunciation' and adheres to the 'imperative of hermeneutical
humility'. D. Batstone and others, "Introduction," in Liberation Theologies, Postmodernity and the
Americas, 2-3.
7 Cf. Barton, Reading the Old Testament, 26-28.
8 Cf. Childs, Exodus, 1-2.
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For instance, Mendenhall sees the absence of any references to Abraham and the
patriarchal complex in pre-monarchic sources as showing that they are unhistorical
and were introduced in the "vast changes in ideology that attended the transition
from a tribal federation to a centralised bureaucratic empire with decision-making
power concentrated in the hands of the head of the state".9 Absence of references to
Abraham in Yahwistic sources precludes his existence prior to Jacob because
Mendenhall is ascribing a comprehensiveness to the Yahwistic sources that
overlooks the selectively pragmatic nature of any memory or history.
In the next two chapters, we analyse the relationships between the Exodus, the
Exodus event and subsequent appropriations and re-appropriations. These analyses
will be the basis for delineating the epistemology underlying these relationships with
a view to determine any bearing it may have on the appropriations.
In focussing on the text without entirely overlooking the issues raised by historical
criticism, we follow the example of Cassuto, who sought primarily to explain the
existing text to the reader.10 We adopt this approach out of recognition of the value
of historical critical inquiry in biblical scholarship but also from frustration with the
speculative and inconclusive nature of attempts at reconstruction of historical
traditions and circumstances.11 Therefore, we will concentrate on the form and
structure of the material as found in the biblical literary tradition.
Critical scholarship of the Bible has moved on since Cassuto although the tensions
between approaches that 'fragment' texts to the detriment of synoptic perceptions
and those that defend their coherence continue. These developments are generally
driven by changes in the perception of the nature of the biblical texts and how to
interpret them.
An example are the 'schools' of the 1940s and 1950s. The Albright 'school' sought
to establish 'what had happened' using 'external evidence' and from a position of
9
George E. Mendenhall, "The Nature and Purpose of the Abraham Narratives," in Ancient Israelite
Religion. Essays in Honor ofFrankMoore Cross, ed. Jr. Patrick D. Miller, Paul D. Hanson, and S.
Dean McBride (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 338-339.
10 Israel Abrahams notes of Cassuto in the Introduction, "He resists with equal determination the
'vivisection' ofHigher Critics and the 'plastic surgery' of the apologists." Cassuto, vi.
11 Cf. Childs, Exodus, 246; Mendenhall, 337.
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confidence in the historicity of the texts. The Alt 'school' sought to explore the
traditions behind the texts through an analysis of the texts themselves. Cultic
'schools' sought to establish the cultic contexts of the texts, quite often against the
stated meanings of the texts as construals of later redaction(s). In all three cases,
reconstructing realities behind the texts is critical. In the case of the first two, this
was within the framework ofWellhausian Literarkritik, the documentary hypothesis.
12
The given text of the Hebrew Bible was hardly the subject of interpretation.
In reaction to approaches that undermine or ignore synchronic perceptions of
Scripture, the Biblical Theology Movement argued for a 'Hebrew mindset' as the
epistemological key for accessing the theological insights in the texts (as opposed to
'pure' historical research).13 Following largely effective criticism of this movement,
the canonical approach followed, identifying final form, the canon, as "the proper
place for engaging in theologically oriented exegesis".14 Its basic tenet is that "one
reflects on the text as it has been received and shaped", not as reconstructed.15
Literary approaches follow in the synchronic tradition, respecting the integrity of the
final form of the texts, but for literary reasons.16 It has become normal for biblical
scholars to treat biblical texts according to the literary genres of its pericopes as part
of their historical-grammatical analysis.17 In a further development, 'inner-biblical
exegesis' "starts with the received Scripture," the "stabilized literary formulation,"
and explores the nature of exegesis within it.18
12 RolfRendtorff, Canon and Theology. Overtures to an Old Testament Theology, trans. Margaret
Kohl (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 25-26.
13 James Barr, "The Theological Case against Biblical Theology," in Canon, Theology and Old
Testament Interpretation, ed. G. M. Tucker, D. L. Petersen, and R. R. Wilson (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1988), 5. The period 1930s to 1960s is often viewed as the 'golden age' ofOld Testament
theology. Dentan, 72.
14 R. F. Melugin, "Canon and Exegetical Method," in Canon, Theology and Old Testament
Interpretation, 48.
15 B. S. Childs, Old Testament Theology in a Canonical Context (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1985), 11.
16 "Their interest is directed to the literary aspects of the biblical text, to art, style, techniques,
narrative strategies, and the like... Among the practitioners of these new approaches one finds
scholars who obviously are not interested in the traditional methods ofbiblical studies." Rendtorff, 28.
17 Leland Ryken, How to Read the Bible as Literature (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Academie Books,
1984), 9, 12-13.
18 M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford-New York: Clarendon-Oxford
University Press, 1985), 7. However, Fishbane limits such activity to the Hebrew Bible, classifying
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The analyses of texts below reflect developments in literary approaches to the Bible
particularly in relation to the genres of biblical texts and how to interpret them.
Appendices III and VI are 'discourse analyses' for 'narrative,' i.e. Exodus 1-14 and
Joshua 24, and IV, V and VII are 'poetic analyses' for 'poetry,' i.e. Song at the Sea,
Ps 77 and Habakkuk 3. In the case of narrative, the structuring exposes the rhetorical
features in the texts by distinguishing and highlighting the different components.19 In
the case of poetry, the structuring exposes the parallelism characteristic to Hebrew
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narrative. We then interpret the texts as found in the MT and in the light of relevant
historical critical considerations highlited under \Sitz im Leben
Below, we provide a synopsis of the Exodus narrative. We present this synopsis
while fully aware that this deposit may not be the one appropriated by the texts we
examine below but also mindful that memory is dynamic in keeping with what
Mendenhall calls 'the law of functional shift'.21
A Synopsis of the Deposit of the Exodus Tradition in the Book of Exodus
The following synopsis arises from the functional discourse analysis of Exod 1-14 in
Appendix III.
The shadow ofYahweh's providential preparation of the Exodus falls upon the
nation early. Israel multiplies profusely.22 Pharaoh decrees the death of Hebrew male
offspring to curtail this multiplication. However, a series of defiant actions by
various people preserve Moses, the divinely appointed leader of the Exodus.
New Testament uses of the Old with the Tannaic sources (followed by the Rabbis of the Talmud) and
the Quran as "three post-biblical streams of tradition which are based on the Hebrew Bible but have
each transformed this traditum in radically diverse ways". Fishbane, 10.
19 For these features, we are greatly indebted to Bar-Efrat's work, Narrative Art in the Bible.
20 For this structuring, we are indebted to Wilfred G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry. A Guide to
Its Techniques, ed. David J. A. Clines and Philip R. Davies, JSOT Supplement Series 26 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 2001).
21 "A formal aspect of any culture may well be continued through time, or borrowed from outside, but
the new cultural context of that form of behaviour, and therefore its meaning and function, cannot be
identical to the original one. It follows also that the new, contemporary context or meaning is




The midwives defy pharaoh's order to kill male Hebrew offspring because they fear
God (dp'Pk).23 They lie to pharaoh but God is pleased.24 Moses' mother hides the
child for three months because she saw that he was 'comely' (aits).25 Pharaoh's
daughter finds and has compassion on an apparently discarded Hebrew male child,
9 f\
Moses, and adopts him as her child, contrary to her father's orders. However, as he
27
grew, Moses regarded the Hebrews as his 'brothers' (vnx).
Moses' flight takes him to Midian and Horeb, 'the mountain of God' (crnPxn in)
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where he encounters the 'angel of God' (nirr rjxpjs) in a burning bush. The deity
who speaks to him from the spectacle is at once the 'god of your fathers, the god of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob' (apsr mbm pra1 p'Px arrnx p'Px pax p'Px pix)29 and
Yahweh (rnrr) . Within the exchange, Yahweh reveals himself as also 'Yahweh the
god of your fathers (cppax p'Px rnrr) 1 and 'I am, I am whom I am' or 'I will be, I
will be who I will be' (rrnx -px rrnx)32. He also reveals that he appeared to their
fathers as 'the Almighty' (pc Px)3 .
God has 'heard' (rata)34 Israel's 'groaning' (pxi)35 and 'remembered' (nar)36 his
97
covenant with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. He has 'seen' (nxn) the children of Israel




26 2:5c-10f. Cf. 1:22a-d.
27 2:1 1c.










37 2:25a. Cf. 3:7a.
38 2:25b. Cf. 3:7d.
39 3:7d.
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down to 'deliver' (Hiph., b:n)40 his people Oar)41 from the hand ofEgypt. Moses is
sent to Pharaoh to 'bring out' ( Hiph., k:t)42 Yahweh's people from Egypt. Yahweh's
presence 'with' Moses would make the mission possible.43
This presence would manifest as Yahweh's 'strong hand' (npm t)44, also called
variously 'an outstretched arm' (rna: JP~it)45, 'My hand' (,-r)46 and 'the great hand'
(nbnjn th)47. Yahweh was going to 'send' (nbtf) his hand48 to strike Egypt with all
his 'wonders' Cm1??:).49 Therefore, we may regard all the miraculous acts of
deliverance to be manifestations of Yahweh's hand of deliverance, including the
ultimate act at the Sea. Moses functions as an instrument of Yahweh's hand. Yahweh
taught him his words and actions.50 His staffwas called 'the staff ofYahweh'
(□,nhNn nan)51.
An integral part of the deliverance to be wrought by the hand ofYahweh is
'knowledge' (irr) of Yahweh. Israel will 'know' that Yahweh is the Lord their God
and they are his people.52 This knowledge is supposed to generate faith and trust
within the covenant relationship. Egypt will 'know' that he is Yahweh,53 that there is














6:6c, 7c and 8e.
53 7:17b.
54 8:6d. Cf. 9:14c.
55 9:29e.
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Judging by the incredulity in pharaoh's response to Moses' initial request,56 he did
not have this knowledge. Such knowledge will lead to letting Israel go. In both cases,
it is 'heeding the testimony of the signs'57 that produces this 'knowledge', where
CO
'knowledge' is the equivalent of 'believing' (Hiph., px) .
The 'knowledge' evolved in keeping with the escalation of the manifestations of
Yahweh's hand.59 Signs that the message was getting through to pharaoh's magicians
include a confession following their failure to replicate the plague of the gnats60 and
succumbing to the plague of the boils.61 Pharaoh begins acknowledging Yahweh
with the plague of hail.62 However, it is the final event at the sea that causes him to
'know' Yahweh (i.e. 'fear', xt, 9:30b) to the extent where he no longer opposes
him.63 Israel 'trust' (tax)64, 'bow' (nnp)65 and 'prostrate themselves' (Hisht., mn)66
before Yahweh when they first hear his intentions. However, they stop 'listening'
(una!) to Moses at the first sign of resistance from pharaoh.67 They only 'bow' (~np)
and 'worship' (Hisht., mn) again on the eve of the plague of the death of the first
born68 and their departure from Egypt, 'the house of bondage' (□mar map).69 It is
70
only in the aftermath of the event at the Sea that they 'fear' (xt) Yahweh and
'believe' (px)71 in Yahweh and in his servant Moses again.
56 'Who is Yahweh that I should listen to his voice and let Israel go? I do not know Yahweh'
(rnnynx wr x'b bx-i-rx nbcb ibpa mm -px mrp -n). 5:2h-c.
57 Lit. 'Hearing the voice of the sign' (nxn b'pb w»«h), 4:8c, d.
58 4:8c, d.
59
Thus, Yahweh established pharaoh and orchestrated his chronic vacillation to permit maximum
opportunity of his declaratory acts, his 'power' (no), 9:16c.
60 8:15b.
61 9:1 la-b.











The aim of the analyses in this chapter is to explore the relationships between
appropriation and traditions, both Israel's and others'. It is not an attempt to
catalogue all possible interpretations of the texts involved. As such, we will be
content with demonstrating these relationships to extents that adequately permit
epistemological analysis (Chapter 7).
By 'appropriation', we mean the use of traditions for the benefit of the narrator,
redactor, psalmist, prophet or any such user in the biblical literary tradition.72 We
will assume the literary associations made in the biblical tradition except where there
are compelling critical grounds to nuance them.
"7 "3
The Exodus event is appropriated very extensively in Scripture. However, we limit
ourselves to four texts that exploit the tradition in different contexts. Such
exploitation approximates the use of Scripture in the Zambian data and facilitates
comparison in use of traditions. The texts illustrate such appropriation in the
Pentateuch, Writings and Prophets.74
A. The Song at the Sea
Exodus 15:1-18
Modern biblical scholarship has long acknowledged that several traditions, including
some attested outwith Jewish society, have been integrated and reworked into the
biblical traditions and often adapted and transformed to signify new realities.75 With
this in mind, the location of the Song at the Sea in the Hebrew Bible immediately
following the narrative of deliverance from Egypt makes it the first theological
appropriation of the preceding narrative. Thus, Freedman supports treating the Song
in the light of its biblical context in spite of his conclusion that Exodus 15 is an early
72 Cf. "to take sth, sb's ideas, etc. for your own use". Sally Wehmeier, ed., Oxford Advanced
Learner's Dictionary, 6 ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 50.
73 Cf. Goldin, ix.




pre-monarchic poem dating to the twelfth century. He is of the opinion that it is
positioned where it belongs since it was correctly understood to reflect or relate to,
and to fit into or run parallel with, the prose narrative in which it is embedded or to
which it is attached.76
As appropriation, it reflects the theological understanding of the congregation of
Israel respecting the exodus event. We undertake this commentary while paying
attention to issues pertaining to S itz im Leben11 and the critical commentary of other
scholars as we judge necessary in aid of illuminating the apparent appropriation.
A.1. Sitz im Leben of the Song at the Sea
In seeking to establish the Sitz im Leben of the Song at the Sea, research into the
no
dating of the poem does not help at all, as it remains much contested. Recent
research has increasingly distanced itself from the earlier dominant Wellhausian
school that held that all the psalms originated in the circles of the 'godly' during the
period of post-exilic Judaism to include consideration of the 8th century BCE cult of
Yahweh as their proper Sitz im Leben?9 This is particularly important because one
• • 80view is that the Song is part of the Psalms in spite of its exclusion from the Psalter.
76 D. N. Freedman, "'Who Is Like Thee among the Gods?' the Religion of Early Israel," in Ancient
Israelite Religion, 316, 318. Cf. Franz Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Psalms, trans. David
Eaton, 4 ed., 3 vols., vol. 1 (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1887), 9; and Artur Weiser, The Psalms:
A Commentary (London: SCM, 1962), 27.
77
Literally 'setting-in-life'. Barton, Reading the Old Testament, 33. Sitz im Leben concerns assume
appropriate social settings for literary material. John H. Hayes, ed., Dictionary ofBiblical
Interpretation, vol. A-J (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1999), 406, 409. Cf. Kenneth G. C. Newport, The
Sources and Sitz Im Leben ofMatthew 23 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 15.
78 Freedman, 317. Cf. D. N. Freedman, "Divine Names and Titles in Early Hebrew Poetry," in
Magnalia Dei, 77-80; Childs, Exodus, 245-248; and Frank M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "The Song
ofMiriam," JNES XIV, no. 4 (1955): 238-239.
79
Weiser, 9-11.
80 For instance, Weiser includes the Song of Deborah, the Song of Miriam, and other 'psalms' both
within and outside the OT, to be psalms. Ibid., 21.
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Recent scholarship accepts the possibility that the Song and several other poems date
to the pre-monarchic period.81 Day, for example, regards Canaan and not Babylon (as
exemplified in the Ugaritic version), to be the immediate background of Old
89
Testament allusions to the sea monster. Another view is that in its form in the
Hebrew Bible, the Song is a collation of two hymns: vv.20-21 (an 'old hymn') and
vv.1-19 (a 'relatively late piece').83
Often, efforts at delineating older material from later appropriations and even
reformulations, assume Gunkel's now debatable hypothesis within the
religionsgeschichtliche approach that simpler material is earlier and earlier material
is purer.84 Thus, Wyatt excludes the presuppositions of theology in studying the
biblical tradition because the material in it predates both Christian and Jewish
oc
traditions. For example, that the same story is found in the poetry of Ilimilku of
Ugarit and in the book of Exodus and various psalms indicates that its exegesis must
be the same. The differences can be attributed to the biblical material's long drawn
86
out editorialprocess which make it monolatrous or monotheistic.
The Song adheres to a poetic structure whose basic elements were among the nations
of the ancient Near East. For Cassuto, this indicates that Israel learned the art of
literary writing from the nations in whose midst she dwelt, particularly the Egyptians
and Babylonians and Assyrians. However, she used pre-existent literary forms to
express her own traditions, linguistic expressions already in use in both religious and
secular life, without accepting foreign influence.87 For this reason, both the narrative
and the Song reflect and subvert the myths of contemporary cosmology. Apparently,
prophets and poets in the Bible had a licence to allude to myths in the form of poetic
81
Thus, Freedman has a twelfth century date for the Song at the sea and an eleventh century date for
the Song ofDeborah. Freedman, '"Who Is Like Thee?'", 317.
82 John Day, God's Conflict with the Dragon and the Sea. Echoes ofCanaanite Myth in the Old
Testament (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 4-5.
83 Martin Noth, Exodus: A Commentary, trans. J. S. Bowden (London: SCM Press Ltd, 1962), 121-
126.
84
Hayes, ed., 409. Cf. Carole R. Fontaine, Traditional Sayings in the Old Testament: A Contextual
Study, Bible and Literature Series 5 (Sheffield: Almond, 1982).
85
Wyatt, Myths ofPower, 8, 28.
86 Ibid., 13-14.
87 U. Cassuto, The Goddess Anath: Canaanite Epics ofthe Patriarchal Age, trans. Israel Abrahams
(Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1971), 20. Cf. Weiser, 23.
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similes and metaphors in poetry in ways that Torah could not.88 Several myths
sharing common elements existed among the peoples of the region. Their gist is as
follows.
In the cosmic beginning, the sea revolted against its creator. Rahab the prince of the
sea and his allies the sea monsters rose up and exalted themselves against the will of
the Creator. Names for the 'sea' include 'deep' (oinn), 'great deep' (nan ainn), 'ocean
deep' (nbis), 'depth' (nbran), 'depths' (ribisn), 'many waters' (a'an D?n), 'mighty
waters' (d,T3? or?), and 'majestic waters' (d'tis d?o). Sea monsters include
'Leviathan the twisting serpent,' 'the dragon' or 'dragons.' The Creator crushed the
revolt using his mighty power, by his mighty arm. The Creator exterminated Rahab
and his helpers, cleft the sea into two and established boundaries that it cannot pass.
Then the Creator reigned and was acknowledged as king over the whole world. In the
specific myths of the region, these details take on particular identities and narrative
OQ
lines. In Israel's 'version' or 'adaptation,' what Cassuto calls an 'epic poem,' the
sea revolts against its Creator.90
Wyatt views the presence of common mythical language in both societies as pointing
to the fact that Ugaritic (Canaanite) and biblical (Israel) myths belong to the same
cultural continuum.91 One of two main myths that are "important and constantly
reworked in the biblical tradition" is "the Chaoskampf the first fight between a god,
usually the storm-god, and the dragon chaos, often identifiable with the sea-god",
Yam.92
Q-»
The myth predates the Ugaritic version by some centuries. The following is the
climax of the present form of the Chaoskampfnarrative at Ugarit. Yam receives his
royal authority. Baal has become Yam's prisoner and cowers beneath the throne.
88
Cassuto, Exodus, 179, 180.
89 These include the Babylonian story about the war of Marduk against Tiamat, or, in Ugaritic texts,
Baal the god of heaven against Mot the god of Sheol and against the latter's confederates, the Prince
of the Sea and the Judge of the River and his other helpers. Ibid., 178-179.
90 Cassuto sees many allusions to this myth in the prophetic and poetic literature of the Bible and in
the pseudepigrapha and rabbinic legends. Ibid., 178.
91 "The cognate nature of the languages of the two cultures, language being the vehicle of all mythical
and symbolic thinking, made a commonality of cosmological presuppositions inevitable." Wyatt,
Myths ofPower, 29.
92 Ibid., 122, 158.
93 Ibid., 123.
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Urged on by Kothar and Hasis, Baal strikes Prince Yam with two maces. The first
one strikes his trunk. The second one strikes his head. Yam collapses, his joints
tremble. Baal dries up and drinks Prince Yam to the dregs. Yam is then a prisoner.94
However, Wyatt admits that the "Hebrew Bible applies the myth in a different way,
and understands a distinct meaning in it".95
Day suggests such application in the use of the Song in Exodus. Egypt is equated to
Rahab by analogical extension because ofEgypt's oppressive role towards Israel
(Exod 14) and the context of the sea.96
There is no conflict with the waters, nor do the waters symbolize a
foreign nation or nations; rather, Yahweh's victory at Yam Suph is
over pharaoh and his armies, and the waters...are merely the passive
97instrument used by Yahweh in accomplishing his purpose.
Whatever its prehistory, for the following analysis we will adopt its textual context in
the book of Exodus as its life setting: a celebration of the deliverance at the sea as
narrated in Exodus 14.
A.2. Analytical Commentary
98The Song is essentially a praise song couched in concrete expressions. Westermann
notes that psalms of praise assume a community, an audience. They have an inbuilt
hyperbolic element. The subject of praise is "elevated {niagnificarey. They have
94 From Wyatt's translation ofKTU 1.2 iv 7-21. Ibid., 135-138. Cf. M. S. Smith, "The Baal Cycle," in
Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, ed. S. B. Parker, Society of Biblical Literature. Writings from the Ancient
World Series (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), 104.
95
Wyatt, Myths ofPower, 159, 160. Smith argues that the cosmic battle used in the first section of the
Baal cycle is exploited politically at Mari to express divine support for the monarchy and suspects that




98 Westermann ascribes this concreteness to the primitiveness of linguistic formations and their
deficiencies in secondary differentiation ofmeanings. Claus Westermann, Praise and Lament in the
Psalms, trans. Keith R. Crim and Richard N. Soulen (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981), 25-26.
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spontaneity and an element of joy, an exclamatory aspect to them. As such, direct
address is to be expected."
He suggests that the primary goal of descriptive aspects of psalms of praise is to
extol Yahweh as opposed to remembrance of the facts of history i.e. re-representing
('traditioning') past historical facts in order to "re-present" the One who is the active
Lord ofhistory in order to secure faith in future generations.100 In the following
analysis, we assume that every representation is related to historical events. The
commentary follows the poetic analysis in Appendix IV.
15:1
The protagonists are 'Moses and the sons of Israel' (bisn&r pin rrab, 1A), the entire
congregation of Israel.101 'Then' (tx) makes it a consequential celebratory song for
the victory preceding.102 Yahweh had triumphed. The collective identity of the
protagonists also suggests unanimity in their interpretation of acts of deliverance.103
According to the narrative, this song corresponds with the attainment of
'knowledge' (dt) as evidenced by the conflation of'bowing' (~np), 'worshipping'
(Hiph., mn), 'fear' (xt) and 'believing' (px).104 Most likely, therefore, the
expressions of faith in the Song reflect relief and gratitude for the finality of





However, Propp would limit the subject to 'men1 alone because Semitic people (Arab and Jewish)
segregate between the sexes in celebration. William H. C. Propp, Exodus 1-18: A New Translation
with Introduction and Commentary, The Anchor Bible, vol. 2 (New York: Doubleday, 1999), 508.
Often, this view rests on understanding Exodus 15:1-19 as belonging to a different tradition from vv.
20-21. Cassuto's 'children of Israel', suggests that there is no warrant here to read 'sons' (via) in an
exclusive sense. Cassuto, Exodus, 173.
102 Cf. Cassuto, Exodus, 173.




First person singular verbs and pronominal suffixes105 reflect the fluidness of identity
between the individual and the community in the adoption of a collective singular.
While this could be purely grammatical,106 the agreement in perception suggested
above could also explain the use of the singular.
The same fluidness is apparent in the perpetuation of first person singular pronouns
in the Song.107 This also suggests that collectively shared positions are also personal.
'For he is surely exalted' (nxa nhr,3, Ci) encapsulates the theological point in the
108
narrative. God's triumph over the armies ofpharaoh evidenced his exalted status.
The Exodus event is the empirical evidence that preceded and occasioned faith in
Israel.
15:2
'This' (nr, B)? also understood in B2) makes 15:2 an extension of Israel's faith in
Yahweh (here rr)109 affirmed in Ai and A2. B2 acknowledges the fact that this
relationship of faith is continuous with previous generations. The narrative supports
this.110
'My father' (^k, B2), a collective singular, refers to 'ancestors' several generations
removed from the current stock of Israelites.111 This illustrates the semantic
105 '/will sing' (rrytfx) 15:1; lmy song' fry), 'and he will be my' (A-iti ), 'this is my God and/will
praise him, the God ofmy father and /will exalt him' (tnaaahx] "ax mbx rrraxi 'bx nr) 15:2.
106 "When more than one noun is named as subject, the verb may be plural or singular (agreeing with
the first noun)." Seow, 151.
107 The LXX, Vulgate, Targums, and Syriac Bible have "we" understanding a plural verb. Thus for
Propp, the singular verb in the MT either indicates an adaptation of the text to liturgical use - so also
J. W. Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text ofExodus, Society of Biblical Literature. Septuagint and
Cognate Studies 30 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 227. - or a linguistic adaptation to the narrative
context, in which the men sing together, apparently "yet another case of the ancient translations
pluralizing a Hebrew collective singular." Propp, 470. For Childs, it is a stylistic feature. Childs,
Exodus, 250.
108 This clear in the predicate 'horse and rider he has cast into the sea' (□;? nap man; cno). 15:1. Note
the parallel reduction of the hosts of Egypt to one horse and its rider.
109 For other biblical texts that use rr interchangeably with nirr see 17:16; Ps 89:9; 104:35; 106:48;
111:1; 112:1; 113:1; and Isa 12:2.
110 Israel is "sr. 3:7. Cf. 3:6.
111 Cf. 3:6-Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (ajwr -nbxi prer "ribx annax mbx yax ^nbx "pix).
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flexibility of 'father'. 'The Lord is my strength and my song' (rr man vy, Ai) is
verb-less implying present and abiding theological conviction.112 'And he has
become my salvation' (ninur1? A2) illustrates this. The generic (faith) is
evidenced by the particular (salvation).
However, Israel's faith in the narrative is not generic. A brief review reveals that
only the midwives evidenced reverence for God.
'Fear ofGod' (a'ribxn) is the motive for their refusal to obey pharaoh's directives.113
In contrast, Moses' mother preserves him because of his looks.114 However, 'good'
(aid) without a qualifier suggesting 'appearance' (as it does in 1 Sam 9:2) can
indicate conceptual goodness, in this case, Moses' future role as God's deliverer.
There are numerous instances of 'abstract' uses of aits in the Bible.115 Therefore, aits
here may refer to physical beauty or something bordering on a prophetic awareness
of the significance of the child in later life.
Moses avenged a Hebrew man and intervened between two feuding Hebrew men
based on shared kinship with the Hebrews.116 Israel's 'sighs' and 'cries' apparently
ascend to God because of God's covenant with their fathers. They do not 'sigh' or
'cry out' to him.117
Moses journeys to 'the mountain of God' (D,nbxn in) in the course of shepherding,
not by special design.118 The angel ofYahweh's self-introduction is a first for an
112 Cf. Seow, 72.
113
1:17, 21 a. Note that they did not reject pharaoh's orders to his face but in an implicit manner. They
offer a rationale that is plausible enough to avert retribution yet suspicious enough to lead pharaoh to
direct other people to carry out the task of killing male Hebrew infants. l:19b-d. However, their
nationality may have a bearing on their faith in God. Childs, Exodus, 16.
114 In this regard, the NASB translates sis to mean "beautiful." 2:2c. Childs also sees her motive for
preserving the child to be "intimate and subjective". Ibid., 18.
115 For example, Gen 1:4, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 31 (creation); 40:16 (interpretation); Exod 18:17 (practice
or conduct). By contrast, 'handsome' or 'fair' or 'beautiful' (na;) does not lend itself to such
ambiguity. E.g. Gen 39:6 (Joseph); 1 Sam 16:12; 17:42 (David); and 2 Sam 14:25 (Absalom).
116 2:1 lc. Cf. 'an Egyptian man' (nsn srx, 2:1 le), with 'a Hebrew man from his brothers'
(vnttD ""nsThK, 2:1 If).
117 2:23d. Cf. 2:23e-25b.
118 3:1. Cf. Childs, Exodus, 72.
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apparently hitherto uninitiated Moses. However, covering his face conceivably
suggests some awareness of the traditions of his ancestors.119
His reluctance to lead the sons of Israel out of Egypt120 and his inquiry into the name
of God121 also suggest unfamiliarity with Yahweh. Off course, this reluctance could
signify humility, particularly when contrasted with his earlier tendencies to
1 99
intervene. However, in the face of explicit orders from God, it approximates
1 9-J
unbelief as Yahweh's anger with him also indicates. He hides his reluctance
behind the 'anticipated' reaction of the children of Israel and persists even after God
has rehearsed 'the signs' (ninxn)124 that would address that concern.
19 S
The elders stumble at the first sign of resistance by pharaoh and only recover
following the event at the Sea.126 Thus, the 'voice of the signs'127 appears to have
been as much for pharaoh and Egypt to 'know' (»t)128 that Yahweh was Lord as it
was for Israel.129
On the evidence, therefore, the 'signs' induct Israel into the 'knowledge' of Yahweh
within the covenant relationship that existed between Yahweh and their 'fathers',
rr rnpn ,tij indicates that the 'signs' had achieved their purpose.
119 In the Bible, looking upon the face of God was apparently something to be avoided for theological
reasons. Gen 32:30; Exod 19:21; 33:20; 1 Sam 6:19; Isa 6:5. However, Childs sees this as cowering
before "the astonishing elements of the awe-inspiring theophany" before him. He sees no part for
previous faith in this encounter. Ibid., 73. Cf. Rad, Old Testament Theology 2, 57.
120 3:1 la-4:14a. Admittedly, "Who am I that I should go to pharaoh and that I should bring out the
children of Israel from Egypt?" (3:1 la, b) focuses on Moses himself and his standing before pharaoh.
But it can also be said that in failing to see God in the equation, Moses is demonstrating his luck of
trust in God, the very rr rnnn ri? celebrated in Exod 15:2.
121 3:13a-16f.
122 Exod 2:11-14. Cf. Cassuto, Exodus, 48-50.
123 4:14a.
124 4:9b. Cf. Childs, Exodus, 76, 77, 78-80.






7:5, 17; 8:6, 15, 24; 914, 15-16; 10:16; 14:18. "By this you will know that I am the Lord"
(rnrr nx '3 sinn nxta ) seems to be the definitive rationale for the successive punitive 'signs.' E.g. Exod
5:2. "Who is Yahweh that I should obey his voice?" (ibjra mm -isIk rnrr 'q). Cf. Exod 9:16, 30; 11:9.
129 10:2c.
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Alternatively, this early after the penultimate redemptive event, the generic nature of
rr rnnn vs indicates that Moses and Israel were confessing the permanence of
Yahweh's majesty and succour for the ages to follow. If so, this song anticipates a
130
covenantal relationship with God. In the words of an early reader of the Mekilta,
"God was Israel's salvation in the past, and that He will be again."131
15:3
Having affirmed the covenant (Exod 15:2, Bi), the 'singer' celebrates the act of
salvation. The 'knowledge' gained is that 'Yahweh is a man ofwar'. This
'knowledge' is celebrated in the ensuing detailed recount of the 'act ofwar,'
ostensibly informed by the Exodus narrative. However, as the discussion of the
possible prehistory of some of the material suggests, this is an adaptation of earlier
material.
15:4
Ai is theological interpretation. Yahweh overthrows pharaoh's chariots and army.
A2 is the 'un-interpreted' event at the Sea. I11 addition, A2 highlights the fact that
these were the elite troops of pharaoh. Taken together, the picture is that
circumstance is Yahweh's activity. The event at the sea was not arbitrary. The forces
of nature132 are Yahweh's weapons ofwar. Even the Egyptians hold these
133
associations.
Yahweh's opposition is Egypt and pharaoh with a passive sea in an adaptation of
Chaoskampf. Pharaoh's military (4Ai, A2), not Yam, is the enemy shattered in 5B
below. Since the details of pharaoh's arsenal and manpower in the narrative re-
130 The Mekilta (Lit. 'Treatise on interpretation') is a composite work devoted to the book of Exodus.
It contains interpretations and views of the rabbis, the Tannaim, including the earliest extant and
complete commentary on the Song at the Sea, the Shirta (lit. 'The Song'). Goldin, x, 4.




appear here,134 this aspect of the Song should be understood as 'poetic narrative'.
1
Nevertheless, the interpretation is theological.
15:5
The 'deep' (nbhn, 5A) is personified and is a weapon in God's hand.136 As subject,
'deep' (oinn), Exod 15:5 A, replaces the object 'sea' (d?) - Exod 15:4A2. Therefore,
its subject status may be the basis for its personification. However, nann evokes
Yam in the Chaoskampf137 B also nuances 15:4 A2 in that passive 'they sunk' (isao,
4 A2) has become active 'they went down' (my 5B). 'In the sea of reeds' (^omri,
4A2) becomes 'in the depths' (rfasaa, 5B).
The poetry in the song moves from the general to the specific: Declarative verse
leads to covenant affirmation that in turn leads to the affirmation of God's character
as a warrior. This is followed by poetic description of the manifestation of this
character in the event at the Red Sea. Since nbnn and rfcfixa are variants of 'the sea' in




The 'right hand' is often associated with acts of divine power and this is its
symbolism here. This verse is declaration of the militancy of Yahweh according to
134 The narrative: 'choice chariot' (Ana aan), 'and his officers' (otibtii) - 14:7a, c, 'his horsemen and
his army [troops]' (Am vtinai) - 14:9c; The song: 'the chariots of pharaoh and his army [troops]'
(Am nina naana), 'and his choice officers' (vrf?®) nnam) - 15:4A,, A2.
135 Cf. Exod 14:14.
135 Cf. naiin in Exod 15:5; Job 28:14; 38:16; Ps 42:7; 77:17; 148:7; Hab 3:10. However, it is used
here as the 'depths of the seas.' Cf. Gen 1:2; 49:25; Prov 3:20; 8:24, 27; Isa 51:10; 63:13. Thus, Cross
and Freedman note that "the sea is never personified and is the 'passive' tool of Yahweh responding
to his bidding." Cross and Freedman: 239.
137 Cf. p. 160.
138 Cf. p. 160.
139 Exod 15:12; Ps 21:9; 44:4; 60:7. Cf. Ryken, Wilhoit, and Longman, eds., 727-728.
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the pattern established above. Declaration ensues into explicit celebrations of the
event. Praise heightens with particularity of action and the shift from the 3.m.s to the
2.m.s (f) in the pronominal suffixes when the singers refer to Yahweh.
15:7
15:7A signals the shift intimated above and the 'right hand' ofYahweh, here the
'greatness of his excellence' (f iso tro), overthrows those who rise up against
Yahweh. Particularity in referring to Yahweh continues in the 2.m.s verbal forms
(onnn, nbmn) and pronominal suffixes (f). However, this time, the 'right hand' is
commissioned and consuming 'anger', is personified and is an acting subject. The
language ofpraise in 7B and C transcends any vestiges of the event at the sea.
A metaphor from fire depicts Yahweh's fury and total destruction of pharaoh and his
army.140 Therefore, 'hand' is re-cast as 'God's excellence' and 'anger'. In short, any
action or emotion associated with God's 'war' against Egypt fits into the symbolism
of 'hand.' Thus, 'by the blast of your nostrils' (fsx rrnai) in 15:8, presumably a
poetic and metaphoric reference to east winds,141 is also an expression of Yahweh's
'hand.'
15:8
As noted above, 'right hand' is depicted here as the effect of the 'east winds' (c-ij?
irn)142 on the sea, the 'blast of his nostrils' (fas nn, A).143 The result, the waters are
'heaped up', is recast in 15:8B| in language that captures the action as it happened:
the flowing water stands in a heap. 15:8B2 goes a step further and evokes the




'Anger' (linn) in Exod 15:7 is the abstract equivalent of the graphic 'anger' (dk). Its use here with
nn to mean 'nose' or 'nostrils' is thus very graphic. The consonants pin represent a more abstract
rendering of the same concept in the sense that they embody the idea of "burning" with anger, hence
the emotional aspect of anger. BDB, 354.
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language ofChaoskampf 'The waters' (070, 8A) have become nrann that 'congeals' at
the heart of the 'sea' (a;) perhaps a reference to a stricken Yam.144
15:9-10
This text is a continuation of 15:8 because it perpetuates the poetic and dramatic re-
enactment of the final encounter between Pharaoh and Yahweh. B-G re-enacts the
progressive thinking of the collective enemy in poetic description. H-I re-enacts the
response ofYahweh. Accordingly, there are only two protagonists in this conflict:
the enemy and Yahweh. I-J is a refrain of 15:5A and B, perhaps marking the end of
elements in the poetic narrative that evoke Chaoskampf.145 If so, the height of poetic
expression (echoes of Chaoskampf) appears when 'describing' the triumph par
excellence, the final conflict.
15:11
The drama above underscores the uniqueness'46 and majesty147 ofYahweh 'among
the gods', suggesting a polytheistic context.148 The order is important since, in this
song, the triumph is the basis for the praise and expressions of faith. The Song is
thus both a theological appropriation of the Exodus and a song of praise, worship and
thanksgiving to Yahweh.149
144 Cf. Wyatt's summary of the Ugarit version of Chaoskampfon pp. 160-161.
145 Note that crTus, 10J, is yet another of Cassuto's variants of 'the sea'. Cf. p. 160.
146 This is evident in the rhetorical "who?" that frames this verse.
147
tik. Cf. 15:6A.
148 abNa, 11 A. Cf. John Barton, "The Messiah in Old Testament Theology," in King and Messiah in
Israel and the Ancient near East: Proceedings ofthe Oxford Old Testament Seminar, ed. John Day,
JSOT Supplement Series (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 371.
149 Exod 15:1; and especially the 2.m.s. pronominal suffixes and the 2.m.s. verbs in Exod 15:6, 7, 8,
10-13. According to Westermann, thanksgiving is 'hidden in praise in Hebrew thought'. Westermann,
Praise and Lament, 25.
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15:12-13
These verses extend Yahweh's action beyond the Exodus event. Notably, the one
'extending' (nm) his arm in the narrative is Moses at God's command.150 The
implication is that his action is an expression ofGod's action.151 However, either its
outcome (B-D) is a nuance of 'drowning' i.e. 'swallowing' by the earth or this is a
152
cue within the song for subsequent prophetic interpretations.
We do not encounter 'the earth swallowing up' (fix inaban, B) the enemies of
Yahweh until the incident with the children of Korah.153 This also suggests that the
guidance in 15:13 C-D refers to later biblical narratives although the Exodus
narrative has instances of specific divine guidance,154 and a destination (15:13D) was
part of the promise to Moses.155 However, some scholars associate 'earth' (]hx) in B
with the 'sea'.156 If so, Sinai is a strong possibility for 'holy habitation', D, according
to the promises in Exod 3:12.157 Grammatical and syntactical congruencies158
strengthen further the argument for reading A-B together with C-D.
15:14-15
Report of the Exodus event precedes the advance of the children of Israel and causes
panic among the nations that are in their path of advance. Details of the report are left
to the imagination of the reader.159 We could interpret the verbs futuristically or
150 14:26a.
151 Cf. Cassuto, Exodus, 176; Propp, 529 with Exod 7:1 and 14:16.
152 Cf. Goldin, 23.
153 Num 16:30, 32; 26:10.
154
13:17-18,21-22; 14:1-3.
155 Exod 3:8, 17; 13:5. Cf. Childs, Exodus, 243; and D. N. Freedman, Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy
(Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980), 214.
156 For instance, Cassuto understands }nx to signify 'sheol,' the underworld, with parallels of such
usage in Akkadian and Ugaritic. Cassuto, Exodus, 176. Cf. Propp, 530.
157 Cf. Cassuto, Exodus, 176; B. Jacob, The Second Book ofthe Bible: Exodus, trans. W. Jacob
(Hoboken, N.J.: KTAV, 1992), 421; and Freedman, Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy, 136-140.
158 These include the use of the verbal forms that start with: (mo:, mm , nbm ), 2.m.s.verbs (the
previous three and nbxa) and 2,m.s. pronominal object suffixes (^rm , T^ona,
159 Cf. Josh 2:9.
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historically and each premise has consequences.160 However, it is quite clear that
'hearing' follows the Exodus event.
15:16
As above, C-D could refer to later narratives, presumably the conquest of Canaan,
while A-B refers to the Exodus event.
15:17
The debate about the way to translate the verbs not withstanding, the children of
Israel are now the 'people' (cy) of Yahweh and participants in the promises of land,
Canaan. They are now aware of their progress and inheritance.
The above pericopes are unusual in the clarity of vision that Israel evidence with
respect to their destiny and this has led to speculation that the Song is a late
composition.161 For instance, while Mount Horeb is called 'the mountain of God'
(crnbxn in),162 and therefore a candidate for 'a place for your dwelling' Oirntf1? pnn,
F), 'dwelling' and 'inheritance' (E) for Israel are associated with the land of
Canaan.163
For Day, this material suggests other traditions. Victory at the sea ensuing in an
eternal reign (15:18A) evokes how Baal's victory over Yam issued in the building of
a temple suggesting that this supposedly later part of the poem belongs with the
supposedly earlier, part.164 However, since Ugaritic parallels feature in both early
160 Cf. Childs, Exodus, 242; and Cross and Freedman: 240.
161 Cf. 3:7-8; 16-17. However, Cassuto points out that the "Israelites intended, even before entering
the land, to build therein a sanctuary to the Lord their God." Cassuto, Exodus, 177.
162 3:1.
163 Num 33:54; Deut 4:21, 38; 12:9; 20:16; 26:1; Josh 24:28. Mt. Zion is explicitly designated as both
the inheritance and dwelling of Yahweh. Ps 74:2.
164 "The expressions used of Yahweh's dwelling in v, 17...are indeed so similar to those used of Baal
and other gods in the Ugaritic texts that there can be no doubt that they were derived from the
Canaanites. This has been used as an argument in favour of a very early dating of Ex. 15.. .and against
seeing here a reference to Mt Zion." Day, 98-99.
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and later parts of the Old Testament,165 we should not find it surprising that echoes of
language originally used of Baal's dwelling are also applied to Jerusalem. Therefore,
'the mountain of your inheritance' (^nbrn -in, 17 E), 'a place of your dwelling'
(^rnta1? pna, 17F) and 'a sanctuary' (tznpp, 17G) refer to Jerusalem.166 This is
consistent with his view that "the description [of the poem] has been shaped and
influenced by motifs deriving from the myth of the divine conflict with the
waters".167
15:18, 19
15:18 belongs with the above in its clarity of vision within covenant, genre as Song,
and as the penultimate theological declaration of the reign ofYahweh celebrated in
the Song.168 However, 5:19 is the raison d'etre for the Song and demands to be
related to it.
We have in 15:19 what Westermann calls a 're-representation of history in
descriptive praise' aimed at accentuating Yahweh's majesty (against opponents) and
grace (towards his people).169 This suggests that song is a genre for the expression of
intense emotions including relief, gratitude, elation and joy. It lends itself, for
instance, to gloating. Direct address implies awareness that Yahweh is present and is
their audience. For this reason, treating its language literally is quite misleading.
Song, here, is a community event.170 As such, it is fitting that music and dance,
characteristically led by women171 is part of the event.
165 For Smith, they extend to the NT and extra-biblical traditions. Smith, "Baal Cycle," 85-86.
166
Day, 98-100. Cf. R. E. Clements, God and Temple (Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), 53-54.
167
Day, 98.
168 For this reason, Cassuto, for instance, concludes his commentary on the Song at verse 18 and
regards vv. 19-21 to be the final portion of the framework of the Song. Cassuto, Exodus, 177, 181.
169




Here, we apparently have a "postbattle victory celebration, usually led by women meeting
returning warriors." Ryken, Wilhoit, and Longman, eds., 188. Some see v.21 as belonging to a
superior tradition (E?) that associates the song with Miriam as opposed to Moses. Cross and
172
The commentary above suggests the following. The Exodus event was based on
God's covenantal obligations to Israel. It was the ultimate act in a series of acts of the
'right hand ofYahweh' sent to deliver Israel from Egypt and, in so doing, to
'instruct' (jit) Israel and Egypt concerning Yahweh. The event engendered
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'knowledge' ofYahweh for this generation of the 'people' of God and reinforced
their continuity with the 'fathers' in relation to covenant with Yahweh.
The Song is thus, both a declaration of this newly found awareness and a celebration
of the immediate event.173 Its poetic expression employs the language of
Chaoskampf. The compiler seemingly used material from various traditions both
later (conquest of Canaan?) and earlier {Chaoskampf), to establish a response to the
event at the Sea and at the sea for the congregation of Israel.
B. A psalm ofAsaph
Psalm 77:1-21
B.1. Sitz im Leben of Psalm 77
We have already alluded to shifting trends in the dating of psalms above and the
possibility of the 8th century Ephramite tradition as the Sitz im Leben of at least some
of the psalms.174 For psalms 'to Asaph' ("loxb ),175 possibilities include a Davidic
Freedman: 237-8. For Delitzsch, v. 21 to indicates that Miriam along with the women answers the
choir ofmen (on1?) in an alternating song. Delitzsch, 41.
172 Cf. Cross and Freedman: 237, note f., and Hendel: 601.
173
According to Cassuto, the Song is an 'Ode of Triumph' following the narrative of the Exodus. It is
divisible into three strophes (vv. 1-6; 7-11; 12-16) and an epilogue (vv. 17-18). At the end of each
strophe certain words are repeated to mark the conclusion (Thy right hand, O Lord - Thy right hand,
O Lord in v. 6; Who is like Thee? - Who is like Thee? In v. 11; till ...pass by - till...pass by in v. 16).
Each repetition is preceded by a simile (v. 5: like a stone; v. 10: as lead; v. 16; as a stone). The first
strophe serves as general introduction, the second describes in detail the event alluded to in passing in
the first strophe, and the third describes the consequences of the event. The epilogue directs our gaze
to the distant outcome in the future. Cassuto, Exodus, 173, 175, 176, 177.
174 Cf. pp. 158-161.
175 Ps 50, 73-83.
173
Asaph, perhaps David's musician,176 a post-exilic Asaph guild of Second Temple
singers177 and dismissal of any significance for the superscription.178 Others argue for
an early and northern (8th century) origin for the material but a later adaptation for
use in the south.179
180The reason for this diversity is the so-called Delitzsch's dilemma. Delitzsch noted
that the Asaph of David's time could not possibly be the author of all the psalms
bearing his superscription. Ps 78:69 assumes the reign of Solomon. In addition,
Asaphites are present in Scripture under Jehoshaphat (2 Chr 20:14; cf. 3:10; Neh
7:44 cf. 11:22). Therefore, the superscription could indicate a host of referents,
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including people living in post-exilic times.
Commentators have generally offered two contrasting resolutions. The majority
favour "minimizing Delitzsch's points in common, and attending to the variant dates
and classifications". Generally, this has meant "regarding the Asaph heading as
insignificant."182 The assumption is often that the material itself (tradition) should
suggest and justify seeing the Asaphic psalms belonging together as opposed to an
ascription.
A minority yet persistent view continues to see the superscription as critical to
perceiving the material together.183 This group includes both those who see
176 1 Chr 23:2-5, 25. Cf. 1 Chr 15:16-22.
177 Michael D. Goulder, The Psalms ofAsaph and the Pentateuch: Studies in the Psalter, 3, ed. David
J. A. Clines and Philip Davies, JSOT Supplement Series 233 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1996), 16., citing Gunkel and Begrich's work of 1933. Cf. Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in
Israel's Worship, trans. D. R. Ap-Thomas, 2 vols., vol. 2 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1962), 79-82.
178
E.g. Mitchell S. J. Dahood, Psalms II, 50-100, The Anchor Bible (New York: Doubleday, 1968);
Hans-Joachim Kraus, Worship in Israel: A Cultic History ofthe Old Testament, trans. Geoffrey
Buswell (Oxford: Blackwell, 1966); M. E. Tate, Psalms 51-100, Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 20
(Dallas, TX: Word Books, 1990); and Charles A. Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on
the Book ofPsalms, 2 vols., vol. 1 (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1906), xvi.
179 Goulder, 16. Cf. Claus Westermann, The Psalms: Structure, Content & Message, trans. Ralph D.
Gehrke (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1980), 12; Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 1-59: A
Commentary, trans. Hilton C. Oswald (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), 21-32; and
A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book ofPsalms, 3 vols., Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, vol. 1






183 "The superscriptions appear to provide a form of external control which groups together otherwise
apparently disparate materials under a single traditio (group responsible for them)... Thus, the psalms
which make up the Asaphite collection should yield information about the traditio responsible for
174
commonality in the Asaphic psalms at the level of traditum and see the account of
the chronicler as essentially validating this184 and those who do not see common
content in the traditum but still understand the material as belonging together based
i o r
on other considerations.
Inquiry into the authorship of individual psalms is perilous and tentative at best. The
exegesis of individual psalms does not guarantee resolution of the dates when they
came into existence because many psalms "are formulated to serve as types and are
remote from the actual historical situation of their time".186
According to Westermann, the proliferation of the genre 'lament' in disparate
material both preceding and superseding the 8th century cult is evidence that "lament
is a phenomenon of human existence which received its special... character in the
cult, but which... extends beyond it".187 Like the psalm of praise, lament is an event
1 88
and presupposes other people besides the addressee and the speaker. The lament
9 189itself has three basic components: "God, the one who laments, and the enemy".
Lament included in a psalm, as here, belongs to the middle tradition of lament, the
cult, as its Sitz im Leben90 although, being an individual psalm of lament, it has no
historical point of reference.191
Westermann complains about the focus on Sitz im Leben as the basis for
understanding the psalms at the expense of "understanding the categories of the
psalms as a whole and each in terms of its parts."192 He makes form his point of
them, whether that responsibility is in the form of a composition, preservation, handing down, or
collection." Harry P Nasuti, Tradition History and the Psalms ofAsaph, SBL Dissertation Series 88
(Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1988), 56-57.
184





Westermann, Praise and Lament, 168. Cf. 165-169.
188 Ibid., 169-170.
189 Ibid., 169.
190 Ibid., 170. By contrast, lament in the early period is a self-contained complaint to God while in the
later period; it also existed independently but with a diminished element of complaint to God.
Westermann, Praise and Lament, 171.
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departure for understanding psalms of lament.193 Accordingly, 'deviations' are
assessed in keeping with the degree to which they depart from form.194 Form
determines whether a psalm belongs to an early, middle or late tradition vis-a-vis the
development of its parts, their relationships to each other and theological
emphases.195
The material may bear out the associations he makes but we fear that a hermeneutic
that starts from literary typologies risks making those typologies presumptive
interpreters of the material and robs the material of the initiative to signify.196 This is
not different from making Sitz im Leben the basis for understanding psalms.
In the following analysis, we assume no overriding typology for the psalm although
we acknowledge the likelihood of its use in the 8th century cult. We seek to discern
afresh the associations made by the compiler(s) through a very careful 'hearing' of
the text and with an eye for epistemological cues. The commentary is made in the
light of the poetic analysis in Appendix V.
B.2. Analytical Commentary
77:1197
2 Ch 5:12 and 35:15 associate "according to Jeduthun" (cprrrrbi?)198 with Jeduthun
or his descendants.199 Associating names in titles with authors runs into an obvious
problem. Asaph and Jeduthun both appear in this title.
193 Cf. Walter Brueggemann, "The Costly Loss of Lament," JSOT, no. 36 (1986): 58.
194
Thus, Ps 77, "Diverges so markedly from the individual laments that it can barely be reckoned
among them". (Italics, mine). Claus Westermann, The Living Psalms, trans. J. R. Porter, English ed.
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1989), 102-103.
195
Westermann, Praise and Lament, 171-173; Westermann, Living Psalms, 5-6.
196
E.g. Westermann, Praise and Lament, 188-189. For interpretive cues based on perceived
departures from form, see Westermann, Praise and Lament, 191-193.
197 In verse references to the Psalms, the verse-numbering is cited according to the Hebrew text. In the
Psalms this if often one ahead of the verse-numbering in English editions.
198 Note the reading tradition pniT for prr-r in BHS.
199 For instance, Goulder suggests that Ps 77, Ps 62 (prvT-bs) and Ps 39 (•pir-rb) all with spelling
differences in the MSS and versions ( LXX and Targums), share certain features. Goulder, 98-99.
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77:2
The ethos of lament is self-evident in the form of this strophe. 'My voice [is] to God'
(□•'n'bx^x Ai, A2) appears first for effect and emphasis. It casts its shadow over
'I will cry out' (npi^x),200 and its effect, 'and he will hear me' (■''px pixm, A2).201 'My
voice to God' is clearly 'titular', characterizing the entire psalm. The lament
presumes God's audience and anticipates his answer thereby implying the context of
covenant.
77:3
In 3A, we have in declarative prose what we had in graphic depiction (v.2): an
anguished seeking after God. Presumably, the exclamatory 'my voice to God' is an
anguished utterance. In 3B, we have in declarative prose the concomitant posture of
the hand in this state: arms stretched out before God without feeling numb,
presumably because the anguish of the soul is 'louder' that the fatigue of the
outstretched arms.202
9f)-3
It is appropriate that 'poured out' (rna?) expresses the action of'hand' (t) since
there appears to be a blur in distinction between the anguished heart (evidenced by
C) and the outstretched arm.
200
Reading -"pip as 'My voice' as opposed to a verb, 'I will call out' (so, NRS and RSV) resolves the
ambiguity of contending with two verbs in v. 2At that state the same thing. The rather disjointed
□'pbx-bx 'bip is quite appropriate for the mood of a psalm of lament.
201 Delitzsch suggests that the vocalization ofpxni suggests that it were meant to be an imperative
after the analogy of the form "rapp which occurs in addition to bcpn . Delitzsch, 402. However,
treating prxn as imperfect is grammatically possible (first x root) and the aspect of its parallel verb
(npysx) does not warrant an imperative.
202 Cf. Delitzsch, 403.
203 The action of'hand' (*r) is commonly expressed by ntoj in the Bible. BDB, 639-640. This had led
some to suggest 'before him' (Gk kavxiov autou = nh?:), BHS, 1158, note 3c, or 'my eyes' (,p») for
'my hand' ("t), BDB, 620., "m, 4. Goulder notes that "the verb is surprising, and should be understood
as of repeated movement in a downward direction, pleading for mercies." Goulder, 99. Delitzsch
understands rnj: here to mean 'poured forth' or 'spread out', not 'poured out' "for ij: , the radical




A] reflects the psalmist's mental anguish. A2 reflects the physical effects of this
anguish for, although 'and my spirit faints away' (nnn "panrn) has a metaphysical
subject, the expression refers to 'draining of vigour or strength.'204
77:5-7
These verses are an 'exposition' of v.4 in an inverted manner. 4A2, the physical
effects of the anguish, are expanded in the members of v.5. 'You have grasped the
eyelids ofmy eyes' attributes this sleep deprivation to God. The mental, the physical
and cause are combined together. Causing sleep deprivation is euphemistic and
concrete for perplexity and lament. Both stem from God's inactivity (in the face of
90S
distressful circumstances implied throughout the psalm). The euphemism is for the
purposes of observing appropriate decorum, not to disguise the query.206
Verses 6-7 develop further the 'memory' (~dt) and 'musing' (irui) in v.4. The
recurrence of the two ideas in v.7A, B suggests that vv.4 and 7 form an inclusio.
They develop the ideas to the stage where the psalmist has voiced the occasion for
dispiritedness: reflection on God and the past. 'My music' ("titm, 7A)207 must refer to
208
praises associated with happier days (when God's 'right hand' was manifest)
making the Exodus event and the Song possible referents.
204 Delitzsch notes that each of the two members of v.4 consists of a protasis and an apodosis. He also
suggests this link between the mental and the physical. Delitzsch, 403.
205 Cf. Delitzsch, 403.
206 This conclusion is based on the premise that the particulars of communication in this community
are informed by hierarchical concerns. The lesser may only question the greater indirectly, skilfully
couching their queries in non-confrontational language. In this regard, we differ with the rationale
offered by Westermann viz. that "complaint against God does not have a dominant role in individual
lament psalms" or that the recession of "the accusatory question directed at God" into the background
is a consequence of the petitioner's fear to confront God with the question "Why?" Westermann,
Praise and Lament, 183-184.
207
So, also Goulder, 101; and Delitzsch, 403.
208 Cf. 1 IB.
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We may have here, then, a suggestion of the enduring memory of songs associated
with past events.209 Rational inquiry is the activity of 'my spirit' (Tin) in 7B2
demonstrating a use of 'spirit' that is the equivalent of 'my heart' (na1?) in 7B[.
77:8-10
Verses 8-10 differ from the previous section in that they express the substance of the
'remembering' and 'musing' in terms of the questions that the crisis raises. As such,
this unit, distinguished by the interrogative n and its variants and the pausal nbo, is an
elaboration of'recall', 'muse' and 'search' in vv.4-7. 'long ago' in 6A2 since
the acts remembered presumably occurred at definite points in history, is now an
indefinite future, 'forever', 8A. cvubii; is flexible enough to represent a definite past
and an indefinite future.
The questions reveal the perplexities that God's inactivity generates in the psalmist.
God is addressed remotely (third person) through indirect questions thereby
preserving the space demanded by hierarchical concerns.
God's inactivity suggests rejection and displeasure (v.8), cessation of God's loving
kindness, ion, and the failure of his promise, -mk (v.9). It suggests mutation on God's
part vis-a-vis forgetting to be gracious and drawing together (shutting) his
compassions (v. 10). All these reflect on God's covenant faithfulness.
These suggestions are rhetorical210 making them simultaneously prayers. They invite
God to demonstrate that none of the suggestions is the case. They are lament with the
sharp edge of appeal for 'suggestion' to a superior is the equivalent of direct
request.211
209 Cf. Delitzsch, 403-404. Goulder identifies vira with a stringed-accompanied psalm "chanted at
dawn with a small company ofminstrels." Goulder, 101. Others read the LXX equivalent, from
n:n, 'to muse', BHS, note 7b, perhaps reading the "nun in v. 13 A back into this verse (as could be
suggested by the fact that the synonyms run and mtU occur in both texts). E.g. Monsignor Edward J.
Kissane, The Book ofPsalms, vol. 2 (Dublin: The Richview Press, 1954), 29; and Weiser, 529.
210 Cf. Lam 3:22.
211 Cf. Hab 3:2. Scholars interpret the questions variously including as the "doubting questions of the
tempted one," Delitzsch, 404., the equivalent of negative statements, therefore expressions of faith,
Kissane, 29., and expressions of hope based on the covenant which God made with his people during
the exodus journey. Goulder, 101.
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The questions then, betray the theological significance of the deeds ofYahweh
among his people. They evidence his embrace, loving kindness and grace towards
them. They are signs of his immanence. Therefore, their dearth, particularly in the
context of a crisis, raises questions about the covenant.
This analysis is rooted in the experiences of a believing community evidencing a
presumed epistemological constitution unlike Westermann's form-driven analysis for
whom 'lament' essentially refers to questions and is distinct from 'appeal' or
•*212 • 213*
'petition' or other elements found in later material such as 'praise'. In doing so,
we uphold the priority of the social-cultural and theological praxis for the biblical
material.214
77:11
In the light of the discussion above, v.l 1 is an admission of the cause, 'sickness'
Oni^n), of the psalmist's perplexity: 'the changing of the right hand of the Most High'
suggested by the absence of deliverance or the manifestation of'the right hand of
IK 91A
God'. However, this "notoriously difficult verse" lends itself to other exegetical
possibilities:
In the rendering of even the Targum vacillates between Tpinra
(mine affliction) and ,,rnya (my supplication); it vacillates similarly in
the rendering of 1 lb between rprrax (have changed) and ppto (years).217
Possibilities also include interpreting ,ni'?n as a piel infinitive of nbn I, 'to be sick or
weak', and nbtf as qal infinitive construct ofmis I, 'to change', yielding the sense,
"this is my infirmity, that the right hand of the Most High doth change."218
212
Westermann, Praise and Lament, 198.
213 Even the so-called early forms of the lament, "the primordial lament", are merely questions arising
out of the pain of affliction. Ibid., 195-196.
214 Cf. Brueggemann, "Costly Loss of Lament," 59.
215 Cf. v.4A! where it is the very memory of God, paralleling 'the right hand of the Most High'







E.g. Goulder, 101-102. Cf. YLT; RSV; NRSV; The NJB (which paraphrases rriati to read 'lost its
strength'); and Kissane who assumes the interrogative n for this verse that governs vv.8-10 thus
extending the 'negative statement motif.' Kissane, 29.
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Alternatively, rfatf is rendered 'years.' This usually requires substantial inclusions
into the text to make any sense at all.219 However, it seems to be defensible based on
'days from of old' cm, 6A1) and its parallel, 'years of old' (cnbiy rfati, 6A2).
220Some read Titbn, 'my sickness' or 'wound' where -riteo is the qal infinitive of bbn.
This is then read with rrata as 'years' or as 'changing.' Another option has been to
read •,ni'?n as derived from nbn II, 'to seek favour of, 'entreat.'221
None of the possibilities above (other than the last one) compromise our suggestion.
The psalmist's perplexity, whether as 'weakness' or 'wound', is occasioned by the
absence of a manifestation of the hand ofGod, whether as 'the years of the right
hand of the Most High' or 'the changing of the right hand of the Most High'.
77:12-16
As a statement of the psalmist's state, v.l 1 summarises the perplexities explored in
vv. 8-10. However, in naming the occasion for this perplexity, it introduces the next
section of the psalm, a graphic re-presentation of 'the right hand of the Most High' in
vv. 12-16. This section is characterised by direct address to God.
77:12
"I remember" lit. "I cause to remember" requires translating the Ketib tsx as a
Hiph'il and underscores the enduring and disruptive nature of this memory in the
current crisis.224 The context of its earlier uses in the psalm suggests that 'the deeds
of Jah' (12A) and 'your wonders' (12B) are the substance of'God' (4Ai) and 'my
219
Thus, the KJV's "This is my infirmity: but Iwill remember the years of the right hand of the Most
High."
220 BHS note 1 la, p.l 158. Cf. Delitzsch, 400, who renders it 'my cross'; NJB ('wound'); and NKJB
('anguish').
221
E.g. J. H. Eaton, Psalms (London: SCM Press, 1967), cited by Goulder, 102.
222 Cf. Kissane, 29-30.
223 See the 2.p.s. suffixes fi); the vocative (mn'bx) in v.14, the 2.p.s. subject pronoun (nnx) in v.15; and
2.p.s. verbs in vv.15 and 16 (nyiin, nbxa).
224
Thus, Delitzsch and Goulder interpret tstk as 'calling to mind previous deeds' in the present crisis.
Delitzsch, 405-406; and Goulder, 102, 103.
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music' (7A) earlier. If so, vv. 13-16 below are part of the entreaty by virtue of the
contrast they embody with the present.225 The notion of 'remember' or 'recall' (idt)
governs this verse. The use of the rare rr for 'God' evokes the Song at the Sea.226
77:13
Where rat governed v. 12, 'meditation' or 'musing' (run, rrtf) in this verse indicate a
shift towards reflection, a development of the notion of'recall.' In this regard, we
may understand vv. 12-13 to be an expansion of v.7 where both -dt and mm occur.
77:14
The rhetorical 14 B introduces the specific acts of God that follow in vv.15-16. It
also evokes Exodus 15:11 where the interrogative anticipates a litany of divine
227
accomplishments governed by direct address in verses 12-13.
77:15
15 B recalls the raison d'etre of the wonders of God vis-a-vis their declarative
(Hiph., in1) purpose. We have already encountered this application in the Exodus
228
event in relation to both the children of Israel and the Egyptians.
77:16
'You redeemed your people' (pay ... nbsu) evokes 'this people whom you have
redeemed' (nbaa iray), Exod 15:13. Other parallels between Exod 15 and Ps 77
include the following. 15:2, rr cf. Ps 77:12, rr; 15:11, xbs nfoi?...tinp3 ...abxa [naua]-
va cf. Ps 77:14-15, xpa noi; [dm'Pn?] Pins bjpn ... onpa ; 15:13, npxa [ir]ay ppona rrm
225 Cf. Westermann, Praise and Lament, 215, 216.
226 Exod 15:2. Cf. Kissane, 30; and Goulder, 103.
227 See the 2.p.s.verbs and pronominal suffixes there.
228 See the discussion on pp. 153-157.
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cf. Ps 77:16, [yi-its] nbxa and Ps 77:21, ^ai? [!*&?] mm. Also see Ps 77:9, rton
[naab osxn]; 15:5, niahn cf. Ps 77:17, niahn. There is a sense, then, in which historical
re-presentation in vv.12-16 is achieved by evoking an earlier appropriation of the
Exodus narrative, the Song at the Sea.229 For this reason, the commentary pertaining
to allusions to Chaoskampfm the analysis of the Song at the Sea also applies here.
77:17
The waters are personified and react to God. niann, particularly as subject, invites
comparison with the Canaanite myth.231 17 A-B especially evokes the death throes of
Yam at the hands of Baal.232
77:18-20
Vv. 18-20 continues the genre of re-enactment. However, the fusion of elements that
may refer to some of the plagues in Egypt233 with probable Exodus event elements234
requires critical analysis of both the language and what it evokes. One possible
explanation is to regard vv. 17-20 as evoking the victory of the Creator over oinn,
perhaps as a prototype of Yahweh's victory over the enemies of Israel235 and the
language of divine deliverance.236 Another is to regard v. 19 as evoking Canaanite
cosmology with respect to the creation of the world. Thus, 'created' (xna, Gen 1:1) is
not a reference to creating ex nihilo but 'dividing,' "the cosmogonic differentiation of
229 Goulder suggests, "The relationship is sufficiently close, especially with Ps. 77.11-15, that we may
think that the third Selah following these verses, in fact consisted ofExod.l5.1b-18, the Song of the
Sea." Goulder, 104, 105, 106. Cf. Dahood, 231.
230 Thus Delitzsch, "when He turned His glance to the Red Sea, which stood in the way ofHis
redeemed, the waters immediately fell as it were into birth pangs." Delitzsch, 407.
231 Weiser sees 17 C as a reference to the saving deeds wrought by God at the creation. Weiser, 533.
232 See references to the Ugarit version of the myth on p. 160.
233
E.g. 'thunderstorm.' Delitzsch, 407. Compare Exod 9:18-25 with Ps 77:18-19.
234
Compare 'your way was in the sea', Ps 77:20A with Exod 14. Cf. Weiser, 533.
235
Dahood, 23.
236 Goulder, 105. However, Kissane sees the section not as referring to the crossing of the Red Sea but
as "the coming ofGod in judgement...described in the conventional terms of a theophany. His coming
is heralded by commotion in the sea (17), the heavens (18), and the earth (19). The waters here,
therefore, are not the waters of the Red Sea, but the waters of the abyss." Kissane, 30.
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the primordial chaos into two opposing principles," 'the heavens' (trntsn), above, and
'the earth' (pxn), "but in a pregnant sense, and with overtones of the underworld,
below." This differentiation, with the addition of the "third element, the middle part,
237habitation of the animal kingdom and man as its pinnacle," is what v. 19 evokes.
77:21
The conclusive nature of this verse is evident in its departure from the language of
enactment to narrative-like style.
Allusions to Jeduthun and Asaph strongly support a cultic Sitz im Leben. The psalm
is clearly a lament, where 'lament' is not merely "to feel or express great sadness or
disappointment"238 but to do so as an integral part of petition to God. The petition
motif is evident in the fact that God is the addressee, the rhetorical nature of the
questions in vv.8-10 and the polemical nature of the re-presentation of history in
vv. 12-21.239
Indirect devices of communication thus make petition.240 Re-presentation of history
evokes the Song in Exodus, material that is there a triumph song.
237
Wyatt, Myths ofPower, 22-23. In support of this theory, he translates the Hebrew of v. 19 as
follows: "The voice of your thunder was in the dome of the heavens; lightnings lit up the world; the
underworld shook and quaked." Wyatt, Myths ofPower, 23.
238
Wehmeier, ed., 719.
239 "In this Lament Psalm we here find Yahweh's victory over the sea at the Exodus appealed to as a
ground for hope in the present". Day, 97.
240 "The psalmist leaves the reader to infer the lesson of the Exodus - The God who overcame the
power ofpharaoh can conquer Babylon; and He who divided the Red Sea can overcome all obstacles
to the return of Israel." Kissane, 30.
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C. The Covenant at Shechem
Joshua 24:1-28
C.1. Sitz im Leben of Joshua 24
Given the controversy surrounding the text of Joshua,241 the Sitz im Leben of Joshua
24 cannot, so far, be resolved by revisionist considerations. The history of the
biblical texts evidences both a re-working of various traditions into 'new' constructs
242
as Scripture and even a re-working of Scripture to address fresh concerns. For our
purposes, MT and the LXX versions of Joshua are bona fide appropriations, albeit
for different concerns, of a common tradition in spite ofAuld's suggestion that "we
should disqualify our familiar Hebrew text from serving as a sure base for a close
??243examination of the literary structure and relationships in the book of Joshua." The
texts at the disposal of the respondents are translations from the MT. Therefore, we
will consider the Sitz im Leben of Joshua as found there. In doing so, we realise that
'version' has implications for literary history and, in turn, for the material's
1 • 244
incorporation into grander meta-narratives.
241 The debate revolves around the differences between the longer Hebrew text (MT) and the shorter
Greek text (LXX) of Joshua, both which offer complete accounts yet differ in several parts, and how
these differences reflect on the transmission and compilation (s) of the narrative. A. Graeme Auld,
Joshua Retold: Synoptic Perspectives, ed. David J. Reimer, Old Testament Studies (Edinburgh: T & T
Clark, 1998), 1, 7-18; William T. Koopmans, Joshua 24 as Poetic Narrative, ed. David J. A. Clines
and Philip R. Davies, JSOT Supplement Series, vol. 93 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990), 92-95.
242 For example, "Geiger not only demonstrated that the major textual versions (the Septuagint,
Targumic, and Samaritan recensions) reflect reworkings of the Hebrew Bible in the light of post-
biblical social and theological concerns, but that the Hebrew Bible is itself the product (and source) of
such reworkings." Fishbane, 5.
243
Auld, 11. He suggests we resort to the "more-or-less 'original' common text" for answers "to our
literary questions about the completed book of Joshua" and, with limits, giving the Greek version
preference. Auld, 12, 18. Cf. A. G. Auld, "Textual and Literary Studies in the Book of Joshua," ZAW
90 (1978): 412-417; and "Joshua: The Flebrew and Greek Texts," in Studies in the Historical Books of
the Old Testament. Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 30, ed. J. A. Emerton (Leiden: 1979), 1-14.
244 Such meta-narratives include whether to read Joshua as part of the Pentateuch or the narratives of
the former prophets. Auld, Joshua Retold, 129. Cf. Robert G. Boling, Joshua: A New Translation with
Notes and Commentary, First ed., The Anchor Bible, vol. 6 (Garden City, New York: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 1984), 40; and Gerhard von Rad, The Problem ofthe Hexateuch and Other Essays,
trans. E. W. Trueman Dicken (Edinburgh and London: Oliver & Boyd, 1966), 1.
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In the Hebrew Bible, the narrative is a culmination of Israel's history of redemption
from Egypt, the granting of the Promised Land.245 Thus, von Rad observes, "That
which is recounted, from the creation of the world and the call of Abraham to the
completion of the conquest under Joshua, is purely and simply a 'history of
redemption.'" He thinks that this history attained creedal status, a summary of the
principal facts of God's redemptive activity246 that is incorporated into several
theological re-appropriations of Israel's history of redemption. Joshua's "oration to
the congregation at Shechem" (24:2b-13) is such an appropriation.247
However, the variety ofways in which this history is found in the historical
literature, prophets and psalms has led some to question von Rad's otherwise useful
analysis. The liberty of expression in these appropriations militates against the notion
94R
that creedal formulae in the form of cultic liturgies were their source.
Joshua belongs together with Exodus in narrating that supreme example ofGod's
grace.249 Generation to generation recited, sung, and invoked it as part of the very
fabric of Israel's faith and reflection in the context of a course ofhistory moulded by
her God.250
Its specific location in the Hebrew Bible seems to reflect rabbinic consideration of
251the book as part of the Former Prophets immediately following the Torah.
However, as literature, Joshua is judged to belong to the Deuteronomistic,252
essentially a corpus ofmaterial concerned with two facts in the received tradition: the
divine promise of the land to the 'fathers' and the Sinai covenant. Its editors
apparently sought to re-shape Israel's history in order to cope with the collapse of the
245 A. Graeme Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, ed. John C. L. Gibson, The Daily Study Bible (Old





Boling, 8-9. Wright suggests, instead, a rich oral tradition, the living tradition of the people whose
history our tools can hardly unravel. G. E. Wright, "Introduction," in Joshua: A New Translation with




Ibid., 3, 6; Rad, Hexateuch, 144.
251
Boling, 40. For a discussion of the extension of the term 'prophet' to every great leader in Israel's
past tradition, see Albright, 208-213.
252 'Deuteronomist' is generally regarded as "a convenient symbol for a theological school of thought
that had its origin in north Israel before moving to Judah after 724-721 B.C. and the destruction of
Israel." Wright, "Introduction," 41,51.
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nation and the religious ideology on which it had rested. Therefore, Joshua is an
instrument ofGod's power in the conquest of the Promised Land. The book's
synoptic theological affinity with the Torah254 has led it to be considered together
with it by some late nineteenth and early twentieth-century scholars as
'Hexateuch.'255
Martin Noth considers Josh 24 to have had its own history of redaction before its
introduction into the basic Deuteronomic book. In its current redacted state, it
describes "the covenant ceremony which created 'all Israel' (that is, the Twelve
Tribes League) at Shechem on the soil of the Promised Land."257
Applying Modern historiography to Hebrew tradition has supposedly exposed this
redaction.258 This canonical Sitz im Leben, so to speak, is judged as fictional,
. 9SQ
invented. The basis for such conclusions is archaeological evidence or the lack of
it260 by 'objective' Modern scholarship.261
At the heart of this debate is how scholars extract history from oral traditions262 and
their appropriations. When we consider the fragmentary nature and ambiguity of
253 Johannes C. de Moor and Harry F. van Roy, eds., Past, Present, Future: The Deuteronomistic
History and the Prophets (Leiden, Boston, Koln: Brill, 2000), viii. Cf. Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth,
2-3.
254 For apparent instances of "the Deuteronomic editing of Joshua," see Wright, "Introduction," 56.
255 Ibid., 55. Cf. A. Graeme Auld, Joshua, Moses and the Land: Tetrateuch-Pentateuch-Hexateuch in
a Generation since 1938 (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1980).
256 Martin Noth, Das Bach Josua, Second ed., Handbuch Zum Alten Testament (Tubingen: Moir,
1953), cited by Wright, "Introduction," 61.
257
Wright, "Introduction," 61. Joshua 24 is regarded as one of the Deuteronomist's "own
summarizing passages" in which the Deuteronomist achieved theological unity of the entire material
credited with 'his' editorial activity. Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 3.
258
Wright, "Introduction," 4.
259 P. R. Davies, In Search ofAncient Israel (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 25. Cf. Niels
Peter Lemche, Ancient Israel: A New History ofIsraelite Society (Sheffield: JSOT, 1988); and
Thomas L. Thompson, Early History ofthe Israelite People: From the Written and Archaeological
Sources (Leiden: Brill, 1992).
260
Lemche, Ancient Israel, 72, 73.
261
Wright, "Introduction," 72, 73. Cf. W. G. Dever, Who Were the Early Israelites, and Where Did
They Come From? (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 2003), 228 and Nicolai Winther-Nielsen, A
Functional Discourse Grammar ofJoshua: A Computer-Assisted Rhetorical Structure Analysis, ed.
Tryggve N.D. Mettinger and Magnus Y. Ottosson, Coniectanea Biblica. Old Testament Series 40
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1995), 2-9.
262 Thus, Thompson decries the paucity or even lack of 'direct written evidence' or 'textual
references' and 'epigraphic evidence' for reconstructing the history of Israel. Thompson, 60, 322. Cf.
M. D. Koster, "The Historicity of the Bible: Its Relevance and Its Limitations in the Light of near
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archaeological data and the input of the inquirer into the 'findings', in spite of
Modern scholarship's claims to the contrary, we arrive at a rather tenuous base for
judging the authenticity (or falsity) of biblical events and their representations in the
texts.263
Clearly, archaeology and other historical-critical tools of inquiry can only be
instruments in the context of presuppositions.264 The attempt to minimise (or
suspend) presuppositions is a methodological stance and should not be the critical
factor in resolving ambiguities in the data as doing so makes it a bias or
predisposition.265 Given the tenuous nature of the data and historical inquiry, such a
bias generates a new dogma, exclusion of the possibility of certain truth, which
contradicts the very suspension of presuppositions it cherishes.
In the following textual analysis, we concentrate on the form and place of Josh 24 in
the MT as an instance of inner-biblical appropriation of the Exodus event by Moses'
successor, Joshua, and Israel, the people of God. The fact that Christian and Jewish
266traditions view Joshua as belonging to different grand-meta-narratives does not
compromise its function in the MT.
For our purposes, we assume the historical context suggested by the text, the
conquest of the land ofCanaan and a meeting at Shechem. Accordingly, its presumed
Sitz im Leben is the renewal of the covenant at Shechem after the allotment of the
land to the tribes of Israel. The following commentary is based on the discourse
analysis of Josh 24:1-28 in Appendix VI.
Eastern Archaeology - from Catalyst to Cataclysm," in Past, Present, Future: The Deuteronomistic
History & the Prophets, 124, 140, 143.
263 Cf. Wright, "Introduction," 76; Koster, 123.
264 Cf. Norman K. Gottwald, "Triumphalist Versus Anti-Triumphalist Versions of Early Israel: A
Response to Articles by Lemche and Dever in Volume 4 (1996)," CR 5 (1997): 15-42.
265
Wright, "Introduction," 77. Cf. Iain W. Provan, V. Phillips Long, and Tremper Longman III, A
Biblical History ofIsrael (Louisville: Westminster, 2003).
266
Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 2.
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C.2. Analytical Commentary
The discourse analysis of Josh 24 indicates clear narrative shifts that shed light on
the rhetorical structure of the text.267 The narrative may be divided into three
portions, each replete with narrative shifts or 'episodes': the case for Yahweh from
an appropriation of history, the challenge and the response of the people.
C.2.1. The case for Yahweh (24:1-13)
Background: v. I a-c. The gathering at Shechem
Joshua gathers all the tribes of Israel at Shechem and calls the leadership of the tribe:
the elders, heads, judges and officials. It appears that 'gathering all the tribes of
Israel' (la, btoic'' ,t23ffl"'73"nx...c]0K) is synonymous with 'calling' (top) the 'various
categories of leaders' in lb. Therefore, we understand the latter in lc and in 2a below
as the immediate audience of Joshua's address. This underscores collective identity
in Israel's worldview. The leaders represent all the people.268
Auld considers this a religious assembly before the presence of God rather than a
before Joshua. Apparently, the fact that 'they presented themselves before God'
(:D,n'7xn us1? rasw, 1 c) makes Shechem (not Gilgal and Shiloh) the appropriate place
for religious assembly. It also justifies the fact that Joshua speaks explicitly in God's
name.269 However, as we argue below, 'presenting themselves before the presence of
God' or Joshua speaking explicitly in God's name do not require a sacred place if
Joshua is functioning as the servant of God.
267 In this we differ with Koopmans who argues for analysing the rhetorical structure of Josh 24:1-28
on the basis of the parallelism associated with Hebrew poetry, hence as "poetic narrative" or
"narrative poetry." Koopmans, 165. Cf. Winther-Nielsen, 310-311.
268 Cf. ymrr tnp»i with viuwbi raaitibi vdnh1?! ropi1?. Josh 23:2.
269
Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 120-121. Davies sees 'before God' as indicating the presence of
the Ark. G. H. Davies, "The Ark in the Psalms," in Promise and Fulfilment: Essays Presented to
Professor S. H. Hooke in Celebration ofHis Ninetieth Birthday, 21 January 1964/ by Members ofthe
Societyfor Old Testament Study, and Others, ed. F. F. Bruce (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1963), 61.
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The case for Yahweh is presented in prophetic format. From 2c to 13d, Joshua
adopts the genre of 'historical re-enactment' and stands in the place of God, hence
the l.imperf.s.271 This retelling is an interpretation of Israel's history as evident in its
selective nature: what is included, excluded and emphasized.
Episode 1: v.2a-d. Israel's pagan origins
The retelling begins with Terah and his children, Abraham and Nahor in the region
across the river as servants (worshippers) of 'other gods' (onnx crnbx) 'from long
272
ago' (obtoo). Yahweh intends by it to remind 'the people' (nan) of their pagan
origins as evident from the inclusiveness of 'your fathers' (ntrninx) in 2c. This
episode also serves as the background to this particular interpretation of history.
Episode 2: vv.3-4. Abraham's fare in Canaan
A change in geography, 'the region across the river' to 'Canaan' and movement in
the narrative (action verbs) mark273 episode 2. Through a series ofwa 'eqtols (3a-4b),
Yahweh emphasizes a series of actions that transform Israel's pagan forefathers into
the people of God.
He 'took' (npb) their father Abraham from the region across the river; 'brought'
(Hiph., ^bn) him to the land of Canaan; 'multiplied' ( nm) his seed i.e. 'gave' (]ra) to
him Isaac and 'gave' C|ra) to Isaac Jacob and Esau. He 'gave' (in:) to Esau Mount
Seir to possess but Jacob and his children went down to Egypt.
The absence of a wa 'eqtol with Jacob's action in 4c breaks the pattern. Yahweh did
not send Jacob to Egypt. Jacob has not yet been given land to possess.274 Several
narratives related to Jacob going down to Egypt (Gen 46) are glossed over (4c) as
270
nirr "idkvis, 2b. Cf. Boling, 534.
271 Winther-Nielsen attempted a computational demarcation of wa 'eqtol forms and found that they did
not form an independent structure other than marking the role of Yahweh as agent. Winther-Nielsen,
311, note 38.
272
'People' ((djj) with reference to Israel suggests their constitution by covenant with Yahweh.
Boling, 120-121.
273 "New thematic participants and spatio-temporal shifts." Winther-Nielsen, 311.
274 Cf. Winther-Nielsen, 312.
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though to say that the raison d'etre for that descent is irrelevant for the current
appropriation of history.
Episode 3: v.5. Deliverance in Egypt
The narrative identifies Joshua's audience ('y°u/ :D?r3<, 5d. Also see 6b, 7b, e, f and
8a) with those who 'went down to Egypt' in 4c. The resurgence ofwa 'eqtols (5a-b)
275indicates where the action ofYahweh is: it was not in the 'going down' to Egypt
97f\
but it was in the deliverance. He 'sent' Moses and Aaron. He 'plagued' (--p) Egypt.
Between 5a and 5b, we have Exodus 1-14 barring the event at the sea. He 'brought
them out' (ks\ 5d and 6a below). The identification of Joshua's audience at Shechem
with those who participated in the exodus (5d) is particularly indicative of continuity
between the two groups to the point where the experiences of the one are also those
of the other.277
Episode 4: vv.6-7. Deliverance at the sea
The narrative goes into some detail concerning the activities at the sea, presumably
to underscore the predicament that Israel was in and the resolution of that
predicament by the hand ofYahweh. Therefore, 6a is a headline summary of this
episode. 'Bring out' (tnr) closes episode 3 (Titain, 5d) and opens episode 4 (tosixi ,
6a) to highlight its centrality. Israel's predicament at the sea (6b), the pursuit by
Egypt with chariotry and horsemen (6c), Israel's crying out for help to Yahweh (7a),
his immediate act of protection (7b), and ultimate destruction ofEgypt (7c-d) all go
to demonstrate the extent of Yahweh's role as deliverer.
For a moment, Joshua shifts from the mode of 'historical re-enactment' (wa 'eqtols)
to 'historical narration' (wayeqtols), within 'thus says the Lord', 2b.278 This
275
Maybe it was. However, this is not important for this appropriation.
276 Or, "treated violently." Winther-Nielsen, 312.
277
However, Boling sees this association as indicating either that Yahweh "is encountered as the God
of a great variety of individuals and clans, each of whom makes its own identification with the Bene
Israel", or that the alternation between 'you' and 'your ancestors' in vv.5-6 is stylistic. Boling, 534.
278 V.7a-c. See especially the \vayeqtols in 7b-c.
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corresponds with an earlier shift in the designation of the objects ofYahweh's
actions ('you', 2.pl., 6b, with 'your fathers', 6c) that created the historical distance
befitting 'historical narration'. Apparently, 'historical narration' maintains the
distinctions between historical Israel and the congregation at Shechem and between
Joshua and Yahweh while 'historical re-enactment' obscures them.
Historical re-enactment resumes with an appeal to self-witness thereby re¬
establishing continuity with the Exodus generation (7e).279 Clearly, this appropriation
is meant to demonstrate Yahweh's initiative in 'bringing Israel out.' Consequently,
the wilderness narratives are glossed over in one sentence ('You dwelt in the
wilderness many days', 7f)280 because they are irrelevant to the case being made
here.
Episode 5: vv.8-10. Conflict in the region across the River Jordan
We could divide this episode into two because there are two threats included: the
Amorites (8a-e) and Balak son of Zippor, king of Moab (9a-10c). However, we will
treat it as one because both threats relate to 'the region across the Jordan'.
Wa 'eqtols (v.8a, c, and e) pick up Yahweh's initiative from 6a. He 'brought' (Hiph.,
ku) them to the land of the Amorites across the Jordan (8a). He 'gave' (]m) the
Amorites into their hand (8c) and 'exterminated' (Hiph., -in©) them before Israel (8e).
In 8d, the children of Jacob 'possess' (ttiT)281 land although Yahweh does not 'give'
it to them. However, we may deduce a 'giving' of sorts from the facts that Yahweh
'brought' them to this land (8a) 'gave' the Amorites into their hand (8c) and
'exterminated' the Amorites (8e) almost as if'possessing' their land is a natural
consequence. Nevertheless, the absence of a wa 'eqtal with ]nj suggests that it is not
the ultimate gift of land.
279 'And your eyes saw', nrinm, 7e.
280 Cf. Num 10:11-21:35. Focussing on 'dwell' (n®-1) as Winther-Nielsen ("they do not even walk away
any more - 'you sat in the desert for many days,' Winther-Nielsen, 312.), or Boling ("andyou lived.
In the wilderness especially, long life is the salvific gift of Yahweh to those whose roots were not in
the desert," Boling, 535.), detracts from incidental nature of this line to this appropriation.
281 Cf. 4b where mrr gave the Mount Seir to Esau to 'inherit' (®t) it. Winther-Nielsen calls this "the
first permanent solution." Winther-Nielsen, 313.
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Balak's 'fight' (Drib),282 9b, with Israel constituted a bigger threat because he sought
spiritual aid (9d). In a worldview where spiritual authorities are above physical ones,
70-3
to seek a curse is to seek superior weaponry. The complication is that Yahweh is
the spiritual authority whose help 'Bilaam' (Balaam) solicits to 'curse' (bbp, 9d)
Israel on behalf ofBalak, 10a.284 This may be an indication that Yahweh was
Balaam's usual source of spiritual authority, including the power to curse. However,
it may also be an indication that in the spiritual realm, Yahweh ultimately rules, the
God of gods so to speak.
In any case, Yahweh 'blesses' (fia, 10b) Israel and 'delivers' (b^:) her from
Bilaam's285 hand, 10c. Notably, the congregation at Shechem is included in this
generation ('you', 8a, b, c, 9d, 10b and d). However, at this stage, the same people
probably feature in both the narratives and appropriation.
Episode 6: vv.l 1-13. Conflict in the land of promise
The first wa~ (1 la) marks transition into a new episode, just as 1 la in its entirety
establishes the temporal framework of episode 6: conflict in the Promised Land. This
time, the opponents are 'the lords of Jericho, the Amorites, the Perizzites, the
Canaanites, the Hittites, the Girgashites, the Hivvites and the Jebusites (lib), an
extensively enlarged contingent.
Historically, one of the difficulties of this text is relating 'the lords of Jericho' (irr-r
ibi?a) with what follows in lib.286 However, this opposition is the largest
287
conglomeration of antagonistic forces at the final frontier, so to speak. Yahweh
'gave' (]n:) them into Israel's hands, a 'giving' that in this case includes Yahweh
282
Boling finds this statement contradictory of Judges 11:25 since Balak only sought the services of a
diviner to curse Israel. Boling, 536. However, his interpretation requires a closer reading of 'fight'
than is probably warranted here.
283 Winther-Nielsen regards this as a "more subtle attack" than the Egyptian use ofmilitary force.
Winther-Nielsen, 313. However, subtlety is hardly synonymous with heightened potency.
284 We infer this from the fact that it is Yahweh who reluses to 'listen' (i;ntf, 10a) to Bilaam.
285
However, the 3.m.s. pronominal suffix (10c) could also be a reference to Balak in 9a. Cf. Boling,
536.
286 The grammar suggests an appositive relationship and this is part of the problem. Cf. Winther-
Nielsen, 313, note 44; and Boling, 536.
287 Cf. Winther-Nielsen, 313; Boling, 165-167.
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fighting the Amorites (12a-b). The idea of Yahweh 'sending the hornet' (ninsn...n'?2i,
12a) is already present in the Bible and in connection with the conquest of the land of
Canaan.288 The latter part of 12b underscores the fact that it is Yahweh who
accomplished this, not Israel's weapons ofwar.
Finally, Yahweh 'gave' (]ra) Israel 'land' (px) that they did not 'labour for' and
'cities' (ami?) that they did not 'build' to 'inhabit' (am1) (13a) and 'vineyards' (crap)
and 'olives' (crny) that they did not 'plant' to 'eat' (bpx). The participial construction,
'you are eating' (D-'bsx cnx), 13d, highlights the continuing nature of this gift. All
together, v. 13 is a more extensive description of'inheritance' (tarn) than Esau's
inheritance (4b). In addition, compared to what was 'possessed' west of the Jordan
River (8d), this one is 'given' (pi, 13a). In this retelling, it is the ultimate 'giving'
(pi) of inheritance. Yahweh's covenant faithfulness in this account becomes the
basis for the appeal for covenant renewal in the next portion.
C.2.2. Joshua's challenge to the people (24:14-15)
'Now' (nip), 14a, signals the end of the interpretation of history and the beginning of
its application. Joshua is still Yahweh's representative but not in the prophetic sense.
The challenge is presented as a series of imperatives: 'fear' (xm) Yahweh, 14b;
'serve' (nan) him, 14c, e; 'turn aside from' (Hiph., mo, 14d) and 'choose' (-ina, 15b).
The last one summarises the first three and spells out the alternatives: Yahweh or
'other gods' (15a-e). 'Other gods' apparently refers to deities other than Yahweh
whether in the 'region across the river', Egypt or Canaan.290
The order of the imperatives suggests process. 'Fear' precedes 'serve' and begets it.
It characterizes serving 'with integrity and in truth' (14c). 'Turn aside' stems from
the first two. If so, Israel's fundamental transgression is irreverence.291 'Serving'
288 Exod 23:28 and Deut 7:20. Auld calls this "divinely inspired terror." Auld, Joshua, Judges and
Ruth, 122. Cf. Boling, 536-537.
289 For Wright, this is an illustration of Holy War ideology, which, in this case entailed the omission
ofbattles, and heroes and the emphasis on Yahweh as sole actor, sole Warrior, by the narrator.
Wright, "Introduction," 27, 30-31.
290 Cf. 2d.
291
Boling also regards the command to 'revere' (Km) to be "the prime covenant stipulation." Boling,
537. Cf. Josh 4:14, 24.
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without 'reverence' is paying lip service and is not 'service' at all. This is an
important qualification since 'serve' (-qu) is the central theme in Joshua's challenge
9Q9
and the responses of the people.
Joshua declares his position as leader of his household (15e). However, he is also the
leader of the people and this confession, particularly as it aligns him with the
'fathers', amounts to an ominous challenge to Israel. To confess otherwise is
tantamount to rebelling against Yahweh and rejecting their identity as covenant
people continuous with the 'fathers'.
In a society where collective identity extends to past generations, this would be an
extremely weighty matter. Unless the leaders of the people are willing to break ranks
with the imposing weight of their history as the 'people of God', there can only be
293
one answer to the challenge posed by Joshua.
C.2.3. The people's answer (24:16-28)
The people's answer is in three cycles that roughly correspond to superficial
indignation (16-18), choice (19-21, perhaps repeated in v.24) and pledge (22). In this
regard, 'the people answered' (aim pm, 16a) should also be understood as the essence
of both 21a and 22d below.
Cycle 1: w.16-18. Superficial indignation
The leaders (lb-c) answer on behalf of'the people' (Dim), 16a. This demonstrates
both collective identity and the representative roles of those in positions of authority.
Their answer contains a note of scandal.294 Perhaps the 'horror' is at the very
suggestion they are capable of undermining the covenant and reverting to 'serving
other gods'.295 The thematic declaration at the start of their answer ('for the Lord is
292 Derivatives of the consonants appear 7 times in vv.14-15 alone. In fact, Joshua's final 'we will
serve' ("tain, 15e) is echoed in the people's response in 18b, 21b and 24b.
293 Winther-Nielsen also sees an element of'force' in this challenge. Winther-Nielsen, 313-314.
294 Cf. 'God forbid!' or 'far be it from us!' fob n'rbn, 16c). For Boling, this is the equivalent of placing
"themselves under the sanction of covenant curses." Boling, 538.
295 See 2c-3a. Cf. ta'anx trn'bx "taiib, 16c, with 'abandoning' (am, 16c).
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our God', irnbx rnrr \?, 17a), reinforces this.296 However, it would be a mistake to
regard this note of scandal as an indication of the people's faithfulness to Yahweh
and thus wrongful characterisation by Joshua, as we shall see in the next two cycles.
The rest of this cycle, 17a-18b, is essentially an explication of the reasons they
cannot 'abandon' (nty, 16c) Yahweh as evidenced by the preposition 'because' ("o,
17a). Yahweh is 'their' (ir, 17a) God. He is the one who 'brought' them and their
fathers 'up' (Hiph., nby) out of'Egypt, the house of bondage' (17a-b). He 'worked
before their eyes' (irrab nicy, 17c) 'these great signs'; 'preserved' (nam, 17d) them 'in
all the way' and 'among all the peoples' they passed through; and 'drove out' (tun:,
18a) 'all the people and the Amorites who lived in the land. The 1 .pi. pronouns in vv.
17 (e.g. 'who brought us... up from the land ofEgypt', i:nx, 17a) demonstrate beyond
doubt that they, too, regarded themselves as continuous with the 'fathers'.
Their answer includes additional details. Whereas 'these great signs' (17c) could be a
truncated version of 5a-7f, they declare that Egypt was 'a house of bondage' (17b).
They also declare a 'preserving' (n?:tU). This excess could be construed as part of the
'superficial indignation', an attempt to demonstrate that they understood Yahweh's
role in their history more precisely than Joshua gave them credit. Based on all this,
907 9QR
'they too' (urnx-m, 18b) register their intention to 'serve' ("nu) Yahweh.
Cycle 2: vv. 19-21. Choice
Joshua's counter-argument in this cycle appears to be a strategy to shift the
discussion from the grand issues of understanding Yahweh's role in history to
'commitment to the covenant' by pointing out the requirements of 'serving' (~a»)
Yahweh. In placing 'holy' (tUnp, 19c) and 'jealous' (x:p, 19d) first, Joshua is clearly
bringing attention to them as the bases for warning Israel against flippant confessions
and declarations. God does not look kindly on 'unfaithfulness' (xart and urna, 19e).
296 In this regard we chose to read this as a complete verb-less sentence (as also Boling, 538.) and the
following 'He' (wn) as the start of the following sentence detailing his deeds on their behalf as the
people ofGod. Other interpreters see 'our God' (irn'bx) in apposition to 'the Lord' (nvr), e.g. the KJV,
RSV and NJB. The distinction is important for the light it throws on the emphasis on their sense of
identity with Yahweh and how this nuances the rest of their answer.
297 Cf. Joshua's choice in 15e.
298
Boling sees the people's answer as "a polished rhetorical piece" and the introductory 'for' or
'because' fa, 17a) as giving "exclamatory force to the Hebrew sentence." Boling, 538.
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'Your transgression' (Daifos, 19e) is perhaps best understood as the equivalent of
'abandon' (air, 20a), divided or even non-existent loyalty, and 'your sins' (□avnxbn)
as the practices of those who have 'abandoned' (16c and 20a) the Lord. 'Serving
foreign gods' (aa: Yibx ma, 20a) is the equivalent of'abandoning' (ata) Yahweh.
Yahweh demanded exclusive worship299 therefore 'pledge' and 'indignation' are not
enough if not rooted in consecrated living. This calls for choice300 ensuing in
covenant fidelity (20b-c).301
We should therefore read insistence (likely the force of 'no, but', "p xb, 21b) in the
people's next response. The absence of an accompanying explanation may indicate
^09
tacit admission of guilt. If so, and given Israel's unfaithfulness so far, 21b is a new
start and the basis of the covenant renewal to follow.
Cycle 3: v.22. The pledge
The pledge underscores the centrality of'choice' in this dialogue. They are witnesses
to 'their own choice' (cmn:) 'to serve' (ma) Yahweh (22b-c, e). Based on this
pledge, Joshua proceeds to conduct what is apparently a covenant renewal ritual.
C.2.4. vv.23-28. Covenant renewal
Covenant renewal is in four stages: exchange of vows, the 'cutting' (ma) of the
covenant, documentation and establishment of a witness.
299 Cf. Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 126-129.
300 The people were given the choice to choose between gods although the terms were not for
bargaining over. Ibid., 124-126.
301 We term the contents of vv,19a-20c as 'reminding' them because we think that in spite of his
misgivings, Joshua wants them to serve Yahweh. Cf. L. Daniel Hawk, Every Promise Fulfdled.
Contesting Plots in Joshua, Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation (Louisville, Kentucky:
Westminster and John Knox Press, 1991), 135-136. Cf. Winther-Nielsen, 314.
302 Cf.l4d.
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Stage 1: vv.23-24. Exchange of vows
The fact that Joshua later cuts the covenant 'for the people'303 indicates that he is
representing Yahweh in this exchange. Commanding the people to 'turn away from'
(no) 'the foreign gods that are in their midst' (23b) and to 'incline their hearts to
Yahweh, the God of Israel' (23c) indicates that they are still 'serving other gods'.304
The people vow not only to 'serve' Yahweh, but also to 'listen' (»atf) to 'His voice'.
Putting the direct object 'the Lord our God' (irnbx mnynN, 24b) and 'to his voice'
(ibipzn, 24c) first emphasizes what the people have chosen.305 Both declarations echo
their foremost declaration in v. 17a ("He is our God") forming an inclusio with it and
framing their answer. Within this frame, 'we will serve' ("till??, 18b, 21b and 24b)
Yahweh is consistent. However, in Joshua's judgement, this is a fresh 'choice' (ma,
22c) necessitating witnesses (trpi?, 22b and e; m», 27b): the congregation and a large
stone.
Stages 2-4: vv.25-28. Cutting, documentation and establishment of witness
The three remaining stages of this covenant could end at 26c. In fast-paced narrative,
the covenant is cut (25a)306 and a statute and an ordinance established at Shechem
(25b),307 a record is made (26a) and a stone ofwitness erected (26c). The brevity of
this narrative suggests that it is the dynamics that brought this congregation to the
point of choice that are important. Therefore, it is not useful to inquire further into
the details of the 'statute' (pit) and 'ordinance' (tssttin) established at Shechem, 25b, or
303 V.25a. To Boling, Joshua is acting as Yahweh's negotiator for a covenant. Boling, 539.
304
Boling also regards 23b as conclusive: "While the people have been protesting their firm
preference for Yahweh, Joshua knows that in fact there are some 'patriarchal' deities to be discarded."
Ibid. Cf. ens: itix ,"ibxn mbx-ns: cm, v. 15d.
305 Cf. Ibid.
306 Auld thinks that b in 25a, b is a basis for ambiguity as to whether Joshua was standing with the
people (hence 'with' or in Auld's nuance, 'for') or was standing for God (hence 'for' or, in his
nuance, 'on'). Auld, Joshua, Judges and Ruth, 130. However, we consider his representative role as
identifying him as God's representative.
307 The RSV has 'statutes' and 'ordinances' for the singular 'statute' (pn) and 'ordinance' (tsatia), 25b.
Cf. Exod 15:25 where a 'statute' and an 'ordinance' are made (or 'is' made) following the healing of
bitter waters at Marah.
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'the words' (Dnrnn, 26a)308 that Joshua wrote. Likewise, it is not useful to inquire
further into 'the holy place of the Lord' (rnrr unpp, 26c).
Having said so, the rationalisation (v.27) of the enactment in 26b-c, yields some
interesting points. The 'stone' (pxn, 26b, 27b) is a 'witness' (rn», 27b, d) in terms
reminiscent of the people to themselves (□,ii?, 22b, e) because it has 'heard' (ram,
27c) 'all the words ofYahweh that He has spoken with us' (27c).
The 'witness' value of the stone appears to lie in the fact that it will serve as a
reminder to Israel about what transpired here.309 However, this point is couched in
concrete terms that seemingly ascribe anthropomorphic characteristics to the stone. It
has heard and kept record ofwhat has transpired. The status of this stone, then, lies in
the significance given to it by Joshua and the people. In their minds, it is a veritable
witness and 'though silent, it speaks clearly.'310
D. The Prayer of Habakkuk
Habakkuk 3:1-19
D.1. Sitz im Leben of Habakkuk 3
Habakkuk departs from the familiar pattern in biblical prophetic books in that, other
than the name,311 there are no personal details about the prophet. Paucity of details
extends to history and tradition. Outside the Bible, 'Habakkuk' only appears in
312references in the Apocryphal book ofDaniel, Bel and the Snake.
308 For instance, Boling suggests that 'the words' was a reference to the Decalogue of Exod 20 and
Deut 5 by appealing to "familiar Dtn/Dtr usage". Boling, 540.
309 Cf. Winther-Nielsen, 315; and Boling, 540.
310 Cf. Ps 19:1-3.
311 Even the name, often semantically linked to the prophet's ministry and times, yields little. It is
probably ofAkkadian origin according to some apparent association made with Assyrian hambakuku,
the name of a garden plant. William H. Ward, "A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Habakkuk,"
in A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Micah, Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah and
Joel, The International Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1985), 3.
312 While carrying food to reapers in harvest time, an angel seizes Habakkuk by the hair and takes him
to Babylon where the food is given to Daniel in the lion's den (cp. Dan. 6:10-24) and then the angel
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This has generated much debate about the times and referents in his prophecies. In
addition, the fact that Chapter 3 apparently differs with the first two313 has generated
much debate regarding the continuity of the material. However, theories of
discontinuity with the first two chapters are complicated by the fact that the chapter
is present in all the LXX manuscripts and it has been found in a number of texts from
the third and second centuries BC.314
The material suggests a specific historical context. Mention of the Chaldeans as
"Yahweh's ministers of correction"315 suggests a Babylonian threat and hence a
seventh century date.316 Several commentators and historians consider the reign of
Jehoiakim, the king of Judah whose reign corresponds with the rising threat of the
Babylonians until Judah's demise, to be the social-historical context for the
prophecies of Habakkuk or at least parts of it.317
Others consider different Sitze im Leben. For example, Watts, driven by form-critical
exegesis, concludes that the book of the Twelve is composed of "arrangements of
prophetic words linked to use in worship", "collected over a period ofmore than 300
•310
years" and "given their final shape not later than the middle of the fifth century."
Here, the prophet in worship is a de facto redactor of existing prophecies for cultic
use.319 Apparently, such is most prophetic literature of the latter half of the sixth
returns him to Judah. Habakkuk is a son of Joshua of the tribe of Levi. John D. W. Watts, The Books
ofJoel, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk and Zephaniah, ed. P. R. Ackroyd, A. R. C. Leaney, and
J. W. Packer, The Cambridge Bible Commentary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975),
121-122.
313 For Ward, the psalm is not generically connected with the first two chapters. Ward, 3. For Baker, it
is probably a secondary addition to the book because the Qumran material includes a commentary on
the first two chapters, but not the third. David W. Baker, Nahum, Habakkuk and Zephaniah, ed. D. J.
Wiseman, The Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries (Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 1988),
46. Cf. W. H. Brownlee, The Midrash ofPesher ofHabbakuk (Georgia, Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1979). For Day, this simply evidences its independent circulation, not exclusion. Day, 105.
314 Baker, 46. Cf. W. H. Brownlee, The Text ofHabakkuk in the Ancient Commentaryfrom Qumran,
JBL. Monograph Series, vol. 11 (Philadelphia: Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, 1959), 92;
and J. T. Milik, Ten Years ofDiscovery in the Wilderness ofJudea, trans. J. Strugnell (London: SCM
Press, 1959), 14, 18.
315
Ward, 3. Cf. Hab 1:5-11.
316 Cf. Watts, 9-10.
317 W. F. Albright, "The Psalm of Habakkuk," in Studies in Old Testament Prophecy, ed. H. H.
Rowley (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1957), 1. Cf. Watts, 122-123. and Baker, 44. However, Ward





century (Isa 40-45) and the first half of the fifth century (Isa 56-66, Zech 9-14,
Malachi, Obadiah and Joel). Editors noted the names and dates of prophets whose
prophecies were closely linked to historical events. Those that elicited no specific
dating, such as Habakkuk, were "interspersed in the existing collection of dated
prophecies."320
Therefore, Habakkuk is a liturgical expansion of the form 'foreign prophecy' (i.e.
against foreign nations) and patterned after similar collections in Isaiah, Jeremiah
and Ezekiel. It is patterned after the emphasis of the 'crisis prophets' of the eighth
century and those of the turn-of-the-seventh to the sixth centuries who proclaimed
'the day of the Lord' with 'overpowering emphasis on God's judgement on Israel'.
They interpreted the Assyrian (721 B.C.) and the Babylonian (597 B.C.) conquests in
321
theological terms.
As prophetic liturgy, the person of the speaker, like the psalms, is irrelevant, hence
the paucity of detail concerning Habakkuk. This reconstruction, perhaps aided by the
identity of the prophet in Daniel, Bel and the Snake, leads Watts to adopt the view
that Habakkuk was one of the Levites who conducted worship in Jerusalem and who
probably adapted this book for temple worship.
However, Childs dismisses a cultic Sitz im Leben based on the autobiographical
framework of the book noting that such a framework does not lend itself to a cultic
setting.323 Others equally not convinced about the institution of the cult prophet in
Israel still entertain the possibility that Habakkuk the prophet was also a 'singer' or
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'poet-musician.' The following exposition will assume Jehoiakim's reign and
events surrounding it as the Sitz im Leben for the book.
Habakkuk takes God's justice for granted.325 He is prayerful and devout.326 His




Ibid., 6, 122. Cf. Day, 105; and Ward, 6, 7 (third chapter only).
323 Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament, 452. Apparently, this framework is evidenced by such
texts as 1:2-4, 1:5-11, 1:12-17,2:1-5,3:1-2 and 3:16-19 which indicate a dialogue between God and
the prophet.
324
E.g. Albright, Yahweh, 188.
325 1:13.
326
1:2, 4, 12; 2:1.
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Yahweh's apparent toleration of sin.327 God promises to punish Israel using the
Babylonian or Neo-Chaldean Empire as his instrument. The prophet then
questions the justice of using a more decadent nation to chastise a less decadent
one. God promises judgement of Babylon. The prophet responds in a 'prayer'
331
D.2. Analytical Commentary
We interpret Hab 3 as a psalm and therefore according to the conventions governing
Hebrew poetry using the functional332 poetic analysis in Appendix VII as our
exegetical guide.
The musical terms 'upon the Shigyonoth'333 and 'with my musical instrument'
(■"nirpa)334 perhaps an inclusio, and the musical directions interspersed within the
11c
text characterise it as a psalm.
3:2
The vocatives336 rhetorically pair the first two cola. The disjunctive accents337 over
'Yahweh' suggest that the vocatives stand alone, at the start of their cola.





331 3:1. Cf. Ralph L. Smith, Micah - Malachi, ed. David A. Hubbard and Glenn W. Barker, Word
Biblical Commentary, vol. 32 (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1984), 95.
332 Our goal is to highlight the rhetorical dynamics in the text. Albright, "Psalm of Habakkuk," 10-12.
333 3:1. Cf. Ps 7:1, perhaps "a wild, passionate song with rapid changes of rhythm." BDB, 993.
334 3:19. Cf. Job 3:9; Ps 4:1; 6:1; 54:1; 55:1; 61:1; 67:1; 69:13; 76:1; 77:7; Isa 38:20; Lam 3:14; and
5:14 where the noun means 'song' or 'music'.
335 'Selah' (nbp), 3:3, 9, and 13. Other than here and in Lam 1:15, the term is exclusive to the Psalms
occurring there 71 times. Cf. Elizabeth Achtemeier, Nahum - Malachi, ed. James Luther Mays,
Interpretation (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1986), 33; and Baker, 51-53.
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We nuance 'your report' (^na) as 'your fame' since the prophet is presumably
referring to received oral (untf) tradition concerning Yahweh's prowess. 'Fame'
resumes in Bi as 'your deeds'.339 Likewise, we may nuance 'I was afraid' as 'I stand
in awe' to reflect a re-discovered reverence in the light of the questions in the first
two chapters.340 Bi, B2 and B3 are logically appeals (hence 'renew them', make them
known' and 'remember')341 for a fresh manifestation of this greatness 'in the midst of
342the years' (cnoi :nj?a, 2Bi and B2), 'in wrath' (urn, 2B3) i.e. the ungodly present.
Reading 'wrath' (rn, B3) in relation to 'the midst of the years' requires that we
understand it as the 'violence' (onrt, 1:2) of ungodliness in the land. However, the
tendency has been to associate B3 with the prophet's plea for mercy in reaction to the
revelation of divine judgement to come on his people and the Babylonians.343
3:3-15
These verses constitute the psalm proper because God and his acts, an 'exposition' of
'your fame' (^iipo, 2A) and 'your deeds' (^baa, 2Bi), are the subjects.344 The
language suggests that several 'deeds' have been marshalled together and celebrated
336 'Oh Yahweh!' 3:2A, B,.
337 Rebf magnum. BHS.
338
B,, B2, B3. According to Watson, "p; here is a reversed ballast preposition of 2, an expanded
(compound) version that suggests considered word pairs. Watson, 345.
339 Understood as 'doing', the single noun b-ji can stand for the multiplicity of acts of intervention that
formed part of Israel's received tradition. Cf. Watts, 145; Baker, 69; Smith, Micah - Malachi, 115.,
and Albright, "Psalm of Habakkuk," 12. However, Achtemeier identifies 'report' with the response of
Yahweh to the prophet (2:6-20). Achtemeier, 53.
340 Some have amended 'fear' (nt) with 'see' (pik-i) for various reasons, including 'giving a more
appropriate sense as well as a perfect parallelism'. Ward, 20.
341 We read in"n, jp-nn and -listn in B1; B2 and B3 as three ways of expressing the same plea.
342 Some commentators see 'the midst of the years' as a reference to the prophet's times. Watts, 145.
Others as referring to the autumn festival celebrated as a New year's feast. Ward, 20; Smith, Micah -
Malachi, 115; and Baker, 69.
343
E.g. Achtemeier argues that 3:2 and 3:16 belong together as "the prophet's shaken and yet faithful
reaction to 2:4, 5-6a [and] 66-20." Achtemeier, 54. Cf. Watts, 146; and Baker, 69.
344 This portion has been variously called a 'vision of Habakkuk' (Smith, Micah - Malachi, 116.); a
combination of an adaptation of the theophany ofYahweh as exhibited in the south-east storm - vv.3-
7 - and an adaptation from an early poem or poems of Canaanite origin, celebrating the triumph of
Baal over Judge River, Prince Sea and Death, all serving as variant names of a single primordial
dragon of chaos - vv.8-15 - (Albright, "Psalm ofHabakkuk," 8-9.); 'the approach' - vv.3-7 - and
'battle' — vv.14 - (Watts, 146-150.); and a 'theophany' (Ward, 21.).
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as Yahweh's fame. This psalm need not be a vision.345 It probably is retrospective, a
recital of past traditions in the light of renewed confidence. The meter346 is clear
enough and in our poetic analysis, we have supplied the same letters with numerical
subscripts where it is evident.347 A greater challenge is to ascertain the events
reflected in the poetic verse.
3:3-6
We consider these verses together because the theme 'the coming of God' binds
them together.348 The gender-matched synonymous parallelism in 3Bi and 3B2 also
evidences a merismns.349 Coupled with the verbs,350 the import of these rhetorical
features is a 'coming' of cosmic proportions not quite matched by some historical
event in the biblical narratives.351
For Day, however, v.5 is part ofmultiple historicizations of God's conflict with the
dragon and the sea in Hab 3. The personification of'plague' and 'pestilence' evoke
the Canaanite plague-god Resheph. Mere, Resheph has been demoted to a kind of
demon in Yahweh's entourage.3:12
There is biblical precedent for 'Yahweh coming from Teman and from Mount Seir'
as references to Mount Sinai.353 'Pestilence' ("ot, 5A) and 'fire bolt' (*]tth, 5B)
345
E.g. Achtemeier, 56; Smith, Micah - Malachi, 116.
346 Meter is generally defined as a form of rhythm. S. M. Chatman, A Theory ofMeter (The Hague:
Mouton, 1965), 18.
347 See Appendix VII.
348 For this reason, some commentators regard it as a theophany.
349 In Bi, 'Glory' (nin) and 'heavens' (era®) are masculine nouns while in B2, 'praise' (nbnn) and
'earth' (:fix) are feminine. In addition, 'heavens'/ 'earth' is a merismus for the whole world. The point
of these features therefore, is to express merismus. Cf. Watson, 31.
350 'Covered' (no®) and 'full' (xbo).
351 Baker, 71., understands the merismus to mean his splendour and praise fill the whole creation. Cf.
Watts, 147. Possible historical referents include the theophany at Mount Sinai, "Yahweh's advance to
help Israel in Exodus and conquest" (Baker, 70; Ward, 22-23.); and a new vision in answer to the
prophet's 'petition' in 3:2.
352
Day, 106.
353 Deut 33:3. 'Came from Sinai' is in apposition to 'rose from Seir' and 'shone forth from Mount
Paran'. Cf. Judg 5:4 and Isa 21:11.
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conceivably evoke the Exodus and Mount Sinai.354 The Psalmist, for instance,
depicts Yahweh as coming to his aid surrounded by 'brightness' (rmp, cf. 4A) and
with 'hail' (-na, 5A, in Ps 78:48 a synonym of -m) and 'coals of fire' (ra*",l?ra!) in
attendance.355 Further, the language of the physical world reacting to Yahweh's
presence, including anthropomorphically, (3:6Ai-B2) appears in lawgiver, psalmist
and prophet.356
Together, 3:3-6 is probably part of poetic recital of how Yahweh manifested ('came')
at Sinai extended to represent any 'coming to the aid of his people'.357 However, the
spectacle of a god or a king accompanied by attendants is present in both Greek and
oriental thought.358 Likewise, as Ward notes, older Babylonian art often represented
solar deities with rays359 proceeding from the body.360 This raises the question of
how worldview and cosmology influence appropriation, a matter for the following
chapter.
3:7
We discuss v.7 separately to capture its transitional nature from 'the coming' to 'the
consequences of the coming'. The turbulence experienced by Cush and Midian is
indicative of that experienced by the creation and the nations.361 Interestingly, the
354 Cf. Exod 5:3; 9:3, 15; Num 14:12; Ps 78:50 (-m) and Ps 78:48 (pr-, pi.). 'Thunder' (ribp , lit.
'sounds'), 'hail' (-nn, cf. Ps 78:48) mixed with 'fire' (m), Exod 9:23, 24, could be a variation of
'thunder bolt' (^tin).
355 Ps 18:6, 12 (MT 7, 13). Cf. 2 Sam 22:3-15.
356
E.g. Judg 5:4-5; Ps 68:7-8; 77:17; and Ps 97:5.
357 Cf. Achtemeier, 54; Baker, 71.
358 Ward, 22. For Baker, the facts that the deity is Yahweh and the attendants, plague and pestilence
(pestilence and fire bolt), his attendants, are also Canaanite deities, indicates "a hidden polemic
against pagan worship , since these are not self-existent divine beings, but rather physical
manifestations acting under divine orders". Baker, 71.
359
'Rays' is his preferred rendering for 'horns' (nupp, 4B) and may be supported by the reference to
'brightness like light' in 4A. Ward and Smith have 'twin rays'. Ward, 22., and Smith, Micah -
Malachi, 112. Cf. BDB, 902, 5.
360 3:4B. Thus, he amends the text to read 'from his side' as opposed to 'from his hand' in keeping
with 'the older Babylonian art'. Ward, 22. Cf. Watts, 146.
361 Cf. the referents in 12A and B. Ward suggests that Cush and Midian are mentioned since they 'first
feel the terror of the theophany, as nearest to Mount Paran." Ward, 22. Cf. Smith, Micah - Malachi,
116.
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reaction of Cush and Midian is presented in a way that suggests the prophet's
presence and witness.362
3:8-15
Three features bind this section together. First, other than 8A, the rest of the verse
manifests or assumes 2.m.s. references to Yahweh. Second, the rationale for 'the
coming' of Yahweh introduced by the rhetorical questions in 8A, Bi and B2 and
answered in 13Ai and A2 governs the material. Yahweh 'came' for the deliverance of
his people. Third, is the language of'deliverance'.
Rhetorical questions invite reflection and are powerful mnemonic devices. Thus, 8A,
Bi and B2 naturally lead to a recital of a narrative (or narratives) of deliverance albeit
in poetic verse.363
Parallels between 3:3-15 and Ps 77 have generated much exegetical discussion.
Ward, for instance, regards the current material to be earlier than Ps 77364 but
proceeds to amend Hab 3:10-12, 15 using Ps 77:17-20.365 Therefore, it is the 'waters'
(□73, Ps 77:17A)366 that saw Yahweh and 'writhed' (ib-m, 10A, cf. Ps 77:17B), not the
'mountains' (ann, 10A).367 'A flood' (tnr, 10B) becomes 'dark clouds' (to-it, Ps
77:18A), strengthening the idea that these cover the sun and moon (11 A). This
paves the way for understanding Ps 77:19B - 'Lightnings lit the world' - for the
rather difficult 'for brightness, the glitter of your spear' (11B2).369 Finally, he moves
v.15 to follow vv.10-11 "as it continues in order the series of expressions found in
Ps. 77l7"20".370 However, other commentators have noted the "unmistakable literary
362




However, see Albright, "Psalm of Habakkuk," 9, note 29.
365
Apparently, they are also different appropriations. Ps 77 intended to recall the escape of Israel from
Egypt "while Habakkuk makes no reference to Israelite history, but simply presents a theophany of
judgement under the figure of a storm". Ward, 23.
366 See the poetic analysis and commentary on Ps 77:17-20.
367 In his judgement, this makes better connection of thought with Hab 3:8. Ward, 23.
368 Ibid. "The passing of the tempest [ant] is no cause for fear."
369 Ibid., 23-24.
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affinity between Ps. Ixxvii. 17ff. and Hab. iii. 10ff'371 without seeing the need for
amending one text based on the other. Indeed, there is no reason the two texts should
not be different appropriations of the same traditions.372
Day resolves the problematic of the language in this section by amending 'oaths'
(niintzi, 9B) to 'seven' (ny:?©)
So that we have here a reference to Yahweh's seven shafts of arrows
of lighting, comparable to his seven thunders depicted in Ps. 29. This
parallelism with Ps. 29 is in keeping with the close relationship
between them generally: both refer to Yahweh's theophany in the
storm (Hab. 3:3-4, 9, 11 and passim; Ps. 3-9), including an allusion to
the Sinai theophany (Hab. 3:3; Ps. 29:8), Yahweh's exaltation over the
cosmic sea (Hab. 3:8-10, 15; Ps. 29:3, 10) and the upheaval of nature
at Yahweh's appearing (Hab. 3:6-7, 10-11; Ps. 29:5-9).373
In addition, he sees 8C, D and 15A, references to riding upon horses, chariots of
victory, and treading through the sea on horses, as mythological allusions to Baal's
horses drawing his (cloud) chariot, themselves evoked in the battle between Zeus and
the serpent or dragon Tryphon.374
Clearly, the language uses imagery that both revivifies the drama of and evokes
extra-biblical traditions. Thus, dark, stormy clouds overshadowing the sun and moon
are recast in anthropomorphic terms.375 The sun and moon stand in their heights
(11A) while flashes of lightning, the arrows ofYahweh (1 lBi) and his 'glittering
spear' (1IB2) illuminate the universe (1IB2). This imagery ('arrows' and 'spear')
transforms these phenomena into expressions of Yahweh's 'indignation' (12A).
370 For similarities between 15A-B and Ps 77:20, and thus evidence of this continuity, compare 'you
trod through the sea (on) your horses' (ytra era nera, 15A) with 'your way appeared in the sea'
0^5, Ps 77:20A); 'A heap ofmany waters' Ocran era ran, 15B) with 'and your paths in the many
waters' (tran eras P|iram] Cp'jram), Ps 77:20B).
371
Albright, "Psalm of Habakkuk," 6, 9.
372
Thus, for instance, Achtemeier regards the prophet Habakkuk to be responsible for the hymn's
(3:3-15) placement in this corpus although she suggests that it was an independent piece in the cult.
Achtemeier, 54.
373
Day, 274. This leads him to read 9A-B as "Utterly laid bare are your bow and seven arrows with a
word". He regards the LXX's erri (ra) OKf|Trxpa, apparently a corruption of e'lrca OKfjTripa or eul e'lrra
0Kf|TTtpa as evidence that the MT originally read niira nyatf rather than nian rraatf. Day, 106-107.
374 "It may be conjectured that Baal, like Zeus in the Typhon conflict, had winged horses drawing his
cloud-chariot, the horses being reflected in Hab. 3:8, 15 and the wings in Ps. 18:11 (ET 10) and
104:3." Day, 107-108.
375 Cf. Ps 77:18A-19B.
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Rather than seeking to amend these expressions (as Ward above), we must have here
a different imagery, possibly that suggested by Day above, that complements and
enriches that found in Ps 77 for the same phenomena.
'Your people' 13Aj) are 'your anointed' (^rrtfo, I3A2), evoking the covenantal
status of Israel.376 This fluidly becomes 'me' (pr.suf., "OJrsnb, 14B), inviting
individual appropriation but also preserving reference to the plural singular 'people'
(oa) preceding.
The extra-biblical traditions evoked by 3:3-15 are the same ones we encountered in
Ps 77, Baal confronting Yam.377 Imagery from those traditions includes the crushing
of the head of the sea monster, Leviathan.378 However, 'the house of the wicked'
(13B1) has replaced Yam.379
There is, therefore, an apparent appropriation ofYahweh's acts in Israel's traditions
using imagery borrowed from Canaanite traditions.380 For Day, this is an example of
the historicization of the divine conflict with the dragon and the sea whereby
381"various names of the dragon and the sea are applied to a nation hostile to Israel".
These acts are meant to celebrate the motif of Yahweh's 'coming' to deliver Israel,
likely both in retrospect (Yahweh's 'fame', 2A) and in anticipation (2:2-20).
The acts reflect allusions382 to several 'comings' in Israel's traditions, including the
Exodus, Sinai and the wilderness wanderings.
376 Others see this as evoking the Davidic king who reigned in Jerusalem, Jehoiakim. Watts, 150.
However, ifwe understand 13A] and A2as synonymous parallelism, we must regard 'your anointed
one' to be a variation of'your people'. Thus, the Jewish recessions of the LXX, following it, make
'anointed one' plural. Ward, 24.
377 Cf. Albright, "Psalm of Habakkuk," 6. See Day's theories above for additional possibilities.
378 Cf. Ps 74:13, 14; 89:9-10.
379 Cf. Achtemeier, 32, 58.
380 Baker thinks that Israel borrowed the motifwithout adopting any idea that natural phenomena are
personified deities. Baker, 72.
381 Given the probable date of Habakkuk, the hostile power is presumably the Babylonians. Day, 88,
105.
382 We agree with Ward's judgement that Hab 3 "is not a recounting of past triumphs, and contains
only covert allusions to early Hebrew history". However, we disagree with his conclusion that,
"Habakkuk makes no reference to Israelite history, but simply presents a theophany ofjudgement
under the figure of a storm". Ward, 19, 23., (italics, mine).
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3:16-19
This section, the doxology, depicts the prophet's response in renewed faith (I9A-B2)
in spite of383 Yahweh's impending 'coming in judgement' (16C).384 We note the
phenomenological depiction of this reaction. A trembling belly (I6A1), quivering lips
(I6A2), a deflated physical demeanour (I6B1)385 and trembling legs (16B2) are
graphic images and symptoms of an internal state of turmoil. We also note the social-
historical and holistic nature of the indicators of divine displeasure. Fig trees that do
not bud in season (17A[), vine trees that do not produce fruit (I7A2), olive trees that
do not yield (17A3), fields that do not yield bountiful harvests (I7A4), enclosures
devoid of flocks (17A5) and stalls devoid of herds (17Ae) have one thing in common.
They all assume a correlation between the physical processes of nature, the
• • • T86
vicissitudes and exigencies of life in Israel and Yahweh.
Hab 3, then, is a psalm. It follows the dialogue between the prophet and Yahweh in
the preceding chapters. There, Yahweh countered the prophet's concerns by
promising retribution for those perpetuating injustice and judgement for his
instrument of retribution. Here, the prophet refers to Yahweh's acts of deliverance in
previous years, 'comings', to reflect his hope that the dearth of 'comings' will not
endure forever. The 'comings' in questions are many and hard to identify decisively.
His language evokes Canaanite and other myths. Possible 'comings' include events
pertaining to the exodus, Sinai and the wilderness wanderings.
383 Thus, at the centre of this section are the protasis (17ArA6) and the apodosis (18Bi-B2).
384 Cf. Watts, 151. However, Ward interprets the response as fear of the approaching foe by the
prophet. Ward, 25.
385 We understand 'bones' in this text as metaphor for 'strength' and 'decay' as a metaphor for
'frailty'. Cf. Ryken, Wilhoit, and Longman, eds., 113, 199.
386
Day sees vv. 17-19 as allusions to the fertility in nature following the divine victory over the sea, in
which the king is involved, just as in Ps. 144. Cf. Ps. 65:8-14 (ET 7-13). Day, 124.
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Chapter 7: Epistemology in the Appropriations and Re-
Appropriations of the Exodus Event
Chapter 6 constituted the data evidencing select appropriations and re-appropriations
of the Exodus event in the Old Testament. In this chapter, we review that data in the
light of their perceived Sitze im Leben with a view to delineate the epistemological
associations discernible in them. The ensuing epistemological associations and
valuation assume the OT epistemological framework discussed in Chapter 2 for all
the texts examined in the preceding chapter.
This premise stems from the assumption that all the social groups in the Ancient
Near East share a common worldview1 in spite of geographic, political, social-
cultural and linguistic differences in the region, the effects of syncretism between
them and with non-Semitic cultures, and in spite of the transformation of all these
with time.2
We saw how foundational to the existence of the nation of Israel the Exodus tradition
was.3 We assume, therefore, a lengthy history of appropriation before its final form
in the MT for such is the usual fare of founding traditions.4 We assume this in spite
ofVan Seters' argument that diversity ofmaterial included in the narratives and
meta-narratives in the Old Testament does not necessarily reflect 'a multistage
traditio-historical process'. He suspects a borrowing from Greek prose conventions
of the day where the 'authors' (or 'author') often linked together disparate material in
genre and style, in size and complexity of structure, and in refinement in the service
of their narrative agendas. As such, any composition probably says more about the
'authors" sources than it does about the growth of traditions in stages since form of a
1 For an early but still valid characterisation of societies of the Ancient Near East, see Louis Wallis,
Sociological Study of the Bible (Chicago, Illinois: The University of Chicago Press, 1912), 38-39.
2
Foreign influences on Biblical Hebrew (the Hebrew used in the composition of Scripture as well as
in the MT) include the Neo-Babylonian Empire, 625-540; Persian Empire, 540-330; and Roman
Empire, 60 B.C.E. - 330 C.E.). The use of the Hebrew language goes back to the time ofMoses, the
archaeological era known as the Late Bronze Age II, 1400-1200 B.C.E.). Waltke and O'Connor, 3,
57-60.
3 Cf. Sitz im Leben of the Song at the Sea, p. 158.
4 Cf. Jan Assmann, Moses the Egyptian: The Memory ofEgypt in Western Monotheism (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1997), 8.
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unit does not necessarily say anything about the age of its contents.5 Therefore, in
keeping with those conventions (in particular, his examination ofHerodotus), he
ascribes a strong element of invention to the 'authors' in the Old Testament, even
where they explicitly allude to sources.6
While we appreciate that there could be similarities in literary conventions between
Greek historiography and the Old Testament, we do not ascribe, based on these
similarities, the fictitious inventiveness ofHerodotus to the 'mnemohistory' in the
Old Testament. In fact, some ascribe the founding of historiography to Israel, earlier
still than Herodotus.7 Further, given that 'participant observation'8 is impossible for
the ancient Israelite and early Jewish society in which the Bible originated, we
consider comparative ethnography a very useful tool for approximating grounded
research of biblical societies. Finally, it is misleading to argue that oral traditions
should not apply to literary traditions as though there is a significant divide between
orality and literacy.9
We also assume that the location of all the texts in the MT is part of an ideological
meta-narrative.10 In the following analyses, we carefully review each appropriation
for worldview or epistemological constitution indicators. The collective picture that
emerges will form the basis in Chapter 8 for comparing the epistemological
5 John Van Seters, In Search ofHistory: Historiography in the Ancient World and the Origins of
Biblical History (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1983), 37-38. For a discussion of
indicators of authenticity and age of tradition in Gunkel's theory and his influence on scholarship, see
J. A. Wilcoxen, "Narrative," in Old Testament Form Criticism, ed. J. H. Hayes (San Antonio: Trinity
University Press, 1974), 62ff.
6 Seters, In Search ofHistory, 47-49. He considers it "highly questionable" to use functional
explanations based on anthropological analysis of oral societies as windows into understanding
aspects of the Old Testament. Cf. Yairah Amit, History and Ideology: An Introduction to
Historiography in the Hebrew Bible (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 23; and R. R.




8 The method in Anthropological research whereby the researchers learn the languages of their study
groups and live amongst them for an extended period of time in order to understand them and their
cultural products. Bernhard Lang, ed., Anthropological Approaches to the Old Testament, ed. Douglas
Knight and Robert Morgan, Issues in Religion and Theology 8 (Philadelphia and London: Fortress
Press and SPCK, 1985), 2.
9 For an extensive critique of this assumption and the error of misrepresenting ancient literacy as
synonymous with literacy in the modern world, see Susan Niditch, Oral World and Written Word:
Ancient Israelite Literature (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996), 1-7.
10
'Mnemohistory', reception theory of phenomena of collective memory with an agenda. Assmann, 9-
10.
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constitution in these appropriations with that extracted from the African data in
Chapter 5.
Just as we read Exodus 1-14 as antecedent to the Song based on their association in
the MT, we include an epistemological analysis of the narrative in our evaluation of
underlying epistemology in the biblical data. The association inferred by the place of
the Song in relation to the narrative in the text warrants such inclusion at the
epistemological and worldview levels.
The midwives disobey pharaoh's orders in implicit fashion. They do not refuse 'to
his face' but do nothing about his instructions. When queried, they offer a rationale
that sounds plausible enough to dissuade pharaoh from retribution, yet implausible
enough to lead pharaoh to seek other means for stemming the birth of male
children.11 Meanwhile, the narrator is clear that their intention was disobedience
because they feared God.12
13
Apparently, both parties knew exactly what was going on. From his reaction,
pharaoh knew that they were not willing to carry out his orders. Similarly, we may
postulate that the midwives knew that pharaoh was not fooled by their answer hence
the decision to bypass their agency in the destruction of Hebrew male children. All
this suggests an environment where hierarchical structures are so strong that
communication, particularly from the lesser to the greater in hierarchical terms,
happens at an implicit level. The critical skill needed for understanding this sort of
communication is discernment. Only top down communication may be explicit, 'to
the face'. If it is from the lesser to the greater and yet 'to the face', there must be
strong grounds for it. We will continue to allude to this principle in the analyses that
follow.
Moses continues to identify intensely with the Hebrews in spite of his 'adoption' by
the daughter of pharaoh. This is particularly important because we established fairly
reasonably that his motivation at that point was not fear of Yahweh14 but kinship
with the Hebrews. His encounter, the basis of his 'knowledge' (irp) ofYahweh, was
11 Cf. p. 164, note 113.
12 Exod 1:17. God was pleased with this subversive action. Exod 1:20-21.
13 Pharaoh re-issued the order to his people (as opposed to the midwives) to cast every Hebrew male
child born into the river. Exod 1:22
14 Cf. pp. 156 and 164.
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still future. This suggests that the bonds of kinship and ethnicity are stronger than
that of adoption.
A. Epistemology in the Song at the Sea
Poetic language and figurative imagery feature prominently in references to the
Exodus narrative in the Song. This suggests an epistemological constitution that
allows for extended latitude in conceptual and linguistic expression. This latitude, no
doubt, is responsible for such features as expressing the same thought in the active
and in the passive in related poetic metre15, employing mythical images for already
stated phenomena16 and dramatic re-enactment using thought processes not explicitly
17 1 r
indicated in the narrative . It is also responsible for such figures as simile ,
1 Q 1
metaphor , possible extension of meaning and personification. Finally, it is
responsible for the aesthetic framing of the Song.22
The ensuing 'poetic narrative' parallels the narrative in Exodus 14 albeit with actors,
actions and elements that have been recast using borrowed imagery from surrounding
cultures or, as Wyatt suggested, from commonly held traditions. For instance,
Yahweh, a man ofwar (5A) counters the enemy's offensive against Israel (9-10A-G)
with a 'blast of the nostrils' (8A) that induces 'the deep' to 'congeal' (8B2) and the
enemy to 'sink in the majestic waters' (9-10J).
15
E.g. 5A vs. 5B.
16 'Sea' (□*?, 4A) and 'Sea of Reeds' («]TO_ma,4B) vs. "depths' (nann, 5A, and rfosnn, 5B) or 'floods
like a heap' (o^n irto, SB^ vs. 'the depths congealed' (nann wrap, 8B2).
17 9-10A-G.
18 'Like a stone' (5B, 16B), 'like chaff (7C), 'like a heap' (8B,) and 'like lead' (9-10J).
19 'Blast of the nostrils' (8A cf. 9-10H), 'right hand' (6A, B, 12-13A) and 'melt' (14-15F).
20 'Choice officers' (4B), a characterisation not quite corroborated by the narrative. According to Exod
14:7, it is the 'chariots' U") that are 'choice' (una), not the 'officers' (nipbtp).
21
nann, 5A, 8C, ribtso, 5B and n'T-w, 9-10J.
22 Cf. p. 173 note 173.
23 Cf. p. 160.
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The protagonists are 'Moses and the children of Israel' (1A, B) yet with singular
verbs.24 Although this construction is grammatically possible, it could also indicate
epistemological fluidness of identity between the many and the one, the group and
the individual, particularly where common perception or consensus is assumed.
However, it is conceivable that the singular in the poetic sections of the Song (as
opposed to background sections in the poetic narrative)25 may be permissible by the
26
genre i.e. poetry may express plural subjects or objects with the singular.
27 28 29
Therefore, plural subjects" with plural verbs and pronominal object suffixes
within the same genre evidence liberties of expression within a genre. They do not
evidence inattention to correspondences in number between nouns and verbs. Either
way, this epistemological constitution apparently has no problem with interchanging
the singular with the plural in appropriation, respect for genre not withstanding.
The infinitive absolute30 evidences the linguistic phenomenon that repetition of a
semantic unit indicates emphasis.31 In this case, the infinitive absolute is intensifying
the meaning denoted by the verb nkj. This represents an instance of
phenomenological conceptual indicators to communicate emphasis (the same
semantic entity twice) as opposed to semantic indicators although the latter are also
used.32
24 Wa 'eqtals, 1Q, 2B! and B2 and first person pronominal suffixes, note 105, p. 163. However, see the
grammatical possibility of a singular verb for a plural subject in note 106 on the same page.
25
E.g. 1A-B, 19 B-D.
26
1C2, 'horse and his rider' (tapm did), 2B2, 'the God ofmy father' ('ax nbk), 6B, 9-10 A 'the enemy'
(tin) the qatal, 9-10 A 'he said' (~m) and all the wa 'eqtals, 9-10 B-G.
27
4A, 'Chariots' (rhpTj), 4B, 'officers' (vabta), 14-15 A 'the people' (cob), cf. D, E and F.
28
4B, 'they sunk' (mats), 5B, 'they went down' (nij, 9-10 J, 'they sunk' (rtba), 14-15 D, 'are
terrified' (rtna:) and 14-15 F, 'melt' (wb;).
29
5A, 'covered them' (-mp?-;), 9-101, 'covered them' (iaos), 12-13 B, 'covers them' (imrtan) and 14-15
E, 'takes hold of them' (inmto). Cf. 16 A.
30 lCi, 'surely exalted' (nxa nka).
31
Commenting on the phenomenon of repetition in the Hebrew Bible at a broader level, Niditch also
regards it as "a means ofmetonymically emphasizing key messages and moods". Niditch, 13. For a
possible instance of emphasis attained by repeating a word, see Waltke and O'Connor, 319, 18.2.b7.
32
E.g. naan, nkn, etc. Note however, that ikn iko still intensifies the semantic meaning even further.
See Gen 7:19; 30:43; Num 14:7; 1 Kgs 7:47; 2 Kgs 10:4; and Ezek 37:10. For other biblical examples
of this phenomenon see Num 5:22; Neh 8:6; Ps 72:19; 89:53 ("|px ]ok) and the multiple uses of this
device in the Gospel of John ('Apriv apriv, e.g. John 1:51; 3:3, 5, 11; 5:19, etc.) where we regard the
Greek to be a literal translation of the Hebrew expression.
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Further, the fact that 'he is surely exalted' (lCi) as a reference to Yahweh's acts
pertaining to the Exodus is the raison d'etre for knowing (2Ai-B2) suggests that
actions engender knowledge.33 Before the Exodus, Yahweh was the God of their
received tradition, of their ancestors (2B2) but they did not 'know' (in1) him. He was
not a part of their experiences. In the Exodus, he revealed himself to them as 'a man
ofwar' (3A, B), their 'God', their 'strength' and their 'salvation' and became their
'song' (2Ai-A2). Now they are able to confess him as their God just like their fathers
(2Bi-B2). To support the notion that this experience was the basis for 'knowing',
there is an extended celebration of the penultimate event, perhaps, because of its
conclusiveness, representative of all the divine interventions leading to it in the
exodus (4A-5B).
The priority and centrality of experience to knowledge is further demonstrated by the
fact that all the 'fathers' in question 'knew' (in1) Yahweh in encounters ranging from
theophanies to miraculous answers to prayer.34 As such, 'the God ofyour fathers'
could be a way of saying 'the God who acted on behalf of your fathers'. The very
call ofMoses to lead Israel out ofEgypt is rooted in an extended encounter with
Yahweh.35 In addition, the 'knowledge' (ut) of Yahweh by the elders and leaders of
• • 36
Israel, as also by pharaoh, was achieved by an escalation of 'signs' (ninxn)
culminating in the ultimate 'sign' at the Sea of Reeds. These associations
demonstrate how 'knowing' (in1) as cognitive awareness and embrace is rooted in
experience, not detached rational reflection.
The protagonists use the term 'father' for ancestors. As a reference to Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob '7, it represents ancestors several generations removed from the
33 Thus, Von Rad notes that "The faith of Israel is invariably related to an event, a divine self-
declaration in history: It originated in a response to divine acts and looked forward to divine acts."
Rad, Hexateuch, 144.
34 The 'fathers' were Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Exod 3:6, 15, 16; 4:5; 6:3 etc. The following are
some of the encounters that the 'fathers' had with Yahweh. Abraham: Gen 12:1-3 (conversation), Gen
12:7 (theophany), Gen 13:14-17 (conversation) and Gen 17:1-22 (child beyond childbearing age).
Isaac: Gen 25:21 ff (prayer for barren wife answered), Gen 26:2-6 (theophany). Jacob: Gen 28:16-20
(theophany at Bethel), Gen 29:36-41 cf. Gen 31:5-13 (the miracle of ring-streaked, speckled and
spotted flocks), Gen 31:3 (theophany) and Gen 32:9-32 ('Peniel', the face of God).
35 Exod 3-4:17.
36Cf.p. 156.
37 These are the ones specifically mentioned in the Exodus narrative by both Yahweh and the children
of Israel.
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current stock and illustrates the elasticity of this filial term. Tellingly, we find Paul
38
adopting the same perspective and terminology towards the exodus generation. In
that his letter is to Christians in Corinth (1 Cor 1:2), dbekcjioi (1 Cor 10:1) includes
Gentiles in this commonwealth, presumably at the spiritual level.39 Clearly then,
filial terms in this epistemological constitution are not restricted to biological
definitions although inclusive of them.40
In crediting Yahweh with the spectacle at the Sea of Reeds (4A, 12-13A-B), the
protagonists evidence the understanding that he used the elements, ordered them
even, to do his bidding.41 This suggests a worldview that places 'natural'
circumstance under the volition of spiritual authority. For this reason, the winds (8A
cf. 9-10H), the sea or depths (4A-5B) and floods (8A-C, 9-10H-J) do Yahweh's
bidding and are extensions of his 'right hand' (6A, B, 12-13A) and consequences of
his anger (7B, C, 8A). It is this 'majesty' (7A), a demonstration of dominion, aligned
with Israel's cause that makes the nations to tremble (14-15A-F).42
Starting with the rhetorical questions (11A-D), perhaps the start of the climb to the
summit of the doxological elements of the Song, the protagonists address Yahweh
directly, in the first person. This is a remarkable demonstration of awareness both of
the presence of Yahweh with them and of the nature of their access to him.
In the light of our discussion concerning reticence and 'to the face' communication
in hierarchical societies, we may presume that the boldness here is justified by nature
of communication. They may address Yahweh 'to the face' because they are
apportioning highest praise, so to speak. Such praise invites the adoption of lofty,
poetic language. This stands in sharp contrast with the narrative where day-to-day
consultation and communication with Yahweh were the preserve ofMoses 43
38 Ol iraxepec rpwu ■navxeQ, 1 Cor 10:1.
39 Cf. Rom 4:13; Gal 3:26-29; 6:16.
40
E.g. in metaphorical expressions, Judah is 'sister' to Israel (Jer 3:7, 8, 10); nations are 'sisters'
(Ezek 16:46, 48, 49); 'sister', 'mother' and 'brother' apply to the brotherhood of faith (Matt 12:50;
Mark 3:35; Rom 16:1; and 1 Cor 7:1).
41 See the discussion on p. 166.
42 Cf p. 170. The rhetorical questions (11A-D) indicate that among the gods, Yahweh's attributes as
'majestic in holiness', 'awesome in praises' and 'a worker of wonders' are unequalled.
43 For the hierarchy Yahweh, Moses, Aaron, and the people, see Exod 4:15-16; 7:1. For the reverse
version of this process, see Exod 5:20-6:13.
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The above suggests the following. Hierarchical considerations were a part of the
communication process with regard to Yahweh. Those at the lower end of this
hierarchy could breach these considerations if the substance of their communication
was lofty praise.44 This justifies the use of poetic language and the lofty imagery in
the Song for high praise attracts use of exalted linguistic symbols. For this reason, it
is not anomalous for the protagonists to portray the 'sea covering the armies of
pharaoh' (9-101) in language of'the earth swallowing them' (12-13B).45
Given that some of this lofty language evokes traditions that predated Israel and were
known in several contemporary societies, we encounter a functional use of known
traditions where the ultimate referents are those intended by the user. Thus, the
process of'reworking'46 both 'evokes' and 'creates' new applications and
meanings.47 We will encounter this phenomenon again when we analyse the
epistemology in Habakkuk 3. It is not far-fetched therefore, that this 'borrowing'
could at the same time subvert what it 'borrows' in the service of creation of new
meanings.48 The above suggests an epistemological continuum beyond Israel and
involving creation of new meanings.
Those who spoke and acted on behalf of Yahweh were an extension of Yahweh's
communications and actions. There is no anomaly, therefore, for the protagonists of
the Song to understand Yahweh to be the one stretching out his right hand (12-13A),
language that invites reference to Moses' stretched arm. This implies that the servant
of a deity participated in the outworking of the deity's acts. It is logical to suppose
that Moses also shared in Yahweh's reverence and authority in the estimation of his
peers.49 The deity intrudes in societal affairs through his servants thereby elevating
them to portfolios that approximate that of the deity.
44 For a discussion of the mood of the Song, see the discussion on pp. 172-173.
45 For support that this is the intended meaning of this rendering, see the discussion on p. 170,
especially Cassuto's views in note 156.
46 Cf. Wyatt, p. 160.
47
Compare this with Smith's claims on p. 161 (note 95) that the cosmic battle used in the first section
of the Baal cycle is 'exploited politically' at Mari to express divine support for the monarchy. Fie also
suggests that even its presence at Ugarit could be for political use. Also, see Day's 'historicization' by
analogical extension on pp. 161 and 171-172.
48 Cf. Cassuto, p. 160.
49 For this reason, Yahweh informed Moses that he was to be to Aaron 'instead ofGod'. Exod 4:16.
Cf. Exod 7:1. For this reason also, Moses spoke in the name of Yahweh. Exod 5:23.
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In seeing this song as a community event,50 we are confronted with the communality
of song and, judging from its apparent spontaneity,51 its commonness in this
52
community. It therefore, belies the point to debate 'whose song' it is. It is the
community's song.
Finally, the prominence and impact of the reports of the Exodus event abroad suggest
an orality that includes ideological interpretations of the event by the messengers. It
is not far-fetched to envision reports that extol the exploits ofYahweh the warrior on
behalf of his people, likely with some exaggerations. Hence, those in the line of
53march of these people know that they have to contend with Yahweh's might. If so,
our suggestion that in the epistemology of this cultural context event generates
ideology applies to both the children of Israel and the surrounding peoples. Their
dread ofYahweh and the march of Israel stems from their interpretations of tales of
the Exodus and, in particular, the Exodus event.54
B. Epistemology in Psalm 77:1-21
Discussions of Sitz im Leben properly belong out with an inductive epistemological
analysis of the material itself. However, suggestion ofmultiple Sitze im Leben has a
bearing on epistemological constitution and appropriation.
Ambiguity in linking the material to a specific context suggests a tradition of
collecting, using and preserving material that is not fixated with the concept of
'author' to the point of ascribing genuineness of material only where these are clearly
traceable. Failure to limit the material to a single Sitz im Leben suggests a practice of
appropriation that accepts multiple scenarios as legitimate Sitze im Leben for a
tradition.55 If so, this militates against the tendency by some scholars to attempt to
establish the one Sitz im Leben that fits best and invalidates all others.
50 Cf. p. 172.
51 Cf. the discussion concerning 'then' (tn, 15:1A) and how it indicates natural consequence on p. 162.
52 Cf. the positions reflected on p. 162, note 101 and p. 172, note 171.
53 Cf Josh 2:10-11.
54 Exod 15:19.
55 Cf. the discussion on pp. 173-176.
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Considerations of 'Asaph' and 'Jeduthun'56 suggest that key ancestors can be the
basis for group identities beyond their life tenures.57 This in turn suggests an
epistemological constitution where an important ancestor can spawn several
identities bearing different kinds of associations to him or her. The possibilities seem
endless and it is up to an examination of the material, with a prior view that all the
'psalms ofAsaph' and all psalms bearing the ascription 'according to Jeduthun' are
related somewhat, to shed more light on the possible meanings of the ascriptions. To
dismiss stated commonality based on one's failure to see the material grounds for it
is to miss the whole point suggested by the ascription.
The facts that this is a psalm (therefore sung) and its declarative tone59 imply an
audience whether real or conceptual. 0 The psalm's genre as 'lament' suggests public
expression of inner turmoil. Inner feelings and thoughts may be expressed publicly.
The presumed first person singular subject throughout the psalm suggests an
individual. Likewise, personal confessions, whether ofphysical distress61, mental
anguish62 or reflection and meditation63 assume an individual subject. However, the
public nature of the psalm suggests that groups of like-minded people may
participate in it.
These observations raise the question of the relationship between form and use. Ifwe
assume that both characteristics are true, then we must conclude that the individual
features of this psalm do not define its use. The 'individual subject' is a device for
exploring the depths of the issues affecting the individual member of the society,
while the public nature of the psalm either suggests that others should empathise with
the singer or that they already share these experiences. Thus, both individuals and
groups can use the psalm. Therefore, we should regard the psalm as 'an
56 77:1.
57 Cf. references to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob above.
58 Cf. the discussion on pp. 173-175.
59 This is evidenced by the vocative nature of the entire psalm. Note, for example, the device for
emphasis in 2Ai and 2A2 and the commentary following. The translation could easily append an
exclamation mark to each poetic unit in the psalm.
60 Cf. Westermann's classification of lament as an event that presupposes other people besides the




E.g. 3C, 4A„ A2, 513.
63
E.g. 4Ah A2, 6A,-10B.
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individualised public lament' where the singular subject represents both the
individual and 'groups of like-minded people'.
The singer starts his (or her) lament by encapsulating the gist of the psalm in one
graphic expression: my voice to God.64 This is a very revealing instance of the
premium placed on pithiness and imagery in poetic expression. 'My voice to God'
expresses the 'speech event'. It also captures the fact that this is public, assuming an
audience (hence 'voice') and the fact that this is intensely personal, hence 'my'.65
'Voice' is an empirical phenomenon yet it represents all the facets associated with
this lament: physical disquiet, audible expression and reflection. In epistemological
terms, this means that empirical phenomena can holistically express such diverse
realities as physiological disquiet, emotions and abstract reflection. It also indicates
the epistemologicalpriority ofphenomena by demonstrating that reference to
empirical phenomena can evidence and express the abstract, the mental.
This pithy empirical expression is filled out by detail ('I will cry out' and 'he will
incline his ear to me') to indicate both the singer's and divine action in the
'dialogue'. There is obvious stylistic intent here in that the first 'filling out' expresses
the psalmist's part while the second indicates God's part in what Watson, following
Miller, calls 'synonymous-sequential parallelism'.66 There is room for aesthetic
construction in lament, in 'the day of distress' (3A).
Perhaps the imagery and poetry in 3B illustrate this observation best. A hand 'poured
out' is a sublime expression meshing physical manifestation with mental state in one
expression. It is the 'soul' (as explicitly indicated in 3C) that is 'poured out' (rn3:).67
However, the metaphor blends with the physiological, refusing to be comforted,




However, it is conceivable that audible expression can feature in private 'dialogue' between the
psalmist and God.
66 "I will cry out" and "he will incline his ear to me" together express the idea of 'prayer' or
'entreaty'. Watson, 157.
67 Elsewhere in the MT rn:: occurs only in Lam 3:49, a clear reference to teary eyes and symptomatic
for mental anguish. However verbal forms of -m ('pour out') occur in the MT with reference to liquids
(2 Sam 14:14 and Mic 1:4 — water; Ps 75:9 - wine) and non-liquids in metaphorical expressions (Job
20:28 - goods; Ps 63:11 - sword; Jer 18:21 and Ezek 35:5 - people; and Mic 1:6 - stones).
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and entreaty.68 Linking this to 'pour out' conceivably intimates the mental condition
(3C) necessitating this posture.
This fluid movement between the physical and the mental, perhaps indicative of a
holistic understanding of mental processes and physical expression, permeates the
entire psalm. 4Ai-A2 refers to mental condition. 'My spirit faints away' (4A2)
intimates the physical condition that this produces. 'You have grasped the eyelids of
my eyes' (5A) tantalisingly suggests that God is the cause of mental disquiet,
literally, of robbing the psalmist of sleep, and is another concrete way of indicating
mental anguish, using the phenomenological language ofphysiological effect to
communicate rational and emotional realities.69
In suggesting the above, the phrase betrays a perception that God is intimately
involved in the psalmist's experiences and their interpretations. Perplexing
circumstances and 'anomalous' scenarios are ultimately related to God for
clarification and resolution. It is precisely this premise of divine ontological and
epistemological involvement that problematizes apparent 'absence' of divine
favour.70
By contrast, earlier times were replete with manifestations of God's activity, 'the
right hand of the Most High' (]f1by prr, 11B).71 The psalmist's worldview is clearly
theistic with no polarisation between God and life-experience. God is expected to be
a part of life and its rationalisation and his 'absence', evidenced in life-situations, is
an aberration.
Both 'spirit' (7B2) and 'heart' (7Bi) are instruments of recall and reflection. They
both have reflective functions. This could be because MT usage of'heart' (nb)
72
predominantly relates to the 'inner person' hence as a synonym of 'spirit' (irn). In
68 Cf. the commentary on pp. 177-178.
69 Ibid.
70 This absence is variously represented in the psalm as 'rejection' (8A, B), 'cessation of ton (9A) and
promise (9B) and 'curtailing of graciousness and compassion in anger' (10A, B). Cf. Brueggemann's
claim that lament is evidence of "genuine covenant interaction" and necessary for responsible faith.
Brueggemann, "Costly Loss of Lament," 60-62.
71 This is variously portrayed in the psalm as the 'deeds ofYah' (12A), 'wonders' (12B, 15A), 'work'
or 'deeds' (13A), A2), his 'way' (14A) and 'strength' (16A).
72
BDB, 523-525. Cf. Ps 119:2; Exod 7:22 - 'volition'; Ps 147:3; Isa 46:12; Gen 8:12 - 'emotions';
and Prov 6:18; Isa 6:10 - 'reflection'. For rare use of ab to indicate the physiological organ, see Exod
28:30.
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this matter, the language evidences use that makes the metaphorical use of a word the
predominant one.73 The 'concrete' 'heart' (nb) is the preferred semantic unit for
indicating metaphysical realities, illustrating a penchant for 'concreteness' in
linguistic expression.
Rhetorical questions (8-10) serve both as entreaty74 (or lament) and as a way of
presenting the basis for the entreaty almost as a reminder to God. It is because God
does not reject forever (8A, B), has unceasing 'loving kindness' (9A) and gives an
enduring 'promise' or 'word' (9B), does not forget to be gracious and is
compassionate in anger (10A, B) that the psalmist is entreating him for a revival of
divine activity. Further, the use of the third person in these rhetorical questions
ensures some distance75 when clearly the addressee is God.76 This may reflect a
reticence to accuse God directly,77 'to his face', an inconceivable notion in a strictly
hierarchical society given that God is the ultimate Supreme Being in a worldview we
have judged to be theistic and holistic.
7R
In the light of our theory regarding directness and hierarchy, the subject matter
here, complaint within faith, mitigates against direct address. It is as though the
79
psalmist, seeking to ask God concerning perplexing and disconcerting issues and to
suggest some course of action, but lacking an intermediary (the prophet or priest),
opts for indirect address.80
In keeping with our assessment, indirect address gives way to direct address in 13-21
where the material takes on a doxological note. The tone of the recital of the 'deeds'
73
Interestingly, the Dictionary ofBiblical Imageiy ascribes such use of 'heart' to lack of specific
knowledge concerning the physiological heart in the ancient world. Ryken, Wilhoit, and Longman,
eds., 368.
74 Cf. the discussion on pp. 179-180.
75 I.e. God is not addressed directly.
76 Cf. the scenario elsewhere where rhetorical questions directed at Yahweh are cast in direct address
but where the substance of the address was doxological, pp. 216-217.
77 We use 'accuse' because this is the superficial import of the form, questions about God, even ifwe




Literally, this is the psalmist's 'sickness' (11A).
80 For a possible parallel in the MT, see the way the Shunammite woman addresses the prophet Elisha
in 2 Kgs 4:28, 37, or the way the Prophet Nathan's addresses King David. 2 Sam 12. Cf. Deut 34:10
and Exod 20:19. Cf. Llendel: 618-619.
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(14A-21) is exclamatory and the language rises to mythical levels. It is language
remarkably similar at some points to that in the Song at the Sea82 and, in keeping
with that language, a linguistic allusion to Canaanite myths.
Invoking mythical language appears to be the language of sublime doxological
expression. Hence, the psalmist, as the protagonists of the Song at the Sea, viewed
the allusions as functional tools for expressing the highest praise.83 The allusions re¬
shape those myths in ways that make them tools for high praise for their God. With
them, comes anthropomorphic imagery that translates, at least in linguistic terms,
every natural phenomenon into acting subjects and reacting objects.84 For example,
lightning is God's arrow.85 When the note of sublime doxological expression abates,
the language reverts to near-narrative prose.86 In the light of the above, it is
erroneous to read substantive mythical meanings into the language of sublime
doxological expression.
Since we understand 'remember' (irr, 12A, B) as part of a larger parallelism that
incorporates the ideas of 'meditation' and 'musing' (13Ai, A2),87 then nar
incorporates more ideas than 'recall'. It is a 'whole' that encompasses multiple
nuances ofmeaning. We have here, then, an illustration of the epistemological
tendency in this language towards semantic 'wholes' that encompass multiple
meanings which assume specificity in usage. Even if this were an attribute of the
poetic form of the material, the epistemological dynamics would not be negated
thereby.
In naming Jacob and Joseph as 'fathers' of Israel (16B), the psalmist betrays trans-
generational continuity and that key people become rallying points and the basis for
81
Appropriately, and as at the height of the doxological part of the Song at the Sea (Exod 15:11), a
rhetorical question (cri^s biia barn, 14B) indicating the incomparability of God stands at the head of
the doxology.
82 Cf. p. 182.
83 Cf. Cassuto, Exodus, 178-180; the discussion on pp. 160-161.
84 Cf. 17A, B and C.
85 18C.
86 21A, B.
87 Cf. the discussion on pp. 181-182.
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group identities.88 Thus, they are 'sons' or 'children' in both the senses of
'descendants of (Jacob) and 'those identified with' (Joseph).89 This illustrates some
possibilities in specific meaning for 'son' (p). As with -dt above, such usage
suggests an entrenched trend for semantic units to hold meaning at the general,
comprehensive level and to attain specificity in use.
Finally, in reflecting very closely the Song at the Sea, the psalm suggests that
historical representation may 'borrow' (or evoke) the Exodus narrative indirectly i.e.
through another appropriation.90 When memory is viewed as a continuum, this would
pose no problem at all. The suggestion is that the 'fuller' memory of a tradition does
not lie in a specific representation but synoptically, in all the representations
collectively.
C. Epistemology in Joshua 24:1-28
Auld perceived the reality of two substantially different received traditions of Joshua
2491 as bringing attention to the tension between historicity and reception92 and
trustworthiness. However, plurality of reception traditions only impinges on the
trustworthiness of particular receptions among those still oriented towards the
possibility and value of deconstructing received traditions and attempting to
reconstruct the historical realities behind them93 and those who see a direct
correlation between the historical priority ofmaterial and its veracity. Affirming that
"the written texts depend in various ways on earlier discourses, both oral and
written"94 is quite a different matter from attempting to isolate those discourses from
88 Jacob is a key figure in the Exodus narrative as the 'father' of Israel, Exod 1:1,5. Joseph is a key
figure in the Exodus narrative as the forerunner of the children of Israel in Egypt and their benefactor.
Exod 1:5-6.
89 In biological terms, Joseph was a 'son' of Jacob (Gen 30:22-24) while the generation of the
descendants of Israel in focus in the Exodus is quite removed from these two (Exod 1:6).
90Cf.p. 182.
91 See the discussion on p. 185, esp. notes 241 and 243.
92 Cf. p. 185, note 243.
93 For examples of such scholarship, see the discussion on pp. 185-188.
94 Hendel: 603.
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received traditions. It is also a different matter from apportioning fidelity to
receptions given that every 'remembering' is purpose-driven. Rather, it is more
helpful to regard all representations as part of one 'mnemohistory'.
We note that reception of tradition appears to have been an integral and ongoing
practice for 'didactic remembering' in Israel.95 In the epistemological analysis below,
we will explore how this particular reception, Joshua 24, sheds light on the
worldview and epistemological constitution in the material.
Joshua addresses the nation of Israel through her leaders: the elders, heads, judges
and authorities (la, b). This demonstrates the hierarchical stratification of this
society. It also implies that authority in this community lies with the leaders. They
answer on behalf of the people without consulting them.96
In the ensuing discourse, Joshua as Yahweh's representative stands isotopic-ally for
Yahweh to the extent of using wa 'eqtals for a communique presumed to be
originating with Yahweh. This so-called prophetic stance underscores the level to
which a bearer ofmessages from the deity to the people identifies with the deity.97
However, we need not understand the stance as evidencing a revelation event
ensuing in inspired utterance. This is ultimately Yahweh's representation of history;
therefore, the language must reflect this. Nevertheless, the argument is Joshua's
albeit as 'prophet' rehearsing history in terms that trace Yahweh's guidance and acts
QO
in Israel's transformation from a clan to a nation. However, Joshua's
instrumentality does not remove anything from the fact that Yahweh is the one
'speaking' because Joshua is here standing as Yahweh's representative. This
suggests 'thus says the Lord' is broad enough to include speech within revelation
events and 'inspired' interpretations or perceptions. If so, it shows that the
judgements and pronouncements of servants of the deity are ascribed to the deity
95 Cf. Exod 10:2; 13:8; Deut 32:7; Josh 4:7; and Matt 26:13. This approximates what Assmann calls
'mnemohistory', "the past as it is remembered" or "reception theory applied to history". Assmann, 8-
9.
96
E.g. 'we will serve the Lord', 18b, 21b and 24b.
97 Cf. 1 Cor 4:1-2.
98 This is also evidenced by the fact that Joshua is able to shift between an isotopic (the wa 'eqtols) and
a leader's stance (7a-c) within the speech. Yahweh's actions in this transformation are clearly
indicated by the wa 'eqtols. Cf. Bar-Efrat, 64-65.
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beyond immediate moments of revelation. In our case, they include recapitulation of
salvation history.
In this recapitulation, the 'fathers' cited are Terah and Nahor, apparently named
because they served 'other gods'." The reference is intended to say to Israel, "Your
origins are as worshippers of other gods". This extraordinary affirmation of
continuity between generations makes recall of the experiences of past generations
'didactic remembering' in the sense that the memory instructs the one remembering
through affirming common identity and rehearsing 'shared' experiences.
There is temporal but not conceptual distance between the ancestors and later
generations. This militates against the need to delineate and apply lessons from
representations of history. The rehearsing simultaneously opens up opportunities to
learn from precedence with the benefit of hindsight. The above represents the power
of implicit argument mediated through empathetic recall.
In various ways, the narrative assumes continuity with the fathers. When Joshua
declares his position (15e), he aligns himself with the faith of the fathers.100 It is also
an implicit invitation or challenge from Joshua to the leaders of the people to declare
their positions on the matter. In addition, he applies pressure on them by virtue of the
fact that he is the servant of Yahweh and functionally prior to them.101 As such, his
declaration bears elements of command to those lower down in the hierarchy and is
prescriptive.102
Put together, the two elements vis-a-vis continuity with the fathers and hierarchical
authority, represent formidable coercive power.103 This best explains the defensive
nature of the response (16-18) evident in the sense of indignation and in the rather
lengthy agreement with Joshua.104 Like Joshua, the leaders also align themselves
99
2c, d.
100 The fathers embraced Yahweh after abandoning the gods they served in the region across the River
(15c).
101 For illustrations in the MT of veneration for Yahweh's servants, see 2 Kgs 4:16 (the Shunnamite
woman addressing Elisha), Jud 6:13, 15 (Gideon to the angel of the Lord), 1 Sam 1:15 (Hannah to the
priest), 2 Kgs 2:12 (Elisha about Elijah) and 2 Kgs 13:14 (King Joash about Elisha).
102 Cf. the imperatives discussed on pp. 194-195.
103 Cf. p. 195.
104 Cf. the commentary on vv. 16-18, pages 195ff. Note that their lengthy agreement includes elements
('house ofbondage', 17b, 'preserved', 17d, etc.) not specifically part of the case made by Joshua.
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with the fathers by including themselves in the Exodus narrative.105 All this
illustrates the centrality of the motif of community continuity and the didactic power
it brings to recall and recital. In this epistemological constitution, 'mnemohistory' is
intrinsically didactic.106
The narrator does not use a wa 'eqtal with Jacob and his children's descent to Egypt
(4c) marking a break in the pattern and thereby indicating anticipated development
in the narrative.107 This illustrates how the narrator invites the leaders into the
narrative to participate in the development and resolution of the plot.108 Within the
presumption of continuity, such participation becomes a personal journey in
interpretation.
Seeking a curse in the context ofwar (9d) betrays a worldview that understands the
outcome of human activity to be subject to decisions made in the spiritual realm.109
Therefore, a direct appeal to spiritual involvement represents greater deterministic
potency in conflict. This resonates with a worldview that does not deem human
activity as divorced from spiritual activity. It is also the reason activities in the
human realm would invite spiritual rationalisations. In this vein, all Israel's victories
in conflicts were either because Yahweh 'gave' (in:) their enemies into their hand110
or fought for them.111 Similarly, Yahweh decreed all their migrations (3a-b, 5a, 6a
and 8a) and acquisitions (3c-4b, 8c-d and 13a, c-d).
105 17a-e.
106 Assmann admits that this is more than mere 'receiving' and 'transmitting' of history. However, he
creates the unfortunate impression that mnemohistory undermines history (in spite ofmaintaining that
it is not the opposite of history) when he suggests that it 'invents', 'reinvents' and 'reconstructs' the
past with the present. Assmann, 9. It is more accurate to recognize that the narrator overtly or covertly
shapes the material in spite of the fa9ade of realism in which narrative is cast. Bar-Efrat, 23-45.
107 Another indirect indicator of the message of the narrative is how the narrator glosses over several
narratives in Genesis that are irrelevant to his aims. Cf. the commentary on p. 192 with respect to the
commentary on 7f.
108 In Bar-Efrat's estimation, indirect clues in narrative are overwhelmingly the way in which the
genre invites the reader to see the viewpoint of the narrator. Bar-Efrat, 16, 45.
109 Cf. the commentary on p. 193.
110 Cf. 8c and 11c.
111 Cf. 5b, 7b-e, 8e, 10c and 12a-b. 12a-b is particularly insightful in this regard because Yahweh's
action is distinguished from Israel's sword and bow.
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112Extensive description of Israel's inheritance in Canaan (13a-d) as a way of
indicating its richness is one of the many indirect ways that narrative communicates
by inviting the participation of the reader (or hearer). Here, the reader ought to
interpret extensive description as indicating the extravagance of this inheritance in
relation to others before it. This suggests an epistemological constitution that
expresses quality or measure by the 'extent of description'. Gathering the evidence,
so to speak, is an integral part of reading or hearing.
In Joshua's challenge to the people, we understood 'fear', 'serve' and 'turn aside
from' (14a, b and c) as specifics within 'choose' (15b).113 This makes 'choose' a
comprehensive term like 'remember' (~dt) and 'son' (p) above114 and serves to
underscore the observation made there. In addition, it suggests that 'fear', an abstract
notion, is related to conduct. Thus, conduct that honours 'other gods' evidences
'fearing' those gods as opposed to Yahweh.
Joshua's rejoinder (19a-20a) evidences mastery of the art of indirect persuasion. In
order to secure Israel's covenant commitment to Yahweh, he does not affirm their
defensive rhetoric that has the facade of covenant faithfulness. Rather, in an apparent
contradiction to his challenge (14a-e), he dismisses their pledge to serve Yahweh by
pointing out inherent differences between Yahweh and Israel.115 However, this
'dismissal' is a profound invitation to Israel to prove him wrong. It is masterful use
of irony in persuasion.
This reading is consistent with our earlier observation that in this epistemological
constitution, communication tends to invite the participation of the interlocutor.
Thus, Joshua is able to disguise his rebuke for Israel in euphemistic language that
frames the language of rebuke as grounds for the impossibility of a covenant
relationship between Yahweh and the people. At the same time, the grounds for this
impossibility are detailed and specific terms on which covenant is possible, hence
invitation. For this reason, we ought to understand Israel's second cycle of answering
112 Cf. the commentary on p. 194.
113 Ibid.
114 Cf. pp. 223-224.
115 'Able' (bs", 19b) has a strong stative element suggesting innate capacities. BDB, 407-408. 'Not
able' in this case signifies qualitative distinctions between Yahweh and Israel (Yahweh is holy and
jealous, 19c, d while Israel is inherently unfaithful, 20a-c) that negate the possibility of an enduring
covenant relationship between the two.
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(21a-b) as acceptance of the grounds or terms of covenant that Joshua lay out. The
absence of an explanation for their insistence suggests tacit admission of guilt in
keeping with Joshua's rebuke. It also suggests that they choose serving Yahweh in
spite of their previous failures. All this is consistent with our suggestion that Joshua
is inviting Israel to a new start, a new choice and a new basis for covenant
renewal."6
In the above discussion, presupposition of an epistemological framework that
operates by 'preserving the dignity of the public face of the other' and therefore is
predisposed towards indirect communication, and by inviting the interlocutor in the
discernment ofmeaning, has led us to trace the critical threads of persuasion and
choice in the dialogue. The two having run their courses successfully, what remains
is establishing testimonies and 'cutting' the covenant. Focus on their own witness to
their choice (22a-e) concludes the matter of persuasion.
Erecting a stone as a complementary witness to confession provides an interesting
insight. Inanimate objects that are associated with matters related to human volition
serve as reminders and re-enforcements of that volition. It represents an
extraordinary inclusion of the material order of the universe into metaphysical
realities. The thing to observe, however, is that the meaning and significance of the
stone rests in the way the participants in this activity perceive it. It has no
significance, other than as a stone, outside this perception. At its most basic level, the
stone is a mnemonic device. Yet, in its function in the minds of the participants, it is
a 'living' witness. This phenomenon demonstrates how representations or symbols
are always social 'constructs'.
D. Epistemology in the Prayer ofHabakkuk
As was the case with Ps 77, the Sitz im Leben of this prayer raises two issues that
have an impact on the discussion of epistemology. First is the issue of the lack of
clear biographic material for the prophet. Second is the matter ofpoetics vis-a-vis
continuity between the first two chapters and the third.
116Cf.pp. 197-198.
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The clear paucity of biographic material, extending to the significance of the name in
relation to the message and ministry of the prophet,117 has the effect of accentuating
the message at the expense of the messenger. This is not a defect unless there is an
expectation that authorial biographic material will be part of the material.
In addition, differences in genre between the first two chapters and the third can only
be problematic where there is prior expectation that material cannot belong together
unless it belongs to the same genre. Indeed, without such an expectation, the
presence of this prayer following the first two chapters suggests that genre
differences do not indicate substantive discontinuity. For the same reason, prophetic
ministry need not be at variance with music.118
V.2 stands at the head of the prayer as a concise summary ofwhat follows. Thus,
vv.3-15 is an explication of'report' (2A). 16 Ai-B2 is an expansion of'I was afraid'
(2A). What remains are the two parts of the prayer: the prayer proper (2B1-B3), the
declaration of faith (I6C-I8B2) and doxology (19). The prayer is thus, structured in
such a way that the parts are sung twice with the second being the fuller or
exposition of the first. Repetition is stylistic according to the genre 'poetry' and the
form 'music'.
The explication of'report' takes the form of re-enactment in song. The historical
events evoked are not reducible to any one specific tradition, hence the difficulty of
trying to identify the traditions referred to in the psalm.119 Seemingly, several 'deeds'
ofYahweh, the substance of his 'report' or 'fame', have coalesced into one 'report'
or 'deed'. The prophet is not interested in the particulars of the 'report' although it is
conceivable to suggest specific traditions for some references.120 He is rather evoking
them at a more holistic level, the level of characterisation where Yahweh's fame has
become an integral part of his identity. He is the God who comes gloriously to the
aid of his people.
If our analysis is correct, this 'psalm' illustrates how traditions can be appropriated at
different levels depending on the nature and aim of the appropriation. Here, the
117 Cf. pp. 199-200. Strictly speaking, we should consider names that have a bearing on the ministry
and message of a prophet as insights into the messages as opposed to biographic material.
118 Cf. the discussion on the musical clues in the prayer on p. 202.
119 Cf. the commentary on p. 203.
120 For a discussion of the possible traditions alluded to, see the discussion on pp. 206-208.
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prophet intends to invoke the characterization from the holistic 'report' in prayer and
as a basis for supplication. Several traditions are apparently combined to form a
synoptic tradition vis-a-vis a 'report' or more appropriately, 'fame'. At the level of
'fame' the particular traditions are somewhat obscured and their historical references
relegated to the background.
The language of re-enactment is reminiscent of other re-enactments. It echoes
Canaanite mythology and even Greek and oriental thought. Day's analysis, in
particular, presents compelling points of comparison between the mythical language
121in this prayer and specific Canaanite myths and traditions. As in other re-
enactments, there is no indication in the text that echoing common myths entailed
adopting the beliefs associated with those myths.122 This suggests that the form of
language used does not entirely determine the meanings in expressions. In essence,
the user has the licence to manipulate existing meanings and language in new ways.
The language also employs figurative elements to a significant extent. Cush and
1 9^
Midian (7A, B) are partitive for all the nations in Israel's path of advance.
Mountains and hills 'scatter' and 'bow down' (6Bj, B2). This is in addition to the
imagery in language evoking Canaanite myths in the striking parallels between 3:3-
15 and Ps 77. There the mountains 'writhe' (10A). Thom lifts his voice (IOC). Sun
and moon stand in their heights while lightning, the arrows and spear ofYahweh,
flash and glitter illuminating the world in their stead (11).124
At the centre of this majestic imagery is an awesome and rampaging Yahweh.
Rhetorical questions establish his mission (8A-D) and are another excellent example
of inviting the interlocutor into the interpretation ofmaterial. Since Yahweh was not
angry at the streams or rivers or the sea, what or who was it he was angry with?
Following the psalmist through the re-enactment will lead to the answer: those who
oppressed his people, the house of the wicked (13Bi).
Thus, to borrow from Day, a historicization of Chaoskampfhas led the psalmist to
depict Israel's oppressors in the language ofmythical Yam. Since the addressee is
121 Cf. pp. 204 and 207.
122 For a discussion of possible polemical elements against those beliefs in this borrowing, see pp.
204-208.
123 Cf. p. 205.
124 Cf. p. 206.
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Yahweh, we may conclude that historicization is a feature of communication to
Yahweh as well as an invitation to human audiences to 'interpret' the associations
made. Thus, transfer of information is fundamentally interactive regardless of the
type125 of transfer in question. This is the genius of communication in both narrative
prose and poetic narrative.126
'Your people' (13Ai) is paralleled by 'Your anointed one' (DA2), likely evoking
Israel's covenantal standing with Yahweh.'27 This illustrates how the inclusion of
concise material, in this case a single word, evokes entire narratives vis-a-vis Israel's
covenant relationship with Yahweh. The same principle was responsible for the
inclusion of entire Canaanite myths by the mere inclusion of such words as oinn for
19R
cr, crn or their cognates.
This represents a style of 'citation' that is predicated on supplying 'inviting' links to
other materials (hence 'evoking') as opposed to making explicit substantive
references. The communicator assumes that the addressee thoroughly knows the
substantive material alluded to and only needs to be pointed in a particular direction
in order to make the intended conceptual connections. This mode of 'citation' poses
a challenge to 'readers' or 'hearers' who are not privy to the substantive material
alluded to. However, it poses no problem whatsoever to 'epistemological insiders'.
Mental turmoil and reflection are evidenced by physiological states (I6A1-B2)
suggesting a direct correlation between the mental (metaphysical) and physiological
(physical). Thus, physical states are windows into mental states.
The antithetic background of the confession of faith (17Ai-A6) implies direct
correlation between developments associated with climactic changes (A1-A3), the
rewards of human labour (A4) and the productivity of livestock (A5-A6) and
Yahweh's favour. Thus, lack of prosperity from fields and livestock is 'evidence' of
Yahweh's withdrawal and, presumably, their prosperity evidences Yahweh's
125
By 'type', we mean all the forms of information transfer within the frameworks ofmonologues and
dialogues. Examples of different types would include 'teaching', 'praise' and, in this case, 'prayer'.
126 Cf. Bar-Efrat, 9. To illustrate the predominance of 'invitation' in the Bible, see Gen 38:11-26
(Tamar 'inviting' Judah to interpret his own dishonesty), 2 Sam 12:1-13 (Nathan 'inviting' David into
his own condemnation), Ezek 4:1-3 (Israel 'invited' to interpret a prophecy) and John 2:12-17 (the
disciples 'invited' by Christ's action to interpret Ps 69:9).
127 Cf. the discussion on p. 208 and note 376.
128 10 B, C. Cf. Exod 15:8A, B2 and Ps 77:17A, C. Another example of this mode of citation is how
rr rnnn uij (Exod 15:2Ai) or part of it conjures up the entire Song at the sea. E.g. Ps 118:14.
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covenantal commitment. The dialogue in the first two chapters subverts this position
in that Yahweh has revealed that his commitment continues in spite of deteriorating
129
circumstances.
The following is a summary of the epistemology and worldview in the analyses
above.
A theistic and holistic worldview is foundational to the material. God is sovereign
over nature and people. Therefore, the winds, sea and floods do Yahweh's bidding
and are manifestations of his 'right hand'. He even influences pharaoh's heart.
Habakkuk also relates the fortunes of rain, crops and animals to Yahweh's favour.
This perception extends to others in the region, who equally acknowledge Yahweh's
'signs' and fear Israel's advance as a result. In addition, curse, as also Yahweh's acts
of'giving', determine the course of human affairs.
To Israel, God is immanent and accessible. His servants converse with him directly
(Moses, Habakkuk), speak (Joshua) and act (Moses) on his behalf. This reveals a
dynamic association between God and his servants. The people are conscious of
God's immanence and address him directly in praise (Song at the Sea, parts of Ps 77
and parts of the Prayer ofHabakkuk) and lament.
An elaborate hierarchy that governs communication is evident in the data. God
communicates directly with his representatives and only indirectly with the rest. The
people only address God directly when their language is complimentary or
supplicatory. In both cases, such communication is couched in poetic expression and
employs mythical language.
Joshua, the servant of God, communicates with the congregation of Israel through
her leaders. These leaders have authority to represent the people. The twin bonds of
ethnicity and covenant bind Israel together. Both are held in continuous fashion with
the 'fathers'. Key ancestors also spawn multiple identities.
The traditions of Israel and surrounding nations are tools in the matrix in which
communication occurs. The users control the use of such traditions and therefore, the
meanings that we must understand in specific uses. In the use of traditions, function
takes precedence over historical particularity making the debate concerning the
129
By 'deteriorating circumstances' we refer to the ungodliness that occasioned the prophet's
complaint. The scenarios in the 'protasis' are probably hypothetical but revealing nonetheless.
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constraining effects ofSitz im Leben on meaning often quite irrelevant. The existence
of different traditions of Joshua and the fact that Ps 77 evokes the Exodus tradition as
found in the Song at the Sea indicates that traditions were viewed as a cumulative
testimony as opposed to 'copyrighted' versions requiring careful reproduction.
The notion of 'reports' abroad suggests an oral culture. The practice of referencing
through evoking other traditions also suggests this. Collective expression of thoughts
and feelings in lament and song suggest a level of common identity for the
community. Spontaneity of dance suggests that this is a common feature of their
celebrations.
There is extended latitude in conceptualization that includes the adoption of the
genre poetry, figurative language, including simile, metaphor and personification, the
use of the language of Chaoskampf, the dramatization of the narrative material and
stylistic construction. It includes generic meanings that find particularity in specific
use, emphasis by repetition of words and fluid movement (or even fusion) between
physical state or action and thought or emotion. Finally, it includes a presumption
that communication is indirect, occurring at a subterranean level.
Indirect communication devices include the subtle ways in which narratives
construct arguments and chart areas of focus. They also include rhetorical questions
and the practice of evoking. Indirect communication devices always demand the
participation of the interlocutor in the resolution ofmeanings. In addition,
experience features prominently in communication. For instance, 'signs' are a basis
for theological knowledge.130 Communication is also concrete in the sense of brevity
that embodies extended narratives.
130 Cf. 1 Cor 1:22 - "For indeed Jews seek for signs, and Greeks for wisdom." NASB.
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Part III: Towards an African Biblical Hermeneutical Method
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Chapter 8: Continuities between the Epistemology Evidenced
in the Zambian Research Data and in the Biblical Data and
their Ramifications for African Biblical Hermeneutical
Methods
Chapter 7 was an extrapolation of the epistemology evident in select intra-biblical
appropriations and re-appropriations of the Exodus event in the preceding chapter. It
completes the task of establishing correlations between data and epistemology started
in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 8, we confirm, on the limited scale presented by the two sets of data, the
summary in Chapter 2 that African and OT epistemological constructs bear striking
affinities. We do so by a direct comparison of the epistemologies from the two sets
of data contained in Chapters 5 and 7. Based on the continuities we find, we isolate
epistemological features that constitute a base upon which Africans can articulate
biblical hermeneutical methods that are also based on their epistemological
constitution.
The chapter is divided into two sections. In the first, we compare the two sets of data
with a view to identify continuities and establish the thesis noted above. This process
compares Chapters 5 and 7 in the light of Chapter 2. In the second, we isolate the
epistemological features that are common to both sets of data and discuss their
implications for African biblical hermeneutical methods.
A. Continuities between the Epistemology in the Zambian Research
Data and in Select Intra-Biblical Appropriations and Re-
Appropriations of the Exodus Event
In order to facilitate comparison, we take the epistemological categories from the
Zambian research data and seek parallels in the epistemology extrapolated from the
biblical data. We make this comparison in the light of the detailed analyses in
Chapters 4 and 6 based on the epistemological extrapolations in Chapters 5 and 7.
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1. Correlation of epistemological categories between the biblical data and
Zambian research data
1.1. Coherence and Spirituality of Creation
1.1 .a. Coherence
Our analysis of the Zambian research data exposed a category of community, hence
coherence, predicated on common humanity as God's creation and shared spirituality
among those who 'serve' God. We noted that the concrete phenomenon of existence
was presumptive evidence for ideology. For this reason, we will be looking for
references to experience and its relation to ideology in the biblical data. Overlap
among the categories is inevitable. However, we still discuss them separately to
highlight their contributions to the larger picture. We analyse evidence from
individual texts before combining it into a composite picture.
1.1.a.a. The Song at the Sea
Yahweh's covenant relationship with their 'fathers' is the ideological context of the
Song. Within this, the focus is on this generation's 'knowledge' of Yahweh.
However, we still find allusions to community beyond Israel.
The language ofmythical traditions common to surrounding cultures and societies
suggests a cultural continuum at the levels ofworldview and epistemology.
However, we noted that such continuity does not entail common belief or even
uniform use of the myths. It merely suggests common knowledge of traditions and
their epistemological associations. This suggests a fraternity of societies that extends
beyond Israel at socio-cultural and epistemological levels.
The possibility that 'Moses and the children of Israel' share a common perspective
and feelings to the point of adopting singular verbs suggests at least conceptual unity
among this group. This could also reflect a sense of common identity based on
ethnicity and covenant as their association with the 'fathers' indicates. Moses'
clearly evidences a sense of unity with the Hebrews that is based on ethnicity and is
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stronger than the bond of adoption. Admittedly, ethnicity and covenant are also bases
for discontinuity with Egypt and other societies.
The priority of experience in the Zambian data is matched by the priority of
experience in the narratives of the 'fathers' in the formation of Israel's identity. We
note, however, that the former's common humanity and shared faith experience are
broader bases than the latter's tradition and ethnicity. Further, both spirituality and
tradition relate to the same God with the former as an extension of the latter.
Common ontology as God's creatures is a deduction arising from this continuity.
God creating humanity is, after all, a teaching of the Torah.
Neither data, then, considers humanity apart from belief in God. Further, the
continuity of the respondents with Israel at both the levels of humanity and
spirituality arises from their participation in Israel's spiritual tradition in the biblical
material. 'African', here is a broader understanding of Israel's spirituality to include
all humanity.
l.l.a.b. Ps 77:1-21
Several features in this psalm reflect the limited levels of coherence in the Song. The
difficulty and inadvisability of limiting it to a specific Sitz im Leben suggests
common experiences among the covenant people that relativize consideration of
'appropriate context'.
The flexibility of 'Asaph' and ' Jeduthun' suggests creation of identities beyond
biographical-historical limits. Apparently, trans-generational Israel is able to
participate in the identities of 'Asaph' and 'Jeduthun' in new but also continuous
ways with biographical-historical ones.
The genre 'psalm' implies a public arena and hence society. 'Lament' as 'psalm'
illustrates the substance of such public expression. The language of Chaoskampf
suggests socio-cultural continuity beyond Israel. Finally, Jacob and Joseph are
'fathers' based on ethnic and covenant continuities.
Other than the limited suggestions of echoes of Chaoskampf, nothing in the psalm
suggests 'coherence' in terms other than ethnicity and faith experience. The same




This text contains the most extensive evidence of 'coherence' in terms of kinship and
covenant. Joshua uses the congregation's ancestry to establish her pagan origins. In
this, he appeals to kinship as the most basic form of continuity for this audience.
Covenant-based continuity is a development on this foundation.
Apparently, confessing Yahweh's role in the narratives of the 'fathers' evidenced
continuity with and fidelity to their covenant with Yahweh. Knowing these traditions
indicated inclusion in them. Differences between MT and LXX versions of Joshua
illustrate the versatility ofmnemohistory and imply a history of transmission and
appropriation.
Joshua's isotopic stance sheds some insight on divine immanence in relation to
representatives of God. 'Speaking for God' apparently includes human interpretation
of history outside revelation events. His role as Yahweh's servant licenses him to
speak for God in the first person.
The role of a stone as witness to the covenant suggests an epistemology that includes
inanimate objects in human discourse by human consensus. This indicates the
priority of society in epistemological associations.
Common ontology based on ethnicity and covenant falls short of the broader
categories in the Zambian data. Even the versatility of traditions, transmission and
appropriation and a hermeneutic of epistemological participation assume Israel's
narrower community. As in the two texts above, the bases in the Zambian research
data are largely developments from this narrower sense.
l.l.a.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
Lack of biographic material in the prophecy of Habakkuk indicates the same
flexibility ofmaterial that we associated with Psalm 77 in relation to Sitz im Leben.
In this case, authorial concerns and possibility of redactor activity do not subtract
from the theological witness in the material.
Occasional detail becomes even more remote when 'report' conflates several
traditions to characterize Yahweh as the God who comes majestically to the aid of
his people. It approximates a systematization of the significance of traditions.
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In this 'report', we also discern knowledge and use of traditions held in common
with other cultures as with the Song at the Sea and Psalm 77. We noted before that
this only suggests a common worldview, not common beliefs. In the use of rhetorical
questions, we also find the epistemological feature of inviting the interlocutor into
the resolution ofmeanings.
Citation by evoking presupposes a body of knowledge held in common by speaker
and audience. 'Your anointed one' (13A2) is an example of a word evoking the
covenant community and their traditions.
Lack of parallels in scope of community between the two sets of data is because the
'people of God' in the Zambian data are an extension of those in the biblical
material. Therefore, the former see extended definitions of categories that the latter
do not. However, a hermeneutic that operates by inviting the interlocutor in the
resolution ofmeanings suggests a level of 'consciousness of the other' that finds its
fullest expression in the holistic nature of community in the Zambian data. What the
biblical data does not evidence in its scope, it intimates in its epistemology.
1.1.b. Spirituality
Spirit beings are prior to and interpenetrate all reality in the Zambian data. They are
immanent and active in human activities. They include God and Satan and their
dominions. The biblical data evidenced the spirituality of creation as follows.
l.I.b.a. The Song at the Sea
Echoes of Chaoskampfat the very least indicate a worldview that includes spirit
beings in the drama of life. Subversions ofmyths that change the referents, their
activities and the objects on which they act do not take away from the reality of this
cosmology and epistemology. Yahweh as a warrior whose weapons include wind and
sea presupposes a worldview where the natural world is subject to his decrees. Such
acts commend him to Israel and Egypt and engender 'knowledge'. Neighbouring
nations make the same associations and therefore exhibit a similar worldview. In the
song, the people betray consciousness ofGod's presence by addressing him directly.
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Immanent spirituality is the basis of the elaborate activities of the Holy Spirit in the
Zambian research data. It is also the basis for the parallel and antagonistic activities
of Satan, demons and seducing spirits. Both sets of data, then, reflect worldviews that
understands spirit beings as part of human experience of life.
References to 'fathers' indicate a consciousness of their continued existence.1 We
only note a sense of continuity as the data does not elaborate further the nature of this
continuity.2
1.1.b.b. Ps 77:1-21
The psalm betrays the same consciousness of 'fathers' that we encountered above
here, in reference to Jacob and Joseph. We may infer the same consciousness in
references to Asaph and Jeduthun although, here, the focus is on the identity or
identities that these ancestors spawned.
The psalm contains the references to Chaoskampfnoted in the Song to such a degree
that many suspect a borrowing ofmaterial. Their significance noted there for
considerations ofworldview apply here.
The psalm is a speech event, dialogue between the psalmist and God. The dialogue
betrays both consciousness of divine immanence and the intimacy that exists
between God and his people. Yahweh inclines his ear to the cry of the psalmist and
the psalmist bares his soul voicing his perplexity to Him with petition. Both aspects
underscore the presumption of a spiritual cosmology.
1 Cf. Matt 22:32; Mark 12:26; Luke 13:28 and 20:37. However, the New Testament concept of
'resurrection' is absent in practically all traditions of continuity of life after death, including Canaanite
ones and, some argue, the Old Testament. N. T. Wright, The Resurrection ofthe Son ofGod, Christian
Origins and the Question of God; V. 3 (London: SPCK, 2003), 62, 80. Cf. S. E. Porter, "Resurrection,
the Greeks and the New Testament," in Resurrection, ed. S. E. Porter, Michael A. Hayes, and David
Tombs (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 74-77. Wright roots 'resurrection' in the
Scriptures within the worldview of second-Temple Judaism and in the seed of the beliefs of the
Patriarchs. Wright, Resurrection ofthe Son ofGod, 80, 86.
2
Wright, for instance, argues that 'sleeping with the ancestors' in the Old Testament meant going to
the world of the dead to be reunited with one's forebears in an existence that was next to nothing and
does not resemble the extensive participation of the dead in the ongoing life of the people evident in
many cultures. Wright, Resurrection ofthe Son ofGod, 90-91. Cf. R. E. Cooley, "Gathered to His
People: A Study of a Dothan Family Tomb," in The Living and Active Word ofGod, ed. M. Inch and
R. Youngblood (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983), 52; and P. S. Johnston, Shades ofSheol:
Death and the Afterlife in the Old Testament (Leicester: Apollos, 2002), chapter 8.
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l.l.b.c. Joshua 24:1-28
This text presents us with a clear example of spirit activity through people. Joshua's
isotopic stance transforms his speech and perspective into Yahweh's speech and
perspective. Joshua and his audience also confess divine activity in the traditions of
the 'fathers' as a mark of continuity with those traditions.
In addition, this text presents us with evidence of 'other gods'. The 'fathers' 'served'
'other gods' beyond the river and Israel is guilty of serving 'other gods' in Egypt and
in Canaan. This betrays a tradition of serving gods that precedes knowledge of
Yahweh. Appeal to spiritual authority is also evident when Balak summons Balaam
to curse Israel.
God speaking through Joshua parallels the preacher's role as God's messenger in the
Zambian research data. The centrality of God's activity in the traditions of Israel
parallels the priority placed on spiritual activity in the Zambian data. 'Serving' other
gods parallels life under the dominion of demons, seducing spirits and Satan in the
Zambian data.
1. l.b.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
This prayer is also a speech event and dialogue between God and the prophet. Its
covenantal context is clear in that the prophet addresses God from the premise that
God should both punish error among his people and distinguish between Israel and
other nations. For this reason, the 'deeds' evoked in the 'report' are God's actions in
the past on behalf of his people. In the prophet's perception, there is no polarity
between God and circumstance. Failures in weather patterns, produce and livestock
are linked to divine displeasure. The language Chaoskampfand other traditions
suggest the socio-cultural continuities with neighbouring nations noted in the Song
and Ps 77.
To summarize, then, relationships with spirit beings out with the knowledge of
Yahweh are evident from two categories of evidence in the biblical data. The first are
the socio-cultural continuities with other societies that shape the language of
doxology in the three poetic texts. The second are the references to serving other
gods in the region across the river, Egypt and Canaan. The third is the presumption
of this dynamic in the act of cursing.
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Parallels in the Zambian data include references to coming under the power of Satan,
demons and seducing spirits in contradistinction to serving God. They also include
the activities ofwitchdoctors.
Immanence in relation to Yahweh includes revelatory activities of the Holy Spirit in
the Zambian material. Parallels in the biblical data include speech events (Song at the
Sea, Ps 77 and Prayer ofHabakkuk), Joshua's isotopic stance and in Moses' acting
on behalf of Yahweh. It also includes references to God acting on behalf of his
people. The Zambian data necessarily does not address this aspect extensively
because of the limits of the research. However, supernatural 'acts' were mentioned as
one way that God may validate his message.
God acting among his people is the basis for 'knowing' Yahweh in the biblical data.
It is also the basis for praise, entreaty and covenant challenge. It included 'giving'
opponents into the hands of Israel, routing them in behalf of Israel and 'giving' Israel
an inheritance.
We have noted that the respondents in Zambia reflect the immanence that is in the
Bible because of embracing the biblical traditions of Israel. However, their
awareness and interaction with spirit beings out with Christian beliefmake such an
embrace a natural progression. They find no worldview and epistemological conflict
in the notion of spirit beings that are immanent and intimately involved in human
thought and activity because this is already their cosmology. Therefore, the biblical
God is planted in epistemologically familiar ground. We find the same worldview
and epistemological continuity in the tension between idols and the one true God in
the Corinthian church. There, Paul dismisses idols and affirms God within a spiritual
cosmology, replacing one set of variables with another.3
3 1 Cor 8. Esp. Vs 6 : aAA' r)|ity etc; Geoc; o TTatpp ei; ou tot tuxvtu Kal t]|iel<; etc; autoy, Kal etc;
kuploc 'Iipouc; Xpiotoc 6i' ou ta Trayta Kat ripelc; 5i' autou.
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1.2. Coherence and Hierarchy of Society
1.2.a. Coherence
Chapter 2 discusses 'society' in terms of local society, including family, extended
family, the clan and the tribe, although it alludes to humankind. The local 'society' in
the Zambian data is the congregation, a local manifestation of the 'people ofGod'.
As such, the data is concerned with defining relationships between preacher and
congregation in the context of divine immanence.
The preacher and the congregation are the 'people of God' and pilgrims together
under God. Within this framework, preachers are functionally prior in receiving
revelation in the sermon event. However, validation of their ministry of the word is
through 'spiritual consensus'. The congregation, the community of those among
whom the Spirit reveals, collectively stands to authenticate the revelation received
and communicated by the preacher. Similarly, a 'consensus' of textual witnesses
establishes a teaching, for texts are records of the testimony of inspired witnesses
within the framework of God engaging people. The biblical data evidenced
coherence of society as follows.
1.2. a. a. The Song at the Sea
Hints of a 'society' beyond Israel are suggested by the commonality of traditions of
Chaoskampfbetween Israel and her neighbours that indicates a common worldview.
The impact of 'reports' of the Exodus event abroad also suggests a common
worldview. However, these hints are too vague for a clear understanding of the
nature of this broader 'society'.
One option for the ambiguity in relating plural subjects to singular verbs in the Song
was common perception and feelings that lead to the use of singular verbs by plural
subjects. This is a functional sense of 'society' in that it is more a reflection of
consensus of thought and feeling at a particular moment than it is anything more. The
community presupposed by the Song approximates this level of 'society' thereby
abrogating the debate "whose song is it?" However, we know from elsewhere that
this particular 'society' was also 'society' in ethnic and covenant terms.
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The designation 'fathers' for ancestors several generations removed from the current
one represents a sense of continuity, hence 'society' at the levels of ethnicity and
covenant across generations. We see the potency of ethnicity in Moses' identification
with the Hebrews over his adopted family. Ethnic and covenant based continuities
apparently include the dead in 'society'.
The Zambian research data does not discuss ethnic-based 'society'. The closest it
comes to this is a universal sense of humanity as creatures of God, a universal
brotherhood of humankind. It discusses commonality and continuity based on faith
extensively. Their congregations embrace the ancestors of Israel as 'fathers' on this
basis and to the full extent that Israel does, including the perception that the dead
'fathers' are part of the 'society' of the 'people of God'.
1.2.a.b. Ps 77:1-21
The hints of 'society' beyond Israel that we associated with the language of
Chaoskampfabove reappear here. In addition, 'society' based on ethnicity and
covenant-community-across-the-generations noted in references to 'fathers' above
are present here in references to 'sons' in relation to Jacob and Joseph. The psalm
has two additional hints of 'society'.
Ambiguity in limiting it to a specific 'author' and Sitz im Leben suggests ownership
and use that transcend considerations of both. It suggests that the covenant
community in all generations is the referent of the material and that its circumstances
are equally legitimate Sitze im Leben.
Second, difficulties in limiting the designations 'Asaph' and 'Jeduthun' to specific
individuals or groups of individuals in specific historical contexts indicates that key
individuals in the history of a society can generate new identities. The public nature
of 'psalm' and the intimacy of 'lament' support the suggestion that 'society' as
covenant-community-across-the-generations is the owner and user of the material
and that its circumstances, its Sitze im Leben. None of these hints presents a new
basis for comparing it with the Zambian data.
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1.2.a.c. Joshua 24:1-28
'Society' as ethnic group is evident in references to Terah and Nahor. 'Society' as
covenant community is evident in references to the 'fathers' who worshipped
Yahweh. In both cases, 'society' is trans-generational, extending to Joshua and the
congregation as Shechem.
The existence of two different versions of this tradition indicates the versatility of
mnemohistory in the process of re-telling and re-appropriation. Such versatility
makes the circumstances and experiences of the covenant community the
frameworks for remembering traditions.
The need for witnesses to covenant renewal indicates the communal nature of
'choice' and accountability in this 'society'. The fact that a stone is part of these
witnesses indicates how commonly ascribed meanings bring inanimate objects to
participate in human discourse.
Designating a stone as a witness at Shechem finds a parallel in a congregation's
validating role in the Zambian research data. In both cases, there is harmony of
perception. However, this is a rather tenuous comparison because the former is
perception created by the society while the latter is from God. Society generated
harmony is an epistemological consensus that assumes total agreement among its
members. God generated harmony is rooted in the 'listening' capabilities of the
'people of God' without reference to total agreement.
1.2.a.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
The book of Habakkuk is framed as dialogue between the prophet and God. As such,
any references to 'society' are secondary and implicit.
The prayer is a 'psalm', a form that suggests the public arena. It also employs the
language of traditions that we have judged to suggest socio-cultural continuities with
neighbouring societies.
'Report' as a conflation of several traditions presupposes stages of appropriating
traditions. It also suggests continuity in 'society' across generations. Finally, citation
through evoking presumes enough common knowledge of material within 'society'
for making the necessary associations based on minimal references.
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The clearest parallel between the Zambian and the biblical data with respect to
'society' is the notion of the 'people ofGod'. In the former, the congregation is a
local manifestation of this trans-generational and universal community. In the latter,
the covenant-community-across-the-generations are the background 'society'. Its
clearest local manifestation is the congregation at Shechem. As such, the clearest
comparison is between the local congregation in the Zambian data and the
congregation at Shechem.
Both sets of data place a high premium on 'consensus ofwitnesses'. In the Zambian
data, the testimony of the Holy Spirit in the 'people ofGod' is critical to consensus
whether in the congregation or in biblical texts as records of the testimony of
inspired witnesses within the trans-generational community of the 'people ofGod'.
In the biblical data, hints of common spiritual perspective include ambiguities in
correlation between plural subjects and singular verbs, song as group event, the
public aspects of'psalm' and 'lament' and the notion of'report' or 'fame'. They
include the difficulty of limiting the identities created by references to 'Asaph' and
'Jeduthun', the phenomenon ofmultiple versions of traditions and affirmations of
continuity with the 'fathers'. They also include common volition to 'serve' Yahweh
in Joshua 24.
Hints of common worldview and epistemology include the language of traditions
held in common with neighbouring cultures and societies, the potency of 'reports'
and the practice of citation through evoking. They also include the phenomenon of a
stone as witness to the covenant.
1.2.b. Hierarchy
1.2.b.a. The Song at the Sea
In this text and its canonical antecedent, we encounter hierarchical considerations at
several levels. Yahweh communicates with Pharaoh and the leaders of Israel through
Moses his servant. His most extensive self-disclosure is availed to Moses, who, in
turn represents him before pharaoh and the elders of Israel. This shows the priority
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and authority that leaders hold in relation to their communities and the servant of
God in relation to everybody else.
When 'fear' begins to take root, pharaoh communicates with God in a remote
manner. The midwives disobey pharaoh's orders in an implicit manner. By contrast,
the people magnify God directly.
We see, then, a hierarchy that extends from God to the people. The implication is
that those lower in the hierarchy may address their superiors directly only where the
substance of their address is complimentary. When communication is from the
higher to the lower, it is mediated through messengers who participate in the
authority and identity of their sender to the point of employing direct address.
Therefore, Moses participates in the identity of God to the point of speaking in the
first person and his actions are extensions of divine action.
In the Zambian data, preachers enjoy the same representative authority in relation to
congregations that Moses enjoyed in relation to pharaoh and the leaders of Israel.
They hear from God on behalfof the people and communicate God's messages to
them. The proviso that such function is subject to evaluation by the testimony of the
Spirit of God in the people is perhaps a parallel of the function of 'signs' in the
Exodus narrative4 where the 'signs' are presumably self-authenticating.
1.2.b.b. Ps 77:1-21
References to 'Asaph', 'Jeduthun' and the 'fathers' evidence the enduring place of
key ancestors in this society. They continue to be reference points and even to spawn
new identities in subsequent generations.
This speech event reveals the impact of hierarchical considerations in
communication. In the lament sections, the psalmist uses the third person singular
suggesting a reticence to question God directly. By contrast, in the complimentary
sections, the recital of the deeds ofYahweh, he employs both direct address and
language that evokes Canaanite mythical traditions. This seemingly supports our
hypothesis that communication from the lesser to the greater is implicit and indirect
4 Exod 4 :1 -9.
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unless complimentary. That Ps 77 is also supplicatory makes it an appeal to a
superior authority.
Preachers in the Zambian data address God directly in supplication, the only material
containing communication with God. However, that material lacks a basis for
exploring hierarchical stratification in the social organisation of community because
this falls outside the scope of the data collected for this research.
1.2.b.c. Joshua 24:1-28
Like Moses before him, Joshua addresses the nation through leaders who have the
authority to make decisions on behalf of the people. His hierarchical priority over
them makes his confession of continuity with the 'fathers' both exemplary and
prescriptive in addition to his explicit challenge. The 'fathers' are prior to Joshua and
Joshua is prior to the leaders.
He recites Israel's history as Yahweh's servant, making his interpretation, Yahweh's
interpretation. He recalls Israel's origins in Terah and Nahor, ancestors and therefore
hierarchically prior, in aid of his intention to influence their choice. There are,
therefore, three hierarchically superior advocates for the case for choosing to 'serve'
Yahweh: Yahweh's testimony, the history of the 'fathers' and Joshua.
The priority of Yahweh and his servants is replicated in the Zambian research data's
priority of God and his servants, the preachers. Likewise, the 'fathers' in the biblical
material are embraced as 'fathers' to the 'people of God' universal. However,
consideration of ancestors from a purely ethnic base is outside the scope of the
Zambian research.
1.2.b. d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
As a prayer, this psalm also illustrates the impact of hierarchical considerations in
communication with God. Supplication sections, as also doxological ones (2B1-B3;
8Bi-15B) employ direct address. The latter also employ the language of Canaanite
mythical traditions.
To summarize, then, God is prior in hierarchy and the final court of appeal in both
sets of data. Such 'appeal' includes petition, lament and highest praise. He
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communicates through his servants. He also communes with and reveals his counsels
to his servants. As those who are epistemologically prior, these servants stand before
their people as God's representatives capable ofmediating revelation directly from
God to the people.
In that the Zambian data is a compendium of sermons and interviews, it does not
provide a basis for analysing the equivalent of God addressing the 'people ofGod'
through its leaders outside the sermon event. By contrast, the Exodus narrative
supplies a basis for hierarchical communication involving several layers of society.
Consequently, a comparison of hierarchical dynamics outside the sermon event is not
possible.
However, the Zambian data accords us several instances of direct communication
with God in the form of communal petition.5 Prayer precedes or accompanies
virtually every sermon. In all cases, God is presumed to be present and is addressed
directly thereby evidencing that complimentary and supplicatory communication
with God may employ direct address.
1.3. Concreteness
Concreteness refers to graphic presentation in language and concept in the data. We
found concreteness to be the most pervasive feature in the Zambian research data.
For ease of analysis, we examined it in relation to a number of categories and sub¬
categories. We will follow those categories here.
1.3.a. Concreteness and the 'people of God'
In the Zambian research data, the experiences of being human and 'knowing' God
are the bases for affirming continuities with all human beings and with 'the people of
God' in every generation. Both experiences presume God as creator. 'Knowing God'
refers to active interaction between God and his people. The dynamics of this
interaction are the same for all the people ofGod in every generation. Therefore, the
'people ofGod' are continuous in all generations because they share the same
5
Palula, p. 1,6; Tembo, p. 1; Nkhonjera, p. 1; Phiri, "Excursus XIV," p. 1; Mbewe, "Excursus XV,"
p. 1-2; and Makukula, p. 1.
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experiences in two fundamental areas of existence: humanity from God and
humanity in relationship with God.
Given the parameters set by the inquiry, these experiences are generally restricted to
the sermon event. There, the discussion revolved around how primarily the preacher
but also the congregants interacted with God in the reception, communication and
validation of revelation from God. The 'people of God' are those who interact with
God. The biblical data evidenced concreteness as follows.
1.3. a. a. Song at the Sea
Encounter is the basis for 'knowing' Yahweh for Moses, pharaoh and Israel. Moses
'knew' Yahweh when he encountered him at the burning bush. Pharaoh and Israel
'knew' him through the 'signs' that he performed in their midst. One such 'sign' is
the inspiration for the Song as the extended celebration of the Exodus event in the
Song shows. This suggests that 'knowledge' ofYahweh is rooted in an encounter or
experience with him.
We noted that encounter with Yahweh is the experience of each of the 'fathers'
celebrated in the narrative. Moses, the children of Israel and the Egyptians are all
conscious of the immanence and activity ofYahweh in the Exodus narrative.
Theological interpretation is unequivocal in this account and includes an awareness
that Yahweh's activities were on behalf of his people, Israel. 'Fear' abroad indicates
the extent of such knowledge and interpretation.
1.3.a.b. Ps 77:1-21
We concluded that this material lends itself to multiple Sitze im Leben because it
reflects the experiences of the 'people of God' in multiple contexts. This supports the
premise that the 'people ofGod' share the same experiences in all generations.
Therefore, the interaction in the material, irrespective of its historical particularities,
informs the experiences of the 'people of God' across the generations.
The public nature of 'psalm' and intimate nature of 'lament' also imply the generic
nature of its substance to the 'people of God' in all generations. All may empathise
with its intimacy and expressions.
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As speech event, this psalm exemplifies in concrete terms relating with God. The
lament is in part6 inquiry into the perceived dearth of divine activity, the 'right hand
ofGod', in the present.
The striking similarities between the psalm and the Song at the Sea invite the
conclusion arrived at there that the theological interpretation of the Exodus event was
unequivocal. This identifies lament as 'complaint within faith' by the 'people of
God'.
Reference to Jacob and Joseph as 'fathers' also invites the earlier conclusion that
'fathers' celebrated are those who established precedence in the 'knowledge' of
Yahweh. 'Sons' are those who identify with the spiritual traditions of the 'fathers'.
1.3.a.c. Joshua 24:1-28
The plurality of reception traditions of Joshua shows that 'didactic remembering' is
not constrained by specific versions in the historiography of this society. Influencing
successive generations is part of remembering leading to constant re-shaping of
traditions to address new scenarios. This suggests that both versions of Joshua were
shaped by the exigencies of specific faith communities. The local need here is to
consolidate faith for a generation that has inherited the covenant promise of land, but
n
was not part of the generations that received the promises.
Joshua bases his appeal for covenant renewal in part on the spiritual experiences of
the 'fathers'. He intends that this congregation should understand these experiences
to be reflective of their own making as the 'people of God' continuous with the
'fathers'.
In his prophetic stance, Joshua is at once a messenger of Yahweh and an example of
walking in the traditions of the 'fathers'. As messenger, he functions as a prophet,
bringing God's message to the people. As leader of the people, he confesses
continuity with the 'fathers'. Together, these declarations constitute the prescriptive
6 There are several other possible reasons for lament, including the cathartic value of expressing
perplexity and anxiety to God for the 'pe°ple ofGod'. C.f. Phil 4:6-7 - "Be anxious for nothing, but
in everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God.




argument alluded to above whose effect is to challenge the people to embrace their
identity as the 'people ofGod' continuous with the 'fathers'. In the end, the
discourse leading to covenant renewal revolves around cycles of acceptance of this
challenge on the part of the leaders of the people.
The respondents in the Zambian research fully see themselves as the 'people ofGod'
whose circumstances and needs must influence the interpretation of the Scriptures.
They also see their needs as similar in kind to those in the Scriptures in that the
spiritual malaise and resolutions in the Scriptures are paradigmatic for all who serve
God.
1.3.a.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
Lack of biographical data in this material makes spiritual interaction between God
and prophet the issue of focus. Its genre as 'psalm' makes it amenable to public
appropriation.
'Report' is a theological extrapolation from a synoptic analysis of several traditions
of 'divine comings'. Since the experience of God coming to the aid of his people is
the norm, his perceived passivity in the present is out of character and occasions
petition for divine intervention against 'the house of the wicked' (13Bi).
As was the case with Ps 77, the prophet's dialogue with God exemplifies the
concrete interaction possible between God and his people within the framework of
covenant. It goes further than the Zambian research data in evidencing on a grander
scale the nature and extent of dialogue with God.
To summarize, the biblical data does not include consideration of unqualified human
experience as a basis for commonality for all humanity. This is probably the case
because specific issues within covenant are the frameworks of the selected texts.
Therefore, God as creator of all and a fraternity of the 'people of God' beyond Israel
are basic to the Zambian data but not to the biblical data.
However, there are several references and allusions to commonality based on shared
spiritual experience in both sets of data although, in Zambian data, this was limited
to spiritual experiences in relation to the sermon event.
Encounter with God in the production of 'knowledge' is common to Moses, pharaoh
and Israel in Exodus. The 'fathers' alluded to were those who were privy to such
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self-disclosure. Such experiences are the basis of celebration (the Song), lament (Ps
77), challenge (Josh 24) and petition (Hab 3).
The applicability to multiple Sitze im Leben for the psalms and the Song suggests
common use by the 'people of God', which in turn suggests common spiritual
experiences. This in turn suggests that celebration, lament and prayer are common
spiritual experiences for the 'people ofGod'. Direct address, i.e. speech event,
exemplifies the concrete nature of dialogue with God predicated on consciousness of
presence.
Differences in the traditions of Joshua 24 illustrate the versatility ofmnemohistory
and its connectedness to the circumstances of subsequent generations of the 'people
ofGod'. Retracing the spiritual pilgrimage of the 'fathers' from paganism to
'serving' Yahweh and inviting the people into this pilgrimage as a device for
securing covenant renewal shows the centrality of shared spiritual experiences in
Israel's identity as the 'people of God'.
1.3.b. Concreteness in the unity of Scripture
In the Zambian research data, identity ofGod as revealer precedes discussion of the
nature of Scripture and gives Scripture its status. In addition, Scripture is validated at
the subjective level of spiritual experience. It is the customary experience of divine
revelation, at times through Scripture and at times apart from it though often related
to it in some way, which retroactively justifies the status of Scripture as inspired and
authoritative quite apart from historical critical considerations.
The participants in this activity, a sovereign and holy God and the 'people of God',
remain the same in every generation. As long as these endure, the Scriptures continue
to reflect life-giving instruction9 since the experiences of the people of God are
generic in every generation.
For the same reason, the praxes and socio-historical realities in Scripture do not
circumscribe its teachings although they reveal the meanings that form the basis on
8 Note the discussion about its pre-existence in other forms and contexts, pp. 157-159.
9 For a similar position in the New Testament, see Heb 4:12: "For the word of God is living and active
and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit, of both
joints and marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart" (NASB).
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which further appropriation is legitimate. Complete disregard for and departure from
these meanings is akin to misrepresenting Scripture. This creates a tension between
the historical critical meanings of biblical texts and the revealing activities of the
Spirit of God in new circumstances and contexts for the 'people of God'.
Overall, the data does not resolve this tension by choosing one over the other,
although individual respondents seem to do so in practice. Rather, it resolves it by
affirming both though not on an equal footing. The revealing activity of the Spirit of
God is prior to and critical to exegesis. Exegesis apart from the revealing activity of
the Spirit is inadequate, pitting human epistemological tools against divine realities.
For the same reason, historical critical tools ultimately do not arbitrate between
different interpretations of biblical texts. This is the preserve of the Holy Spirit and
the related phenomenon of 'impact', the product of a spiritual dialectic between God
and the human spirit.
Epistemological analysis of the biblical pericopes for concreteness in relation to the
unity and continuity of Scripture revealed the following.
l.S.b.a. The Song at the Sea
Here, 'knowledge' of God is closely related to his actions. He is a 'man ofwar',
'their God', their 'strength' and their 'salvation' in keeping with his acts ofwar
against Egypt for the deliverance of his people. We noted that 'the God of our
fathers' also presumes the encounters that the 'fathers' in question had with God.
The traditions of the 'fathers' constitute the nearest parallels to Scripture.
'Report' ofYahweh's acts ofwar generates trepidation abroad. However,
'knowledge' only follows witnessing the acts ofYahweh. For Israel, this
'knowledge' produces faith and establishes their continuity with the 'fathers'. In
hindsight, it also generates the theological interpretation of Moses' actions on behalf
ofYahweh in the Song. In that the exodus event is the immediate 'tradition'
appropriated theologically here, we have an illustration of the centrality of encounter
in tradition.
As resource for theological appropriation, the traditions of the 'fathers' and the
exodus event are the equivalent of Scripture in the Zambian data.
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1.3.b.b. Ps 77:1-21
Difficulty in identifying the origins of this material suggests a tradition of collecting
and preserving material that does not base genuineness ofmaterial on resolving such
questions. The inadvisability of limiting the material to a single Sitz im Leben
suggests a practice of appropriation that considers multiple contexts as legitimate.
This suggests that the value of this material lies in its ability to reflect and inform the
experiences of the 'people of God' in different contexts and generations. In that this
material is part of Scripture, we may argue that Scripture is characteristically that
which reflects and informs the experiences of the 'people of God' in every
generation. Questions ofSitz im Leben and origin are secondary to this feature.
The public nature of 'psalm' and the intimacy in 'lament' support the notion that the
material reflects and informs the experiences ofmany. For this reason, an apparently
individual psalm in form is also a public psalm.
Allusion to the 'fathers', Jacob and Joseph, betrays an awareness of the importance
of these key ancestors (and their stories) in the experiences of the 'people of God'.
Finally, the psalm's affinities with the Song suggest that appropriations of traditions
are capable of begetting other appropriations within mnemohistory.
The notion of 'evolving' traditions within the framework of covenant has no parallel
in the Zambian data where Scripture refers to a closed record. However, Scripture
operates the way the traditions do in the biblical data. They are resources in the
context of 'serving God' for the instruction of successive generations of the 'people
of God'.
1.3.b.c. Joshua 24:1-28
Differences in the MT and LXX versions of this text suggest that appropriation
adapts traditions to meet specific needs. This militates against judging the 'purity' or
fidelity of an appropriation based on the detail it includes or omits. We may only
examine differences in ideological 'engineering' between received traditions with a
view to understand better the ways in which needs influence the appropriation of
traditions. For example, Joshua adapts the traditions of the 'fathers' to accomplish
covenant renewal at Shechem. Apparently, the integrity of an appropriation does not
lie in its fidelity to earlier versions but in a substantive continuity that is versatile.
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As in the two texts above, references to the 'fathers' suggest knowledge of traditions
that are a resource for appropriation. Continuity among the 'people of God'
legitimates such appropriation. It is a basis for both Joshua's challenge and the
leaders' pledge of allegiance to the covenant.
Joshua's adaptation highlights the pagan origins of particular 'fathers' and Yahweh's
role in 'giving' Israel victory in conflicts and inheritances thereby demonstrating his
covenant faithfulness. This is the basis for the challenge to 'fear', 'serve', 'turn-
aside' and 'choose' Yahweh and covenant renewal. Likewise, the leaders of Israel
reciprocate by identifying with the same history and interpretation.
Identifying with the traditions of the 'fathers' is also the basis for a 'hermeneutic of
reflection' and a 'hermeneutic of empathy' in the Zambian data. However, the latter
may only revisit a closed corpus while the appropriations in the biblical data are part
of the process of establishing the Hebrew Bible.
1.3.b.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
Differences in genre between the first two chapters and the third evidence theological
expression that is continuous through different genres. 'Report' as a conflation of
several traditions of God coming to the aid of his people demonstrates the versatility
that appropriations enjoy in their use of traditions. They may appropriate them at
different levels of detail and for different purposes.
Inclusion of the language of Canaanite mythology shows that appropriations of
Israel's traditions employ epistemological tools that are common to their region and
times. Appropriators are children of their environments. Unity and continuity of
Scripture does not preclude evoking common traditions with other cultures.
However, the fact that such language is adopted for fresh use indicates that the user
of a language controls its meanings irrespective ofwhat the language means
elsewhere.
Citation by evoking presumes widespread and intimate knowledge of traditions by
the audience. Therefore, entire material can be brought into a discourse by including
a word or a phrase. We noted this epistemological feature in operation in the
Zambian research data.
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We have already noted that traditions that inform theological appropriation in the
biblical data function the same way as Scripture in the Zambian data without having
the same level of closure. Appropriations operate within the epistemological
frameworks of the appropriators, including their socio-cultural and historical realities
in both sets of data.
The fact that Ps 77 bears close similarities with the Song at the Sea indicates that
there is cumulative use of these traditions as opposed to recourse to a particular
version. The practice of citation by evoking presupposes wide spread knowledge of
such traditions.
Paradigmatic references to the 'fathers' and the same implication from the
ambiguities in and inadvisability of limiting psalms to particular historical contexts
suggests that they also inform the covenant life of subsequent generations.
Adaptation of material to specific contexts and needs indicates that specific
manifestations of the people of God are the starting point in appropriation. The
prominence of arguments based on 'continuity with the fathers' and an expectation
that God works in characteristic ways indicate the generic nature of 'serving God'.
Concrete experience is the locus for spiritual discourse with God in both sets of data.
In the Zambian data, the sermon event is such discourse, occurring in the context of
an immanent and active God. Such discourse is also retroactively the basis for
upholding the inspiration, authority and integrity of Scripture as a record of
revelatory encounters within the meta-narrative of God's involvement in the world.
In the biblical data, this discourse is evident at various levels. Speech event as
different kinds of discourse is attested in the Song, the Exodus narrative, Ps 77, and
Hab 3. In Josh 24, Joshua speaks as a prophet.
All the above attests to a rich and continuous dynamic of encounter with God within
covenant that is fundamental to the material. Traditions, both the versatile ones for
Israel and Scripture for the Zambian data, are repositories of these experiences and
resource for further appropriation.
I.3.C. Concreteness in the Immanence of God
In the Zambian research data, the immanence of God as the phenomenological
presence of the Holy Spirit among the 'people of God' is foundational to thought and
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practice. We distinguished between immanence of God with respect to redemption
and revelation. For the sake of comparison with the biblical data, we consider
findings from those categories in one section here.
Concreteness in the immanence of God is an extension of the discussion immediately
preceding. However, the focus here is on the implications of God's revealing
presence for redemption and the dynamics in the sermon event.
Redemption is a state (as Scripture was a product) attained by those who respond
positively to spiritual vision, or conviction. God reveals himself and invites people to
submit to him and his ways. This leads to transformation. This transaction is the
genesis of life under the dominion of God, the equivalent of'serving God'. 'Serving
God' is the same for Israel and the Christian believer.
Spiritual vision is distinguished based on the identity of the spirit beings doing the
'revealing' in keeping with the polarity between God and Satan. For example,
witchdoctors receive revelation from demonic spirits as part of their diagnostic and
therapeutic powers in the same manner that servants of God receive revelation from
the Holy Spirit as part of their ministry to the 'people of God'.
Revelation in the sermon event refers to God's revealing activities to its various
participants. Preachers receive disclosures of the meanings of Scripture during and
out with regular Bible study, of the spiritual needs of the people and of the
appropriate texts for addressing these needs. Such disclosures may also occur during
sermon delivery. Revelation here is inspired communication in the senses of coming
from God and possessing a potency to reveal in the hearer.
Hearers receive witness, also called 'impact', regarding the authenticity of the
messages preached. On this basis they assess the credibility of a preacher and a
message. We note, therefore, that the heart of epistemological activity in the sermon
event is the concrete phenomenon of spiritual rapport between God and people. The
biblical data betrays concreteness in the immanence of God as follows.
l.S.c.a. The Song at the Sea
We have identified all the psalms, including this one, as speech events involving God
and his people. This material is celebration of the deliverance occasioned and
inspired by manifestations ofYahweh's right hand in the Exodus narrative. Israel
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celebrates God as a 'man ofwar', her 'God', her 'strength', her 'song' and her
'salvation'.
That the Song is direct praise presumes a consciousness that they are in God's
presence. The people magnify God directly for their deliverance. However, this is a
monologue and therefore, in the absence of reciprocal communication from God, we
cannot assume that they could engage God in conversation the way Moses could.
Indeed, the discourse in the Exodus narrative suggests that while Israel may praise
God directly, she requires the mediation ofMoses for dialogue. In the Zambian data,
all the 'people of God' enjoy equal access to God and may receive communication
from God directly.
1.3.c.b. Ps 77:1-21
The intimacy of 'lament' presupposes the context of dialogue with an immanent
God. It is also speech event mediated through direct address. The substance of the
lament is absence of divine favour predicated on the premise of divine ontological
and epistemological involvement in the drama of life. The psalmist expects God to
be involved in all aspects of life.
References to 'spirit' (7B2), 'heart' (7Bj) and 'muse' (13Ai, A2) all referring to the
realm of subjective consciousness, indicate that this is the sphere of human
engagement with the immanent God. The psalmist 'talks' and 'feels' in the presence
of God.
This psalm is also a monologue. As such, we cannot judge either way whether God
communicates back. However, the intimacy of expressions suggests that God is
present and listening, as was the case in the Zambian research data.
1.3.c.c. Joshua 24:1-28
Joshua exemplifies the imputed authority of God's messengers when he speaks with
the words ofGod. This is a parallel to the authority and epistemological priority of
preachers in the Zambian research data. We noted that Joshua's stance did not
warrant the conclusion that his speech is a revelation event. However, it presupposes
'revelation' at some point. We could have here, then, a combination of revelation
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from God and its communication with some ambiguity regarding the time and nature
of the revelation.
Identifying with the 'fathers' is a means of demonstrating continuity in their faith for
both Joshua and the leaders. We have already noted that 'experience' is integral to
the faith of the 'fathers' in these traditions.
Outside the covenant fraternity, Balak solicits for a curse, an appeal to spiritual
intervention, to defeat Israel in battle. This suggests that appeal to spiritual authority
is also common practice for people who worship 'other gods' although,
paradoxically, Balaam solicits for help from Yahweh. We noted that curse represents
recourse to more potent weaponry. The parallel in the Zambian data is the perception
that witchdoctors ply their trade by consulting 'other' spirits.
l.S.c.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
In this speech event, there is dialogue. The prophet laments,10 inquires11 and prays.
The dialogue suggests the context of revelation events. Genre differences between
the first two chapters and the third indicate, then, that dialogue within revelation
event is not restricted to particular forms of expression.
The petition for a 'revival of deeds in the midst of the years' is a petition for divine
action, fresh manifestations of the 'right hand' of God. Yahweh's responses suggest
that the impending military conquests by the Chaldeans will be such manifestation
albeit not through the sort of instruments that the prophet would associate him with.
One result of this dialogue is to transform the prophet's theology. Apparent
indicators of divine withdrawal (17Ai-Ae) no longer intimate that Yahweh has
abrogated his covenant obligations towards his people. In addition, God's
instruments may include the actions of nations that do not acknowledge him at all.
To summarize, redemption in the Zambian research data is the equivalent of'serving
God' in the biblical data, a consequence of the covenant relationship presumed in it.
Revelation as both monologue and dialogue is attested in the biblical data.




Monologue, particularly prayer, is attested in the Zambian data although allusions to
dialogue are also present. Acts of self-disclosure are the basis for praise, lament,
challenge and prayer in the biblical data. They also are presumed in the traditions of
the 'fathers'. The expectation ofmiracles in the Zambian data is a continuation of
this understanding in as much as the spirituality in it is a continuation ofbiblical
spirituality.
In both sets of data, therefore, revelation is part of the experience of the 'people of
God'. The only variables are the details of such revelation. Speech event as group
communication with God is also evident in both sets of data. In the Zambian data,
12
prayer invoking God's help, protection and the like accompanies each sermon. In
the biblical data, the 'people of God' praise, inquire of, express perplexity and
lament, petition and confess God in his presence. The constant in each case is
concrete audience with God.
1.3.d. Concreteness in communication
In the Zambian data, concreteness is the most predominant feature of the nature and
tools of communication. Concreteness here means the tendency towards the
phenomenological in communication. It shows an epistemological consciousness and
predisposition that manifests in communication tools, language and idiom.
Concreteness in communication and presumption of the nature of the biblical
material is equally evident both in those who emphasize the revealing activities of
the Holy Spirit and in those who emphasize critical engagement with the texts using
historical critical tools. The primacy of comprehension, defined to include spiritual
benefit for the hearer, makes engagement with the audience's epistemological
construct and life-settings imperative.
Therefore, the interpreter needs to proceed through African ways of thinking and
address African needs. We therefore must understand 'interpretation'
comprehensively as both the exegetical and homiletical tasks meet in the same
activity. For this reason, isotopic reading of the spiritual experiences of the 'people
ofGod' in the Scriptures, what we also call a 'hermeneutic of reflection' and a
12 We classify this as group communication in spite of the fact that it was individuals praying because
they prayed on behalf of groups.
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'hermeneutic of empathy', is the most common method of biblical interpretation
because it combines the two aspects leading to immediate spiritual benefit.
However, in addition to assuming common spiritual experiences for the 'people of
God', the respondents assumed similarities in epistemological construct between
themselves and the biblical material. This led many to presume that they knew how
the language and idiom in the biblical material conveyed meanings.
The Zambian research data betrays a common epistemological construct with respect
to language and idiom in the following ways. Both those who preached in vernacular
Bantu languages and those who preached in English operated within the African
epistemological construct.13 Local cultural expressions informed the expositions of
concepts in the biblical texts. The fact that some African social-cultural expressions
approximate biblical ones is evident from a casual reading of the Old Testament14
although this does not mean congruency in every respect.
The Zambian research data betrays a predisposition towards imagery and figurative
expression. In addition, we find an expectation that traditions are common
knowledge to both the preachers and their congregations leading to cross-referencing
by evoking. Minimal reference, including a word or concise phrases, is sufficient.
The respondents also assume that the biblical material contains imagery and must be
read figuratively. For instance, two respondents made typological and symbolic
associations when interpreting the Parable of the Prodigal Son with different results.
They resolve the potentially problematic feature of sharing the same epistemological
pattern by affirming the priority of the Holy Spirit in supplying the associations as
revelation.
Concrete perceiving and communicating ofmaterial includes portraying the internal
thought processes of biblical characters through hypothetical re-enactment intended
to 'recreate' the thought processes as they happened. This is a 'hermeneutic of
13 Bantu languages evidence the same epistemological framework and share similar semantic and
syntactical constructs.
14 For example, 'song' and 'singing' in the context ofjoy, praise, celebration, etc is a common feature
in the psalms and other biblical texts. For -p«f and -iot, see Judg 5:3; 2 Sam 22:50; Ps 7:18 (7:17); 9:3
(9:2), 12(11); 18:50 (18:49); 30:5 (30:4) and 47:7 (47:6). For Ttf, see Judg 5:12; 1 Chr6:16; 15:16; Ps
33:3; 40:4 (40:3); 144:9; 149:1; Isa 23:16 and 42:10. For 'dance' (binn) in the context of 'praise' (bbn),
see, Ps 30:12 (30:11); 149:3; 150:4; Jer31:4, 13 and Lam 5:15.
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empathy', isotopic reading without the illusion that the re-enactment is exactly as it
happened. It is merely a device for 'entering' the material.
It includes perceiving biblical terms through African socio-cultural realities. For
example, local expressions of 'praise' are read into the texts because 'praise must be
visible'. 'Praise' and other terms are presumed to be generic and capable of several
nuances in keeping with local etymologies. It includes amassing textual witnesses in
support of teachings in keeping with local Chewa practice and understanding
extended commentary as evidencing the importance of a matter. We noted, however
that cross-referencing also stems from the theological presupposition that Scripture
coheres in its testimony.
Concrete expressions include a wealth of typological and symbolic readings of the
biblical texts. Often times, such readings are arguably outside historical critical
possibilities in the texts used. They include a proliferation of repetitive modes of
argumentation, figures of speech, metaphors and parables.
The respondents argue that such pedagogy makes the people to understand the
message 'quicker' or 'easier'. For example, Millar Phiri uses a fable as a vehicle for
delivering his sermon and enabling him to create some distance, a sort of
euphemism, particularly because his message contained elements of rebuke and
challenge. This demonstrates a predisposition for concrete and indirect
communication.
In one case, understanding epistemological similarities between Africans and the
biblical material led a respondent to assume the same socio-cultural realities as well.
As such, he read his text through local socio-cultural realities.15
Consideration of other possible reasons for the epistemology in the Zambian data
suggested a number of reasons including Christian tradition and theological training.
However, there is no consistent correlation between theological training, Christian
tradition, and hermeneutic. The research could not establish conclusively that these
influences led to the adoption of an epistemological pattern other than the Bantu one
for all respondents. The biblical data evidences concreteness in communication as
follows.
15 Cf. the way Yesaya Banda read the parable of the demoniac, p. 110.
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1.3.d.a. The Song at the Sea
The Song is poetic and figurative representation of the Exodus narrative. It
presupposes an epistemological constitution that is versatile enough to re-package
material in different forms of expression without mutation ofmeanings. Here, this
entails interpreting the narratives using passive and active expression, incorporating
and reorienting mythological language and dramatic re-enactment. It includes the use
of such figures of speech as metaphor and personification. It also includes poetic
formatting and aesthetic framing.16
Poetic features include possible fluidness of identity between plural and singular
subjects and possible portrayal of group conviction and feeling by singular
references. Other features of this communication evidence concreteness as follows.
Emphasis is expressed by juxtapositioning words derived from the same root
consonants evidencing the phenomenon of indicating emphasis by repetition of a
semantic unit. 'Knowledge' of Yahweh stems from 'signs' and is a comprehensive
concept that includes obedience to God. Therefore, actions occasion 'knowledge'.
'Father' is versatile. Here, it refers to ancestors several generations removed from the
current stock of Israel namely Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.17
Hierarchy and the substance of communication determine manner of communication.
Therefore, high praise for God invites direct address from the people. By contrast,
the midwives in the Exodus narrative disobey pharaoh's command in a clandestine
manner. God speaks to the people and pharaoh through intermediaries. Moses
consults Yahweh on behalf of the people and pharaoh and speaks to them through
Aaron. However, in the Song, the people 'praise' Yahweh directly. This suggests that
those lowly in hierarchy may only address their superiors indirectly except when the
substance of their communication is complimentary.
Figurative features include the following. Rhetorical questions communicate divine
attributes.18 Re-enactment employs the device of hypothetical speech event.19 High
praise employs the language of Chaoskampf, traditions that predate Israel and are
16
Therefore, 'he is surely exalted' (1 Ci) is the frame for the extensive celebration and re-enactment of
the Exodus event that characterizes the Song.






held in common with other societies. Finally, Moses' actions and communication
on behalf of Yahweh are extensions of Yahweh's actions and communication. In a
sense, Moses executes the acts of God.
Priority of comprehension entailed harnessing the epistemological construct and
socio-cultural realities of local people in the Zambian research data. This parallels
the exploitation of Chaoskampf for communication purposes in the biblical data. It
also compares favourably with the genre changes and evidence of hierarchical
considerations in the Song. Predisposition for imagery permeated the Zambian data
and preachers bore imputed authority. These are close parallels to the same
predisposition here and Moses' representation of Yahweh.
1.3.d.b. Ps 77:1-21
The public nature of 'psalm' and the intimacy of 'lament' suggest a harmony ofmind
and feeling among the 'people of God'. Therefore, praise, lament and petition may
be the expression of several people sharing common thoughts and feelings or
individuals who, nonetheless, can be paradigmatic for groups.
'Psalm' also entails vocalisation thereby implying that utterance is a feature of
dialogue with God. However, in that 'my voice to God' encompasses physical
disquiet, audible expression and reflection, we should understand dialogue to include
non-verbal communication.
In this material, utterance is pithy and stylised. Physical action blends with mental
state. Therefore, the expression 'a hand poured out' combines the presumed stance of
a person in supplication with the despair of the soul. Elsewhere, sleeplessness is a
consequence of 'God grasping the eyelids'. The language is phenomenological yet
expresses both physical and mental states.
'Heart' is used for the inner person as a synonym of 'spirit'. Thus, the metaphorical
sense of a physical organ represents a metaphysical reality. Rhetorical questions are
tools for highlighting the bases for the appeal and the appeal itself.21 It is because
God does not reject forever, has unceasing 'loving kindness', gives an enduring
20 Cf. the Exodus narrative.
21 8A-10B.
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word, does not forget to be gracious and is compassionate in anger that the psalmist
'entreats' him for a manifestation of the unchanging 'right hand of the Most High'.
In apposition, extended 'remembering', 'meditating' and 'musing' upon the deeds
and attributes of Yahweh reinforce the indirect message in the rhetorical questions.
This parallels the view in the Zambian research data that extended commentary on a
matter indirectly compounds its importance.
Rhetorical questions employ indirect references to God, preserving hierarchical
distance. However, 'remembering' the deeds and attributes ofYah employs direct
address and mythological language that is so similar to that in the Song at the Sea
that there is a likelihood of a borrowing of sorts. This reinforces the view that the
substance of communication governs its nature where hierarchical considerations
play a role. Mythological language also supports the observations made above that
language use is in accordance with the associations intended by the communicator.
'Remember' includes 'meditation', 'musing' and 'recall'. Therefore, it is a
comprehensive term capable ofmultiple shades ofmeaning. 'Sons' is used in relation
to ancestors far removed from this generation also evidencing the versatility of the
term.
Finally, semantic and syntactic constructions in the psalm invoke the Song at the Sea.
This illustrates the operation of citation by invoking as opposed to cross-referencing.
l.i.d.c. Joshua 24:1-28
Plurality of reception traditions of Joshua indicates that the needs and circumstances
of a given people at a given time influence and shape appropriation of traditions. We
may assume that such appropriations engage the epistemological construct of the
people in question.
Joshua addresses the nation through its leaders and with the voice of God betraying
the hierarchical stratification, distribution of authority and chain of communication in
this society. His imputed authority is evident in his isotopic stance and representation
ofYahweh in the actual 'cutting' of the covenant. Given that we judged this stance
merely functional, it makes hypothetical re-enactment of a revelation event a
communication device. Its intention is to convey the freshness and potency of direct
communication from God to his people.
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Joshua refers to 'fathers' to denote ancestors who 'served other gods'. His intention
is to 'situate' Israel in her pagan origins based on continuity with those ancestors.
This is a very graphic way of using an interpretation of history to revive the
obligations of this congregation under the covenant.
He also invites Israel to renew covenant using three indirect tools of persuasion: (1)
her continuity with past generations, (2) his personal continuity with the 'fathers' as
their leader and (3) scepticism at their ability to serve Yahweh. The last point in
particular is an indirect way of challenging them to adhere to the requirements of the
covenant. It includes elaborate grounds for doing so. It is also a euphemistic device
for rebuking them for their unfaithfulness by pointing out indirectly the specific
points where they violate the covenant and which they need to address. The
combined effect of these indirect tools ofpersuasion is immense coercive power.
Wa 'eqtals chart Yahweh's acts of covenant faithfulness in this interpretation history.
Their absence in the evolution of the narrative invites interpretation. For instance, the
fact that Yahweh 'gives' Esau Mount Seir to inherit22 but Jacob 'goes down to
Egypt' invites the reader to understand the tentativeness of Jacob's journey to
Egypt and to wait for further developments. In the end, Jacob will also be 'given' an
inheritance.24 Further, the fact that Jacob's inheritance is described extensively
communicates its relative superiority to Esau's inheritance.
Balak's appeal to Balaam to curse Israel comes at the end of a list of conflicts west of
the Jordan. We have already noted that this threat is potentially more serious than the
rest because of its appeal to spiritual help. Here, chronology supports the fact that it
represents an escalation of opposition. In keeping with this cue, the greatest threat is
25
across the river as evident from the very extensive list of the adversaries involved.
Here, then, as above, extensive listing indicates magnitude. All the above are







'Choose' is a comprehensive concept that includes attitude ('fear') and volition ('turn
aside'). Like 'remember', and 'sons', it conforms to the theory that terms tend to be
holistic and capable ofmultiple nuances.
The erection of a stone as a complimentary witness to covenant pledges indicates that
people give and control the meanings that words, actions and artefacts embody.
Therefore, meanings, including those in symbolism, are ultimately those ascribed by
users in a particular context even if the words, actions and artefacts may carry
different meanings elsewhere.
1.3.d.d. The Prayer ofHabakkuk
Differences in genre between the first two chapters and the third evidence the
versatile nature of communication. This prayer is song and poetry. It is structured in
such a way that parts are sung twice with the second being the fuller expression of
the first.26
The prayer 'cannibalises' several traditions to form one 'report'. These traditions are
in relation to God coming to the aid of his people, the subject that forms the basis for
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prayer , faith and worship by the prophet. This shows the place of traditions for
subsequent generations in forming understandings that form the basis for relating
with God. In the Zambian research data, this is the function of Scripture.
As was the case in the Song and Ps 77, the language of celebration of God's acts in
the 'report' evokes Canaanite myths in addition to Greek and oriental thought. This
indicates the place of a prevailing cosmology in communication. It compares with
the priority of the worldview, epistemological construct and circumstances of the
audience in the Zambian data.
Indicators of a propensity for figurative expression in this material include
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30 For instance, lightning is the arrows and spear of Yahweh.
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for mountains and hills and in references to Canaanite myths. Rhetorical questions
invite the interlocutor into the resolution ofmeanings. The fact that this
communication is with God indicates that the prophet engages even God from his
epistemological construct and socio-cultural realities.
The material also contains several instances of citation through evoking by the
inclusion ofwords or phrases. As already noted, this device presupposes the fact that
the interlocutor is an epistemological insider, one thoroughly acquainted with the
material evoked.
In the description of the prophet's reaction to the 'report,'31 physiological states,
external phenomena, are also indicators of internal states of turmoil. This shows the
prevalence of phenomenological expression or concreteness in the prophet's
epistemological construct. In addition, the presumed evidence ofYahweh's disfavour
is phenomenological: fig trees that do not bud, vine trees without fruit, unproductive
olive trees, barren fields and livestock enclosures without animals. This betrays
theological interpretation of phenomena and circumstance and a holistic cosmology.
In the following section, we articulate this framework in general terms as far as the
comparison between the two sets of data allowed. We also suggest ways in which we
can exploit this foundation to build biblical hermeneutical methods that are
epistemologically both biblical and African.
B. An epistemological foundation forAfrican biblical hermeneutical
methods
1. A profile of an African epistemological foundation for biblical hermeneutical
methods
The pedantic and synoptic analysis of select epistemological categories in the two
sets of data above shows the following continuities here presented as an
epistemological foundation for African biblical hermeneutical methods.
31P. 209.
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The epistemology extrapolated from the Zambian research data is an indication of
the basis for the hermeneutical activity that goes on in southern Africa by Africans. It
evidences an epistemological constitution and socio-cultural realities that are part of
sub-Saharan African realities. Similarly, the epistemology extracted from the biblical
research data sheds light on the basis for the intricate and complicated relationships
between traditions and their appropriation and re-appropriations in the Scriptures. As
such, this research can only speak definitely with respect to the two sets of data. It
can only suggest broader implications for its findings.
In the previous section, we placed in juxtaposition the epistemological features that
are common to both sets of data. Below, we articulate the composite picture of these
features and suggest ways in which they can become the basis for African biblical
hermeneutical methods.
1. a. Priority of the appropriating community
This tenet is methodological because it is the justification for the epistemological
profile below and identifies the starting point. However, it is also epistemological
because it comes from a specific worldview. In both sets of data, there is a devotional
intent associated with biblical interpretation. It is reading for the 'people of God' or
those, in the case of the Zambian research data, who would be included in this
number. In the biblical data, it is for those who are already in covenant with God.
The needs and circumstances of the appropriating community (or individual) have
priority in the interpretation process. This priority is comprehensive and includes
their epistemological constitution, worldview, socio-cultural realities, spiritual
condition and requirements. It is predicated on several considerations.
First, it reflects the fact that communication and hence comprehension demands
thorough engagement with the hearer or reader. In other words, the second party in
the communication process must be addressed through their epistemological pattern,
worldview and socio-cultural realities for comprehension to occur. Where possible
this should include language and idiom.
In the Zambian research, this means that the Bantu epistemological pattern,
worldview and socio-cultural realities must be thoroughly engaged in biblical
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interpretation. This is what will constitute the translatability ofbiblical interpretation
in this context.
Second, spiritual relevance demands thorough engagement with the spiritual needs of
the hearer or reader. In other words, the hearer or reader must be addressed
therapeutically. This transforms biblical interpretation from the realm of exegesis to
hermeneutics,33 from merely descriptive activities within historical critical
scholarship to a pneumatic exercise where the interpreter is an interested party.34
Mere exposition of the biblical material is inadequate on two fronts. First, at best, it
can only reveal what happened to particular groups of people faced with particular
circumstances, mere lessons in history. Second, even within this restricted aim,
historical critical scholarship continues to fail to resolve unequivocally 'what really
happened', 'why it happened', 'where it happened', 'when it happened' and 'to
whom it happened'.
Until these questions are resolved, there is no reliable textual message to appropriate.
The Scriptures are obscure, material for unending historical critical debates in
scholarship and quite unsuitable for spiritual instruction and guidance. Among those
for whom the integrity and authority of Scripture stands or falls on the resolution of
such questions, this will logically lead to scepticism towards the whole edifice of
faith.
However, when biblical interpretation is regarded to be a pneumatic activity, the
critical 'instrument' for biblical exposition is not historical critical tools of
scholarship but one's engagement with the Spirit who both gave the Scriptures and
reveals their message. This priority may use historical critical tools but is not
restricted by them. It recognises a hierarchy among 'tools'. Here, priority of audience
32
'Translatability' refers to the process by which the faith moves from being conceptualised and
practiced through foreign epistemological constructs and socio-cultural realities to being
conceptualised and practiced through indigenous epistemological constructs and socio-cultural
realities. Sanneh, 62, 172-173. Cf. Lamin Sanneh, '"They Stooped to Conquer': Vernacular
Translation and the Social-Cultural Factor," RAL 23, no. 1 (1992): 106.
33 Fee and Stuart distinguish between exegesis, the "careful and systematic study of the Scripture to
discover the original, intended meaning" that is basically a historical task, and hermeneutics, the
narrower sense of seeking the contemporary relevance of texts. G. D. Fee and Douglas Stuart, How to
Read the Biblefor All Its Worth (London: Scripture Union, 1983), 20, 25.
34 Childs expresses a similar sentiment when characterizes doing canonical Old Testament Theology
as "theological reflection...[that] assumes not only a received tradition, but a faithful disposition by
hearers who await the illumination ofGod's Spirit". Childs, Old Testament Theology, 12.
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means priority of the spiritual interaction between God and humanity in biblical
interpretation.
At this stage, the methodological merges with the epistemological and is informed by
it. The centrality ofpneumatic activity in the interpretation process is based on a
worldview that is spiritual and holistic. It regards the world to be a product of divine
creation. It upholds the reality and immanence of spirit beings in the world. There is
no polarity between the world and spirit beings. It regards spirit beings to be above
human beings and the rest of the created order in the hierarchy of beings.
1. b. Predisposition for imagery and figurative language
Predisposition for imagery and figurative language is a sub-feature of concreteness as
tendency towards phenomenological tools of communication in epistemology. It
includes figurative words, expressions and larger tools of communication. The two
sets of data evidence the following common features.
Predisposition for imagery includes re-enactment and the use of stories as means for
communicating concepts. Figurative language includes metaphor, personification,
symbolism, simile and euphemism.
The point to note is that it is legitimate and expected, in the service of
communication and comprehension, to employ imagery and figurative language. By
extension, the full repertoire of figurative language and the creativity necessary for
creating and deciphering imagery in the socio-cultural realities of the two sets of data
are acceptable tools for conceptualization, interpretation and communication.
Phenomenological tools of communication include the use of stories and fables in
preaching. They also include the use of the device of re-enactment in an effort to
recreate the drama and use hypothetical speech events in an effort to recapture the
immediacy and power of the original communication. Such communication indicates
a preference for the concreteness of experience over secondary forms of
communication.
Since Bantu readers are familiar with these tools from their context, they may
legitimately employ their epistemological skills in deciphering imagery and
figurative language and in following the nuances of story when reading the biblical
material. These skills can be informed, therefore nuanced, by knowledge of the way
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they operate in the Scriptures. However, the Bantu reader does not need to learn the
epistemological sensitivities on which they are based.
The weakness ofprior facility in these epistemological sensitivities is that facility
may cause the Bantu reader to read the biblical material uncritically i.e. without
recourse to the social-cultural realities, including language and idiom, in the material.
Such a hermeneutic would result in the substitution ofbiblical epistemological and
socio-cultural realities with Bantu ones and violate the principle of the priority of the
epistemological construct and socio-cultural realities in the biblical texts in biblical
hermeneutics.
Where critical knowledge is fully incorporated, this facility will enable the Bantu
reader to grasp the relationships between imagery and figurative language and
meanings quicker. Critical knowledge in this case would entail familiarisation with
the history, socio-cultural realities, traditions, languages and repertoire of figurative
communication in the biblical material.
1. c. Predisposition for concreteness in language
Predisposition for concreteness in language is a sub-feature of concreteness as
tendency towards phenomenological markers of expression. It refers to the
phenomenological nature of language and the pervasive nature of phenomenological
expressions.
In both sets of data, mental states and reflection are expressed using
phenomenological language. For example, 'in God's perspective' is expressed as 'in
God's eyes', the already phenomenological'snow' is replaced with the equally
phenomenological but culturally relevant'cotton'. The action of the hand raised in
despair expresses the despair of a soul 'poured out'. 'God grasping the eyelids'
expresses the mental turmoil occasioning sleeplessness.
Phenomenological expressions indicate a preference for concrete reference over
abstraction and analysis. For this reason, the metaphorical senses of physical objects
and the host of phenomena that appeal to the senses communicate abstract meanings.
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This predisposition confirms what we discussed at a general level earlier. In Chapter
2, we noted the concreteness of biblical Hebrew.35 We also noted the pervasive
nature of concreteness in African epistemology as evidenced by the centrality of
'event' in perceptions of time, length of activity, markers of distance and activities as
i/r
markers of time of day.
The above demonstrates that concrete references are intricate forms of expression
that mask abstract thought and elaborate rationalisation. The simplicity of the
language should not deceive us regarding its complexity. It is meant to invite the
reader into the elaborate meanings that the expressions merely intimate. Narratives
are meant to expose the reader directly to evolution of the drama thereby giving him
or her chance to interpret the phenomena first hand.
In reality, there is no such thing as a 'first hand' occasion for those who are receiving
a communication through another messenger, hence the widely acknowledged
understanding that biblical narratives have gone through redaction processes to
varying degrees in spite of their facade of originality. An appreciation of the nature
of concrete communication also corrects the misconception that such expression is
simplistic, deceptive, and even deficient37 and in need of abstracting for a fuller
understanding of its meanings.
In African biblical interpretation, such a realisation should lead to a discussion of the
necessary skills for interpreting concrete expression based on a more realistic
understanding of its nature. As epistemological insiders in such communication,
Africans can play an important role in delineating its hermeneutic.
35 Robert Alter, for instance, acknowledged the 'extraordinary concreteness' of biblical Hebrew and
decried the tendency in Western scholarship to turn the 'pungency of the original into stale
paraphrase' leading to the loss of how 'the text intimates its meaning'. Cf. p. 57.
36
Chapter 2.
37 In this regard, Ayo Bamgbose's argues that claims of the grammatical and syntactical paucity of
African languages reflect the linguistic incompetence of the first collectors of language material: "The
first collectors of language material in African languages were mainly missionaries, explorers and
other enthusiasts who had little or no expertise in linguistic description. Confronted with a wide range
ofpuzzling sounds in the languages they encountered, they often resorted to values in English or some
other European language of the Roman alphabet. Thus, it was not unusual for a language that has
seven vowels to be written with five letters." Bamgbose, 46.
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1. d. Predisposition for comprehensiveness in language
Predisposition for comprehensiveness in language is a remote feature of concreteness
in that it characterises concrete communication. It refers to the conciseness of
epistemological markers or tools for expressing concepts. These primarily are words
although the same expectation extends to larger constructions and even the
perception of traditions.
The versatility of words like 'fathers', 'voice', 'choose', 'remember', 'heart' and
'sons' in the biblical data evidenced an epistemological premise that a word is
inherently concise and capable of several nuances in actual use. This is what we
meant by 'comprehensiveness of language'. The presumed versatility of such words
as 'pit', 'heals' and 'diseases' in the Zambian research data implies the same
premise.
Words or terms are generic and versatile. They have a loose association with
meaning when they are not in use. As we saw in Chapter 2, such meanings could
originate from other phenomenological experiences.38 These loose meanings form
iq
the basis for creative modifications for specific use.
'Generic' is the 'range of possibilities' in meaning, the common element among all
known uses of a term. It does not follow however, that generic meaning has
functional use in particular contexts. The nuanced form of the generic meaning will
function in a particular context. This means that when we encounter a word, we
attach no specific meaning to it. We only proceed within the guidance supplied by
the generic meaning until we discover the appropriate nuance from the context.40
This is supported by the 'vast elasticity of terms' in African epistemology,41 likely an
extension to language of the holistic approach so pervasive in ontology.42 Lack of
38 See the way the Musoli tree and its function in hunting spawned the generic meaning 'to reveal' and
that is capable of multiple nuances.
39 For an example of the problematic such associating causes for precision driven scholarship, see
Goldingay's contrast of the need to define terms clearly in OT Theology with the OT writers'
tendency for resonance and associations that defy specific definition. Goldingay, Approaches, 25.
40






appreciation for such comprehensiveness has led some to claim that African
languages evidenced grammatical and syntactical paucity.43
In a recent related study of John's appropriation of Zechariah in the book of
Revelation, the researcher concluded that there are no "scientific and objective
criteria for discerning and determining allusions".44 This shows that the epistemology
at play does not lend itself to "scientific and objective" criteria.
When this epistemological premise is associated with larger constructions and
traditions, the material is presumed to be somewhat encrypted and in need of
deciphering by the hearer or reader. This is the principle behind citation by evoking.
Both parties in the communication process are presumed to be privy to extensive
knowledge of the material evoked thereby rendering the need for extensive and
explicit referencing unnecessary.
The biblical data contains appropriations that assume such a knowledge base at the
level of words,45 phrases46 and extended references 47 The Zambian research data
40
also shows such appropriations at the level ofwords and the presumption that the
Bible is composed of concise material that the revealing activity of the Holy Spirit
must expand (or particularize).
Criticism about the value, desirability or even possibility of discussing 'generic' or
intrinsic meanings, given that contextual use determines meaning, is well attested.49
43 Ibid., p. 43.
44 Marko Jauhiainen, "Behold, I Am Coming: The Use of Zechariah in Revelation" (PhD, University
ofCambridge, 2003), 157, 158. Specifically, he notes, "As for the problematic criteria for discerning
allusions, it is proposed that the quest is at least partially misguided and should be laid to rest, for
analysing allusions in Revelation is essentially a subjective enterprise and a matter of reading
competence rather than following a set of'objective' criteria." Jauhiainen, 158. Italics, mine.
45
E.g. 'Yah' for Yahweh in Ps 77, pp. 181-182.
46
E.g. 'Your anointed one' in reference to Israel in Hab 3, p. 208, and 'my voice to God' in Ps
77:2A,,A2.
47 See the extended echoes of Chaoskampf in the Song at the Sea, Ps 77 and the Prayer of Habakkuk.
For example, see Days commentary on the language of the Prayer on pages 204 and 207. Also, see the
extensive echoes of the Song at the Sea in Ps 77, p. 182.
48 See the way 'pigs' evokes Levitical teachings about the uncleanness of pigs for Palula, pp. 132-133.
Also, see the way 'donkeys' evokes the stupidity of the species in local folklore for Charlton Phiri, p.
133.
49 We note here for example, Nida's observation concerning the problematic of the notion of generic
(or intrinsic) meanings outside actual use (Chapter 2, p. 55) and James Barr's specific argument that
contextual concerns must have priority over lexical (generic or intrinsic) meanings in understanding
the use ofHebrew words. Cf. p. 75.
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However, the weakness of such criticism has been to disregard altogether the place
of society and, in particular, epistemological framework in the generation of
semantic meanings, both generic and specific. As such, it has tended to disregard the
existence ofmeanings beyond specific and contextual ones and the importance of
these meanings in generating context-specific meanings.50
As with all circular arguments, the two senses of meaning, the generic and the
particular, are dependent on each other and it is not useful to attempt to establish
precedence. In addition, an understanding of generic levels of meaning makes fresh
expressions possible. To dismiss consideration of generic meanings makes particular
meanings exclusive entities, unrelated with other 'sibling words and terms' and quite
incapable of spawning related words.
The respondents in the Zambian research data have facility in an epistemology that
generally does not expect semantic and syntactic units to mean precisely and that can
reproduce related words. This can prove to be an invaluable asset in biblical
hermeneutics.
1. e. Predisposition for indirect communication
Predisposition for indirect communication is a sub-feature of concreteness and
related to the last three categories above. It is also a consequence of the coherence
and hierarchy of society.51 Indirectness refers to the predisposition to intimate
meanings, what elsewhere we called subterranean communication, and the
concomitant participation of the interlocutor in the resolution ofmeanings.
In the biblical data, such participation included discerning and appreciating the
message of rhetorical questions and appreciating the implicit persuasion in Joshua's
speech. It also included appreciating the subtle ways in which narrative argues or
establishes a case52 and how invoking brings other traditions and appropriations into
a construction.
50 We noted, for instance, Schleiermacher's observation that the grasping of the unity of the whole
precedes the grasping of the peculiarities of its parts. See Chapter 2, p. 55 and note 138.
51
Chapter 2, pp. 46-51, 55-58.
52
Examples from Joshua's recital of history include how the use (or lack) ofwa 'eqtals of the verb
'give' betrays a theological interpretation of the tradition, how chronology indicates escalation of
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In the Zambian research data, such participation includes the various ways in which
the congregations relate to the question, how such features as extended description
indicate emphasis and how amassing witnesses establishes the authority and
credibility of a teaching. It includes how a personal greeting enhances the importance
of a letter and how stories and fables, by virtue of the remoteness they create, are
viewed as more effective tools for communicating.
In relation to coherence and hierarchy of society, such communication assumes the
context of an extended and related community, the priority of safeguarding the
dignity of the other53 and hierarchical considerations. Indirectness makes
communication a complex exercise in intimating and discerning intentions and
intimations and the rationale behind it all. Such skill requires firm grounding in the
prevailing epistemology and appreciation of the socio-cultural conventions at play. In
a similar way to the preceding feature, the respondents' facility in this skill can prove
to be a valuable resource in engaging the extensive indirect features in the biblical
material.
1. f. Phenomenon of public and harmonious expression
The phenomenon of public and harmonious expression is also a sub-feature of the
coherence and hierarchy of society. The twin principles of indwelling and
interaction54 noted in relation to African societies lie at its centre. Indwelling in
particular often leads to harmony of perception and feeling and the merging of
individual experience and expression with common experience and expression.
In the biblical data, the Song at the Sea (and dance), the public nature of Ps 77 as
'psalm' and the numerous references to the 'fathers' that establish ethnic-based and
covenant-based continuity across the generations are manifestations of the principle
of indwelling. There is a sense that Israel is one in physical and spiritual terms across
generations. In the Zambian research data, the two bases for continuity, common
threat in the foes facing Israel and how extended description communicates the superiority of Jacob's
inheritance in relation to Esau's.
53
Chapter 2, pp. 47, 58.
54
Chapter 2, p. 47, note 77. As noted there, 'indwelling' refers to the consciousness of being a unit
within many units, of being community. 'Interaction' refers to the coherence and inter-relatedness of
everything and everyone.
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ontology as God's creation and shared spirituality based on common relationship
with God, are manifestations of the same sense of social coherence.
Part of indwelling is consciousness that the group and the individual can be
interchangeable under certain circumstances. We noted how grammatical
constructions in the Song at the Sea evidence ambiguity between the clearly stated
plural subject and the singular verbs and pronouns that follow. We also noted the
possibility that although Ps 77 has a singular subject, its form is for public expression
making it a candidate for communal appropriation by groups of like-minded and
like-affected people. Likewise, ambiguity between the singular and the plural in the
Song may be a consequence of harmony of perception and feelings leading to
corporate expressions that can employ the singular and the plural interchangeably.
In the Zambian research data, we see the public nature of 'praise'. The principle of
indwelling governs its expression. Familiarity with the principle of indwelling by
Africans can provide a valuable basis for engaging the numerous instances of public
expressions in the biblical material. Equally, familiarity with the principle of
interaction can prove to be a valuable resource for understanding the relationships in
the biblical material.
1. g. Spirituality of Creation
Spirituality of creation refers to the immanence and priority of spirit beings in the
created order in general and the immanent activity of God among his people in
particular. As such, it brings together all the evidence from several related categories
used to analyse this feature.55 The reality of spirit beings is presupposed, not
discussed, in both sets of data. This epistemological feature merely discusses aspects
of their activities in the created order.
The biblical data evidenced both implicit and explicit references to consciousness of
the presence of God and other spirit beings. Implicit references included direct
address aimed at God in relation to praise, lament and prayer in the Song, Ps 77 and
the Prayer ofHabakkuk. Thus, regardless of the fact that all these texts are
55 These include 'coherence and spirituality of creation', 'concreteness and the people of God',
'concreteness in the unity and continuity of Scripture' and 'concreteness in the immanence ofGod'
(including its sub-categories, 'concreteness and redemption' and 'concreteness and revelation').
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monologues, their form assumes a present and attentive God. They also included the
representative acts ofMoses at the Sea of Reeds and his entire mediatory ministry in
the Exodus narrative. Finally, they included reference to curse in warfare.
Explicit references included the dialogue between Moses and Yahweh in the Exodus
narrative, the dialogue between Habakkuk and Yahweh in the first two chapters of
the prophecy and Joshua's 'prophetic' speech that is, at least in form, God speaking
to the people by the mouth of his servant.
The Zambian research data addresses the question of God creating as a basis for
establishing common human ontology. Consciousness of his presence includes
prayers to God, the Holy Spirit's role in exegesis, the pervasive anticipation of his
enabling and revealing acts in the sermon event and the perception that he dwells
with all the 'people of God'. Consciousness of other spirit beings includes references
to the subversive activities of Satan, seducing spirits and demons among the 'people
ofGod' and their role in the activities of witchdoctors.
There is no example of explicit interaction with God or other spirits in the Zambian
data. However, this is likely a consequence of the limitations of the data than an
indication that this community does not experience such presence and interaction.
The above confirms the profile in Chapter 2 that African and OT worldviews are
spiritual and holistic, permitting no polarity between the physical and the spiritual.
Further, it confirms that people exist in the company of and under the authority of
spirit beings.56 The African's spiritual and holistic worldview and his keen sensitivity
to things spiritual is a resource that can generate useful insights into the spiritual
nature of the biblical material and the charismatic nature of Christian faith and
practice.
In this section, we have identified a premise for appropriation and six
epistemological features that are common to both sets of data. These include (1)
'priority of the appropriating community', (2) 'predisposition for imagery and
figurative language', (3) 'predisposition for concreteness in language', (4)
'predisposition for comprehensiveness in language', (5) 'predisposition for indirect
communication', (6) 'phenomenon of public and harmonious expression' and (7)
'spirituality of creation'.
56 See Chapter 2, pp. 41-42.
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We have also suggested ways in which these features would make the 'African' as
exemplified by the respondents in the Zambian research data, a participant in biblical
hermeneutics based on his epistemological constitution. In the next and final section,
we suggest how such participation can relate to the current state ofmethod in biblical
scholarship in the light of postcolonial trends.
2. African biblical hermeneutical methods and biblical scholarship
In keeping with postcolonial trends and trajectories in African biblical scholarship,57
the epistemological foundation that we have established is postcolonial conceptual
space for the respondents in the Zambian research data to engage the biblical
material from their epistemological and socio-cultural realities. In the context of
postmodern plurality, this must be the foundation for their biblical scholarship.
The immediate benefit of such scholarship will be to contribute towards the ongoing
translatability of the message of the Scriptures for their societies. Lamin Sanneh
identified the translation of the Scriptures into African vernacular languages for
evangelistic purposes as the genesis of this process for Africa in spite of the presence
of contrary trends in the Modern Missionary Movement. As we have noted
elsewhere,58 his claims that translatability has already happened in Africa are not
entirely accurate in the light of glaring evidence that Enlightenment thought and
Euro-centric values persist in several critical spheres of neo-colonial Africa.59
However, our aims for attempting to delineate the African epistemological
constitution and socio-cultural realities and to use them as a basis for engaging the
biblical material are broader than the goal of translatability. In keeping with the now
passe recognition that Africans find an epistemological and cultural familiarity with
the biblical texts,60 we intended to delineate the epistemological and socio-cultural
57 Cf. Chapter 1, 24-27.
58
Nyirenda, "Critical Evaluation," 10, note 33.
59
Kashoki, 170-173; Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 4; Holter, 11; Deist, "South African Old
Testament Studies," 311-319. Cf. Page 16 above.
60
Oduyoye and Kanyoro, 4; LeMarquand, 72; Dickson, Theology in Africa, 145; "Old Testament,"
141-184.
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features in African societies which evidence this familiarity. Thereafter, we aim to
make these features the basis for Africans to articulate biblical hermeneutical
methods for each of the genres that they find epistemologically and culturally
familiar.
These broader aspirations identify this research project with what Ukpong classified
as evaluative studies, studies that seek to draw theological consequences from the
encounter between African religion and culture and the Bible.61 In keeping with such
studies, our intention is not to discard the historical critical method and its aspirations
to interpret texts in their historical contexts in the light of literary and cultural
conventions of their time. Rather, we recognise the fact that the historical critical
method cannot be divorced from the epistemological constitution and socio-cultural
realities of the scholars who adopt it for their work. We also recognize that the
'historical context and literary and cultural conventions' in the Scriptures include
conceptual and cognitive particularities that demand to be comprehended on their
f\~)
own terms. Given that Enlightenment ideals still dominate biblical scholarship, it
follows that the historical critical method in its current form is largely informed by
these ideals and that current biblical scholarship essentially reflects Enlightenment
thought.
In advocating for the fact that Africans should bring their epistemological construct
and socio-cultural realities to the task of historical critical scholarship, we anticipate
and welcome dialogue with scholarship based on other epistemological and cultural
realities. The contribution of scholarship based on epistemological and socio-cultural
realities that are similar to those in the Bible is particularly helpful because it brings
insights that advance the understanding of literary and cultural conventions in the
biblical material.
Our intentions also satisfy the postcolonial ideal that postcolonial scholarship has
moved on to reflection that seeks to realistically evaluate and incorporate colonial
influence and thought.63 We live in a diverse world and the epistemological
61 Cf. p. 27.
62
Philip Nel draws attention to a current trend in linguistic theory, cognitive linguistics, which is
beginning to recognize that linguistic expression is a reflection of concept formation. Among other





constitution and socio-cultural realities delineated in this limited research reflect only
one set of realities among many.
Upholding the primacy of the epistemological construct and socio-cultural realities in
the Scriptures in biblical interpretation does not entail adopting one set of
contemporary epistemological constitution and socio-cultural realities for biblical
interpretation. Indeed, given the inevitable evolution of cultures, not even
contemporary Jewish epistemology and socio-cultural realities can hope to reflect
those in the biblical materials precisely.64
Rather, the challenge of upholding the priority of the realities in the Scriptures for
biblical interpretation requires the contribution of both those who evidence affinities
with them and those who do not. After all, it is in the plurality of approaches that we
can vitiate the effects of our own myopia to the distortions of our scholarship.65 The
only condition is that all players must declare where they are coming from in terms
ofworldview, epistemology and socio-cultural realities. We must forever banish the
notion that one can attempt scholarship from a neutral base.66
In the light of all this, the epistemological foundation in the previous section reveals
a base for Christian reflection and practice in aid of translatability in Eastern Zambia.
It should also be the basis for their contribution to biblical scholarship. This
epistemology is African only in the sense that those who evidence it are indigenous
Africans. 'African' does not mean this foundation is unaffected by other influences.
As noted in the introduction, we do not pretend that this foundation mirrors exactly
that in the biblical material for such a phenomenon is impossible. Rather, the goal
was two-fold. First, it was to delineate a base for local contribution to understanding
the epistemology and socio-cultural realities inherent in the Scriptures. Second, it is
to delineate a foundation for facilitating the translatability of biblical faith in Zambia.
64 As Longenecker notes, "Modern Jews find it difficult to think like ancient Jews and so to analyze
the hermeneutics of Early Judaism in a manner that is both true to the ancients and understandable
today. And Christians have even greater difficulty". Longenecker, xxiii.
65 Cf. Goldingay, Approaches, 18.




We note that in the light of the pluralism of approaches in the current environment,
our commitment to interpret texts in their historical contexts in the light of literary
and cultural conventions of their time means we regard biblical hermeneutical
methods that are based on epistemological constitutions other than those evident in
the Scriptures as inappropriate for the task. This includes all methods that dismiss the
possibility or desirability of accessing inherent textual meanings through historical
critical approaches.
The value of this research is that it has presented us with specific grounds for
exploring the relationship between biblical traditions, epistemological constitution
and hermeneutics in two sets of socio-cultural and historical data. The hope is that
what has been said at this minute level, will inspire reflection and comparison
involving broader sets of data to delineate the epistemological foundation for African
biblical hermeneutical methods.




In this research project, we set out to establish through qualitative research of case
studies and analysis of select intra-biblical appropriations an epistemological
foundation that Africans can use to develop biblical hermeneutical methods that are
both African and biblical. The project was predicated on three assumptions.
The first was that the Christian missions of the Modern Missionary Movement and
colonialism in Africa were mediated through Enlightenment thought and European
socio-cultural realities (chapter 2). The second was that all scholarship is conducted
from an epistemological framework and socio-cultural realities. The third was that
the dominant epistemological paradigm in which biblical scholarship continues to be
conducted in sub-Saharan Africa is in the Enlightenment tradition.
These premises identify the problematic that this project intended to address in the
light of a key presupposition in its approach, the epistemological and socio-cultural
similarities between African and OT cultures. We outlined the contours of the basis
for this presupposition in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 was a discussion of the parameters
and methodologies employed in the analysis of the two sets of data.
Part II contains the two sets of primary research data for the thesis. Chapter 4 was a
presentation in functional categories of the interpretations and voices of select
respondents in Zambia. In it, we made the links between text, perceived meaning and
application mostly in the words of the respondents. Chapter 5 was an epistemological
evaluation of these links in the light of interviews with the respondents and the
summary of the African epistemological constitution in Chapter 2. We found several
common features despite the fact that the respondents represented a wide spectrum of
influences such as Christian tradition and theological training.
In Chapter 6, we presented historical critical readings of four biblical texts that
appropriate the Exodus event at some level. We adopted historical critical
methodologies with a view to exegete these texts according to their historical
circumstances and the epistemological and socio-cultural conventions governing
them. However, we did so while conscious that the methods were products of
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philosophical developments in Europe following the Enlightenment. In this chapter,
we made links between Exodus 1-14, the presumed referent in the canon, and the
appropriations and re-appropriations.
Chapter 7 was an epistemological evaluation of these appropriations and re-
appropriations through careful literary, grammatical and socio-cultural analysis in the
light of the brief profile of the OT epistemological construct in Chapter 2.
Part III was the second level of analysis, a comparison of the epistemologies from the
two sets of data with a view to establish continuities between them. We found several
common epistemological features that became the basis for articulating an African
epistemological foundation for African biblical hermeneutical methods. These
include (1) priority of the appropriating community, (2) predisposition for imagery
and figurative language, (3) predisposition for concreteness in language, (4)
predisposition for comprehensiveness in language, (5) predisposition for indirect
communication, (6) phenomenon of public and harmonious expression and (7)
spirituality of creation.
This foundation is African because it is derived from a constituency made up of
indigenous Africans and living in Africa. It is an epistemological foundation for
African biblical hermeneutical methods because it is also evident in intra-biblical
appropriations and re-appropriations.
Contributions to Current Research
This thesis project contributes to current research at both scholarly and ecclesiastical
levels. At the scholarly level, it establishes an African epistemological base derived
from grounded research into the conceptual and hermeneutical practices of current
African biblical interpreters. As such, it advances the debate on African 'subjects' in
the reading process from theoretical justification in general terms to tangible material
to work with. It also identifies some of the epistemological features at play in the
Bible in spite of all the critical qualifications that can be made about the perceived
referent traditions for the selected biblical texts. As such, it provides us with a profile
of an epistemological construct that we can project to be partly responsible for intra-
biblical interpretations.
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In both instances, we have critically verifiable epistemological bases for articulating
African and intra-biblical hermeneutical practices. The value of such articulation is
twofold. First, Africans have a basis, albeit microcosmic, for exploring the
relationships between their epistemological and socio-cultural constructs and their
hermeneutics and homiletics. This has the effect of enhancing self-understanding for
the 'subject' of interpretation. It is biblical hermeneutics where the interpreter wants
to exercise control over and creatively use his or her worldview, epistemological
construct and socio-cultural realities in the task of biblical hermeneutics.1 Second,
Africans have a basis for comparing their hermeneutics and homiletics with intra-
biblical practices. This has the effect ofmaking it possible to measure the empathetic
value of readings based on African epistemology.2 What the findings lack in breadth
of scope, they compensate for in analytical detail.
•5
It is important that the debate about the 'African predilection for the Old Testament'
move to this level because it is in the areas of epistemology and method that Africans
can contribute most to biblical interpretation that seeks to uphold the priority of the
circumstances and conventions in the Bible. Comparative studies within the
framework ofComparative Religion have already achieved a lot by way of
mitigating the negative portrayals of the African worldview and socio-cultural
practices and negation ofAfrica's presence in the Bible perpetuated in the Modern
Missionary Movement.4
Similarly, the trend in Evaluative Studies to interpret the Bible based on the
similarities between African and biblical realities needs to develop from merely
legitimising the African base as a reading platform to engaging the otherness of
Scripture.5 As noted by other African scholars, this is the next frontier for African
biblical scholarship.6
1
Ukpong, "Rereading the Bible," 5-6.
2 Cf. Goldingay's argument for a stance of empathy in biblical scholarship, p. 76.
3
Dickson, Theology in Africa, 145.
4
Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 12.
5 Ibid., 16-17.
6 For an extended discussion about the need to move on to teaching Old Testament exegetical
methods, introduction, history and theology from the African perspective, see Deist, "South African
Old Testament Studies," 314-320. Cf. Ukpong, "Developments in Biblical Interpretation," 26 and Nel:
9-10.
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At the ecclesiastical level, this research project should take the discussion of
translatability of Christianity a step further on two fronts. First, it should greatly
diminish the shame and inferiority complex associated with African ways of
appropriating the biblical message in contrast with Western ways. For example, since
it can be shown that reader benefit-focussed reading of the biblical traditions is at the
centre of intra-biblical appropriations, Africans need not be ashamed of bypassing
the elusive singular historical-critically obtained meaning of texts for spiritual
meanings 'revealed' by God in the matrix involving Scripture and their spiritual,
existential and epistemological and socio-cultural realities. Second, the fact that the
epistemologies from the two sets of data bear close similarities should release
Africans to encounter God without the inhibitions imposed by the censorious eye of
those clad in a Western worldview, epistemological construct and socio-cultural
realities.
Projections for Further Research
At the very least, we hope that this research project inspires further research in two
areas. The first is pedagogy. Now that we have established some of the
epistemological features ofwhat it means to be African, albeit in a limited sense, and
how this compares with features in the Bible, we must research into pedagogy for
Africa. By this, we include official pedagogical practices in the church, largely
homiletics, and such practices in the African academy, largely the development of
ways of instruction informed by our new understanding of the material and practices
in the Bible.
The second area of research is the development of methodologies for biblical
exegesis, introductions to biblical traditions, including ways of understanding
history, and doing theology. Deist's tantalizing invitation and challenge deserves
extensive citation here:
What would the history of Israel have looked like had it been written
with a profound knowledge of African socio-cultural traditions? What
would the 'God of the Old Testament' have looked like had we not
observed him through (idealist or materialist) European eyes, but
through the eyes of African religions...? How would we have
appraised Old Testament poetry and wisdom literature had we read it
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against the backdrop of traditional African praise songs, work songs
and funeral dirges? How would we have interpreted the book of
Lamentations had we read it against the backdrop of South African
migrant workers' songs? How would we have evaluated and
interpreted Old Testament 'myths' had we not been so fascinated by
n
Western rationalist scepticism?
We suggest that the answers to these questions and several related ones are at the
heart of the next frontier for African biblical scholarship.
7
Deist, "South African Old Testament Studies," 319.
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APPENDIX I: Brief Histories of the Christian Traditions of the
Respondents in Zambia
The Christian traditions of the respondents in our research lend themselves to
classification according to time of establishment in Zambia and theological
persuasion. The twenty-one respondents according to their church traditions are
given below with the number of interviews indicated in brackets for each
classification.1 Their histories and theological traditions follow these.
Susan Kanyemba Phiri and Pastor Nkhonjera (2) belong to the Victory Bible Church.
Bishop Boyd Makukula, Reverends Redson Chisenga and Simon Chikamata and
Elder Khetson Mbewe (5) belong to the Pentecostal Assemblies of God, Zambia.
Elder W. Palula (1) belongs to the Seventh Day Adventist Church. Rev. John Phiri
and Elders Tobias Kamude Phiri, Yesaya Banda and Dickson Banda (4) belong to
the Reformed Church in Zambia. Elder M. Mang'ombe Tembo and Charlton Phiri
(2) belong to the Bible Gospel Church in Africa. Pastor S. L. Mbewe (2) belongs to
the Apostolic Faith Church. J. Kakoma (1) belongs to the Tower of Hope
Independent Church. Godwin Nkonde and student pastor David Mujumira (2) belong
to the United Church of Zambia. Pastor L. Sakala (1) belongs to the Pilgrim
Wesleyan Church. Elder L. Phiri (1) belongs to the Old Apostolic Church. Pastor
Millar Phiri (1) belongs to an independent Baptist Church. Pastor Mackwell
Nyirenda (1) belongs to the Apostolic Faith Mission.
The Reformed Church of Zambia directly owes its origins to the missionary efforts
of the Dutch Reformed Church (N.G.) of the Cape synod, South Africa, itself an
extension of the faith brought by Jan Van Riebeeck to the Dutch Colony at the Cape
9 1
in 1652. The Dutch Reformed Church Mission (D.R.C.M.) missions to Nyasaland
worked primarily among the Chewa through an understanding with Livingstonia
Mission. They established a station at Magwero, 12 miles northeast of Fort Jameson
(Chipata), and handed it over to the Orange Free State synod.4 From Magwero the
work of the D.R.C.M. expanded among the Ngoni5, the Chewa6 and Nsenga.7
1 Note that Redson Chisenga and S. L. Mbewe were recorded on two separate occasions each. Hence,
there are two more responses than the number of respondents.
2 Peter Bolink, Towards Church Union in Zambia: A Study ofMissionary Co-Operation and Church-
Union Efforts in Central Africa. (Franeker: T. Wever, 1967), 80.
3 Several churches emerged beyond the Cape from this initial stock and initially coalesced into four
independent but loosely related N.G. churches in South Africa before re-union in 1962. The churches
undertook missions into the African mainland. Each one was called Dutch Reformed Church Mission
and only distinguished from each other by further qualifications indicating such elements as the
sponsoring synod in South Africa, etc. Ibid.
4
Ibid., 87; Gann, A History ofNorthern Rhodesia, 112.
5 These included Madzimoyo (1903) which became the head station after 1914 following
depopulation ofMagwero by the formation ofNative Reserves, and Fort Jameson (1905).
6 Nsadzu (1908).
7
Nyanje (1905) and Hofmeyer (1914).
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When several missionary organisations were consolidating their work through
mergers in both Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia, the D.R.C.M. in Northern
Rhodesia declined largely for doctrinal reasons.8 Instead, in 1943, it became the
Dutch Reformed Church in Northern Rhodesia and in 1957; it became the African
Reformed Church, the immediate forerunner of the Reformed Church of Zambia.
Its theological orientation has always been Reformed, anchored in the Apostolic and
Nicene Creeds. Curiously, Reformed Church of Zambia congregations use the
Chewa language for their services throughout Zambia regardless of the languages
spoken in the areas outwith the Eastern Province and Lusaka.9
This background is shared with BIGOCA, a breakaway movement from the
Reformed Church of Zambia.10 As we will see below, Pentecostalism influenced
other Christian traditions in waves that have been distinguished from each other by
historians of missions. These include roughly the following. The first wave at the
turn of the twentieth century, with happenings at Topeka, Kansas on 1 January 1901
often understood to be spark the movemet11 and give rise to several Pentecostal
traditions collectively classified as 'classical Pentecostals'; the second wave
traceable to the Church of the Way, Van Nuys, California in 1960, penetrating
mainline Protestant and Catholic churches and resulting in what has been classified
as 'neo-Pentecostal' or 'charismatic renewal' movements;12 and the third wave,
generally traceable to John Wimber's ministry at Fuller Theological Seminary in
1981, essentially among evangelicals who experienced signs and wonders but
disdained labels such as 'Pentecostal' or 'charismatic,' and usually classified as the
'neo-charismatic movement.'1
BIGOCA started as a movement within the Reformed Church in Zambia that
embraced a renewal that entailed an emphasis on evangelical teachings, particularly
the teaching that salvation is through faith in Jesus Christ's atoning work and results
in being 'born again,' and a Pentecostal pneumatology. Sympathisers broke away
from the Reformed Church of Zambia and formed BIGOCA in 2001.14
Closely related to the history of the Reformed Church of Zambia is that of the United
Church of Zambia, which is the result of a merger of several missionary
organisations, working in Northern Rhodesia as Zambia was called prior to its
8
Essentially these doctrinal reasons were misgivings about the liberal tendencies of some missionaries
in the potential union, notably Scottish Presbyterian missionaries. Bolink, 202-206, 249, 336.
9 This is from personal experience.
10 Times Reporter, "BIGOCA Church Project Gobbles up K210m," Times ofZambia, Thursday, 22
July 2004, 1.
11 Vinson Synan, The Century ofthe Holy Spirit: 100 Years ofPentecostal and Charismatic Renewal,




BIGOCA, Bible Gospel Church{22 July 2004, accessed 22 July 2004); available from
http://fathersheartint.Org/fh/p.s/places.asp. According to this official site, "BIGOCA is currently
ministering at 42 churches in Zambia, 11 churches in Mozambique, 2 churches in Blantyre, Malawi, 1
in Namibia, and 1 in Zimbabwe. Bible Gospel Church has a membership of about 55, 000 people."
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political independence on 24 October 1964. Moves towards union in Northern
Rhodesia were fuelled and modelled by the Union Church on the Copperbelt, an
indigenous initiative15 that was well received by missionary organisations in the
area.16
There was already some co-operation among mission organisations on the
Copperbelt involving The London Missionary Society, Free Church of Scotland,
Plymouth Brethren and Baptists among others in what was called the United
Missions in the Copperbelt (U.M.C.B.). This organisation merged in a co-operative
effort with the Union Church "to create a closer bond and give more uniformity
between the congregations at the separate mines" in about 1934.17 However, this did
not include churches for Europeans as separate racial congregations reflected the
1 8
popular thinking of the time.
The new organisation was also called the Union Church of the Copperbelt
(U.C.C.B.). Plymouth Brethren and Baptists eventually pulled out to pursue their
own courses as autonomous assemblies.19 On 1 December 1945 the U.C.C.B., the
L.M.S., and the Church of Scotland merged to form the Church of Central Africa in
Rhodesia (C.C.A.R), roughly to parallel the Church of Central Africa, Presbyterian
in Nyasaland.20
Soon the gathering winds of political change favoured movement towards multi¬
racial congregations and it is openly acknowledged that national sentiment played a
decisive role in producing union in the formation of the United Church of Zambia.21
On 26 July 1958, the C.C.A.R., and the yet European Copperbelt Free Church
Council (C.F.C.C.), united to form the United Church of Central Africa in Rhodesia
(U.C.C.A.R.).22 On 16 January 1965 the U.C.C.A.R, the Methodist Church and the
Paris Evangelical Missionary Society (P.E.M.S.) with its protege, the Church of
Barotseland, merged to form the United Church in Zambia.2 The United Church of
Zambia, like the Reformed Church of Zambia, is Reformed in doctrine. It also
embraces both the Apostolic and Nicene Creeds.24
United Church of Zambia congregations tend to adopt the languages of the areas in
which they are for their services. Curiously, however, both respondents at the U.C.Z.















Ibid., 390. Cf. Ross, Blantyre Mission, 17, 113; H. Mcintosh, Robert Laws: Servant ofAfrica (The
Stables, Carberry, Scotland: The Handsel Press Ltd, 1993).
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Bemba, the lingua franca of the Copperbelt and Northern Provinces of Zambia,
without an interpreter.
We have already alluded to the fact that Baptist missionaries were present on the
Copperbelt at the time of the loose merger between the Union Church and the
U.M.C.B in c.1936 and that they later disassociated themselves from this union to
form independent assemblies. Several other Baptist missionary organisations from
Europe and North America have since established works in Zambia. Currently, the
Baptist churches in Zambia do not belong to one body.
Our respondent, Millar Phiri, came to Sinda as a church planter affiliated with a
Baptist missionary organisation. Due to some differences, he has since seceded
together with the churches that he planted. He continues to plant and give oversight
to these Baptist congregations in the Sinda area as an independent ministry. At the
time of the interview, they were in excess of 13 and spread over areas up to forty
Kilometres from his base.
The Plymouth Brethren or Christian Missions in Many Lands (C.M.M.L) as they
continue to be known in Zambia preceded the Baptists in leaving the Union Church
to pursue self-government. Since about two decades ago, some of their churches,
particularly those in North-Western and the Copperbelt Provinces of Zambia, have
experienced renewal reminiscent of'neo-Pentecostal' movements or 'charismatic
renewal' movements alluded to above. This has led to the formation of a number of
independent Charismatic assemblies particularly in the larger cities of the country.
Tower ofHope is one such thriving assembly in the country's capital. Its Brethren
heritage is evident is such areas as church government. A group of lay elders
collectively give pastoral oversight. However, in keeping with its newly found
charismatic theology, public ministry is linked to attested 'gifts of the Spirit.'
We have already encountered Methodist missions in Zambia in the merger that led to
the formation of the U.C.Z. Methodism came to Zambia through South Africa and in
two strands, both originating from Britain: the Primitive Methodist Missions Society
(P.M.M.S) and the Wesleyan Methodist Missions Society (W.M.M.S).25 Unlike other
missionary organisations of the time, Methodist missionary societies were
Methodism organised for missions and hence reflected the doctrinal traditions of
9 f\
Methodism. The P.M.M.S. committed to mission work in Africa at the Jubilee
Conference of I860.27 They opened the Kafue Training Institute among what were
known as the Mashukulumbwe (Ila-Tonga) in Northern Rhodesia in 1870 that was
later to become a training institute for W.M.M.S and L.M.S workers.28
25 Bolink, 66-68.
26 Ibid. Cf. G. G. Findlay and W. W. Holdsworth, The History ofthe Wesleyan Methodist Missionary
Society, 3 vols, vol. 1 (London: Epworth, 1921), and H. B. Kendall, The Origin and History ofthe
Primitive Methodist Church, 2 vols, vol. 1 (London: Dalton, 1906).
27 H. B. Kendall, The Origin and History of the Primitive Methodist Church, 2 vols, vol. 2 (London:
Dalton, 1906), 487-489.
28 Bolink, 68; E. G. Nightingale, ed, The Widening Way: Northern Rhodesian Sketches (London:
Cargate Press, 1952), 39.
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The Pilgrim Wesleyan Church in Zambia is a child of developments within
9Q
Methodism in North America coming out of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Its
history belongs together with Pentecostal missions, at least a century into the Modern
Missionary Movement. It arose out of the holiness movement in North America that
predated Pentecostalism.30
Several holiness and some Pentecostal groups merged in 1924 in the United States to
form the Pilgrim Holiness Church. On 25 June 1968, the Pilgrim Holiness Church
and the Wesleyan Methodist Church in America merged to form the Wesleyan
Church, the body to which the Pilgrim Wesleyan Methodist Church in Zambia
belongs.31 The Wesleyan Church upholds Wesleyan doctrines. Our respondent, L.
Sakala, is a graduate of the Pilgrim Wesleyan Bible College in Pemba, Zambia.
The birthplace of the Seventh-day Adventist Church was Washington, New
Hampshire in 1844. "Shortly after settling on a denominational name in 1860,
Seventh-day Adventists began to talk about a worldwide movement."32 In an article
published on 1902, Guy Dail notes that "in all of Africa there are two hundred
missionary societies,"33 making Adventist missions relatively new players in the
Modern Missionary Movement.
Seventh-day Adventist missions reached the banks of the Zambezi River on the eve
of 1902 with a view to establish a station at "Wankies" in Southern Rhodesia and a
projection that "this will serve as a base for further work in northwestern [sic]
Rhodesia." 4 Today the Zambia Union Mission has a membership of 420, 135 people
out of a national population of 10, 896, 000 people35 and the East Zambia Field
10,482 members out of a population of 1, 378, 344 people.36
29 These Are the Wesleyans, (accessed 23 July 2004); available from
http://www.wesleyan.org/who2.htm.
30 Glen O'Brien, Lecture Eleven: The Holiness Movement and the Pilgrim Holiness Church(¥Jmgs\cy
College, [n.d.], accessed 22 July 2004); available from
http://www.kingsley.vic.edu.au/glenobrien/historylecturel 1.htm. Cf. Wayne E. Caldwell, ed,
Reformers and Revivalists: The History ofthe Wesleyan Church (Indianapolis: Wesley Press, 1992);
Paul Westphal Thomas and Paul William Thomas, The Days ofOur Pilgrimage: The History ofthe
Pilgrim Holiness Church (Marion: Wesley Press, 1976).
31
O'Brien, Holiness Movement and the Pilgrim Holiness Church(accessed); Lindsay Cameron,
"Leadership Development in Southern Africa," Wesleyan World, January/February/March 2003, 4-5.
32 General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Seventh-Day Adventists - the Heritage
Continues(2004, accessed 23 July 2004); available from
http://www.adventist.org/world_church/facts_and_figures/history/index.html.en.
33
Guy Dail, "The Power ofAdaptability," The Missionary Magazine, May 1902, 208.
34 W. H. Anderson, "Opening a Mission on the Zambezi," The Missionary Magazine, May 1902, 216.
35 General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Adventist Organizational Directory: Zambia Union
Mission^General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 2004, accessed 2004); available from
http://www.adventistdirectory.org/view_AdmField.asp?AdmFieldID=ZAUM.
36 General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Adventist Organizational Directory: East Zambia
F/eW(General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 2004, accessed 2004); available from
http://www.adventistdirectory.org/view_AdmField.asp?AdmFieldID=EZAF.
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Their doctrines supplement those of Protestantism with a stress on the nearness of the
Second Advent and the sanctity of the Sabbath.37
The Pentecostal Assemblies of God (Zambia) or P.A.O.G (Z), Apostolic Faith,
Apostolic Faith Mission, Old Apostolic Church and Victory Bible Church all date
back, at least in part, to the "missionary emphasis arising from the post-Azusa Street
spread of the Pentecostal experience in both North America and Europe."38 The
missions they gave rise to represent the second wave ofmissionary activities within
the Modern Missionary Movement. However, they do not draw from that
phenomenon proportionately.
P.A.O.G (Z) arose immediately out ofAzusa Street. It historically belongs to the
post Topeka, Kansas Apostolic Faith faction at Azusa Street that parted company
with Parham, the leader at Topeka. In the United States, the Assemblies of God
became an organisation in 1914. Generally, it brought together people from existing
Christian Protestant traditions who had embraced Topeka, Kansas and Azusa Street
doctrines and experiences. Pentecostals generally regard themselves as restorationists
of apostolic faith particularly with respect to Pneumatology. Outside Europe,
America, Australia and New Zealand, they went to all the traditional sites of
missionary endeavour: Africa, India, China, Japan, Korea and the Middle East.3
The P.A.O.G (Z) is a child of Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada (P.A.O.C.)
missions.40 P.A.O.C. missions first established a work in Zambia in the 1950s. The
P.A.O.G (Z) has grown impressively since it graduated the first class at its newly
established Bible College in 1978. It is currently the largest evangelical group in
Zambia. The definitive doctrines of P.A.O.G (Z) continue to be those of Protestant
evangelicalism and the Pentecostal experience.41
Victory Bible Church is an arm ofVictory Ministries. The histories and
characteristics of both are inseparable from Dr. Nevers Mumba, the founder and
president ofVictory Ministries International.42 Mumba is a product of P.A.O.G (Z),
which he left in the 1980s to found Victory Ministries as an independent evangelist.
His ministry spread to include televangelism and open air crusades. When it reached
neighbouring states, it added 'International' to its name.
Victory Bible Churches arose out of these evangelistic efforts. They are often led by
graduates ofVictory Bible College, a certificate awarding institution founded to train




Stanley M. Burgess, ed, The New International Dictionary ofPentecostal and Charismatic




P.A.O.C. received its charter in 1919 and has since managed its own missionary ventures apart from




Victory Ministries International President and Founder: The Man, (accessed 23 July 2004);
available from http://www.zambiashallbesaved.org/profile.html.
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However, some pastors, like Pastor Nkhonjera, have never had Bible college
training. In a tradition that emphasizes spiritual gifts, this is not seen as a set back.
Mumba holds an Associate of Theology degree from Christ for the Nations Institute,
Dallas, Texas and an honorary doctorate degree from Flint, Michigan in recognition
of his efforts.43 His Pentecostal heritage continues to permeate Victory Ministries
International.
Apostolic Faith (A.F.) churches directly arise out of Topeka, Kansas. They have
since evolved into several alliances ofApostolic Faith spreadout all over the world.44
Pastor S. L. Mbewe in Katete is pioneering an A.F. congregation in Katete.
The founder of the Apostolic Faith Mission (A.F.M.), Florence Louise Crawford,
embraced Pentecostalism at Azusa Street. From Portland, Oregon, she has built a
world movement mainly because of an extensive faith publishing initiative. Her
organisation continues to follow its leader is emphasizing faith living and frowning
on Bible training schools.45 Pastor Mackwell Nyirenda in Petauke continues to live
'by faith.'
Anderson has argued that what he calls 'Spirit-type churches'46 in southern Africa
originate from a fusion between the Zionism arising out ofZion City in Illinois, USA
and Azusa Street Pentecostalism in movements that arose from the ministry of P. L.
Le Roux in South Africa at the turn of the 20th century 47 Le Roux, a Zionist,
embraced Azusa Street Pentecostalism when he met Pentecostal missionaries in
South Africa 48
African converts in turn embraced this combination and brought African religious
elements into the mix. The result has been a host ofmovements bearing 'Apostolic'
or 'Zion,' in their names, the preferred terms by African Zionists49 and which betray
the fact that "most of them are Pentecostally inclined, or at least give pre-eminence
to the work of the Holy Spirit."50
A number of these are indigenous and independent churches with no mission
connection. This reflects Pentecostalism's penchant for replication through






46 He defines 'Spirit-type churches' as African independent churches of the prophetic type and African
Pentecostal churches - some with and others without links with Western Pentecostal churches but all
which share an emphasis on the inspiration and revelation of the Holy Spirit. Allan Anderson, Moya:
The Holy Spirit in an African Context (Pretoria: University of South Africa, 1991), vi.
47






50 M. L. Daneel, "Towards a Theologia Africa," Missionalia 12 (1984): 54.
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Ghost that makes every recipient a powerful witness."51 Moreover, even among
those that have some mission connection, there has been a shift towards the
development of a specifically African character leading to several parallels with
independent 'Spirit-type churches.'52
The Old Apostolic Church in Katete exists in an area where there are other
indigenous movements bearing the name 'Apostolic.' Elder L. Phiri, who is really
the equivalent of a pastor, has an itinerant ministry that often takes him to sister
churches in Zimbabwe and South Africa.
C"3
British rule first came under the charter of the British South Africa Company and
later, in 1924-5, under the auspices of the Colonial Office.54 White administration
under the Charter signalled radical and often coercive changes in the local societies
leading to a slow disintegration of the traditional African way of life. The rate of
disintegration varied from tribe to tribe and directly affects how much of the
traditional forms of social life and political organisation was retained by a tribe.55
Traditional social life and structures, including the power and authority of chiefs,
were subjected to the authority of the Boma56 and the influence of a cash economy.57
The changes so imposed extended to social, ethical and ontological issues.58
The 1914-18 war saw the forced recruitment of porters from all districts and further
disruption of societies.59 Colonial rule practiced a policy of white settlement at the
expense of the displacement of Africans in keeping with an early governor's vision
51 L. Grant McClung, Jr, ed, Azusa Street and Beyond: Pentecostal Missions and Church Growth in
the Twentieth Century (South Plainfield, New Jersey: Bridge Publishing, Inc, 1986), 41.
52 Anderson, Moya, 3.
53
Johnston, British Central Africa, vii; Hall, 69-71. "Johnston played a dual role as representative of




55 Ibid., 96. For example, disintegration was much accelerated among the Ngoni whose political
formation was shattered by British military conquest or the Lamba whose tribal areas were swamped
by white settlement.
56 This is an acronym for British Overseas Military Administration. To this day, civic administration
offices are popularly referred to as 'the Boma.'
57 Hall, 97.
58 "The laws so imposed were of course different, and so too was the acceptance of what was
reasonable, what was to be expected, and what was not to be tolerated. Above all the tax, the most
comprehensible, was yet the most revolutionary of all the new features of life instituted by new
administrations. It compelled men to work when they might have hunted, to travel far while they
might have stayed at home; by it they acknowledged a new authority, higher than the chief; and by it
they became equal with men of all tribes. Ngoni and Tonga, Bemba and Lovale, Ndebele and Shona,
all were compelled to submit to this common obligation that placed all men , high and low, weak and
strong, in a common predicament." Wills, 226.
59 "It has been estimated that for a large part of the war, one third of the adult African males in the
country were impressed to take food and equipment to the front. Women were also employed. The
Carriers suffered terribly from disease, and an unknown number - at least several thousand -
succumbed." Hall, 102.
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that Northern Rhodesia should be developed as 'white man's country' in order to
"strengthen the links between southern Africa and the much smaller communities of
white settlers in British East Africa."60
Prime land was identified for this purpose and designated Crown land. Reserves were
also demarcated for the forced habitation of Africans. These included Fort Jameson
in the east (Chipata), Abercorn in the north (Mbala) and along the railway line.
Under this policy, about 60,000 Africans were moved into reserves.61
In spite of (or even because of) the oppressive authority and impact of British rule,
currents of indigenous dissent flourished. The Federation ofRhodesia and
Nyasaland, a union ofBritish territories in Central Africa with African participation
on terms set by the British and white settlers in Southern Rhodesia, was established
on the 3rd August 1953.62 Resting as it did on the support of a dominant white
minority;63 it did not satisfy the drive towards independence. Northern Rhodesia
officially became Zambia, an independent state, on 24 October 1964.64 However, this
was fundamentally independence from white political rule, not a reversion to pre-
colonial states65 or more critically for our research, white domination in other spheres
of thought and life.
Political independence was the beginning of new struggles collectively characterised
as struggles from white domination. For the young Zambia, the immediate struggle
was for economic independence.66 Struggles for freedom from philosophical and








65 "Could never have developed in his absence" is quite presumptuous. But Hanna's observation still
has a ring of truth to it: "Africans had no wish to revert to tribalism, much as they might long to be
able to take pride in their pre-colonial past. The presence of the white man had awakened a
consciousness which could never have developed in his absence. Members of tribes which had
formerly hated and harried each other came to realise that they had blackness in common, and that
they were equally subject to the power and arrogance of people who, by contrast, were not black.
Hence, in Africa, nationalism and Pan-Africanism are inseparable, and are almost names for the same




APPENDIX II: Profiles of the Respondents
In Appendix II, we give brief profiles of the respondents. The dates when they gave
the homilies are indicated in brackets immediately following the names of the
respondents. Where two or more people belong to the same Christian tradition their
profiles are given concurrently, otherwise the profiles follow the order in which the
homilies were recorded. The personal information of the respondents is kept to the
barest minimum and only includes information that contributes towards an
understanding of their cultural profiles and possible foreign influences upon their
epistemological constitution.
We also supply a compact disc of the transcripts of their sermons and related
interviews in the languages that they were given. This is to facilitate independent
corroboration of our analysis and conclusions.
Susan Kanyemba Phiri (22 June 2003) is a cotton buyer with one of two cotton
companies operating in Katete. She is also part of the leadership of the local Victory
Bible Church. She is in her mid forties, belongs to the local Chewa tribe and lacks
formal theological training. She gave the homily as part of the proceedings on
'Women's Sunday,' a day when the women of the church lead all aspects of the
Sunday church service.
Nkhonjera (3 August 2003) is the pastor ofVictory Bible Church, Katete. He belongs
to the Tumbuka tribe (found in Lundazi district of the Eastern Province and in
neighbouring northern Malawi). However, he has grown up on the Copperbelt
Province where Bemba is the lingua franca. He is in his early to mid thirties and has
not had formal theological training. His ministry, in keeping with the vision of the
founder ofVictory Ministries, is rooted in a sense of calling from God and the gifts
and leadership of the Holy Spirit.
Rev. Redson Chisenga (22 June 2003 and 18 August 2003) is the pastor for Burning
Bush Assembly of God in Katete, a congregation of the Pentecostal Assemblies of
ftl
God (Zambia). He is also a member of the Eastern Province District Executive. He
is in his mid forties and holds a theological college diploma from a leading and
accredited local inter-denominational evangelical college. He belongs to the Bisa
tribe (Mpika district, Northern Province) but has vast experience living among
different ethnic groups in Zambia. He served as a Baptist missionary within Zambia
before seeking accreditation with PAOG (Z).
W. Palula (28 June 2003) is an elder with Katete Seventh Day Adventist Church. He
is a retiree and a grandparent. He has no formal theological college training. He has
resided in the area for a very long time and has given and continues to give teaching




Rev. Simon Chikamata (29 June 2003) is the pastor of a PAOG (Z) congregation in
/TO
Chipata district and a member of the Eastern Province District Executive. He is in
his late forties, possibly fifties and holds a college certificate from the local PAOG
(Z) College. He is a senior minister with several years experience in the churches of
the Assemblies of God (Zambia). He belongs to the Kunda tribe of the Luangwa
Valley in the Eastern Province ofZambia.
Tobias Kamude Phiri (6 July 2003) is an elder at the Katete Boma congregation of
the Reformed Church in Zambia. He is in his fifties and works at the local electricity
company offices. He has vast experience in the Reformed Church and is often called
upon to give the homily. He has no formal theological training. He belongs to the
local Chewa tribe.
Yesaya Banda (7 September 2003) is a local businessperson and elder in the
Reformed Church ofZambia, Katete Boma congregation. He is in his thirties or early
forties. He has had no formal theological training. He belongs to the local Chewa
tribe.
M. Mang'ombe Tembo (12 July 2003) is an elder at Bible Gospel Church of Central
Africa (BIGOCA), Katete, a recent breakaway from the Reformed Church in Zambia
for doctrinal reasons. He is a Physical Education teacher at the local High School. He
is in his thirties. He has no formal theological training but is a vital member of his
congregation's teaching ministry. He belongs to the Ngoni tribe (Chipata).
S. L. Mbewe (14 July 2003 and 31 August 2003) is the pioneering pastor of Channel
of Blessings, a congregation of the Apostolic Faith Church, in Katete. He works to
support himself and his family as the congregation is still too small to support him.
He is in his late forties or early fifties. He has had formal theological training. He
probably belongs to the local Chewa tribe (as his surname suggests) but has grown
up on the Copperbelt Province (the most urbanised province in Zambia) and still
struggles to communicate in the local Chewa language.
J. Kakoma (20 July 2003) is one of the leaders at Tower of Hope, Lusaka, an
independent charismatic church. He is highly esteemed as a servant of God by his
congregation. He is in his late thirties or early forties and works with the University
of Zambia. He has had not theological training. His surname suggests that he comes
from one of the tribes in the North-western Province of Zambia.
Godwin Nkhonde (20 July 2003) is a trainee secondary school teacher who is
undertaking his practical training at Katete Secondary School. He is originally from
Kitwe on the Copperbelt Province where he is a lay leader in a United Church of
Zambia (UCZ). The UCZ congregation in Katete gave him a platform as a visiting
brother within the tradition. He is in his late twenties or early thirties. He has had no
formal theological training. He belongs to the Bemba tribe.
L. Sakala (28 July 2003) is the pastor of the Pilgrim Wesleyan Church in Katete, a
small pioneer work supported by foreign funding. He is in his late twenties or early
68 He delivered the homily in Nyanje, Petauke District, as part of the proceedings conducted by the
Eastern Province District Executive to dedicate the building ofNyanje Assembly and install Pastor
Tembo at the congregation.
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thirties. He holds a diploma in theology from the local Pilgrim Wesleyan seminary
and is in Katete on a church planting mission. He belongs to the local Chewa tribe.
L. Phiri (3 August 2003) is one of the ruling elders at the Katete Old Apostolic
Church. He is an elderly man possibly in his fifties, and works at the local airstrip.
He is a fully ordained minister within the Old Apostolic Church tradition. He has had
no formal theological training (which is not a recognised criterion for ministry in this
tradition anyway). He belongs to the local Chewa tribe.
David M'jumira (10 August 2003) is a final year student-pastor at the local United
Church of Zambia theological college. He is currently in Katete under the
supervision of the local pastor as part of his college training requirements. He is in
his late twenties or early thirties. He belongs to the Tumbuka tribe. However, his
upbringing has been on the Copperbelt. He could only minister to this congregation
in Bemba, the language of his upbringing on the Copperbelt Province.
Millar Phiri (10 August 2003) is an ordained minister within the tradition of the
Baptist churches. He holds a certificate in theology from a local Baptist college. He
has planted several churches in the Sinda area, which he visits regularly as the
overseer. He is also the resident pastor of a Baptist congregation at Sinda.69 He is
possibly in his fifties and a minister of immense experience. He belongs to the local
Chewa tribe.
Khetson Mbewe (17 August 2003) is the lay Pastor ofUmodzi Assembly, Chipata.
He is a retired civil servant and in his fifties or early sixties. He has attended and
continues to attend Residential Bible School, basic theological training organised by
the Eastern Province District Executive of the Pentecostal Assemblies ofGod
(Zambia).70 He belongs to the local Chewa tribe.
Bishop Boyd Makukula (17 August 2003) is the overseer of the Eastern District of
the Pentecostal Assemblies of God (Zambia) and pastor of Trinity Temple, Chipata.
He holds a certificate in theology and had vast experience as a lay church leader on
the Copperbelt while working in the building industry and before becoming a pastor.
He is in his late forties or fifties. He belongs to the local Ngoni tribe.
Dickson Banda (24 August 2003) is a retired civil servant and an elder at the
Reformed Church ofZambia, Katete Stores congregation. He is in his late fifties or
sixties. He has had no formal theological training. He belongs to the local Chewa
tribe.
Rev. John Phiri (24 August 2003) is the pastor of the Reformed Church in Zambia,
Chipata congregation. He is currently working on a Masters degree in theology with
a university in South Africa and has some experience as a pastor. He is in his thirties
and a member of the local Chewa tribe.
Charlton Phiri (24 August 2003) is a technical officer with the ministry of
Agriculture in Chipata. He is also a lay leader at BIGOCA, Chipata congregation,
69 Sinda has several splinter Baptist congregations that are not a part of Phiri's churches.
70 This district annually holds a three weeks long Residential Bible School to facilitate the training of
lay leaders who are in charge of congregations in the province but have never attended formal
theological training.
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and a celebrated expositor of Scripture in the Chipata area. On this occasion, he was
the guest speaker at the Chipata Pilgrim Wesleyan Church congregation. He is in his
late thirties and has had no formal theological training. He belongs to the Nsenga
tribe and comes from Nyimba district within the Eastern Province.
Mackwell Nyirenda (21 September 2003) is the pastor of the Apostolic Faith Mission
(AFM) Church in Petauke. He has had basic formal theological training at a local
AFM college. He is in his fifties and belongs to the Tumbuka tribe of Lundazi
district.
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APPENDIX III: Discourse Analysis of Exodus 1-14
Chapter 1
Px-.r- ■ap niapi nPxal:1a
npsr nx nanaa anon b
nxp irvpi tabx c
:rnirn ■ap papi ipixp 2
qaapa ]piar 3
Htiixi na ■'pnaai ]p 4
taaa D^atf apjrpT ,xps tiisrPp tvi 5a
;ansaa rrn pari b
ppr na»Ti 6a
vnx-ppi b
:xann nnn Pin c




p :onx pxn xPanie
□nsa'Py ffipn-pPa ap*i 8a
:ppv-nx PT" xP npix b
iaarPx naxa 9a
Px-iP1' aa □» nan b
naaa arayi an c









□■©a nto vPp wiaa 11a
□n'Pppp inap pap b
ninpp niappa na pnc
:opnap"nxi ohprnx d
inx mt npxpi 12a
r-P' ipi rtp-p ip b
:Pxnpr ap asp aaap'pc
:pppp Pxppr ap-nx ansa npiaa 13
n<aip rnapp airprnx rnaa 14a
rniap rnap-pppi oapPpi nana b
:ipap ana nay™ipix annay-pp nx c
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Chapter 1/2
nnaan nnbnab omara pbn npxb 15a






:n;m xm na-axi f
□mbxn-nx nnbnan jxtfii 17a
liaa x'b] a
□map pbp in'bx nap nrxa b
rD-n'rirnx ]".nnic
nnbnab a'-ap-pbp xnp»i 18a
]nb npxbb
nrn nann "jrriaa amp c
jombm-nx jprini d
nansrbx nnb:pn ]npxrn 19a
rvnaan nnapn n^p xb -o b
nan nvn_,a c
:^nbn nnb:pn ]nbx xian Dnpa d
nnbnpb cnbx ap"i 20a
□an annb
nxp maanc
□mbxn-nx nnb^pn ixn^a mn 21a
icna nnb iasnb
nnxb iaa-bab nans tan 22a
nib'n larrba b
mabtin nnxm c
o qvnn narrbpi d




xm aiD"1? ink xnnic
bttv nobtf -n:sa.—,d




:nxnn nsfcrba pioa otonie
pnnp inhx aanrn 4a
:ib ntoa»;np nanb b











:nr cnayn anban f
nina-narbx innx naxrn 7a
nanai?n ]p nprn nOx ^b "nxnpi Tjbxn b




mban nx*nx xnprnd... T - •• v t i: • -
nina'na nb nnxm 9a
nrrr nban-nx aaaban b
ab inprni c








nnrrpa crran-p aa f





:rnxa anairOax nap f
nan na pai 12a
Oax ]ax aa xnaib
anxan-nx pa]c
:bina mpand
•opn Dip xxai 13a
op: oanap aap:x-:p n:m b
apnb naxaic
:pn nan nab d
naxa] 14a
irbjj tiaO: no oaxb -pp aa b
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Chapter 2
nnx nnx aannbn c
•nsan-nN nann * d
nax»i nra KT»ie
nann i?ni3 px f
n-tn nznn-nx nans aaun 15a
n<aa-nx ahnb tapznb
nans asp nma nnanc
]np-fnxz zrnd
nxzn-ba atfne
niaz azta inp inzbi 16a
nabnna naxarnb
D^nnn-nx naxbprnc






■jitox bxiap-bx naxarn 18a
nnxhb
:m»n xz innnp ana c
inaxhi 19a
arahn n»a aab-'sn nap orx b




urxirnx inzra nr nab c
:onb bzxh ib ixnp d
crxn-nx nztab ntaP bxri 21a




? :nnpa pnxz n-nn na




nnzan-p □■■nbxn-bx anaita banae
□npxrnx nnbx aam»a 24a
npaynx] pnap-nx annzx-nx innz-nx nn'bx nznab




]pp pa ianh inrr ;xa-nx nan n;n ntfrai 3:1a
panan nnx ;xan-nx anapb
:napn npbxn nn_bx xanc
naon pna tax-naba vbx nip pxba xpp 2a
xnpb
ixa -pa naon nape
:bax ipx naomd
nuiti npxp 3a
PP bnarn nxpap-nx nxpxi xrnppx b
:n;pn nap-x'b pna c
nixpb no p nip xpi 4a






pbap baa pbarbta c
□ipan p d
rba npia nnx ntax e
:xin tapp-nanx f
naxn 6a
pax p'bx pax b
apa; p'bx; pnp p'bx annax pbx c
pa npib nno'pd
:a,n'bxn-bx a'ana xp; p e
pp naxp 7a
□napa ntax pa aa*nx ppp nxp b
rtoaa pap paatf onpairnxi c
:vaxpp-nx pap; p d
□pap pa ibpnb npx; 8a
xpn fpxnpp iribanbi b
nanpi naia ypx'bx c
pnn; aaaap oipp-bx d
••piapi pnn; vnspi paxni e
nna; 9a
■■bx nxa bxnppa npaa nan b
•pnbn-nx ppp-aai c
:nnx opnb opaa npix d
nab nnai 10a
napa-bx pnbpxi b
rppaaa bxnppa pa_nx xsim c
□pbxn-bx n©a naxp 11a
napa-bx pbx p pax p b
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Chapter 3
mnsaa b^ato1 aprnx x^ix "•si c
aaxa 12a
pap nvix-a? b
P'nnpp aax ••p nixn pp"nn c
ansae apn~nx pxnsinp d
;nrn inn by anbxn-nx "ppapn e
onbxn-Px rum aaxa 13a
PisnSr aa-Px xa "pix ran b
nnp naaxi c
□P^px anpp apniax ,n'Px d
■■paaax"! e
iatp-na f
:anpx aax na g
rrpa-Px cnPx aaxa 14a
rrpx aax rrnx b
aaxac
Pxato? aap aaxn ns d
:Dp,bx anpp rrnx e
npa-bx □,n'Px niy aaxn 15a
Pxatp1 ap-Px aaxirnp b
□anax n'Px nia-1 c
□p^x anP® app: ,nPxi pn:r nPx onaax nPx d
□PpP "•aaf-riT e
:aa aap npr nn f
Pxaip1 aprnx napxi pp 16a
anpx npaxi b
■'px nxpj apnax n'Px mrr c
aaxp appn pns' anaax ,nPx d
apnx Tipps aps e
:ansaa opp napjrnxi f
aaxi 17a
ansa apa npnx nppx b
mani nnni pasm naxn] panm ap?pn pax-Px c
:Papi apn nar pax-Px d
pppp ipatci 18a
ansa ppa-Px Pxato? apn nnx nxai b
rpx anaaxi c
irpp nap: c'aapn nPx nirr; d
nnpi e
aaaaa any rpPp pan xrrpp: f
nrnPx nirrp nnaai g
npn; axi 19a








lappa ntox ncx d
:D3nx nbtir p'pnxi e
ansa Tya n-trvnyn p~nx mrm 21a
•pnbn ,a mm b
ap1-) iDbn xb c
nrna nmai nmrsa n©x nbxtfi 22a
rbap ant -bai loa-ba b
omnia-1?:?: BDpa-bj? onatoi c
:ansB-nx cnbsr d
naxP ntcb ]jm 4:1a
pi b
al? Taxpxb c
■'bps watf: xb] d
naxs '3 e
:npi i"bx nxnrxb f
rrin^ rbx naxb 2a















onax pbx mm pbx nxnpai b
raps?: pbxi pns] •'nbx onnax mbx c
nil? lb mm naxb 6a
ppma pn; xrxan b
ipma in; xmic
nxai'id
:ab«fa njniaa in; nam e
nax'i 7a







pb irax: xVbx b
•pajxpn nxn bpb x'bi c
qi-inxn nxn bpb li'pxni d
n;ni 9a
nbxn ninxn ptab □? mix: xVbx b
•5]'bpb "pap^r x'bi c
-lion rrpp nnpbi d
ntaa'.n npsttii e
niorrip npn im B'pn vni f
:nffl3»a anb rni g
nin,_bx ntaP npxp 10a
mx 'a b
•'six □■nap urx x'b c
atabaip 33 bianp 33 d
pnairbx pnan txb 33. e
ns"i33 f
npix -[imb nasi g
rbx nm npxp 11a
anxb ns aia 'p b




mrr mx x'bn g
nnm 12a
pb b
pmaiJ n:nx •'pixi c




nmPa nm px-irn 14a
npx»ib
pbn "?pnx pnx x'bn c
xin nan-; naT"1? d
pnxnpb xp xm-nsn 33.1 e
:iaba npiai pxni f
rbx npani 15a




arrsrDin js-du rrnx d
□apx "rrpirn e
:pri?p prx px f
□yn-bx -]b xnrr—izi-in 16a
nab pib'nvi" xm rrrn b
:D"nbxb ib-nnp nnxi c
p|Ta npp nrn nppn-pxi 17a





□"papa~prx "nx_bx nairxi e
□"»n DPiaan nxnxi f
nrPb iprr ppxpg
:aibrb -b h
rnpa nrP'bx hit ppxp 19a
1? b
□nap am c
^raa/px a"rpapn □"raTxn-i?a app~"a d
na-pxi irmx-px nrP np»i 20a
pPnn-by naappb
□"pap napx ar»3c
:iTa D"nbxn npp-nx nmP np«]d
nrP_bx nan" ppx'a 21a
npnap aarb ~rana b
nxp c
•^Ta "pprnrx D"naPn-ba d
nana "aab dp"rj7i e
aab-px prnx "axa f
royn-px nbr" xba g
nans-bx rnpxa 22a
nin" ppx na b
:axpt" naa pa c
ppbx ppxi 23a
"anaan "aa~px nbr b
inbrb ]xppi c
:^naa ^aa-nx anh "aax nan d
libsja pppa "p", 24a
nin" anraapb
:ip"pn rpa"ic
pa npsa nppa_ 25a





nb nnx D'raT'jnn 'a e
i;ap *]n*i 26a
nnpx ix b
1 :ribiab Q'pn inn c
pntrbx rnrr npxn 27a




fnnxb nfp na»] 28a
inbrn nrnx np' 'nan-bp nx b
tima npx nhxn-ba nxi c
pnxi nran njb»i 29a
:bxnfo' pa ';prba-nx isoxnb
npiPPx np' nan—px D'nann-ba nx pnx nann 30a
:D»n pab nnxn iaanb
□an px»i 31a
bxnp pa'nx nan": npp-'a lappnb




pnxi nro ixa b
nanarbx mpxnc
bxnp pbx nin1 npx_na d
'pa_nx nbta e
:nanpa 'b larm f
nans npxn 2a
bxnr-px nbtcb ibpa apmx im np' 'p b
np'*nx pap xb c
:nbtax x'b bxnfo'-nx oai d
npxn 3a
irba xnp; Q'naan b
nanpa D'p^ nta'bm nn- xa nab; c
wn'bx np'b nnar;; d
:anna ix nana laaas'-p e
□nap njbp anbx npxn 4a
vtaapp oan-nx iapan pnxi ntaP npb b
:aapbasb iab c
nana npx»i 5a
•pnxn oa nna D'an-p b
:nribapa onx ararni c
xmn Di»a nana ipi 6a
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Chapter 5
naxP anam-nxa oaa npaar-nx b
□mPm PaanD aaaPn pPP nab pn nnP laaoxh xP 7a
:pn onP ammpa amP' on b
□rrPa aapn nmPm Pian opa an nmx □,pPn nabna-nxa 8a
aaaa xP b
□n apnrp c
naxP apas on p_Pa d
nap'PxP nnar: nap; e
□paxn-Pa nnaan naan 9a
na-ama;;a b
npm-nana aap-Pxa c
anama nan pa: axs»a 10a
naxP oan-Px anax»ab
nS)-is nax nb c
:pn d?P p: arx d
□nx 11a
pn opP anp amP b
p axsan nmxa c
nap apnnbaa unaa fx d
ansa fnxrPpa nan pa»i 12a
:pnP mp mppp b
naxP apx apaana 13a
aaip nvnan dDpaa aPa> b
:pnn nipa nmxp c
Px-p aa nam apa 14a
naxP nana pa: nnPa aamnmx b
□mPm Plana pPP napn =.~Pp xP ana c
ninna Paarrna. d
Pxnp *:a nam axpa 15a
naxP nana-Px apapab
pnaaP nb nman naP c
pnaap ]n: px pn 16a
ama a:P onax naaPa b
□pa pnaa nana c
paa nxana d
nax»a_ 17a
□pn: anx opna b
□nax nnx p-Pa c
:nin,P nnara npP: d
nnaa 18a
anaa aaP b
□dP p:-xP pna c
:aann □aaP pna d
naxP ana anx Pxnm,-,:a nam ax-pa 19a
:iaip nVnan naaaPa aanarrx'P b
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Chapter 5/6
□nxnpb eras: pnx-nxi n?b"nx ipab 20a
:nina nxp anxga b
□nbx innxb 21a
□app opbg pp xp b
rnag pgai nine pga lappnx Qn?xan n?x c
naannb npa anpnnb d
nbx»i pp-bx n?b app 22a
bnx b
pn ogb nninn nab c
pnnb? p nab d
papia nanb ninerbx pxa rxai 23a
pn Dgb inn b
papnx nbspx'b barn c
npia-bx nip naxb 6:1a
nxnn nng b
ninab ntox npix c
°nb?": nprn pa p d
o nxnxa oshr npm pai e
npjb'bx np'bx napi 2a
rbx naxbb
:pp bx c
no bxa apipbxi pppbx onnaxPx xnxi 3a
:onb pini: x'b pp ppii b
□nx pnprnx pbpn d:i 4a
pap pxrnx onb nnb b
:na inrnpfx onnao px nx c
bxnpr ba npxrnx pip? bx oai 5a





□nan ribap nnna canx pxpni d
□nnagb oanx pbgni e
pip gipa oanx pbxai f
^bp Dboapiai g
□i?b 'b nanx pnpbi 7a
□p'bxb nab p^ni b
nap'bx pp bx p aninb c
:pn?a nibap nnna oanx xpian d
pxpbx nanx pxani 8a
p^nx pxpa npix b
sppbi pnpb nnnaxb nnx nnb c




t : • "i
Pxner pa'Px ]3 rraa nan1] 9a
npiP-Px -ap-a x'Pi b
f] :n<iip nnaaai mn napa c
:naxp npia-Px nyr nanp. 10
ansa ppa rianp-Px nan xa 11a
nanxa Pxnfo'-pa-nx npap b
nbxp hit pap nann_ 12a
apx laatzrx'P Pxnir-pa lb b
nans papa* -px- c
p rapnato Pna pxi e
pnx-Pxi nab-Px nrr nanp. 13a
□pap ppa nansrPxi Pxna- pa-Px apnb
o :opsa fnxa Pxntoppa-nx xpsinP c
□naxnra pxn npx 14a
Px-a- naa pixn pa b
pnai ]insn xiPai pion c
qaixn r.rsap npx d
]iaaa ppi 15a
npipanpa Pixp nnp pap nnxi ppp Pxiba b
qiaptf niisaa "px c
onnpnp pP~pa r'.aa npxi 16a
annai nnpi pppa b
:n:a nxpi ap'Pffli aaa pp pn p.m c
:annsapP paafi pap pan; pa 17
Pxpa; pnam nnsp onaa nnp pa; 18a
:n;a nxp; ap'Ptii a'Ptii nnp pn pa; b
aa;a; apna anna pa; 19a
:annphp ppn nhsaa npx b
naxp iP innn naar-nx anaa npp 20a
nrp-rx- pnx-nx iP npn;
:n;a nxa; □iaPa; aaa anaa pn pa; c
nnpn ;d;; nnp nnsa pa; 21
nnnpi papx; Pxaaa Pxpa pa; 22
naxp ;P pan; ninx anraa-na aaa-Px-.-x pnx npp. 23a
nanprnx; nrapx-nx xwaxrnx; anrnx iP npn; b
ppxpxi n:ppx; npx nnp pa; 24a
nnnpn ninsaa npx b
naxp iP Pxpis n;;aa ;P~npP pnxpa nraPx; 25a
onrsrnx iP npn; b
innnsaap oppn niax aaxn npx c
nab; pnx x;n 26a
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nnb mp nax ntox b
:nnxapbg ansa fnxa bxnp apnx ixpin c
npxapba nins-bx npanan an 27a
npxaa bxnp-aarnx xannb b
:pnxi nab xin c
f] :npxa "~xa nton~bx npi nan aba pa 28
naxb ntob"bx np1 nana 29a
nirr; ax b
:pbx nan ax ntox_bn nx ansa njba nina'bx nan c
nip aab ntoa naxa 30a
ops to bng ax p b
"1 mips ,bx aap pxi c
ntoa-bx nip naxa. 7:1a
ninsb np'bx pnrp nxn b
pxpi pp pnx pnxi c
pax ntoxrbn nx nann nnx 2a
ninsrbx nan1 pnx pnxi b
:Pnxa nxnr-aa-.-x nbtoi c
nips nb-nx ntopx axi 3a
:npxa pixa psiamxi phx'nx ppnp b
nina nnbx antzpxbi 4a
apsaa ppnx pn:i b
apxa pixa bx-i—aa ppnx pxapnx pxxip c
rcbp npstoa d
pp axrp apsa una 5a
npxirbg ppnx ppa b
.•naina bxnfcpapnx pxsini c
pnxi ntoa toga 6a
nog p nnx pp np noxn b
pto naapp noni 7a
pto aabtoi o'bo-p pnxi b
*] :nina"bx nnana c
:nnxb pnx-bxi noa-bx pp naxa. 8
naxb nine nnbx nap p 9a
nsia aab an b
pnx'bx nnaxi c
ninspab ~bop "pa~nx np d
qanb pi e
nina-bx pnxi nob xaa 10a
]n itogab
pp np noxn c




DP<apab] opanb nina-os xnp»a 11a
:]3 arronba ansa papn arroa afoanb
man tinx aa'btiH 12a
□ran1? apqb
ranba-nx fanx-nan »bapc
nans ab prn»a 13a
□nbx antf xba b
q :nin] lap -rax? c
ntfa-bx nip naxP 14a
nine ab naa b
:ai>n n'pttj'p "|xa c
npaa nina-bx pb 15a
nap? xar nan b
nxp rasiarba? anxnpb nasaa c
tirab panr-rax naana d
:pp;a npn e
■pbx npaxa 16a
naxb ppx "anbtf nnaan pbx nip b
parnx nb? c
napaa anaari d
:nb-p» naptarx'b nan] e
pp -iax na> 17a
pp •'ax r? ann nxta b
nxp nbx pan-by 'pa—ax naaa naa pax nan c
:onb aasnai e
naan -x-a—rx ppni 18a
pxp bxaa b
o Hxpqa dp nirrab ansa axbai c
ntaiaPx nan1 nax'a 19a
•pnxPx nax b
pnaa pp-by pppntaaa paa np c
□pap nippba ban apaax-byi opqXyby onnnrby d
□p-vpa e
pnsa fpx-baa an pp f
ppaxaa opaaaa g
fanxi nba ]anfoap 20a
nap1 pa -raxa b
naaa an»a_c
lpay pajba n?pa pyb nxp -rax appnx ppd
ranb nxp-ncx papba aaapie




nxmpp ap nirpb ansa ibapx'b] c
:ansp fpxrbaa op mp d
anpba ansa pppn p'lton 22a
nina_ab prrmb
anbx antpxbi c
mim nap -pxa d
nana ]a»i 23a
inp-bx xap.b
:nxtb"D3 iab npx'bi c
nintab op nxm napp ansp-ba mari'i 24a
nxm ppp nntfb iba; xb p b
p nxmmx mp-rnan nnx op; naap xbp'i 25
nap-bx nm1 npxP 26a
napa'bx xa b
rbx nppxi c
mm npx na d
nnaan mamx nb<a e
nbtab nnx "[xa'ax: 27a
:apppasa pbiarbamx pii pix run b
□pppas nxm ppta: 28a
pnpa ixai iba: b
pnap-bai papain npnai c
rpmnxoipa: pnuna: paaai pmaa npa: d
pmaa-baai pnaa: nan: 29a
tapppasn :ba: b
npip-bx mm naxp 8:1a
pnx'bx nax b
nPmmba papa pppnx na: c
apjxnba: amxm-ba d
:amsp Tpx-ba apppaamnx ban: e
ansa pp ba inpnx pnx ap 2a
appaan barnb
:onsp ypxmx oarnc
anpba apapnn pniain 3a
:ansp fpx-ba apppasn-nx ibinb
■pnxbi nppb nana xppp 4a
naxpb
mnybx ™n c
pap: -:pp apppaxn -.ap d
aanmx nnbtax: e
min'b man f
ninab nra npxp 5a
•'ba nxann b
pmap: pan apppaan nnanb pnabi pmaabi pb imax mpb c
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:irnbx ninp pps ann iaab pnpns d
praaai pppapn pparai pap spnpsan ipoi 7a
:nnxan nxp pp b
naps sap finxi nap xsp 8a
;napsb sa-nax opppspn npp-ba ninybx naP pappb
man nppp nip ton 9a
:nnanppi nnpnnpp opon-p trappssn mppb
□pan span anx inapi 10a
:pxn axpnib
nmpn nrrn p naps xpp 11a
□nbx apa x'bi i3b_nx napnib
o :npr nap naxpc
nap'bx m/r naxp 12a
pnxrbx nax b
ppp-nx np: c
ppxn nsirnx prn d
:onsp ppx-bpa D»b nni e
•pnain 13a
mpaa inpnx pnx o»ib
pnxn nsjrnx ppc
nanaai nnxa o:an prod
:D,ppp ppxrbaa nap nvi ppxn nsa~bp e
□pprrnx xpinb ornpba spppnn pnaap 14a
ibp; xbi b
:nanaai anxa napn pnic
napsrbx □■•appnn riaxP 15a
xin □,nbx aapx b
□nbx upa-x'bi napsrab prnpc
o inp": nap naxp d
nap-bx nip naxp 16a
naps ash aarnni npaa span b
napn xar nan c
rbx npaxi d
nip nax nb e
nnaap pa nba f
pa_nx nbap prxnax p 17a
anannx ppaai ppaai ppaaai pa n-'bap pan b
anarrnx spar: ,na ixbai c
:n'ba on-na'x nanxn nan d
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p j*nx~nx xinn ana Tpbsn] 18a
jrba nay 'as nm b
ana atonrn Tibab c
:pxn anpa rnrr nx '3 inn lyab d
pa pai ^a pa nns nam 19a
:nrn nxn nvr nnab b
]a nirr to!l 20a
vnaa nat nans nrra naa any xanb
:anan ■'asp pxn nnsn ansa px-bsai c
"I'nnxbi nto"bx nans xnpn 21a
naxnb
:ynxa aanbxb mat isb c
rip naxn 22a
]2 nitob pa xb b
irn'bx rnrrb nan ansa naip n c
••nbpo1 x'bi arrrab ansa nainrrnx nan ]n d
nanaa pb; ap np'boi ipn 23a
irnbx nvrb nnan b
nrbx naxs npx? c
nana naxn 24a
nanaa aa-nbx nin,b annan nanx nbtcx px b
nabb pnnrrx'b pnnn pn c
:naa rrnan d
nrna naxn 25a
ninpx nnnani pan xp px nan b
nna iaaaa rnaan ninsa ahan not c
bnn nans p'bx pn d
:npb ninth aairnx nbpi nbab d
nans nan nto xsn 26a
:mn,_bx nnanb
ncn nana np ton 27a
iaani rnaan tonsa ahan nonb
:nnx nxp xb c
nx-tn nasa na iab~nx nans naan 28a
f| :aan-nx nbtii xbib
np-bx np naxn 9:1a
nansrbx xa b
vbx nnant c
anaan m'bx np nnx-na d
nanaan pa-nx nbpi e
nbuib nnx ixa~nx p 2a
:aa pnna piai b
nntaa npix ppna nnn npp nan 3a
]x'ap npaa n'bnaa Qpna npoa b
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HXB P22 "OP c
ansa rppp pai rppp pa rnrr nbarn 4a
nap bjtafcr pah-bap rvar x'bi b
aPxb ppib rnrr atop 5a
:pnxa nrn nann rnrr ntojr nnp b
rnnpp n-rn nann-nx rnrr tow 6a
ansa rape ha nppb
nnx np-xb btotoppa rppppi c
nina nbtop 7a
inx-tp bxpto1 rpppp np-x'b rprn b
nina ah naapc
p nairnx nbto xPid
•pnx-bxi ntop-bx nin1 npxP_ 8a
]toaa its cppan x'bp oab inp b
nina ppjb np'ipton ntoP ipnn c
□nap px-ba bs paxb rrm 9
nnsp ptrbaa ninaax nna pntob npnarrbin anxn-bi; rnm
"[toaan rra-nx inpp 10a
nina pab npwb
np'ipton ntoP inx pane
npnaai onxa nna nbaaax pnto np.d
pnton pap ntoP pab npyb D,pppnn ibapxbi 11a
nnpp-baai appnna pnton rrnp b
o :ntoB"bx hit nan ntoxa nnbx apto xbi nina ab"nx ninp ptrn 12
ntop-bx rnrr npxP 13a
nina pab arm- npaa aaton b
vbx nnpxi c
nnaan phx nin1 npx_na d
rriaw "pirnx nbto e
nx-rn DPaa 'a 14a
paai "paini pb-bx naap-ba-nx nbto px b
:ynxn-baa pPa px ,a inn maa? c
npnx pnnbto nnp ,a 15a
nana ^pP"nxi prix tjxi b
I'ppxnpp nnam c
obixi 16a
■prnpan nxr main b
namx pxnn maaa c
qnxn-baa v?to nap pjpbi d
■paa bbinpp n-na 17a
:anbto "nbab b
nnp naa tbbb p:n 18a
pxb naa ma b
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tnninin rnpin Bi'n"|ab anpaa map rrrrx'b nPx c
nnpi 19a
nbp b
nnPa Tjb nPx_bp nxi ^pirnx ?pn c
nrran Xbi nnPa xprrmPx nanarn anxn-bp d
nnai nnan anbp nnn e
nPnp mapa rnrr nan-nx xnm 20a
taman-bx in;pa"nxi vnap-nx can b
nirr nan-bx iab ap-x'b nPxi 21a
*] :nnpa mapa-nxi vnap-nx arpvb
nPri-bx mm naxv 22a
ansa fnx-bpa nna mv amPmbp ^mmx na: b
:ansa pxa nnpn aPp-bp bpi nanambpi anxmbp c
arpprrbp maa-nx nPP av 23a
nnai ribp ]ro mmi b
npnx Px pbnnic
:ansa pnx-bp nna mm naavd
nnan rpna nnpbna Pxi nna ,n,i 24a
ansa pnx-bpa map mmx'b nPx nxa nap b
vvb nirn rxa c
nanampi anxa nnPa nPx_bp nx ansa px_bpa nnan 25a
nnan nan nnpn aPp-bp nxi b
nap nnPn •pp-bp-nxi c
bxpP* *:a aPmPx |pj r-xa pn 26a






:BipPnn "•api axi f
mm-bx imnpn 28a
nnai am'bx ribp rrna am b
aanx nnbpxi c
nripb papri x'bi d
npri vbx naxri 29a
mpmnx mxpp b
mm-bx mp-nx Prisx c
niirmm Xb nnani pbrnnp rribpn d
:ppxn mmb -a inn ]pab e
jnapi nnxi 30a
ram'bx mm aaa pxmn ana m mpm b
nnpi nnPPm nnPsm 31a
:bPaa nnPam amx nnPPn n b
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is: x'P naaani nanni 32a
:njn nVax '3 b
■van-nx naps aaa rrab xa»i 33a
mrp-Px rsa toPapb
-nam niPpn iPprnc
:naj-ix pnrxP -msbi d
n'Ppni "insni -itpan Ppn_,a nap? xpr 34a
xbnp popb
nnagi xin iaP laapic
Pxpttp ba-nx nPb xPi naps aP pm»i 35a
p :nbb"ra mrr nap nbxab
nbb-Px nin-1 -ibxh 10:1a
naps-Px xa b
vnaa aP-nxi iap-nx ,npaan hx"1? c
nappa nPx ,nhx 'nttf ]aaP d
apnaaa TiPPann ibx nx poapai p:a btxa nsori lapPi 2a
□a •'nafo-itfx ■'nnx-nxi b
:mn" bx^a onsTi
T I • -S • VI" 1
c
naps-Px finxi nbb xa»i 3a
rPx naxbb
a-naan 'riPx nin1 nax-nb c
bsn niaP raxa 'na'na d
rnaan 'aa nPb e
"•aa-nx nPbP nnx ixa-ax ,3 4a
:pPa:n napx nna x'aa ban b
y-ixn pjrnx npai 5a
pxp-nx nxpP Par x'P] b
nabsn nrrnx Paxi c
manpa naP mxmn d
mptonpa aaP nasn pan-Pa-nx Paxi e
anxirPa -ran pnairPa ,nai vpna ixPai 6a
ntn avn na napxn-Pa nnrn orb pTiax niaxi fpnax ixp'X'P nbx b
]DbC
mans aaa xard
rPx nans naa naxb 7a
bpibP bP nr nvr ,na-na b
arrPx nin^nx rtaap a^xirnx nPb c
ansa nnax ,a apn apan d
naps-Px pnx-nxi nbb-nx abip 8a
□nPx naxbb
arrn'Px ninynx naa lap c
iB'aPftn "bi -"b
• : ~ • T
d
nbb naxh 9a
pP: bbprai irniba b
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■p: aanpaaa aaaxzz aaniazaa aaaaz c
:aab nanpn p d
anbx naxa 10a
Baaa-nxa aanx nbttix nuaxz aaae rnrr ]z p1 b
tBZaa naa nan p ini c
]z xb 11 a
nanpnx map Dpaan xa-azb b
appaa anx nnx p c
*] mips aa nxa anx tfnrad
nraa-bx nip naxm 12a
nanxa ansa TPK'bi? pr naa b
ansa fnx'br ban c
:~nzn TXtfn nmx-bz nx ynxn atopbzrnx bzxn d
ansa pax-baa anaa-nx ntea pa 13a
y-ixz app mi an: nana, b
nb'bn-bza xann aap-bz c
np npan d
tnanxn-rax xtoa appn nana e
apsa pxrbz by nznxn by»a_ 14a
ansa baza bzz n:»ab
nxa nzz c
tp-pp xb apnxa anaz nanx p ppxb aaab d
ynxpbz parnx ozn 15a
pxn -rnrab
nnzn npp nmx fyn pa'bz nxa jpxn afoy-bz-nx bzxnc
:bpxb ynx-bzz nntan aiyyaa yya pP'bz nnarx'ba d
pnxba ntyab xnpb nana nnan 16a
naxrnb
:azba azpbx nanp pxon c
nnya 17a
ayan -jx pxan x: xto b
zzpbx nanp anpyna c
:n-rn naapnx pn Pza nan e
niana aya x;ra 18a
:nap_bx nnyab
nxa pm apian nan1 "ppa 19a
nznxpnx x©»ab
pa np anyppac
:apxa baza bzz nnx nznx nxma xb d
niana zb-nx nap1 p-tpa 20a
1 :bxnr- az-rx nby xbab
nclaPx nip naxb 21a




□ptaipbp ip-nx npn tan 22a
top; nuibui opap jpx-bap nbaxpsin ppb
ipx_nx unx ixpx'b 23a
□p; npibrn rnnnp tap injpx'bi b
lonatftaa nix rrn bxnitn pp~bpb- c
npiP'bx nipa xnpp 24a
nnxpb
rnrr-nx anpp wb c
ap n?~!j?pi opaxa pn d
:=rpp -b". appp-Dj e
ncP npxp 25a
nibin nppi wtp inn nnx-oa b
napbx np'b ppp c
pap lbi Mjpp-DJi 26a
aap'bx np,_nx nPrb npa aapp p nona nxiain x'b b
:npai aaxaa-nj; ninpnx nip-na inrx'b ianaxi c
nana aab-nx nan1 pirn 27a
:onb^b npx xbi b
nana ibnaxP 28a
,bi?p ib b
pa nixn ipn-bx ^b naran c
:nmn pa inxn a!'? p d
npip npxp 29a
nnpn p b
1 ppp nixn nia pox"xb c
nprbx nan naxp 11:1a
□pap-bp ninp-bj? xpx nnx pa niu b
nip rpn.x nbp p-pnx c
inbttip d
:n-rp apnx cnr tfna nbp e
□i?n ptxp xrnpn 2a
ani 'bra ppp'bp nnam nxp npxa anpa nxp arx abxpa b
□pap ppp nan p_nx nani pp. 3a
□pap fnxp nxp bina nmP P'xn oa_ b
o :opn ppp nPna-ppp ppp c
npp naxp 4a
np1 npx na b
;pnap rpna xar px nb'bn nan? c
□pap fnxp niap-bp npa 5a
QP"P inx nPx nnap'n nirp np ixpp-bp apn nana nirpa b
mpnp nirr bra c
□pap pix-bpa nbna nppa nnpa 6a
pen x'b anara nrrna x'b anar ntax b
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bx-.ir ■pa bbbi 7a
nananp aPxab iaicb aba-pir x'b b
bxnp pai ansa pa bp1 nba;: im pann pah c
naxb p-iinrioni Px nbx pnairbp n-n 8a
pbana--rax °??P?1 nnx xa b
xaax p'nnxa c
0 :H*rnna i"tina-abn xarad
ntaaPx mrr nax'i 9a
nana apPx jaatp-x'b b
:ansa ptxa pain man pab c
nana pab nbxn DTiaanPp-nx wy pnxa npiaa 10a
nana apnx mrr prrnb
*1 ;ianxa bxnir-'aa-nx nburx'P c
naxb ansa ptxa pnxPxi nmaPx mp naxp 12:1
□pnn tcxn opb nrn Einnn 2a
:rmin Pnnb 02b xm pcxn b
naxb bxnp nnarbpPx nap 3a
rwn uinnb ntoa b
:npb niaj nax-npb nita tarx onb inpp c
nma npa pan osapaKi 4a
niuaa npppa innPx anpn iapuii xin npp b
tntorrba? aobn ibpx ,ab srx c
□pb nn1 rutf-p npr apn nfo 5a
nnpn ovynpai opapn-p b
nrn mnnb Di1 ivy rpanx na> rnratpb o?b rrni 6a
jpypn pa bxntopnny bnp b2 inx lentil b
anrrp mpba 7a
pppianPan nhtan nprba aana/i b
:ana inx Ppx^npix apart by c
np nbPa ntoan-nx Psxi 8a
nnbax' Dn'naPa? niaani mx~Pa b
x; aaaa PaxnPx 9a
□pa btajaa bpaa b
BX'PiTDX p C
tianpPan ranaPa? iuixn d
npana? uaa nnin-xbi 10a
nanfon bxa npana? laaa nnani b




Tirana inx anbpxi e
;npP xin npa f
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nan np-'Pa Dnap-fnxa ,n-nin 12a
npna-nin nnxp D'nsp pnxa -iir)3-L?D ,rra>na b
□ipso ntox o^sp ^'Px-Paaa c
:naTrr "ox d
Dtp don im D^an bv nxp nap Dnn n^rn 13a
□aPa 'nnpsa ann-nx 'n^xna b
ronao pxa "'nans n-'ntcpp pa naa npr-x'Pa c
fnaap nap nan ai'n thi 14a
rnrrb an inx onani b
nnann obis npn DanrhPp c
aPaxh niap nnr nape 15a
□dtqp nxto ar.'apT, p~xnn ora -x b
nparan dt—uj i&xnn dpp Pxniu'p xann tiaan nnpaaa ppn Ppx-Pa ,a c
tanp'xnpp praxnn ovaa 16a
oap nvr Eipp-xnpp prawn orga b
ona ntor;x'P naxPp-Pa c
:ddP ntcar inap xin WarPap Pax1, nWx px d
nispn-nx onppWa 17a
□nsp ynxp aanraxaarrx 'nxsln nan Di»n appa ^ b
:opiaj npn naprnnP nan orrrnx nnnara c
nisp aPaxh ansa WpnP or nto naapxa ]Wxna 18a
:ani?a Wnnp ontoa nnxn or na b
□p,naa xpp'; xb nxW n,p; naaW 19a
Pxnizr npyp xann tupan nnnaaa nspnp Pax-Pa ^ b
T"1^? nP^?a naa c
aan-aWar: Paa aPaxh x'P nppnp-Pa 20a
p :ni;jp aPaxh b
Panto1 pprPaP ntoP xnp»a 21a
onpx npxrb
□npnnstopP ]xp nap anpa aatop c
:npan aanwa d
aiax nnax onnppa 22a
pprrntox ana onpapa b
ppa ntox onn-]p nhrpn Tto'Pxa piptopp-Px anipna c
tirx axsn x'P Dnxi d
:npa-ny in,a-nnsp e
□nsp-nx pipP nan' nain 23a
ntaapn -nto Paa paptopn-Pto onn-nx nxna b
nnarrPr na^1 npaa c
:pipP apra-Px xap nnwpn ]rp x'Pa d
nan nanrrnx Dnnptoa 24a
:apii?—tr pppPa pp'pnP b




:nttfn nnaairnK onnbtfi c
□aba mPk inbtr-,a n;ni 26a
ids'? nKin nnaan no b
□nnbxi 27a
ninp Kin npa-nnr b
□nana Pxn&r-ba TiaPa nop npiK c




o :ito 52 pnKi npibTK nin; nia npiKp c
nPPn ■'ana Tb 29a
□Tab pnKa niaaPa nan ninn b
nian noa npiK Tsn niaa na iKpaPa apiP nans naao c
mana niaa Pbi d
□TabPai rnaaPai Kin nPP nans opr 30a
□psaa nPna npaa pni b
:np ntf-px ntpK n;a ^tp? c
nPP pnKpi npbp Knp*i 31a
npK'ib
*a» pinp ixa ibip c
pKntc ba-na onK-oa d
:nanana nip-nx inaa iapi e
inp oanpa-aa DaaKiraa 32a
12P1 arnan npixa b
:TK"aa a.nanai c
□nPpP nnpP nan-Pa DTisp ptnni 33a
TDK ■'a b
:DTb iaPa c
•pan; Dip ipaaTK nan k&h 34a
:DbacPa an'Pbpa nnna nnnKpb b
npib nana ito pK-b-":ai 35a
m'Patoi ant Pai ~pa"Pa QTXbb pKpib
□nab paa nan p-nK 505 ninn 36a
□pKpib
p rDTap'nx iPain.c
nnap oppana Pxnfopaa iap*i 37a
pap naP QTaan Pan ^Pk r'Kp-raa b
drk nPa an ana-Dai 38a
tkd naa napp npai ]Kai b
pan kP *a niap naa DTsap wain npK paarrnK idk»i 39a
npnpnnP Pa; kPi otxbp nonara b
:DnP itBjrkP nnaraai c
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□papa ia<pT nrnx bx7l^■, aa atfPi 40a
:nap nixa 1:3-1x1 nap apbaj b
nap nixa apnxi natf oPbto ]>j?a pa 41a
rapap ynxa nip nixaarba 1x2; ntn nip asaa pnb
opasa pxa oxpinb mp,b xm opatf b^b 42a
nirrb np n'rbn-xm b
1 :arhnb bxnip prbab □nam c
pnxi nsp-bx nip nax'i 43a
nosn nj?n nxt b
:ia bax^x'b narpPa c
7p2_n?pa tap naarbai 44a
:ia baxs rx inx nnbai b
naPax^xb nptoi auiin 45
bap nnx paa 46a
nam ntopp nppp xpinPb b
:ia_ina©n x'b asp c
:inx ifwr bxnp nnarba 47
pnP nop nfop na 77X niapai 48a
intob anp rxi narba ib bian b
•pxn nntxa pp c
:ia bax'-xb bnarbai d
oaaina nap nabi nnrxb pp nnx nnin 49
bxnfcr •aa'ba iton 50a
o :wv i? pntrnxi ntia-nx nip nip npxa b
np nip 0222 pn 51a
7 :anxaarby opap pixa bxnp aa-nx nip xpin b
:naxb npaPx nip nana 13:1
niaaPa pPij? 2a
bxnp aaa annPa -as b
nanaai 07x2 c
:xin P d
oipPx nca nax»i 3a
□pay npa apasaa anxp im np oip-nx Par b
pan bap x'bi pa oanx nip xpin p prna p c
:2,2xn ahna ops' anx nip 4
piapi anp paxp pnp aaaan px~bx pp 7x,a,"p npi 5a
map abn nar fax 7b nnb 7paxb jaatfa nax b
:np tcnna nxrn nnarpnx nnain c
n'asa baxn op; naaati 6a
:pnp p ppts'n Di'ai b
□pp nrac nx bax1 niaaa 7a
pbarbaa nx& 7b nxp-x'bi pan 7b nxp-xbi b
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Chapter 13
naxb xinn ai'a ^ab nnsrn 8a
:nnsaa 'nxaa 'b nin1 nto nr niaya b
"|T"bj? nixb ^b rrni 9a
72 pnarbi b
j22 mm nnin mnn ]iJab c
ransaa nim pxsin nptn ma '2 d
nninab nxrn npnrrnx nnarn 10a
0 :na'a'T own b
aiaan fnx-bx mm ^xa'-'p mm 11a
Tnaxb'i ^b uapn npx? b
:^b mrpi c
nimb anmnaa-b2 rnarm 12a
-b mm naix nana natf nap-ban b
:mmb °1-9TP c
nun nnsn -an nap-ban 13a
inpnin nnpn xb-oxi b
:nnpn 7722 anx 1122 ban c
naxb in? n'Cn 14a
nxrna b
rbx nnaxi c
:d,12J? rnaa anaaa mm ux'pin m pma d
wnbtib nine npipm'2 'mi 15a
ansa pxa niaa-ba nim nmi b
nana niaa-npi anx 122a c
□■na-rn ann nap-ba mmb nar ax ]?-b» d
mnax aa map-ban e
nam-bj? nixb mm 16a
iprp 72 nsaiabi b
0 :a'npaa mm ux'pin m pma '? c
aamnx nine nbpa 'mi 17a
xin ainp 'a a'rrabp ynx pnn ambx anrxbi b
ambx nax 'a c
mampa lapi nanba anxna Ban am'-'p d
^o-a? nanan pin oyn-nx ambx 20a 18a
:ansa fnxa bxnt'-na ibi? a'pam b
lay ppi' niapirnx mca npa 19a
naxb bxnto' aa-nx a'aain aap'n "2 b
aanx a-nnx npa' npp c
:Bpnx ma 'napp-nx an'bam d
napa wp*i 20a
nanan napa anxa annb
nnnn anrab 72 mapa aar anapb njbn rnmi 21a
anb mxnb m maaa nb'bi b
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Chapter 13/14
:nb";bi oar nabb c
p :oan pab n'rb Pxn maai ddv pan maa tirapxb 22
;naxb nmrbx nin1 nanp 14:1
nh'nn ^a pa1? linn iaon pp~bx nap 2a
□»n pai bnia fa b
•■a*r\-bv i:nn inai ]as baa pab c
b^nta1 pab nana naxi 3a
pnxa on □,aai b
nanan □n,ba nio c
nanarab-nx piprm 4a
°b,_>nx pnni b
ib^-baai nanaa nnaaxi c
nini px"1? ansa iann d
qa'itop e
□an nna ,a ansa pbab nap 5a
□airbx vnaai nana aab panpb
naxpc
iriaa nxrna d
mnaaa bxnto,_nx linbpna e
iaan-nx nbxp 6a
:iaa npb iaa-nxi b
mna aan nixa-tftf njpp 7a
ansa aan bai b
riba'ba DfflbuJi c
ansa pba nana ab-nx nin1; pmp 8a
bxnir pa nnx pnnpb
:nnn ts opsin bxnta1 pai c
□n^nnx ansa lannp 9a
□»Tn_ba aph onix irtopb
pas baa pab nn'nn ,a_ba ib,m rszhsi nana aan oicrba c
anpn nanai 10a
□irra-nx bxnt--pa ixtopb




nanaa niab linnpb ansaa onap-px 'baan b
sopnsap lisfainb lib rrtpa nxrna c
naxb nnspa fbx linan npx nann nrxbn 12a
una bnn b
□nsarnx nnaaii c
nanaa linaa onisa-nx naa lib aia ,a d




□ian osb ntoyicx rnrr nyiar-nx ixpi larnn c
nrn anpp-nx nrrxp -rax aa d
:nbiy~ry liu anXpb is,pn x'b e
d?1? nnba nina 14a
p pitfnnn anxi b
npip-bx nirr npx'i 15a
abx pyprrnp b
nyp" bxppp-pa-bx nap c
nnxi 16a
ppp~nx Din b
crirby ppaT~nx nail c
inypai d
:n«i3".a o«n pina bxni^-pa ixap e
a:xi 17a
ansa ab'nx pmp pan b
arnpnx ixap c
n^ra'psai lappa i'rrrbaai ninaa rnaaxi d
mm px-'a ansa urn 18a
t : • -j • • - « • :t s
trtthsai iaana ninaa mapna b
ttt: !•« : - : • « t • :
bxpttn mna pab pbnn am'bxn pxbp yp'i 19a
ampnxp pbpb
anpsa ]iyn may yp'ic
iDTpnxp inimd
bxptya mna yai ampa mna -pa xPp 20a
pranm ]jyn mp b
n^bn-nx IXP C
tnb-'brrba nrbx nr app-x'bid
om-by im-nx ntaa bp 21a
nbabrrba nry amp irna am-nx mm pbipb
nannb a»mnx otopc
:a,pn lypapd
n(jjaaa a»n pina bxpirma ixap 22a
:abxa<sai □i,p,p nan anb aaam b
ansa lappp 23a
:d'th pimbx vopsi iapp nypa did bp arnpnx ixapb
ipan ppPrxa ,n,i 24a
•pTin mx maya ampp mnp-bx mm ppumb
:nnsp mna nx amic
vnappp ]sX nx nop 25a
npapa immp b
ansa npx'ic
p :Dapppa anb anb: mm ap bxpito^ pap noi:x e




trttha-bin iaD-r^J? ansa-br anan iatfji c
o^n-br iT~nx nmb b».] 27a
ijjvx'? ij?3 rmsb d»n aonb
inxnpb □,03 ansei c
:a»Tn tpna ansa-px niP' pari d
c'2 an-nnx d"xan nana 'rn hbb a^nan-pxi nrin-px loan can i3tf»i 28a
nmnv ana nxarx'b b
n»Tn ^ipa nuia'.a labn bxpfa'; -pai 29a
sabxateai ara'a nan anb cam b
t : • t ■ t v t • - - :
ansa ~ra bxn^-px xinri ova nw sm'i 30a
:b"tp psfo-by pa ansp-px btn&p x-nb
ansa? nrr noa im nbnan tp-px bxnfo? x-n 31a
mrr-px a»n iXT'ib
T V T T : • -
n :1nas ntfaai mna wpkvc
I : - v j t - • -s —
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APPENDIX IV: Poetic Analysis of the Song at the Sea
l
A mmb nx-rn nm©mnx bxatm pm nob—r<zr rx Then Moses and the children
of Israel sung this song to the Lord
And they said:
I will sing to the Lord for he is surely exalted
Horse and its rider he cast into the sea
B naxb npx'i
Ci nxa nxr1? nan"-1? nmoix
C2 :dpj nan iaam mo
2
Ai m rnan no
A2 nino,l7 ^-mi
B] iniaxi ,l?x n?
B2 maaahxi ■'ax mbx
The Lord is my strength and my song
And he has become my salvation
This is my God and I will praise him
The God ofmy father and I will glorify him
A nanba mx mm The Lord is a man ofwar
B iao mm The Lord is his name
4
Ai Q'a nm ibmi nina norna The chariots of pharaoh and his army he cast into the sea
A2 ^D'cra wao vobo nruai and his choice officers sunk into the sea of reeds
A lapm nahn
B ipx-ias ribisan nm
6
A rap mnxa mm ^ra1
B mix fonn mm ■p,ai
7
A -pap o'nnn njaixa ahai
B -pan nbm
C fflpa iabax^
The depths covered them
They went down the depths like a stone
Your right hand Oh Lord, is majestic in strength
Your right hand Oh Lord, shatters the enemy
And by the greatness of your excellence you
overthrow those who rise up against you
You sent forth your burning anger
It consumed them like chaff
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8
A □,f? wijjp jsx nnai
Bi crbn nrioa 12%:











J nnnx apaa rnaiua ibbs
II
A rnrr abxa naaa-,a






C nbx; vas pona rrra




C npibs ,api' rnx bn
D Diix ,p3l?x ibnai tx
And by the blast of your nostrils the waters were
heaped up
The floods stood like a heap




"I will divide the plunder"
"My desire will be fulfilled on them"
"I will empty out my sword"
"My hand will dispossess them"
You blew with your breath
The sea covered them
They sunk like lead in the majestic waters
Who is like you among the gods O Lord?
Who is like you majestic in holiness?
(Who is like you) awesome in praises?
(Who is like you) a worker of wonders?
You stretch forth your right hand
The earth swallows them
You lead with your loving kindness this people whom
you have redeemed
You guide by your strength to your holy dwelling
The peoples hear
They tremble
Agony takes hold of the inhabitants ofPhilistia
Then the chiefs of Edom are terrified
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E -an iatnxs 3Xia
F "|J»? ^2W b'3 WOJ
16
A nnsi nirrx ornbj? bsn
B pxs TOT ^innr bras
C rnrr ^ay "OJ?:~"iJ?
D nop iT'Di? -)2y~ty
17
E inbru -ins iayani inxsri
F rnrr nbrs ^nsmb psa
G TpT uais pnx tanpp
18
As for the leaders ofMoab, trembling takes hold of
them
All the inhabitants ofCanaan melt
Dread and trembling have fallen upon them
By your great strength they are silent as a stone
Until your people cross over, O Lord
Until they cross over, this people whom you have
acquired
You bring them and plant them in the mountain of your
inheritance
A place for your dwelling [which] you have made, O
LORD
A sanctuary, my Lord, [which] your hand has
established
A nin Dbjjb rfba? rnrr
19
B d'3 vshsrn ispns nins did X3to
C a»n totix nnby mm sah
D a»n pins ncms toPh ban&r orn
The LORD reigns forever and ever
Because the horse of pharaoh with its rider and
his officers went into the sea
And the LORD turned the waters of the sea
over them
But the children of Israel walked on dry ground
in the midst of the sea
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APPENDIX V: Poetic Analysis of Psalm 77:1-21
-linra poxb [linn''] ppn,T)-ba n^ap1? To the choirmaster: according to Jeduthun. A
song of Asaph
Ai npaaxi ambx-bx
A2 ,l?x prxm □,nhx-bx ^ip
3
A ,rrapn 'ps ,rra ava
B aisn xbi nnaa nb,i? ,t
C ^pa onan mxp
4
Ai rrnnxa crribx rnprx
A2 ,nn ^panna niriax
mbo
My voice [is] to God and I will cry out
My voice [is] to God and he will incline his ear to me
In the day ofmy distress I seek the Lord
My hand at night is poured out (lit. stretched out). It
does not grow numb
My soul refuses to be comforted
I remember God and I murmur
I talk (muse, complain) and my spirit faints away
Selah
A Ta niioffl nrnx
T : T : "T
B nanx xbi Tiraapa
6
Ai nnpp □■'ir ,n3!£)'n
A2 rcrabia niatu
7




A ,anx nap o^biabn
B nia nianb p^^xba
9
A inpn nsab opxn
B :Tn -nb nnx nraa
You have grasped the eyelids ofmy eyes
I am disturbed and I cannot speak
I think upon the days from of old
(I think upon) the years of old
I remember my music at night
With my heart I muse
And my spirit searches (through)
Will the Lord reject forever?
And not continue to accept favourably any more?
Has his loving kindness ceased forever?
(Has) the word (or promise) come to an end
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10
A Px nian npoin
B :nPp varn pxp fsp'QK
11
A x'n ,niPn naxi
B ]rPp pa1 niap
12
A nyPPpa pistx] (Tprx)





A pppp rppa □,n'Px
B :crr6xp Pita Px^n
15
A xPa nipp Pxn nnx
B :prp D-'app nppin
16
A pap pi-pa nPxaT
B :nPo porn appyaa
17
A crnPx a1? pixp
B aPrr o^a paxn
C rniann itn1 px
18
Aniap a?a lapt
B □,pn<2i una Pip
C noPnrr p'xsrrpx
for generation and generation?
Has God forgotten being gracious (to be gracious)?
Or has he in anger drawn together (shut) his
compassions?
And I said, "This is my sickness
The changing of the right hand of the Most High"
I remember the deeds of Jah
For I remember from of old your wonders
And I meditate on all your work
And I muse on all your deeds
Oh God! Your way is in holiness
Who is a great god as God?
You are the God who does wonders
You made known among the people your strength
You redeemed your people with strength
The sons of Jacob and Joseph
The waters saw you, oh God!
The waters saw you [and] writhed
Also the depths (Tihomot) quivered
Dark clouds poured forth water
The sky (or clouds) thundered (lit. gave a sound)




A babaa p?jn bip
B ban a'pna i-pKn
C :p«n tfsnm nun
20
A^a-n n»a
B □,an o^a pfrap] pppam)




The sound of your thunder was in the whirlwind
Lightnings lit the world
The earth quaked and shook
Your way appeared in the sea
And your paths in the many (abundant) waters
But your footprints were not known
You led your people like sheep
By the hand ofMoses and Aaron
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APPENDIX VI: Discourse Analysis of Joshua 24:1-28
naap ^*0^ ,B3ti-l73TiK apiin-' nbxn a
VTata1?! vasiiibi vPxn'ri "Pp?1? Nnps] b
:D,nbxn as1? laaTH c
aan-ba-bx amir naxn 2a
bxnur •"nbx rnrr nax_na b
Tin: ^axi annax ,ax nnn abiaa aa-'niax lasi; nn:n naaa c
:Bannx bt^x main d
nn:n napa Bnnaxmx aamx-nx njpxi 3 a
]a:a fnx-Saa inix pbixi b
imrnx [nanxi] (anxi) c
:pnx;*nK iS-]nxi d
"itornxi apimnx pna11? ;nxi 4 a
inix riuiib T»to nn-nx wvb ;nxi b
:anaa inn; v:ai apin C
pnx-nxi ntfirnx npiixi 5a
□nxa-nx pax; b
ianpa "rpto npixa C
;aanx mxain nnxi d
Dmsaa aamiaxrnx x'xixi 6a
nam ixam b
:»]io"D; D'tinaai aana aamiax nnx ansa lannn c
nim-bx ipaaa 7a
ansan pai aa-pa bsxa Dfen b
ammx ipa xan c
moan d
onxaa mpirnpx nx Dippy npxnrn e
tamp am; nanaa lapirn f
PT.P iPPP spim naxn "px-hx aanx [xnxi] (nxaxi) 8a
aanx lappi b
aaTa arix ;nxi C
axntrnx ibiTrn d
raaasa BTntfxi e
axia pba niss"|a pba apn 9a
Pxnipa anim b
nbtii'i c
:oanx bbpb niaapa □a'pa'p xnpT d
□a'?ai? vhuib pax xp 10a
aanx pina pan b
:in;a aanx baxi c
inn'Px ixani pnm-nx narrn 11a
•warn; nnn ""oa-ian; mnni aiaani nnsni naxn inn,~"l'?i?a aaa Ian1?': b
:aa-aa anix ;nxi C
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npnan-nx □pps'? n'paxa 12a
pnapa x'ba panna xS pPxn p'pp pa Dppsp onix anana b
□rrap-x'1? nax oppa na npapx'1? nax fix op1? ]nxi 13a
DH3 133T". b




npxaa cans inx anapa c
□pppaa nnan -1333 nppiax anap nax dPSxtix worn d
:ninynx anapa e
nap-nx nap1? Dappa pn nxa 15a
■pn'apn nrnx nip ddS anna b
npn papa] papa) nax nppiax anap-nax apbx-nx ax c
□p-xa npa1 anx nax paxn pPx-rx axa d
f] :pp-nx nay: ppa paxa e
□pn ]p»a 16a
nax»ab
;opnx apSx napS nap-nx aipa t:b nip-,bn c
□ppn pxa arniaxrnxa aanx nbpan xan arnbx pp 'p 17a
□pap rrap b
n^xn nibpn ninxprax arppb nap naxa c
na aapbn nax -pnn-bpa anaap d
:aanpa anap na'x □ppn bppa e
apsa ynxn aa1 naxpnxa □ppp'prnx pn1 anpn 18a
o nrnbx xan^p pp-nx nap? ajnarDa b
□pn-^x pain1' npx'i 19a
npv-rax nap1? a^para x'b b
xan DPnp a-rPx-'s c
xan xiap-Sx d
:DpTiaxbr6a aapasb xp-xb e
np: pbx annapa pp-nx aatpn p 20a
aaa b
:□□■? appnax nnx opnx n'ppa apb anna c
paip-bx apn npx'a. 21a
nap: nan^nx p xb b
oppbx pain1' nax'a 22a
□pa nnx Dpp b





□panpa nax npn p'Sx-nx a—pn b




s : v t t :
"qjjj irn'^x nirp-nx b
:vnm ibipDi C
xmn orp orb rnp y^irr; rnp*i 25a
:Dpffl3 tippPl pn ib Dto'ib
crnbx npin naps n^xn □pppn-nx pphrr 3hp»] 26a
n'pina "|px np'ib
o :mrr tipppp -ipix n'pxn nnn oaf nipple
□pn-'pp-bx ptfirr -inx'i 27a
ripp1? ijsrrpnn nxtn pxn nan b
U0» npp -ittfx rnrr ppx^p nx nppai x,n_,3 c
rnp1? Dp3 nrrni d
:Dp,n'i7X3 pranprqs e
*1 rin'pnp'p arx ni?n-nx n'pph 28
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APPENDIX VII: Poetic Analysis of Habakkuk 3:1-19
x-aan pipan1? n'pan
3:1
The prayer of Habakkuk the prophet
Upon the Shigyonoth intra# bs
A Oh Yahweh! I heard your report. I was afraid 'nxp; pao© 'nyoui m/h
B\ Oh Yahweh! Your work, in the midst of the years revive it! irrn □,a© anpa pbao mm
B2 In the midst of the years, make it known! amin ope anpa
B3 In wrath, remember compassion! niorn onn rapa
3
A1 God came from Teman!
A2 And the Holy One from Mount Paran!
Selah
B1 His glory, (it) covered the heavens!






A Brightness like light there was!
B He had horns (coming out) from his hand!




A Before his face, pestilence went out!
B And fire bolt went out at His feet!
nap pbp v:zb
n-'Ha-iH p©p xan
A \ He stood and He measured the earth!
A2 He looked and loosened the nations!
B\ Then the abiding mountains were scattered!
Z?2 The ancient hills bowed down!






71 The p (to) for Ketib (nra). BHS, 1053.
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A I saw the tents of Cush under trouble!
B The tents72 of the land of Midian quaked!
A Was it at the streams (that) Yahweh was angry?
B\ Or at the rivers, your anger?
Z?2 Or at the sea, your fury?
C For you rode upon your horses,
D Your chariots of salvation!
A (In) nakedness, you exposed your bow!
B Oaths to the tribes, a word!
Selah
C Rivers, you clave the earth!
A They saw you, the mountains writhed!
B A flood of water passed over!
C Vhom gave his voice!
D He lifted his hand upwards!
A Sun, moon, they stood in their heights!
Bi For light, your arrows went to and fro (flashed)!
Bi For brightness, the glitter of your spear!
A In indignation, you marched the earth!
B In anger, you threshed the nations!
A\ You went out for the deliverance of your people!
A2 For the deliverance of your anointed one!
B\ You struck the head from the house of the wicked,




](2to ,l?nx ,n,xn px nnn






























A You pierced with their staffs, the head of his warriors!73
B They stormed (out) to scatter me!
C Their exultation, such as consuming the afflicted in secret!
A You trod through the sea (on) your horses!
B A heap of many waters!
Ai I heard, and my belly trembled!
A2 At the sound, my lips quivered!
B\ Decay entered my bones!
B2 and underneath me, I trembled!
C Therefore741 will wait quietly75 for the day of distress!
D Ascending upon the people, (when) it invades us!
A\ For (even if) the fig tree does not bud,
A2 Or there is no produce in the vine trees,
As (Or) the work of the Olive tree fails,
A4 Or the fields do not produce food,
A5 (Or) the flock is cut off from the enclosure,
A(, Or there is no herd in the stalls,
B1 Yet as for me, I exult in Yahweh!
Z?2 I rejoice in the God of my salvation!
A Yahweh, the Lord, is my strength!
B\ He makes my feet like (those of) does!
*1 :r,l?9




























p (inns) for Ketib (ins). BHS, 1053.
74 Lit, "that", ntix. We deem it as used here in a manner approximating a 'telic particle' or introducing
a subordinate 'consequence clause'. Waltke and O'Connor, 511, 635,sections 36.6.l.c, and 38.1 .g,
respectively.
75 Lit, "rest", ma.
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B2 He makes me to tread upon my heights! ,3?TP "Trioa ty)
For the director, with my stringed instruments rnlraja nsM1?
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APPENDIX VIII: Map of Africa - Ethnic Distribution
Source: Hammond Atlas of the World. Second ed. Maplewood, New Jersey:
Hammond Incorporated, 1998. 20-21.
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APPENDIX IX: Map of Eastern Province, Zambia - Ethnic
Distribution
Source: Mines, Zambia. Ministry of Lands and. "The Republic of Zambia
Tribes and Languages." Lusaka, Zambia: Surveyor General, Ministry of
Lands and Mines, 1967.
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APPENDIX X: Map of Eastern Province, Zambia - Petauke,
Katete, Chadiza, Chipata and Lundazi Districts
Source: Dept., Zambia. Roads. "Metric Road Map: Republic of Zambia."
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